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I returned, and saw under the sun, that the race is not to the swift, nor
the battle to the strong, neither yet bread to the wise, nor yet riches to
men of understanding, nor yet favor to men of skill; but time and
chance happeneth to them all.
—Ecclesiastes 9:11
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Preface

Economic gains achieved through technological progress do not themselves guarantee that more people will lead good lives. Just as enormous economic insecurity and income inequality pervade the world today, worsening conditions can develop even as technological advances
mark greater levels of economic achievement. But new risk management ideas can enable us to manage a vast array of risks—those present
and future, near and far—and to limit the downside effects of capitalism’s “creative destruction.” Application of these ideas will not only
help reduce downside risks, but it will also permit more positive risktaking behavior, thereby engendering a more varied and ultimately
more inspiring world.
The New Financial Order proposes a radically new risk management
infrastructure to help secure the wealth of nations: to preserve the billions of minor—and not so minor—economic gains that sustain people
around the world. Most of these gains seldom make the news or even
evoke much public discussion, but they can enrich hard-won economic
security and without them any semblance of progress is lost. By radically changing our basic institutions and approach to management of
all these risks both large and small we can do far more to improve our
lives and our society than through piecemeal tinkering.
Just as modern systems of insurance protect people against catastrophic risks in their lives, this new infrastructure would utilize financial inventions that protect people against systemic risks: from job
loss because of changing technologies to threats to home and community because of changing economic conditions.
If successfully implemented, this newly proposed ﬁnancial infrastructure would enable people to pursue their dreams with greater conﬁdence than they can under existing modes of risk management. Without such a means to greater security, it will be difﬁcult for young
people, whose ideas and skills represent the raw materials for a growthoriented information society, to take the risks necessary to convert their
intellectual energies into useful goods and services for society.
Historically, economic thinkers have been limited by the state of relevant risk management principles of their day. Recent advances in ﬁnanix

cial theory, information technology, and the science of psychology allow us to design new inventions for managing the technological and
economic risks inherent in capitalism—inventions that could not have
been envisioned by past thinkers. Karl Marx, the instigator of the communist movement, had no command of such risk management ideas
when he published Das Kapital in 1867. Nor did John Maynard Keynes,
the principal expositor of modern liberal economic policy, when he
published the General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money in
1936. Nor did Milton Friedman, the chief expositor of economic libertarianism, when he published Capitalism and Freedom in 1962.
Ultimately, The New Financial Order is about applying risk management technology to the major problems of our lives. That is, it depicts an electronically integrated risk management culture designed to
work in tandem with the already existing economic institutions of capitalism to promote wealth. The book does not promise utopia, nor is it
a solution to all of our problems. It is not motivated by any political
ideology, nor by sympathies with one or another social class. It does offer steps we can realistically take to make our lives much better. By presenting new ideas about basic risk management technology, this book
does not propose a ﬁnished blueprint for the future. Instead, it describes a new direction that will inevitably be improved by future experimentation, innovation, and new advances in ﬁnancial theory, in the
manipulation of relevant risk-related information, and in the ability of
social scientists to draw on psychology to design user-friendly techniques to help people manage income-related risks.
I began working on this book in 1997 as a culmination of years of thinking and writing about how to improve institutions for dealing with
risks, both to individuals and to society. In 1993 I published a technical
monograph, Macro Markets: Creating Institutions for Managing Society’s Largest Economic Risks, accompanied by a series of scholarly articles on the general topic of risk management with Allan Weiss, Karl
Case, Stefano Athanasoulis, and others. But these pieces neither drew
the big picture nor addressed the big issues that I thought needed to
be stressed to a broad audience.
At that time I had planned to use this book to integrate my thinking about risk management into a broader picture of our society and
economy. I had hoped to correct the egregious public misunderstanding of technological and economic risks, and convey a clearer, more acx
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curate picture of the actual risks people face. Also, I had hoped to explain how the presence of various forms of risk, many hidden in plain
sight, prevent us from achieving our highest potential.
But I was interrupted in 1999 by the increasingly impressive evidence
of an enormous boom in the stock market, a boom that proved of historic proportions. On the advice of my fellow economist and life-long
friend Jeremy Siegel, I decided to set aside the work on this book to
write a book about the stock market boom—a classic example of the
very kind of misperception and mismanagement of long-term risks that
I had written about in the scholarly literature. With the help of Princeton University Press, I managed to get Irrational Exuberance into
bookstores in mid-March 2000, precisely at the peak of the market and
of the tech bubble.
Irrational Exuberance concluded by saying that not only was the
level of the stock market exaggerated but society’s attention to the
stock market, and the importance we attach to it, were also exaggerated. The stock market will not make us all rich, nor will it solve our
economic problems. It is foolhardy for citizens to pay attention to the
world of business only for the purpose of picking stocks, and even more
foolhardy to think stock prices will go nowhere but up.
The New Financial Order picks up where my earlier research and
Irrational Exuberance together leave off. By showing how we misconstrue risk and by bringing signiﬁcant new ideas to bear on this problem, I hope to explain how we can fundamentally resolve the economic
risk predicament. We are indeed entering a new economic era, robust
stock market or not, and we need to think about the implications of
emerging technologies—the real drivers of global economic change—
not just on individual companies and their stock prices but on all of us.
We need to understand how the technology of the past has shaped our
institutions. And we need to change our thinking in a vigorous, creative way to navigate this new environment. The New Financial Order
outlines critical means of making this ideal a reality.
As an aid to critical readers of this book, I have also assembled a
number of technical and background papers as well as news clips relating to the themes of this book. They are on the web site http://www.
newﬁnancialorder.com.
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The Promise of Economic Security

WALL STREET, along with the City of London and other world ﬁnancial centers, has served as the liveliest laboratory for new ideas in all
of capitalism. Modern ﬁnance—not only securities and banking but
also insurance and public ﬁnance—grows out of powerful theories,
both mathematical and psychological, and has produced economic inventions of the greatest utility. Despite some awful ﬁnancial scandals
that surface from time to time, these inventions really work, most of the
time. The inventions work because the fundamental ideas are sound
and because ﬁnance professionals have learned to apply them effectively to real people, with all their psychological biases and quirks.
The primary subject matter of ﬁnance is the management of risks.
Finance looks at the various forms of human disappointments and
economic suffering as risks to which probabilities can be attached. Finance poses arrangements that reduce these disappointments and
blunt their impact on individuals by dispersing their effects among
large numbers of people. Finance helps us realize our dreams by enabling creators and innovators to pursue their ideas without bearing
all of the risks themselves and encourages them to take great risks for
good purposes, as when entrepreneurs start new companies ﬁnanced
by venture capitalists.
Unfortunately, the insights of ﬁnance have been applied in only a limited way. Risk sharing has been used primarily for certain narrow kinds
of insurable risks, such as stock market crashes or hurricanes, or for managing the risks of conventional investments, such as diversifying investment portfolios or hedging commodity risks, beneﬁts that often accrue
mainly to the already-well-off members of our society. Finance has substantially neglected the protection of our ordinary riches, our careers,
our homes, and our very abilities to be creative as professionals.
We need to democratize ﬁnance and bring the advantages enjoyed
by the clients of Wall Street to the customers of Wal-Mart. We need to
extend ﬁnance beyond our major ﬁnancial capitals to the rest of the
world. We need to extend the domain of ﬁnance beyond that of phys1
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ical capital to human capital, and to cover the risks that really matter in
our lives. Fortunately, the principles of ﬁnancial management can now
be expanded to include society as a whole. And if we are to thrive as a
society, ﬁnance must be for all of us—in deep and fundamental ways.
Democratizing ﬁnance means effectively solving the problem of gratuitous economic inequality, that is, inequality that cannot be justiﬁed
on rational grounds in terms of differences in effort or talent. Finance
can thus be made to address a problem that has motivated utopian or
socialist thinkers for centuries. Indeed, ﬁnancial thinking has been
more rigorous than most other traditions on how to reduce random income disparities.
Equipped with modern digital technology, we can now make these
ﬁnancial solutions a reality. Right now we are witnessing an explosion
of new information systems, payment systems, electronic markets,
online personal ﬁnancial planners, and other technologically induced
economic innovations, and consequently much in our economy will
be changed within just a few years. Almost all of our economy will be
transformed within just a few decades. This new technology can do
cheaply what once was expensive by systematizing our approach to risk
management and by generating vast new repositories of information
that make it possible for us to disperse risk and contain hazard.
Society can achieve a greater democratization of ﬁnance and stabilization of our economic lives through radical ﬁnancial innovation. We
must make this happen, given the economic uncertainty of our future
at a time of global change and given the problems and inadequacies of
today’s ﬁnancial arrangements. This book presents ideas for a new ﬁnancial order, a new ﬁnancial capitalism, and a new economic infrastructure, and further describes how such ideas can realistically be developed and implemented.

Incentives for Great Works without Moral Hazard
Financial arrangements exist to limit the inhibitions that fear of failure
places on our actions and to do this in such a way that little moral hazard is created. Moral hazard occurs when ﬁnancial arrangements encourage people to engage in destructive rather than productive acts,
such as phony work done only to impress investors, wanton spending,
or accounting malfeasance.
2
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An entrepreneur may feel discouraged from starting an exciting
new business because the risk of failure is too high. Modern financial
arrangements can often solve this problem. For instance, this entrepreneur might find a venture capital firm that will agree to bear the
risks, paying the entrepreneur a salary yet providing the entrepreneur
some incentive for inspired work by offering shares in the upside if
the company does well. The risk that might have prevented the entrepreneur from ever launching the business seems to disappear. Actually, the risk does not disappear, but its effects virtually disappear as
the risks to the individual business are blended into large international portfolios where they are diversified away to almost nothing
among the ultimate bearers of the risk, the international investors. International portfolio managers from Kabuto-Cho to Dalal Street to
Piazza Affari to Avenida Paulista each take on some of this entrepreneur’s risk, but as less than a millionth of their total portfolio—so
small a part of their portfolios that they do not feel any of this entrepreneur’s risk. The entrepreneur is now protected, at virtually no cost
to anyone, and can launch an exciting new business without fear.
Thus do financial arrangements foster individual creativity and
achievement. This is the essential wisdom of finance and its principle
of diversification.
As noted above, this inspirational effect of risk management on the
entrepreneur can work very well if the venture capital ﬁrm is careful to
avoid moral hazard, that is, incentives for the entrepreneur to burn
down the plant or to pursue ﬂashy opportunities that have only the
appearance of potential for success, to postpone dealing with problems
for fear of revealing them to others, or to continue too long in an enterprise that is clearly failing.
Finance has not been perfect in containing moral hazard—witness
the recent Wall Street scandals in the United States. But it would be absurd to junk the system because of a few failures. We should instead
adapt and extend ﬁnance’s insights by applying its essential wisdom to
the management of economic risks faced by everyone, and similarly
spread the payoffs to everyone. Financial institutions can be strengthened to short-circuit ﬁascoes like that at Enron Corporation, where
moral hazard escaped the controls, where top management, using
some clever ﬁnancial innovation as a foil, dishonestly ran off with the
money at the expense of their employees.
3
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Six Ideas for a New Financial Order
In this book I present six fundamental ideas for a new risk management
infrastructure. The ﬁrst three are intended primarily for the private
sector: insurance, ﬁnancial markets, and banking, respectively. The
risk management concepts in these three ideas are the same, but they
are applied to different risk management industries. Each industry—
insurance, ﬁnancial markets, and banking—has evolved its own methods
of dealing with moral hazard, deﬁning contracts, and selecting clients. At
a time of fundamental innovation in risk management, it is prudent to
build on these methods, respecting each industry’s unique body of
knowledge and extending and democratizing ﬁnance through them.
The next three ideas are designed primarily for development by the
government, both through taxation and social welfare and through
agreements with other countries. Government has a natural role in risk
management because long-term risk management requires the stability
of law, because most individuals have limited ability to construct appropriate long-term risk contracts, because fundamental institutions must
be managed in the public interest, and because major international
agreements require coordination with an array of government policies.
The ﬁrst idea is to extend the purview of insurance to cover longterm economic risks. Livelihood insurance would protect against longterm risks to individuals’ paychecks. In contrast to life insurance, which
was invented at a time when deaths of young adults with dependents
were much more common than they are today, livelihood insurance
would protect against currently very signiﬁcant risks—the uncertainties
in our livelihoods that unfold over many years. Home equity insurance
would protect the economic value of the home but would go far beyond today’s homeowners’ policies by protecting not just against speciﬁc risks to homes such as ﬁres but also against all risks that impinge
on the economic value of homes. In the form offered here, ﬁrst proposed by my colleague Allan Weiss and me in 1994, the problem of
moral hazard is dealt with by tying the insurance contracts to indexes
of real estate prices.1
The second idea for a new ﬁnancial order is for macro markets, which
I ﬁrst proposed in my 1992 Clarendon Lectures at Oxford University and
in my 1993 book, and that has been a campaign of mine ever since.2 It envisions large international markets for long-term claims on national incomes and occupational incomes as well as for illiquid assets such as real
4

estate. Some of these markets could be far larger in terms of the value of
the risks traded than anything the world has yet experienced, dwarﬁng
today’s stock markets. Even a market for the combined gross domestic
products (GDPs) of the entire world, a market for the sum total of everything of economic value, should be established.3 These markets would be
potentially more important in the risks they deal with than any ﬁnancial
markets today, and they would remove pressures and volatility from our
overheated stock market. Individual and institutional investors could buy
and sell macro securities as they do stocks and bonds today.
The third idea is income-linked loans. Banks and other lending institutions would provide loans that are contingent on incomes to individuals, corporations, and governments. The loan balance would automatically be reduced if income falls short of expectations. Income-linked
loans would effectively allow borrowers to sell shares in their future incomes and in income indexes corresponding to their own incomes.
Such loans would provide protection against the hardship and bankruptcy that afﬂicts so many borrowers today.
The fourth idea is inequality insurance, which is designed to address
deﬁnitively, within a nation, the serious risk that income in the future
will be distributed among people far less equally than it now is, that the
rich will get richer and the poor poorer. It reframes the progressive income tax structure so that over time it ﬁxes the amount of inequality
rather than ﬁxing arbitrary tax brackets.
The ﬁfth idea is intergenerational social security, which would reframe social security to be more truly a social insurance system, allowing genuine and complete intergenerational risk sharing. Intergenerational social security’s deﬁning characteristic would be a plan to pool
the risks that different generations hold, risks that today are primarily
dealt with only informally and then only to a limited extent within the
extended family.
The sixth idea is international agreements to manage risks to national
economies. These unprecedented agreements among governments of
nations would resemble private ﬁnancial deals, but they would surpass
such deals in scope and horizon.
Beyond these six ideas for risk management, this book proposes components of a new economic information infrastructure: new global risk
information databases (GRIDs) to provide the information that would
allow effective risk management, and indexed units of account, new units
of measurement and electronic money for better negotiating risks.
5
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Some Scenes from the New Financial Order
Picture vast international markets that trade major macroeconomic aggregates such as the total outputs of countries such as the United
States, Japan, Paraguay, and Singapore, or indexes of single-family
home prices both in cities—from New York to Paris to Sydney—and in
regions, such as shoreline properties on the Riviera or agricultural
property in the corn belt or the rubber plantations of Indonesia. Portfolio investors will be able to take positions in a wide array of such markets with little cost. International markets for human capital will
emerge as well for occupations from medical and scientiﬁc professions
to the careers of actors and performers to common labor. These markets will facilitate the creation of livelihood insurance policies on every
major career and job category, and home equity insurance policies on
the value of everyone’s home. Massive electronic databases made accessible by user-friendly designs will enable people everywhere to engage these markets to manage their real risks.
As these markets transform our appreciation of risks, our concepts
and patterns of thought will change accordingly. People will set prices
in light of the prices in these markets; countries will make international
agreements that parallel some of the risk management afforded in these
markets and will similarly revise their welfare and social security systems. Our economies will run more efﬁciently because these markets
provide the means to control our risks. The presence of these new markets will make it easier for ﬁrms to offer livelihood insurance, home equity insurance, and income-linked loans to individuals.
Our fundamental risks will thus be insured against, hedged, diversiﬁed, making for a safer world. By lightening the burden of risk, a new
democratic ﬁnance will encourage all of us to be more venturesome,
more inspired in our activities.
As a thought experiment, consider a young woman from India, living in Chicago, who wants to be a violinist. She ﬁnds it worrisome to
borrow the money for her training given that her future income as a
musician is so uncertain. But new ﬁnancial technology enables her to
borrow money online that need not be fully repaid if an index of future
income of violinists turns out to be disappointing. The loan makes it
easier for her to go into her favored career by limiting her risk because
if it turns out that musicians’ careers are not as lucrative as expected,
then she will not need to repay as much of the loan. Her risk over the
6
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years would be measured by indexes of occupational incomes maintained by networks of computers. A good part of the risk of her career
is ultimately borne by portfolio investors all over the world, not by her
alone.
This same woman worries about members of her extended family in
a small town in India, many of whom work in an industry in danger of
closing rendering their special skills obsolete. But their company buys
a newly marketed livelihood insurance contract intended to protect its
workers in the event of untoward economic developments. The insurance company then sells off the risk on the international markets.
Moreover, the Indian government makes an agreement with other
countries to share economic risks, further protecting her family.
Our young woman worries, too, about the neighborhood in a small
industrial town in the United Kingdom where her parents live, a neighborhood that is undergoing economic and social change. She worries
that her parents may lose the remains of their savings if their house
loses value. But in a new ﬁnancial order, her parents’ mortgage comes
with an attached home equity insurance policy, protecting them against
such an unfortunate outcome; paying a claim if the resale value of their
home declines. Moreover, an intergenerational social security system
and an inequality insurance system will further protect them.
New digital technology, with its millions of miles of ﬁber optic cable
connections, can manage all these risks together, offsetting a risk in
Chicago with another in Rio, a risk for violinists’ income with an offsetting risk in the income of wine producers in South Africa. The result will
be the stabilization and enhancement of our economies and our lives.

Risk Management Today
Most long-term economic risks that people face are actually borne by
each individual or family alone.4 Social welfare exists primarily for the
very poor but is limited even for them. In today’s world we cannot insure against risk to our paychecks over years and decades. We cannot
hedge against the economic risk that our neighborhoods will gradually
decay. We cannot diversify away the risk that economic and societal
changes will make our old age difﬁcult, and our elderly are left vulnerable to the risk that a stock market crash will wipe out their retirement
savings. Many people live in relative poverty today because of a failure
to control these risks.
7
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To the extent that we are aware of these ever-present risks, we tend
to be overcautious with our decisions, sometimes avoiding opportunities because we justiﬁably fear having to bear the consequences of failure. We may tend to work cynically instead, treading water, staying in
an unsatisfactory job, pretending to achieve, fearing to venture out into
the rapids where real achievement is possible.
Under present conditions, the woman in Chicago thus postpones
her career as a violinist, waiting for some better time that may never
come. She lacks information about the prospects for such a career and
has no way to protect herself economically except to choose an uninspiring career.
Her uncle in India is laid off from his job and is unable to secure a
comparable job; he goes into unwanted early retirement with only a
meager income. Her parents in the United Kingdom see the value of
their house fall as their neighborhood declines. At the same time, the
economy in their region slows, and the value of the U.K. stock market
where they had stashed their other savings drops. As a result, they lack
the wealth to support themselves well in their remaining years. Worrying about the risks to other members of her family can make the young
woman’s own life more difﬁcult, and dreams of a career as a violinist
even more remote.
The risks we face today are substantial, even if we do not easily measure them from day to day because they either unfold only slowly over
the course of our lives or descend sometimes quickly but rarely as part
of rare cataclysmic historical events. World economic growth over the
past century has been terribly uneven, rewarding some extravagantly
and leaving others far behind. As a result, the distribution of world income is astonishingly unequal. For example, while per capita real GDP
in the United States was $31,049 in 1998, it was only $2,464 in India
that same year.5 This inequality itself causes further social disruptions
that can in some circumstances generate even more risks through the
forces of resentment, despair, and lost ambitions, which in turn create
problems of fear, crime, and social degeneration.
We cannot properly control our most important risks since they are
not dealt with by any existing ﬁnancial institutions. Until now, the focus of almost all ﬁnancial innovation has been found in traditional stock
markets and other ﬁnancial markets. Only a small percentage of our
true aggregate wealth—only that portion represented by the corporate
business sector—is tradable in the stock markets around the world. The
8
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corporate income ﬂows that are represented in the stock markets are
not as large as people imagine. In the year 2000, a record year, total
after-tax corporate proﬁts (the income left over after companies pay all
their employees, their bills, and their taxes, and that is theoretically
available to pay out as dividends to shareholders) per person in the
United States were only a little over $2000, only about half the money
that state and local governments in the United States spent in that year.
Corporate proﬁts represented by the stock exchanges in other countries are even smaller per capita than in the United States. The stock
markets are big and important, but not as big and important as we
think. Financial perturbations such as the dot-com and tech-stock
bubbles suggest that investors have far too much enthusiasm for chasing far too few risk management vehicles.
Far more important to the world’s economies than the stock markets are wage and salary incomes and other nonﬁnancial sources of
livelihood such as the economic value of our houses and apartments.
This is where the bulk of our wealth is found.
Achieving massive risk sharing—that is, spreading risk among many
individuals until it is negligible to any one person—does not mean that
the world will live in harmony. History shows, however, that long-term
ﬁnancial arrangements for risk sharing have often been useful despite
wars and disruptions of government authority. Indeed, those events
themselves are risks that the ﬁnancial arrangements addressed.
Massive risk sharing can carry with it beneﬁts far beyond that of reducing poverty and diminishing income inequality. The reduction of
risks on a greater scale would provide substantial impetus to human and
economic progress. Indeed, the progress that our society has achieved
to date would not be so magniﬁcent were it not for the kinds of risk
management devices that evolved over time. If, for example, insurance
did not exist, a vast variety of vital enterprises would have been considered too risky to even consider. Without our capital markets, we would
not have many of the corporations and partnerships, large and small,
that produce so much of value for us. Again, their work would often
have been considered too dangerous to embark upon. Without existing
ﬁnancial technology, we would be living in a much less inspired world.
While we can be thankful for the applications of ﬁnance and insurance that make today’s level of economic activity possible, great risks
still inhibit us from greater levels of achievement. Brilliant careers
go untried because of the fear of economic setback. The educations that
9
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people undertake, the occupational specialties they choose, the ventures
they set out on, are all limited by the knowledge that economically we
are on our own and must bear virtually all of the losses we incur.
Imagining the social and economic achievement that could come
from a new ﬁnancial order is difﬁcult because we have not seen such an
alternate world. We have not yet seen what remarkable things can happen if we remove all unnecessary fear of loss and enable people to embark on the pursuit of their greater potential.

Information Technology
In the past, complex ﬁnancial arrangements such as insurance contracts
and corporate structures have been expensive to devise and have required
information that is costly to collect. With rapidly expanding new information technology, these barriers are falling away. Computer programs,
using information supplied electronically in databases, can make complex
ﬁnancial contracts and instruments. The presentation of these contracts
and instruments, and their context and framing, can be fashioned by this
technology to be user friendly. Financial creativity can now be supplied
cheaply and effectively. It is critical to pursue such a transformation.
The implementation of some of our most important existing personal risk management devices, including life insurance, health insurance, and social security, was made possible for the broad public by improvements in information technology in the nineteenth century. The
information technology that was new then embodied simpler things:
cheap paper on which to keep records, printed forms, carbon paper,
typewriters, and ﬁling systems, as well as an efﬁcient postal service and
more effective business and government bureaucracy.
Consider the old age insurance of social security, which was ﬁrst implemented by Germany in 1889. That plan, like most modern social security plans today, made payouts to retirees that depended on lifetime
contributions, and hence required reliable records for millions of individuals for many decades. The German social security administrators
needed to add to the records regularly, retrieve records reliably without losing them, and communicate with retirees around the country
while managing a large payment system. The information technology
available in the nineteenth century—the paper, the forms, the ﬁling
systems, the government bureaucracy—made this possible without
prohibitive cost. It converted social dreamers into implementers. This
10

particular risk management innovation has long since drastically reduced the problem of poverty among the elderly.
Today’s new information technology is orders of magnitude more
powerful than that of Germany in 1889. I have seen the kinds of
changes our newest technology can make. The new digital technology
has made vast amounts of data about people’s homes available electronically. Karl E. Case, Allan Weiss, and I founded our company, Case
Shiller Weiss, Inc., in 1991 to create new measures of price appreciation
by zip code and home-value tier in the United States to facilitate devices to manage the risks to our homes.6 Since then, we have witnessed
the proliferation of electronic databases about single family homes and
have been able to exploit these new measures in ways that we could not
have imagined when we began our company.
The emerging information technology in 1990 made it possible for
us to launch our campaign to create home equity insurance. We saw
then that it was important to base insurance claims in terms of indexes
of prices rather than on the selling price of the individuals’ homes; otherwise, we would face a moral hazard. Our campaign probably would
not have been feasible before the 1990s because no electronic databases
on home prices existed to allow computation of neighborhood home
price indexes. Now the opportunities for such insurance, and many
other ﬁnancial innovations, are even better: Our data resources are
growing at astounding rates.

Financial Theory and Practice
While ﬁnance has been progressing for centuries, it has made stunning
progress in the second half of the twentieth century, both in theory and
in practice. Theoretical ﬁnance was advanced to a high level of mathematical sophistication by such scholars as Fischer Black, Eugene Fama,
Harry Markowitz, Merton Miller, Robert Merton, James Mirrlees,
Franco Modigliani, Stephen Ross, Paul Samuelson, Myron Scholes,
William Sharpe, and James Tobin, and by their successors.
An outcome of this research is a comprehensive theory showing
how rational individuals ought to decide on their lifetime investments
taking account of all the parameters of their uncertainty and the statistical properties of all risk management tools.7 No longer is the optimal
allocation of people’s assets to various investments just an intuitive
call or tradition-based rule of thumb. Speciﬁc outcomes of this re11
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search include computerized ﬁnancial planning services—some particularly advanced examples being esplanner.com, ﬁnancialengines.com,
morningstar.com, and riskgrades.com—that will improve in the future
as theoretical ﬁnance and econometrics continues to advance.
Academics have had their counterpart among numerous innovators
in real markets. Practical ﬁnance has seen many innovations created by
exchanges, such as the American Stock Exchange and the Chicago
Board of Trade, and electronic communications networks (ECNs),
such as Instinet and Island. Dramatic innovation has also come from
investment banking ﬁrms such as Bank of America, Barclays, Bear
Stearns, Citigroup, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation, JP Morgan Chase, Merrill Lynch,
Morgan Stanley, Société Générale Group, and Wasserstein Perella.8
More innovation has come from insurance and reinsurance companies
such as ACE Group, Aegon Insurance Group, AIG, Munich Re, Skandia, Swiss Re, and XL; from mortgage and consumer ﬁnance ﬁrms such
as Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and GE Capital; from pension funds and
mutual funds such as CalPERS, Fidelity Investments, TIAA-CREF,
and the Vanguard Group; from settlement ﬁrms such as the Bank of
New York, Depository Trust, and State Street Bank; and from brokerage ﬁrms such as Charles Schwab and E*Trade. Central banks, such as
the Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank, and development
organizations, such as the World Bank, the International Monetary
Fund and the Grameen Bank, have contributed as well.
Their strides have made the last few decades the most compelling
period in world ﬁnancial history. We have seen the development of vast
varieties of new futures, options, swaps, and other risk management vehicles, new forms of mortgages and consumer credit, new forms of
health insurance, and innovative ways of making development loans.
Finally, insurance has been extended to cover a wide variety of speciﬁc
risks, even including weather disasters and other such catastrophes.9
Conferences sponsored by professional organizations such as the Association for Investment Management and Research (AIMR), the Global
Association of Risk Professionals (GARP), International Association of
Financial Engineers (IAFE), and the Risk Waters Group have become
major international events.
The 1980s saw the beginnings of a rapid rate of experimentation with
ﬁnancial forms in countries formerly committed to Marxian communist ideologies, notably China and Russia, but also in numerous devel12
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oping countries. This experimentation is potentially valuable for the
world at large because it proceeds in varied environments and traditions and is supported by an eagerness to try different approaches.
Such experimentation is likely to inform new innovations that will
someday be copied elsewhere.

Psychology, Behavioral Finance, and Framing
If society is truly to democratize ﬁnance, business must make ﬁnancial
devices and services easy to use by ordinary people and not just by ﬁnancial experts. People are not computers; they are not capable of doing endless calculations and pinpoint analysis of self-interest, despite
what conventional economic theory has said for many years. Practical
ﬁnance has always known this, but academic ﬁnance is only just coming to grips with the facts of human nature.
Most people are not comfortable with ﬁnancial risk management
principles or the contraptions needed to apply these principles. Moreover, many people do not have a solid appreciation of their risks, nor
do they even know that they ought to reduce their risks. Gratuitous income inequality is hard to control since many people may not take basic steps to control it, even when they can.
In light of these realizations, the theory of ﬁnance underwent a fundamental transformation starting around 1990 with the development
of behavioral ﬁnance, the application of principles of psychology and
insights from other social sciences to ﬁnance. Behavioral ﬁnance corrects a major error in most mathematical ﬁnance: the neglect of the human element.10
A particularly important lesson from behavioral ﬁnance is that psychological framing matters enormously for risk management. Framing,
as used by psychologists Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky, refers to
well-documented patterns of human reactions to the context, reference
points, mental categories, and associations that inﬂuence how people
make decisions.
In designing new ﬁnancial products, appearance and associations
not only matter but are fundamental. Some of the ideas for a new ﬁnancial order that follow have framing at their very core, and our understanding of the power of psychological framing is an important part
of the reason to expect that real progress in risk management can be
achieved in the future.
13
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Potential Problems with Financial Innovation
Financial progress has repeatedly encountered several signiﬁcant problems in the past, which might frustrate our efforts to innovate in the future. First is the problem of excessive speculative activity, which can induce great volatility in ﬁnancial markets. Notably, as I discussed in
Irrational Exuberance, the stock market boom in the late 1990s, peaking in early 2000, encouraged wasteful corporate investments, accounting trickery, and risky investment decisions by individuals. After
this boom, most of the stock markets of the world fell dramatically. The
real inﬂation-corrected Standard & Poor’s Index fell by half by mid2002. Some other countries’ markets fell even further. The amount of
wealth that was wiped out in the stock market declines between 2000
and 2002 is measured in the trillions of dollars. In the United States
alone, the dollar value of this economic loss from this stock market
crash is roughly equivalent to the destruction of all the houses in the
country or the razing of many thousands of World Trade Centers. Even
though the stock market loss may one day be restored by another bull
market, the markets generate ever-present risks.
I have been frequently asked, when giving talks, what should be
done about such stock market volatility. I have always been at a loss to
give an answer that satisﬁes my questioners. In fact, the best thing
that we can do to reduce such risks is to expand our ﬁnancial technology so that we can use this technology to cushion against unnecessary
instability.
Despite the volatility we observe in speculative markets, no one
should conclude from any of my or others’ research on ﬁnancial markets
that these markets are totally crazy. I have stressed only that the aggregate stock market in the United States in the last century has been driven
primarily by psychology and fads, that it has shown massive excess
volatility. But many markets for subindexes relative to the market do not
show evidence of excess volatility, and the market for individual stocks
shows substantial evidence supporting the notion that prices in these
markets do carry genuine information about future fundamentals.11
A second problem is that ﬁnancial innovation sometimes encourages
secret dealings, deception, and even fraud. Secretive ﬁrms such as
Long-Term Capital Management have misled investors and then
blown up, mismanaged ﬁrms such as Metallgesellschaft have pursued
perilous ﬁnancial strategies at the expense of shareholders, and un14
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ethical ﬁrms, such Enron, have committed malicious fraud that harmed
many people.12 But this should not be viewed as evidence against impressive progress in the ﬁeld of ﬁnance. New technology, with all its
power, is always dangerous, and accidents will happen as our society
learns how to control it. In the early age of steam, many people were
killed by boiler explosions, in the early age of air travel, by airplane
crashes. Eventually, technological advances sharply reduced such accidents. So too the challenge in economics is to advance and democratize our ﬁnancial technology, not reverse progress.
Third is the problem of disruption of government authority. Financial arrangements can be simply canceled or otherwise frustrated by
changing governments, and history suggests that long-term ﬁnancial
arrangements have to confront political instability. But ﬁnancial contracts have usually survived changes in governments. Indeed, they have
usually survived the complete transfer of power to hostile forces as a result of war and revolution. The Hague Regulations, adopted at an international peace conference in 1899, specify that victors in war must
respect the property and rights of individuals.13 And, indeed, even after
World War I, despite Germany’s total defeat and such anger on the part
of the Allies and Associated Powers that extensive reparations were required from her government, German nationals were allowed to keep
their investments in Germany and abroad as well as their insurance and
pensions.14 In Iran, after Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini displaced the
shah in 1979, the new radical Islamic government, despite its profoundly revolutionary rhetoric, made good on the pensions that government employees under the shah had earned.15 In South Africa in
1994, after a fundamental turnover of the government from whites to
a black majority at a time of great bitterness due to a history of repression and apartheid, ﬁnancial securities, insurance, and pensions were
not conﬁscated.
Of course, one can also ﬁnd examples of broken ﬁnancial contracts.
Although the world is no longer so impressed by the socialist theory
that allowed Vladimir Lenin, Lazaro Cardenas, Mao Tse-Tung, Mohammed Mossadegh, Gamal Abdul Nasser, Indira Gandhi, and other
leaders to justify major conﬁscation of property and nulliﬁcation of ﬁnancial arrangements, theories justifying such irregularities have not
been forgotten. Financial contracts will not always survive disruptions.
But history suggests that they usually will and that risk sharing contracts usually are upheld.
15
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The Moral Dimension
Throughout this book, I apply the concepts of ﬁnance to issues that
sometimes provoke moral outrage, such as economic inequality, and to
issues of fairness, such as how well society should treat its elderly. The
reader may ﬁnd this application of ﬁnance rather odd. Finance is widely
viewed as an amoral ﬁeld, even as an occupation for the selﬁsh and
grasping. Indeed, ﬁnancial deals often seem to highlight the most selfish aspect of humanity, simply because they are so explicit about who
gets what. These deals respect property rights through time, and they
provide incentives for great work and risky ventures whose rewards
come much later. Afterward, when the work is ﬁnished and risk successfully navigated, people who did the work and who now demand
their contracted recompense may appear selﬁsh and grasping to others
who are not aware of the risk and efforts.
But ﬁnancial theory does relate directly to the problem of achieving
distributive justice without creating economic inefﬁciency or bad incentives. Moral judgments cannot be made without reference to our
underlying economic theory.
Philosopher John Rawls, in his inﬂuential 1971 book A Theory of Justice, developed a theory of distributive justice by reinterpreting concepts of justice advanced by philosophers through the ages.16 In particular, Rawls reinterpreted Immanuel Kant’s Categorical Imperative.
And as I reinterpret Rawls, along lines originally advanced by economist John Harsanyi, his philosophical theory ought to help bring the
ﬁeld of ﬁnance to the fore as we make moral decisions about our economic institutions.17
Rawls’s theory requires that we consider questions of distributive
justice from a viewpoint that he calls the “original position,” that is, the
point at which our economic status is unknown and hence subject to
risks. In other words, society should make ultimate distributive justice
judgments as if we were setting up rules and principles before we were
born, before we knew which person we would be. Then our judgments
will be essentially fair, even if they do not require absolute equality for
everyone. Use of Rawls’s theory can make justice a principle of risk
management by centering on the risk of being born into, and living
out, bad circumstances.
Rawls is a philosopher, not a ﬁnancial theorist, so it is not surprising
that he rounded out his theory in a way that would be considered
16

rather primitive from the standpoint of ﬁnance. He proposed that our
moral judgments should follow the “difference principle,” which asserts that our economic institutions should be designed to maximize,
considering all issues of economic incentives and possible inefﬁciency,
the minimum possible economic position of people, that is, to make
the most disadvantaged class of people as well off as possible, all things
considered. The difference principle asserts that we accept rules that allow inequality only insofar as these rules help improve the situation of
the least advantaged class. This “maximin” (maximize the minimum
human condition) solution is hardly the most natural way to deﬁne our
goal of risk management. After all, we care about all individuals, not
just the most disadvantaged.
I intend to adopt a principle of justice from a “picture window view”
of Rawls’s original position. I ask what kind of world, in the broad picture, we would like to live in if we could choose before we were born, assuming we had an equal probability of being born as anyone. We are thus
concerned about all people’s lives, not just those of the poorest. In asking this question, we will use our broad sense of tastes for equality and
opportunity and the emotional signiﬁcance of life’s experiences, looking
at the whole picture of such a world. Then income inequality, rather than
being automatically a bad thing in moderation, becomes an aspect of the
picture window view. We will tolerate substantial income inequality. What
we surely do not want is gratuitous, random, and painful inequality. 18
Rawls’s theory of justice is important to my argument because it
shows that the intuitive sense that many philosophers have had about
achieving justice is in fact amenable to an application of ﬁnancial
theory. We will broaden the scope of this ﬁnancial theory to relate it
more deeply to society at large.

Outline of This Book
Part 1 of this book describes the basic parameters of the problem that
ﬁnancial technology is designed to address—the risk of sharp declines
in economic status for many individuals. These risks are very real even
if we conﬁdently expect dramatic world economic progress overall. We
will see that economic risks are much more substantial than many of us
seem to realize—technological innovation is itself an important source
of individual economic risks, and many other sources of risk threaten
individual prosperity as well.
17
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Part 2 discusses how technological progress promises to alter risk
management in the future. Modern information technology offers opportunities to improve risk management that we can only begin to
grasp today. Part of this technological progress lies in the science of
psychology, which is changing our understanding of how people can
interact with risk management devices.
Part 3, the heart of the book, presents the six ideas for a new ﬁnancial order, one per chapter.
Part 4 discusses other devices to deploy the new ﬁnancial order:
global risk information databases, new units of measurement, and electronic money. Moreover, it describes the kinds of research and advocacy that are needed to implement the ideas for a new ﬁnancial order.
Part 5 provides an analysis of the history of ﬁnancial markets and of
social insurance, revealing a slow, ongoing process of changes analogous in some ways to those I am proposing. Innovators who achieved
similar changes over the last two centuries were cognizant at least at an
intuitive level of basic principles of ﬁnance and of basic human psychology and made effective use of the new information technology of
their day. It is natural to expect that we can carry on such fundamental
progress in the future.
The epilogue rounds out a model of radical ﬁnancial innovation, a
view of how our lives can be fundamentally improved by ﬁnancial institutions that are sharply different from the ones we have today.
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The New Financial Order as a
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seventeen

The Invention of Money

Lessons from Major Financial
Inventions

MOST FINANCIAL INNOVATION is accretive, that is, it builds
in small ways upon past innovation. The steady improvement in financial technology that such accretion affords is important. Most of
us, observing in our lives only the succession of small changes, are
unfamiliar with the potential of radical financial innovation. Our
unfamiliarity may lead us to underestimate the possibility of fundamental change, and to despair excessively that it will ever happen in
the future.
The history of some of the ﬁnancial devices that we already have
can shed light on the possibilities for the new technology that we
are developing today, and on the nature of possibilities for inventive
activity in minimizing economic risks. It will help us to see the complex
reasoning behind the institutions that we take for granted today—
including reasons related to human psychology—and how this reasoning is vulnerable to change with new technology. It will thus help us to
see how it is that ideas like the technologies developed in this book will
one day be adopted.
In this part of the book, therefore, I will cap the arguments that
such radical ﬁnancial innovation in the future is possible, by comparing it with radical ﬁnancial innovation of the past. In this chapter, I address private ﬁnancial inventions; in chapter 18, with governments’
public ﬁnancial inventions. In this chapter, I will consider the invention of money, the modern stock market, the futures market, and life
insurance. These ﬁnancial institutions represent signiﬁcant innovations that were not obvious until a lengthy process of innovations revealed them to the public. The process related to other technological
advances of the times. The inventions were subject of much attention
when ﬁrst developed. There was initially uncertainty as to their success. After they were found to be successful, they were copied around
the world.
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Money itself is an important invention for us to consider, since coins
have been around for thousands of years and paper money for hundreds. At a time when both familiar forms are being replaced by electronic money, it is helpful to consider what technology produced
money in the ﬁrst place and why new technology is changing it.
The invention of coinage, traditionally attributed to Lydia in the
seventh century b.c. but possibly earlier, was not so obvious an idea.1
At that time, precious metals were already used by merchants as a
medium of exchange, but they had to be carefully weighed out and balanced against standardized weights. Divers still ﬁnd elaborate sets of
balance-pan weights in bronze-age shipwrecks. The invention of
coinage corresponds to the discovery of methods to make the weights
cheaply out of precious metals, and thus to use the weights themselves
as money.
This invention would be practical only if the cost of making the
coins was low. The advent of coinage appears to coincide with a technological advance in ancient times, a process using dies onto which a
ﬂan (or blank) of precious metal can be placed and then struck with a
hammer, thereby making a sharp image on the ﬂan from the die to
identify the coin. Since each is marked with only a single blow from a
hammer, coins can be manufactured cheaply.2
Since carrying about scales and weights was impractical for most
people, the invention of coins substantially democratized the use of
precious metals as a medium of exchange. This ancient invention
vastly increased the scope of transactions that could be undertaken
and increased the number of people who used the medium of exchange. The result, as noted by ancient historians,3 was an enormous
expansion of the scope of commerce, helping transform human society from a largely household economy to an exchange economy, with
much further specialization of production and greater variety of goods
available.
Paper money ﬁrst appeared in the ninth century in China, but it disappeared there by the ﬁfteenth century. Widespread use of paper
money did not appear until it spread through Europe and around the
world in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. While paper money too was propelled by a technological innovation, engraving
methods that prevented counterfeiting, it did not have the same impact
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as did the invention of coins.4 With coins, the world already had an effective money.5
The very recent inventions of electronic money and electronic
means of payment offer the prospect of further democratizing the
use of money in much the same way that the invention of coins
did, and represent a far more important invention than paper money.
Electronic money makes it feasible to use money for much smaller,
even microscopic, transactions in which the price is varied in response
to complex formulas depending on information. Because of their
lower cost, all these transactions can happen with much greater frequency. This can have much the same effect in the twenty-first century that the invention of coins once had, creating an even sharper
specialization of production and even wider variety of goods and
services available. Among other opportunities that electronic money
creates, it can help promote the ideas for risk management presented here by encouraging the providing of micro information and
by allowing much more specialized products and services for risk
management.
Considering the history of coins also brings insights into the proposed indexed units of account. A separation of the two functions of
money—medium of exchange and unit of account—was a familiar fact
of life in medieval times, given the technology of the day and its imperfections. Medieval Europe’s many small kingdoms minted many
different kinds of coins, at least one for each kingdom. Ultimately,
these coins found their way all over Europe, and so a pocketful of medieval change would have in it a bewildering assortment of coins from
different kingdoms. As a result, the unity of the medium of exchange
and the unit of account that seems natural to us today broke down, and
it became customary in the late middle ages and Renaissance to quote
prices in terms of a coin that was increasingly scarce, practically nonexistent as the centuries wore on—the silver denarius issued by Charlemagne in 794. Payment would be made not in Charlemagne’s denarius but in an assortment of the available coins, each at its own exchange
rate with the denarius. The denarius itself became a sort of “ghost
money” that almost no one ever saw.6
There is nothing natural or inevitable about combining the medium
of exchange with the unit of account, as we do with our money today.
In the future, as information technology advances, the two functions
of money may better be handled with separate devices, just as they were
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long ago: an electronic medium of exchange and a system of indexed
units of account for deﬁning important prices.

The Invention of Modern Stock Markets
The development of modern stock markets in the nineteenth century
was a cardinal development in the management of business risks. Before the nineteenth century, stock markets were so small as to be inconsequential for society at large. The creation of modern stock markets allowed a fundamental separation between the owners of
enterprises and their founders and managers, so that the latter could
pursue highly risky ventures without exposing themselves to the risks.
With large international stock markets, the risks can be spread over investors all over the world so that by great diversiﬁcation, the impact of
the risks is much reduced.
But how to create these markets on a large scale was by no means
obvious. Practical and psychological problems were important obstacles only gradually overcome. In fact, the stock markets that we
know today represent a nonobvious invention for which human ﬁnancial engineering was the vital element.
An essential factor that has promoted the development of modern
stock markets is the guarantee, in law, of limited liability for investors
in stock. The deﬁnition of a corporate stock as we know it today is a
claim on the proﬁts of a company, but no obligations on the part of a
stockholder beyond paying for the stock. The stockholder has limited
liability, meaning that he or she can lose no more than the purchase
price of the stock.
This essential limited liability concept was not clearly deﬁned for the
market as a whole until the nineteenth century, although some individual stocks did have limited liability provisions in their charters before then. A breakthrough of worldwide signiﬁcance occurred in the
United States with an 1811 general act of incorporation in New York
State. Not only did this act set the precedent of allowing any business
that satisﬁed minimum requirements to incorporate, but it also initiated the radically new step of specifying that all investors in New
York corporations have strictly limited liability.7 Before this act corporations were usually creatures of government, enjoying a governmentsanctioned monopoly, and incorporation was not available to business
at large. Moreover, creditors of failing companies could in principle
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seize all the personal assets of each stockholder, even those holding few
shares, until the debt was repaid.
Clearly, the limited liability required by this New York law was of historic importance. Before the passage of this law, investors could in
principle lose their homes, life savings, and everything else, and even
conceivably end up in debtors’ prison, simply by owning a few shares
in a company that later fails. Thus, investing in stocks could possibly
have disastrous consequences for the investor. With such a frightening
possibility, one would naturally be wary of investing in stocks.
Despite the obvious problem with unlimited liability stocks, limited
liability was not obviously a good idea to lawmakers at the time. Historian David Moss has chronicled an extensive argument against limited liability around the time of the 1811 New York law.8 In considering
proposals for limited liability stocks, many legislators thought that protecting stockholders from the full consequences of the company’s
losses might spur the company to pursue excessively risky strategies.
With limited liability, the stockholders would never have to pay the full
extent of the losses they incurred if things turned out very badly, but
they would stand to gain all of the proﬁts they earned if things turned
out very well. We would say today that these legislators were concerned
about the moral hazard associated with limited liability, though the
term moral hazard had not yet been invented.
Moreover, the U.S. Constitution, in Article 1, Section 10, speciﬁes
that the states shall make no law “impairing the obligation of contracts.” Corporations were free before 1811 to sign contracts with their
creditors preventing creditors from attaching the debts of shareholders, if such terms were mutually agreeable. The essential character of
the limited liability laws that ﬁrst appeared in New England in 1811 is
that they required such contracts, thus diminishing freedom to make
contracts. It was certainly not obvious that a law forbidding certain
kinds of contracts, those implying unlimited liability, is a good thing.
Should not free citizens be allowed to sign any kind of contract that they
want? Moreover, unlimited liability hardly ever caused serious problems
in practice since there were hardly any actual examples before 1811 of innocent shareholders being pursued for the debts of corporations.
But the New York experiment was obviously successful judging from
the number of successful incorporations there, and eventually all states
copied the New York law. California was the last to do so, in 1931. The
New York law, which gave New York a head start as a ﬁnancial leader
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in the world, was also the inspiration for incorporation and limited liability laws in the United Kingdom, Germany, France, and ultimately
virtually every other country of the world today.9
Limited liability also fostered public acceptance of corporate stocks
because investors tended to overestimate the minuscule probability of
loss beyond initial investment. Psychologists have documented such a
human tendency to sometimes overestimate small probabilities.10 With
unlimited liability, investors’ imaginations could run wild with the fear
that investing just a small amount in a stock would spell disaster.
With limited liability, stockholders have no fear of disaster. They can
lose no more than the amount they put in to buy the stock. And yet
they can imagine the possibility of a bonanza many times larger than
the amount that they put in, a probability that they are likely also, given
what we know about human psychology, to exaggerate in their imagination. Thus, as David Moss has argued, limited liability stocks succeeded so well because the human tendency toward exaggeration of
small probabilities can make stocks a matter of pure pleasure: often
only the potential upside is on investors’ minds. Stock investing becomes like buying lottery tickets, which many people describe as pleasurable: the investor can savor the possibility of making a lot of money
without worrying about any big troubles. Framing stock investments
this way enhances the demand for stocks, encourages a great many investors to buy small numbers of shares in many companies, and thereby
dramatically increases the supply of capital for corporations.
Limited liability also allowed investors to hold a highly diversiﬁed
portfolio. Without limited liability, broad portfolio diversiﬁcation was
potentially a very bad idea because failure of any one investment could
result in the seizure of all of one’s assets. With the many investments of
a highly diversiﬁed portfolio, the probability that one of them would
spell serious trouble was perhaps not so small. While we today think of
portfolio diversiﬁcation as an obvious fundamental principle for investors, the principle was not valid and not even generally conceived of
until the advent of limited liability laws. Framers of corporate law were
not even thinking about portfolio diversiﬁcation, but one invention led
to another, from limited liability to a fundamental investing principle
of diversiﬁcation.
The demonstration of the value of the limited liability stock markets
in New York State in the early nineteenth century revealed an important fact about moral hazard—that concerns that limited liability stocks
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would encourage excessive risk taking were not valid. It is true that in
the early years of limited liability in New York there were a great number of failures of limited liability ﬁrms who took big risks, but the world
was ultimately more impressed by the list of the highly successful survivors, whose importance outweighed all the failures.
As this history of stock markets illustrates, no abstract theory can accurately predict how moral hazard will play out, nor predict how extensively we will use new risk management tools. The inventors of limited liability stocks could not clearly see their full advantages. The
experimentation with the invention revealed the possibilities of the
modern corporation and the modern diversiﬁed investment portfolio.
Experimentation with any of the new ideas for risk management can
be expected to generate similar concerns about moral hazard, but we
will eventually learn how to deal with such problems. It can be expected to generate new business forms that could not exist without the
risk management possibilities, and new methods of managing investment risks that are hard to fathom today.

The Invention of Futures Markets
Today we have futures markets for a variety of commodities, agricultural products, raw materials, and ﬁnancial assets. In these markets, one
can buy or sell promises of future delivery of standardized commodities or ﬁnancial assets. The ability to do so fulﬁlls an important risk
management function for people who deal in these commodities.
Futures contracts and the markets where they are traded are quite an
invention: Many elements of their operation work together to produce a
nonobvious risk management outcome. These markets have no ancient
antecedent, as do insurance and option markets. The ﬁrst futures market
did not appear until the 1600s, in Japan near Osaka. But now every developed country has futures exchanges. The United States has the
Chicago Board Options Exchange, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange,
the New York Mercantile Exchange, and many others; London, the
London International Financial Futures Exchange; Paris, the Marché
à Terme International de France (MATIF). These are now increasingly
sophisticated electronic markets where fundamental risks are traded.
The basic function of a futures market is “hedging,” creating a risk
that offsets an existing risk. To illustrate, consider the example of risk
management in the business of running a warehouse for a grain such as
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rice. Grains of a speciﬁc variety are usually harvested but once a year
and must be stored for use throughout the year. Storing grains is thus
an essential business for every economy.
The essential risk management problem faced by a storer of grains is
that the price of grains ﬂuctuates throughout the year, often widely.
Even with an efﬁcient and well-controlled warehouse, the manager
who has bought grain and is storing it for later sale can easily lose
money if the price of grain turns down. Obviously, if one is running a
warehouse and trying to compete in that business by storing grains
very effectively, one does not also want to take on the risky speculation
in the price of grain. One’s proﬁt margins for storing grain may be
small and easily swamped out by the uncertain price movement in
grain. One wants to hedge, to take offsetting bets.
A warehouser of grains, fearing that the value of the contents of the
warehouse will decline if the grain price drops, would like to place some
kind of bet that the price of grain will decline. Then, if the price of grain
does decline, the winnings from the bet will offset the losses on the
warehouse full of grain. Alternatively, a prospective purchaser of grains,
such as a baker, may fear that the price of grain may increase before the
grains are purchased, and would like to place a bet now that the price
of grain will rise. If the price of grain does rise, then the winnings from
the bet will serve to offset the cost of having to buy grain at a higher
price in the future. Placing such risk-offsetting bets is not gambling because the bets offset a risky position that was already in place due to the
nature of the business.
The idea of hedging, of making risk-offsetting bets, is simple enough.
But there are fundamental practical difﬁculties that make it difﬁcult, in
the absence of the appropriately designed markets, for a hedger such as
a warehouser to place such a bet, difﬁculties that are sufﬁciently serious
that such hedging bets will generally not be made without a futures
market.
The most basic problem is that in the absence of a futures market,
there is no well-observed price of grain on which to make a bet. If one
placed a bet on the price of sale of grain at a local market at a speciﬁed
future date, one would not know in advance the quality of the grain
sold there, or the conditions of sale. One would run the risk that some
unusual kind of grain was sold there on that day, or that an unusual deal
was struck about transportation costs or insurance or other terms of
sale, so that the price was unrepresentative of grain prices. Even worse,
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one would run the risk that no grain at all will be sold that day or that
grain was deliberately sold at an artiﬁcial price to inﬂuence the outcome
of the bet.
Grain futures markets solve this problem by carefully defining a
certain kind of grain and the delivery date, delivery terms, and delivery place, so that there is no ambiguity. Futures exchanges announce
these definitions and hire experts to verify that deliveries satisfy them.
Thus, the day-to-day changes in the futures price has nothing to do
with change in any of these characteristics of the grain, terms of sale
or delivery.
The futures market essentially allows the placing of risk-offsetting
bets, but the actual form that the hedging takes is the buying and selling of these contracts to deliver the grain in the future. The warehouser, who expects to sell grains in the future, sells a contract (signs a
contract promising to deliver grain in the future) and buys it back later
at its new market price. The baker who expects to buy grains in the future buys a contract, and sells it later at its new market price. The market price of these contracts is the essential price on which risk management is based, and the change in the price of these contracts is the
random element that allows hedging.
The beauty of futures markets is that with this standardization of
deﬁnition, people can hedge their risks even if they do not hold, or wish
to buy, the exact kind of grain speciﬁed in the futures market and even
if they do not wish to deliver or receive at the time and place speciﬁed
in the market. One can hedge one variety of rice with a futures market
for another variety, and one may have no intention of ever shipping to
the delivery point. In modern futures markets, only a small number of
contracts are ever held to delivery. Almost no one delivers or receives
according to the contracts, and yet the option to deliver, or accept delivery insures, that the prices in the futures market bear a close relation
to the price of the underlying grain.
The idea of a futures market is hardly obvious. The idea sounds unlikely unless we have experience with actual futures markets. How
does one know that the price of the futures contract will provide a
good hedge? How does one know that if the exchange provides too
narrow a deﬁnition of the grain to be delivered, the price of that variety of grain will not become too erratic by the very fact that it is the
basis of trade for risk management? To get the deﬁnition of the contract just right, the exchange must do a delicate balancing act and even
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then cannot know in advance, without experimenting, that it has done
it correctly. Experimentation by the futures exchange is an essential element of futures contract design, and those contracts that work are
the lucky survivors.
The exchange also has to ensure that the contracts are honored.
Without this function, then even if the grain is standardized, the contracts may not be completely standardized, since the creditworthiness of
the parties to the contract may not be uniform, which might affect price.
Futures exchanges achieve absolute standardization of contracts by requiring margin from the contracting parties, regularly resettling the contracts, and closing out people whose margins are close to depletion.
The exchange must somehow deﬁne a settlement price and establish
a time at which the settlement price is observed. The exchange has then
to worry whether the price at such a time may be anomalous, and there
must be institutions to watch for manipulative or dishonest trades at
these times.
With complete standardization of contracts, each party can trade directly with the exchange, and not with particular other people. To allow such trade, the exchange must have a clearinghouse that settles
trades. But then there are risks that the clearinghouse will fail, and the
clearinghouses must have enough capital to make this unlikely.
All of the essential features of the invention were present at the ﬁrst
futures market on the island of Dojima at Osaka by 1730, and elements
of a futures market were there in the 1600s. This ﬁrst futures market
had precise contract deﬁnitions of quality, of date and place of delivery,
experts who evaluated the rice, and clearinghouses for the contracts.
The grain traded was rice, and the exchange deﬁned several varieties
with different varieties deliverable at different seasonal times. The exchange maintained a trading ﬂoor where the contracts were traded, and
a mechanism for deciding on a settlement price. The mechanism was
the burning of a fuse within view of all traders at the exchange, the last
price when it burned out being the settle price, at which time “watermen” would splash water over any who remained trading to stop them
for the day.
While the watermen have not been copied, the essential details of
the Dojima futures market were, in Frankfurt by 1867, Chicago by 1871,
and London by 1877, and many other countries since. The early Japanese futures markets differed in some minor details from most modern
futures markets but were essentially the same.11 The hand signals that
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Western traders use today are similar to those Japanese traders used to
specify numbers of contracts, as testimony to their Japanese origin.
It may seem improbable that such a basic invention would come
from the Tokugawa period in Japan, a time of Japan’s isolation from
most of the rest of the world. But in many ways, seventeenth and eighteenth-century Japan was very advanced. It also had the advantage that
the one foreign country with which it had relations was Holland, which
by the seventeenth century was the most ﬁnancially advanced country
in the world (even though Holland did not then have futures markets).
But perhaps equally importantly, Japan had a large market for a single
commodity, rice, that was substantially centralized in one city.
There is inspiration in this example for further radical ﬁnancial innovation. The invention of futures markets was quite complex and was
overlooked by the most sophisticated ﬁnancial communities of its day.
It beneﬁted from an unusual environment in which a large community
of inventive people were unconstrained by ﬁnancial conventions that
reigned in other parts of the world. The advent of modern information
technology, and the rapid development of the world economy today,
once again provides such unusual environments.

The Invention of Life Insurance
In chapter 7 I used an example of a useful economic invention, insurance. We can focus on the invention of one important kind of insurance, life insurance, to gain a greater appreciation of the importance of
psychological framing and human ﬁnancial engineering for economic
inventions.
Although life insurance can be traced back to seventeenth-century
England, in some forms even earlier, it did not achieve much importance until its design was improved in the nineteenth century. There
were many obstacles obtaining public acceptance of this product. Despite the obvious practical importance of life insurance, the industry
still does not depend to a large degree on consumers pursuing policies
of their own initiative. Most people do not conceive of a need for life
insurance in the same way they do for a new car.
Led by such people as Morris Robinson of the Mutual Life of New
York in the 1840s, the industry has learned that this insurance must be
actively sold to the public using professional insurance salespeople who
are paid very large commissions on completed sales, commissions that
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motivate them to be persistent in their efforts to make sales.12 After
his success, large commissions for insurance salespeople were widely
adopted in the insurance industry. As a consequence of these incentives, many books have been written on how to sell life insurance to the
public, books that emphasize proper psychological framing.
Framing aspects of the design of the insurance policies themselves
have also been crucial. In the late nineteenth century Henry B. Hyde
propelled his Equitable Life Assurance Society into a highly successful
model for the entire life insurance industry by inventing an insurance
policy with a large cash value that would be paid out to policyholders
who kept their policy for the stated period of ten, ﬁfteen, or twenty
years. This design enabled the insured public to mentally reframe their
policy premiums as creating a large growing endowment, something to
have satisfaction in, to offset the feeling of regret that people would
otherwise have for paying premiums when no loss was in fact incurred.
So successful was the Equitable that it extended its operations to England, France, and Germany by the 1870s, where insurance was not then
sold so aggressively and the emerging American marketing methods
were not then known. The whole-life, universal life and variable life insurance policies that dominate the insurance industry today are successors of Hyde’s invention.13
A 1922 book Selling Life Insurance contains scripts for salesmen to
use to close a sale. One of these scripts conveys how to connect the insurance product to an investment motive. The salesman is instructed to
say to his prospective client:
Life insurance has many good features. The investment feature,
while good, does not tell the whole story. It gives you peace of mind,
because it has enabled you to create an estate immediately that would
have taken you years to accumulate—it makes possible the realization
of your life’s objectives if you happen to be taken away prematurely.
Considering the question from all sides, can you invest your money
to better advantage?14

This quote conveys the idea of putting two pictures—insurance policies and savings plans—in the same frame. The idea makes little sense
from a rational economic standpoint but did make sense in overcoming emotional objections to buying insurance and thwarting a human
tendency to miss payments on insurance and cancel the policies, which
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policy holders otherwise would be likely to do in times when they are
feeling short of money.
Reframing was also a factor in the very choice of a name for the
product of life insurance. Calling it “life” insurance rather than “death”
insurance (which it really is), just as by referring to homeowners insurance rather than ﬁre insurance, suggested a positive image for the product, and that its purchase is a normal, upbeat thing to do.
In Morals and Markets, her book about the slowness of the public to
accept life insurance in the nineteenth century, Viviana Zelizer concludes that ultimate success in getting a large part of the population to
buy life insurance was not possible until images for the insurance products were devised that accorded with the religious and mystic feelings
of the time. By studying life insurance books and pamphlets of the
time, she was able to infer the nature of the intense nineteenth century
resistance to life insurance, resistance that was especially strong from
women even though they were its main beneﬁciaries. Women apparently thought that purchasing the insurance challenged God and might
even precipitate her husband’s early death. Thus, insurance companies
eventually learned to rephrase their rhetoric as if life insurance might
convey a sort of immortality to her husband, whereby he might protect
her even after death. Life insurance marketing, despairing of truly convincing people of the essentially random character of time of death and
of their statistical models to deal with the randomness, instead concentrated mostly on imagery of comforting ritual for facing death, emphasized the “value and moral grandeur” of insurance, and presented
the insurance salesman as a sort of missionary.15
The ultimate framing change for life insurance in the United States
came when the federal government began to provide it for all working
citizens, and gave it a different name. In 1939, amendments to the U.S.
Social Security Act created survivors insurance, a form of life insurance
whose beneﬁciaries are the children and spouse of a worker. Survivors
insurance is important. For most people in the United States, the value
of these survivors insurance policies is greater than the value of their life
insurance policies.16
By labeling it survivors insurance rather than life insurance, the U.S.
government achieved a major change in framing without which it
might have been politically impossible for the government to start providing life insurance, since it would collide head on in competition with
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the already large life insurance industry. By calling this program “survivors insurance” and by not advertising it, the U.S. government guaranteed that few families fully understand that they have governmentprovided life insurance, even to this day. Thus, commercial life
insurance salespeople can proceed without mentioning the government program because most people will never fully realize that they already have some life insurance. Offering the insurance salespeople this
advantage is probably a good thing for society as a whole, since most
people would beneﬁt from buying life insurance beyond the government levels.17
The same kind of experimentation and framing has to proceed with
the newer kinds of risk management devices described in this book. A
path has to be found around consumer reluctance to consider longterm risks. But, with suitable experimentation, a path can be found,
and once it has been, the fundamental risk management that these provide will make the public acceptance of these tools endure.

Concluding from These Examples
A remarkable string of radical inventions in ﬁnance peppers human history, a string of inventions that has improved our lives in fundamental
ways. Observing how those inventions overcame barriers in the past offers hope for the future.
Experimentation with new institutions that seem to imply moral
hazard risks have taught us in the past when it is that the risks are not
so important as once thought, or are outweighed by other beneﬁts of
the institutions. Experiments have shown that ﬁnancial innovations
that seemed fraught with complexities and problems can become standard tools for widespread risk management once professionals learn
how to use them properly.
Complex and hardly obvious ﬁnancial institutions have arisen
through experimentation and out of the diversity of our cultures and
experiences. This gives great hope that the current speed of change in
will give rise to unimagined new ﬁnancial inventions that we will soon
be copying around the world. Psychological reframing of risk management institutions have on occasion suddenly propelled these institutions into massively important pillars of our economy. This gives great
hope that one day the great unmanaged risks in our lives will yield to
new human-engineered inventions in ﬁnance.
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sixteen

Making the Ideas Work:
Research and Advocacy

TO MAKE THE IDEAS for risk management work, we need more
than has already been outlined. We need further research on risks, research that can be done in conjunction with information on the
GRIDs, research to identify the opportunities for risk sharing. And we
need broad advocacy by public groups and authorities who represent
the interests of various segments of society.

Research for Risk Identification
Risk identiﬁcation means the discovery and measurement of opportunities for risk sharing. Learning where the large uncertainties lie is vital, as is identifying where different people have very different kinds of
risks. Only when we deal with these large risks, and only when people
face different varieties of risks, can effective risk sharing take place.
The ﬁrst step in the identiﬁcation of risks is improving our measurement of them through devising better indexes. Most developers of indexes operate on limited resources and with relatively little public attention. Since the indexes are usually not yet used in ﬁnancial contracts,
no great incentive exists to dispute them, with the notable exception of
the consumer price indexes, which are used in cost of living allowance
contracts and which have been subjected to the scrutiny of study commissions and public debate. We need to apply the same kind of scrutiny
to many other indicators of economic welfare.
I personally saw the importance of economic indexes when my colleagues and I tried to get futures exchanges to start futures contracts on
single family home prices around the time of the recession of 1990–91.
One problem we faced was that while our indexes began around that
time to show clear price declines in major cities, the indexes of the most
widely cited source on single family home prices, those of the National
Association of Realtors (NAR), were in some cases quite erratic. The
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economists at the futures exchanges wondered to us if anyone really accurately knew what home prices were doing now.
The NAR data were simply median prices of single-family homes
and were not constructed from changing prices of individual homes as
were our indexes. It was impossible for us at that time to dislodge the
appearance of authority that the NAR median prices have because the
news media had adopted their indexes uncritically, preferring the simpler concept of the median and (circularly) noting the prestige the
NAR indexes had attained in the media. The problem was that since no
one was settling contracts on the NAR median, no one really cared to
look hard at their methods. So we were stuck with a double burden in
our advocacy of futures markets for single family homes, not only having to advocate the markets themselves but also having to advocate the
index used to measure the risks.
This situation can be expected to improve as data become more
available and as more and more economic indexes are used to settle
contracts. Providing indexes of economic risks will itself become a business opportunity once it becomes clear that such indexes will be used
extensively for contracts; suppliers of copyrighted indexes will be able
to charge fees for the use of their indexes, royalties when their indexes
are used to settle contracts, and even someday tiny fees every time their
index is accessed, assuming the development of micro-price billing on
the Internet. The private market will produce many competing indexes
to choose from, and public attention will focus more on these indexes
once money is at stake on them. Moreover, more government support
for measurement of economic risks could be very helpful.
Research on measures of economic welfare, generalizing the national income concept of Nordhaus and Tobin to subindexes such as
income by income level or income by occupation, would be desirable
so that we do not ignore the major components of national welfare or
occupational rewards. Doing this, however, is a potentially tricky business. Today, popular publications offer indexes of job quality, such as
the National Business Employment Weekly’s Jobs Rated Almanac, which
rates jobs not only on income and beneﬁts but also on working environment, job security, stress, physical demands, and travel opportunity.
But because these ratings involve so many factors, many people think
them so subjective as to be meaningless. These job ratings were not designed for contract settlement purposes but instead to sell a magazine.
With sufﬁcient public discourse we likely can derive indexes of the eco223
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nomic welfare of occupations so that people will want to sign risk management contracts based on them. Ultimately, consumers would be
able to choose which index to believe in, as many competing groups
use the GRIDs to produce their own indexes.
Part of the problem we face in designing risks is deciding the categories by which risks are measured. Risks by country or risks by job category are natural, but if we accept conventional geographic or occupational deﬁnitions, we may be missing something very important. We
have to look through the data for clusters of risks and not merely accept conventional categories.
In my work with Ryan Schneider using data on individuals and their
incomes, we used a statistical procedure called “cluster analysis” to ﬁnd
groupings of jobs that are similar to one another in terms of shared
risks.1 This created labor income indexes that were more descriptive of
people’s risks than conventional occupational indexes, in which the
membership in the occupation follows traditional boundaries. Much
more work on this could be done in the future with the GRIDs.
Risks that are shared by everyone and experienced the same by
everyone, such as the risk that global warming destroys all economies
equally, cannot be reduced through ﬁnancial risk sharing.2 When risks
are already equally shared and equally experienced, no further sharing
or diversiﬁcation is possible. Only risks that different people experience differently—such as global warming to the extent that it harms
the economies of tropical zones and helps the economies of temperate zones—make risk sharing beneﬁcial. For instance, people of tropical zones can sign a contract with people of temperate zones, the people in temperate zones to compensate those in tropical zones if the
global warming is relatively worse for the latter than expected. By the
same token, people of tropical zones would compensate those in temperate zones if the effects of global warming go the other way relative
to expectations.
Stefano Athanasoulis and I have developed a mathematical and
econometric model that indicates a method for discovering the most
important risk-sharing agreements around the world, adapting a statistical procedure called “principal components analysis.”3 Our procedure
starts with historical data on individual incomes to discover the patterns of correlation and variance across individuals in various parts of
the world. These results are then inserted into a mathematical model
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that reveals large groupings of people whose economic risks are as different as possible from other large groupings, thereby identifying who
should share risks with whom.4
Our work, while establishing some theoretical foundations on how
the work should be done, was only the barest beginning. When GRIDs
become available, a much more sophisticated analysis could proceed. A
great deal of scientiﬁc expertise, beyond that of econometrics, ought to
be used to contribute to the effort, given the importance of the problem. When trying to identify large groups of people for risk sharing, researchers must not be conventional in decoding who belongs to the
various groups. This means ﬁnding strange bedfellows in risk management contracts. It means reaching beyond the kindred spirits, beyond
the geographical neighbors, beyond one’s own socioeconomic group,
beyond one’s generation.
Our ﬁnancial institutions today are already adept at ﬁnding risksharing opportunities. Investment banks match those with unusual
risks with others who have the opposite risks. We need to develop this
system further to assure that their efforts are broadened in scope—to
democratize and extend their efforts.
Risk identiﬁcation also means devising objective measures of risks that
are not excessively subject to moral hazard, so that our management of
risks will properly create the incentives for people to do good work and
to avoid losses. Highly developed GRIDs could make possible detailed
attention to moral hazard issues in risk management contracts. The proposal for GRIDs puts us on a path towards risk identiﬁcation in a systematic way. The more information we have on the GRIDs, not only
about individual incomes but also on other individual circumstances that
could someday be related to terms of risk management contracts, the
closer we come to the goal of risk identiﬁcation.
We should take the ﬁrst steps today toward risk identiﬁcation: the
expanded collection of data on economic risks that might someday appear on a GRID and the sponsoring of research on these risks by universities and foundations. If we do not take these ﬁrst steps now, with
the passage of time much of the information will be lost. Researchers
must have a history of the risks if we are to understand them. Private
corporations with data ﬁles could take it as a public duty to preserve old
data on individuals’ income and behavior in a form that can someday
be used in massive databases like the GRIDs.
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Broad Advocacy for Massive Risk Sharing
To ensure that risk sharing proceeds on a truly massive scale, public advocacy will be needed. Society cannot just create exchanges to trade
new risks and hope that people start trading. There has to be a human
force behind the actual use of new risk management instruments. The
beneﬁts of such risk sharing are not so obvious to most people. Opinion leaders will have to take steps to make these ideas compelling.
Advocacy of risk management devices has always been difﬁcult. This
advocacy has to begin to substantial degree at an abstract level, like the
advocacy for consumer product safety. Unsafe products, like cars that
do not adequately protect passengers in accidents, often cannot be
identiﬁed except by statistics of accident records, and so the risks are
not really directly visible to the public. Even people who suffer excessively after accidents will usually not know that the product was really
at fault, without the statistical evidence. Moreover, after the safety
problem is corrected, one will generally not meet people who are
thankful to know that they were spared serious injury because of the
correction of the safety problem. The same is true with major economic risk management devices. People do not generally perceive risk
management problems that might be solved through risk sharing. After the risk problem is corrected through ﬁnancial innovation, years
later, the ﬁnancial arrangements will be so commonplace that most
people will take for granted the innovation that helps them.
A major role of advocacy must fall on our governmental leaders.
They can enunciate a new vision for a society spared from the random
shocks that attend economic change. Their vision can lead to public
support for the kind of information infrastructure essential to such
change. History shows that much of ﬁnancial innovation, even that
which appears in the private sector, occurred only after some government initiative to improve ﬁnancial markets.
Advocacy should come also from leaders from outside the government. Business leaders have their role to play. Those who are in the
business of ﬁnancial risk management should see democratizing ﬁnance
as a major goal for them, a way for them to use their particular skills to
beneﬁt all of human society as well as to broaden their customer base.
International economic development organizations, such as the World
Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the World Trade Organization, and the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development,
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are particularly well suited to advocate major risk-managing arrangements because they deal with many countries and are familiar with their
various economic weaknesses. These organizations are in an excellent
position to encourage direct international risk-sharing agreements as
well as national risk management securities issuance and investment.
Labor unions should have an important leadership role in democratizing ﬁnance. Sponsoring new risk management policies and procedures
could be a life saver for their members, protecting them against a harsh
outcome in the event of great income inequality, protecting them perhaps far better than any ongoing collective bargaining alone ever could.
Unions are in a particularly good position to understand the risk management needs of their members, needs that are connected to their occupational niche and their personal circumstances. These unions could
help design occupational insurance for their members and select labor
income indexes that are particularly relevant to them. They could advocate home equity insurance policies for their members, with attention to
special needs of members—attention, for instance, to the risk that a plant
closing in an isolated community could harm the home values there.
They could advocate pension plans that invest in macro securities that
serve to offset risks to occupational income ﬂuctuations. They could also
provide information about the speciﬁc needs of their members.
Professional organizations—of doctors, lawyers, accountants, and
the like—could arrange for similar risk management devices for their
members. Their advocacy might take the form of recommending speciﬁc forms of risk management contracts, arranging for the creation of
proper income indexes for settlement of contracts, and sponsoring
livelihood insurance, macro securities, and other devices speciﬁcally designed for their members.
Charitable and benevolent and religious organizations, which are
often the only advocates of the least advantaged elements of our society, could also play a fundamental role. Their support of risk management institutions would be a major source of stability besides the support afforded by the government. Some of their traditional causes
have a risk management element to them, and their making this element more explicit and allying with others’ risk management efforts
can be of great help.
An extensive program of advocacy for fundamental risk management
by all these parties may ultimately overcome the resistance to change in
our institutions and lead to a safer economic environment for everyone.
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fifteen

New Units of Measurement
and Electronic Money

THE FAILURE OF MONEY to serve as a stable and sensible unit
of measurement for ﬁnancial transactions has caused innumerable ﬁnancial dislocations. The dislocations caused by inﬂation or deﬂation
are so well known that the public in virtually every country of the world
has become ﬁxated on the uncertainties of the value of money.
A computer search of English language newspapers in the late twentieth century shows that the word “inﬂation” was the most commonly
used economic term of all; in fact, newspapers use “inﬂation” more
than “sex.” All this public attention to inﬂation is not because of some
inherent fascination with that abstract economic topic. Instead, people
pay attention because, with the value of the currency unit changing in
unpredictable ways, they have become wary of its impact on their lives.1
One wonders, then, why we do not have units of measurement, for
our ﬁnancial and other contracts, that remain stable and meaningful
through time. Our scientiﬁc units of measurement—liters, meters and
grams—do not change. Why do we not have stable fundamental economic units of measurement too? Achieving such stable units of measurement, which may through time begin to replace the unit-of-account
function of money, is the subject of this chapter.
A look at history reveals some extreme examples of the problems
caused by an unstable monetary standard. In 1923, Germany experienced a rise of prices, called the “hyperinﬂation,” that was so great that
the value of the currency, the mark, fell to a billionth of its value of a few
years earlier. Prices rose so high that the Germany government had to
print one hundred million mark notes to serve as hand-to-hand currency, and three million mark postage stamps. Today one can buy these
old notes at coin and stamp collectors’ stores, now practically worthless.
The consequences of the enormous German inﬂation were absurd
redistributions of wealth. Those German citizens who put their life savings in government bonds before the hyperinﬂation (bonds whose
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value would stay ﬁxed in terms of marks, staying at just hundreds or
thousands of marks without any zeros added later, even after a postage
stamp cost millions of marks) lost essentially everything. Those German citizens who had gone deeply into debt beneﬁted greatly: They
saw the real value of the debt magically reduced to virtually zero. The
decline in the value of the German government’s post–World War I
borrowing from foreigners more than compensated for all the war
reparations Germany had paid to that date. The anger that these redistributions created, both at home and abroad, was a signiﬁcant factor
that may have helped the rise of fascism in Germany, and, ultimately,
possibly even helped cause World War II. Indeed, Adolf Hitler, sensing
the public mood, chose November 1923, the very peak of the German
inﬂation, for his Munich Putsch, his ﬁrst attempt to grab power in
Germany.
The German hyperinﬂation case is an extreme example from history,
but lesser examples are found everywhere. Every major country of the
world has seen signiﬁcant changes of the value of its currency since
1950, and, in consequence, major redistributions of personal wealth.
And yet people still today write their ﬁnancial contracts and set prices
in terms of currency units whose real value is at least a little unstable,
and potentially very unstable. It does not have to be this way.
People must recognize that the problem of inﬂation is really fundamentally a problem of changing units of measurement, of a yardstick
whose length changes randomly and unpredictably through time. It is
not primarily the problem that money itself loses value. It will surprise
many people to learn that the value of U.S. dollars in notes and coins
held by the public and in bank vaults amounted to less than 3 percent
of U.S. household ﬁnancial wealth in 2002. Moreover, much of this
currency is probably held in criminals’ stashes. Most of us, in every
country of the world, hold very little of our wealth in the form of
money: just a few bills in our wallets, some change in our pockets, and
perhaps a few more coins and bills in a jar on the dresser. The impact
of inﬂation or deﬂation on the value of these hardly matters to us.
Most of our accounts denominated in currency are really held in
something other than money: savings accounts, for example, are really
invested in assets that produce a return, and stocks are really shares in
businesses, though we may mistakenly think of them as money because
the account value is measured in currency units. Our paychecks are denominated in currency, and sometimes transacted in currency, but the
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real source of our pay is our ability to contribute to a business activity,
which has nothing to do with the value of the currency. With currency
itself a rather unstable and insigniﬁcant quantity, it makes little sense
that the bulk of our accounts and transactions should be denominated
in currency.
We ought to be able to change the unit of measurement so that the
dollar or other currency is no longer the preferred unit for ﬁnancial or
other signiﬁcant transactions. We should instead substitute other
units—indexed units of account—which can replace money for many
purposes. If before 1923 German borrowing and lending were done in
terms of such units, and if the German government debt were deﬁned
in such units, then the hyperinﬂation would hardly have mattered, and
perhaps it could have been avoided altogether. The same improvement
would have been afforded in any other historical period of inﬂation. If
contracts are made in terms of such units, then most of the important
problems caused by inﬂation or deﬂation will disappear.

The Invention of the Chilean Unidad de Fomento
Chile’s unidad de fomento (UF, or unit of development) is the world’s
ﬁrst indexed unit of account. Created in 1967, when inﬂation there was
much higher than it is now, it has been in use ever since. In Chile today, people buy and sell, and sign long-term contracts not only in terms
of their currency (the peso) but also in terms of UFs. The UFs would
seem like money, since some trade is done in these terms, but in fact
there are no UF coins or notes. The UF is just a unit of measurement,
like the meter or gram, but one with stable value in terms of purchasing power. Because the UF is stable and the peso unstable, the exchange rate between the UF and the peso is constantly changing. The
UF is actually deﬁned in terms of this exchange rate, calculated by government statisticians using their consumer price index so that the UF
has stable value.
Today, the peso value of the UF is published in Chilean newspapers
each day and appears on a government Web site. The UF is upheld by
the government and by the legal system as a unit of account for transactions.2 If one deﬁnes a future payment in UFs, one must later, on the
date the payment is made, calculate the payment in pesos by multiplying the UF amount by the number of pesos per UF shown in the newspaper on that day. People in Chile today will quote the price of houses
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for sale and of apartments for rent in UFs, and they specify mortgage
payments, tax payments, and even child support and alimony payments
in UFs. Wages and prices of everyday items, however, are still deﬁned
in pesos.
It is important to be clear about the advantages that the UFs have
and that account for the success of the UF in Chile. Let us take a very
simple example. Imagine that you were living in Santiago and had a
small apartment in your house that you wanted to rent out. In this case,
would it not have been convenient for you to quote the rent to your
tenant in UFs rather than pesos?
Before deciding on how much to charge for rent, you would go to
a local newspaper and look up the exchange rate between pesos and
UFs—16,326.94 pesos to one UF on June 1, 2002.3 On that same day,
there were 690.85 Chilean pesos to one U.S. dollar, and hence one UF
was worth US$23.63. Suppose on that day you decided to charge ten
UFs a month rent on the apartment, or 163,269.40 pesos a month
(US$236.30). But you did not quote the rent to your tenant in pesos;
you speciﬁed the rent in UFs; pesos were not even mentioned in your
rental agreement. A month later, since there was inﬂation in Chile, the
peso value of the UF was higher. The newspaper quoted the rate of
16,355.74 pesos per UF. Then the rent, staying constant at ten UFs, was
automatically adjusted in terms of pesos, to 163,557.40 pesos a month.
Ten years later, in 2012, the same rental contract could still be in force,
and all the while the rent measured in pesos would be going up (or down
if there is deﬂation) to preserve the real value of the pesos transferred.
Using the UF in this way is analogous to a similar practice, which is
sometimes used in countries where inﬂation is a serious problem, of
deﬁning the rent in terms of dollars, euros, or some other more stable
foreign currency, and asking the tenant to consult the newspaper for
the exchange rate between the local currency and the foreign currency
and to pay the appropriate amount in the local currency. If the foreign
currency maintains its value, so will the rent. Deﬁning the rent in indexed units of account is much better because no foreign currency can
be trusted to have a stable purchasing power in local terms. The vagaries of international trade (to say nothing of the vagaries of the U.S.
economy) mean that the purchasing power of the U.S. dollar in Chile
or in practically any other country can ﬂuctuate wildly from year to
year. Argentina, who attempted to ﬁx her economy to the U.S. dollar,
learned this through bitter experience.
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A Simpler Name: Baskets
The unit should be given a simpler name that stands for the real value it
represents.4 Moreover, an electronic payment system would make the
units easy to use, and so the ultimate means of payment, money or
something else, would be of no concern to individuals.
I have stressed in this book that naming matters. The name unidad
de fomento, translated as “development unit,” is too abstract. I propose
renaming the UFs, when they are created in other countries, “baskets,”
which refers directly to the market basket concept used by those who
construct consumer price indexes. The consumer price index reﬂects
the price of a representative market basket of items most people buy, so
that the index effectively represents the “cost of living.” The units, the
baskets, then refer to these market baskets, so buying and selling in
terms of the baskets amounts, in essence if not form, to handing over
or receiving these market baskets in exchange for other goods. This
simple name change better reveals the substance of the idea of indexed
units of account.
With the correct institutions, you could pay for just about anything
electronically, using electronic checks, credit cards, smart cards, or the
like for the payment in terms of baskets, and the payment would automatically be translated into currency or other units by the computers
through which the payment is processed. You would never really have
to talk in terms of currency or look in the newspaper or at a web site
to ﬁnd the exchange rate with the currency. Whether the electronic
payment system made actual payment in terms of domestic money, foreign money, precious metals, or anything else would be a matter of
indifference to most people. You would probably start to think in baskets rather than in currency. Effectively, the baskets would be a new
kind of electronic money for which inﬂation would never be a problem.

Money Illusion
An important motivation for indexed units of account comes from the
great difﬁculty that people have in understanding the changes in the
purchasing power of money through time. The general public appears
to have sufﬁcient difﬁculty with indexation, with tying payments to indexes such as the consumer price index, that they will do so only in rare
or extreme situations. Even in times of moderate to high inﬂation,
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most people will not purchase inﬂation-indexed debt, will not borrow
with an indexed mortgage, will not agree to indexed alimony or child
support payments, and will not ask for indexed rent or wage contracts.
Prices of many items and wages tend to stay ﬁxed in money terms for
months or even years, and this stickiness can cause unfortunate wealth
redistributions in times of economic change. The stickiness is also, by
many accounts, a factor that tends to increase the amplitude of business
ﬂuctuations.
Simon Newcomb, the astronomer who became internationally
known for standardizing a system of measures for astronomers, and who
discovered the widely acclaimed “ﬁrst digit phenomenon,”5 turned his
attention to the measure of value that we use, and wrote in 1879:
All men in this and other countries are accustomed from youth to
measure the increase or diminution of wealth by dollars or other denominations supposed to be units of value. . . . Even when the facts
are understood, the idea that the change is in the value of the commodities measured, and not in that of the dollar itself, is so natural
that a long and severe course of mental discipline is necessary to get
rid of it. Indeed, we question whether the most profound economist
can be entirely successful in this respect.6

In the 1920s Yale economist Irving Fisher called public attention to values deﬁned in money, rather than real inﬂation-corrected values,
“money illusion.”7
The problem of money illusion could in principle be cured by indexation, by expecting people to devise formulas for adjustment of all
prices and wages to indexes of inﬂation. For example, a rental contract
would specify a formula, involving the consumer price index, to be
used to adjust the rent each month for inﬂation. To mathematically
conﬁdent people, that sounds easy enough. But, in terms of framing, it
is not at all the same. It is fundamentally different to promise to pay so
many baskets each month than to calculate with a mathematical formula each month. Baskets have a universality that no formula can ever
have. Redeﬁning in baskets ought to cure money illusion.
The advantage to quoting the rent in baskets is not always that you
have committed yourself any differently. Unless you chose to sign a
contract ﬁxing the rent in baskets through time, you could still change
it later. In this case, the advantage is instead that, by quoting the rent
in baskets rather than currency, you would have achieved a different
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conventional or psychological framing of the contract, and the new
framing has the advantage that you would not have to take any action
to adjust your tenant’s rent for inﬂation; it happens automatically. You
might be able to leave the monthly rent in UFs where it is for years.
In contrast, under present arrangements and in practice in virtually
every country outside of Chile, the real inﬂation-corrected rent (that
is, the buying power of the rent) that tenants are charged has a strange
saw-tooth pattern through time. Because it is administratively and
emotionally difﬁcult, both for renter and tenant, to change the rent,
the rent tends to stay ﬁxed in terms of currency for long periods of
time, often more than a year, and then to suddenly jump when the
renter ﬁnally decides to do something about the real rent lost to inﬂation. Through time, as inﬂation progresses more or less steadily and the
rent is adjusted only periodically, the real value of the rent traces out a
saw-toothed pattern through time, falling gradually between rent adjustments and then suddenly jumping up, only to fall again. The system generates such periodic conﬂicts between tenants and renters, and
generates such an irregular pattern of real rents.
The system we have allows indexation, and it is sometimes done.
Still, the public has trouble with the idea of indexation. The reasons for
public resistance to indexation are varied. Most people are not fully attentive to the potential uncertainty in future inﬂation and are not attentive to the income redistributions caused by unexpected inﬂation.
The vast majority of people are afraid of mathematical formulas (indexation rules) in contracts, and at some level the public habitually thinks
in terms of units of money, as if these were the ﬁnal measure of value.8
I recently saw a brushed metal sign with enameled red and black
lettering on a commuter train in Boston that said “No Smoking—
General Laws Chapter 272 Sec. 43A—Punishable by imprisonment for
not more than 10 days or by a ﬁne of not more than $50 or both.” I
wondered how these two penalties could be displayed together, since
by anyone’s standards ten days in prison is so much more severe a
penalty than a ﬁne of just $50. I thought that if the two are meant to
be comparable, then the implied valuation of a day is $5, while in fact
the minimum wage is $5.15 an hour. I realized that a reason for the discrepancy is that these penalties were established long ago, when $50
was more in line with ten days’ income. I learned later that these punishments were legislated in 1968, when wages and prices were less than
a ﬁfth of their present levels. Legislators did not index the ﬁne to inﬂa208
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tion then—of course not. Railroads were not going to install signs on
their trains stating that the ﬁne was $50 times the Consumer Price Index in the current year divided by the Consumer Price Index in 1968.
No one would even consider such a plan, nor would they consider such
indexation in a million other applications.9
The consequences of our failure to index have been most notable
with regard to savings instruments denominated in units of currency.
Bonds have long been recommended as the “safe” investments that
more risk-averse individuals should turn to as a haven from the stock
market. But, as Jeremy Siegel has amply documented, over long intervals of time, twenty years or more, stocks have actually been the safer
investment in real terms in the United States between 1802 and 2001.10
And yet still, to this day, money illusion inclines many people to think
of ordinary bonds as riskless if held to maturity.
Some unfortunate consequences of money illusion became apparent
in the late 1970s and early 1980s when inﬂation reached well into the
double-digit ranges in many advanced countries, brieﬂy over 15 percent
a year in the United States. Reﬂecting this high inﬂation, mortgage interest rates became very high, reaching 20 percent a year for some
mortgages in the United States in 1981. One consequence was that the
real, inﬂation-corrected, payment schedule of ﬁxed rate mortgages became very high at the beginning of the mortgage. Conventional ﬁxedrate mortgages have a constant payment through time, measured in
currency, for the life of the mortgage. But if prices are expected to continue to rise at 15 percent or so a year, this compounds to a 4-fold increase in a decade, and a 66-fold increase over the life of a thirty-year
mortgage, which means an extremely high real mortgage payment at
ﬁrst, dwindling dramatically through the life of the mortgage.
It was thus very difﬁcult to buy a house in 1981, since the initial annual mortgage payments would be enormous, on the order of 20 percent of the price of the house. It was little consolation that the real payments would be much lower in the future if one cannot make the
payments today. There were simple solutions to this problem, either
through indexing mortgages to inﬂation or by merely having the
homeowner’s mortgage payment schedule, measured in currency, increasing through time so that the real schedule is constant through
time. But these alternative mortgage forms never got a strong
foothold,11 partly because some ﬁnancial experts, for example, those
reporting in the most prestigious consumer advisory magazine in the
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United States, Consumer Reports, advised people, as a matter of principle, not to enter a mortgage contract that entailed their automatically
going deeper into debt for a while, deeper in terms of currency, even if
their real inﬂation-corrected debt steadily declined.12
Money illusion apparently affected even these experts. Home prices
were relatively quite low in many cities in 1981 because of this problem
with mortgages. The subsequent rapid home price increases in many
cities around the world in the 1980s was the result of the sharp decline
in worldwide inﬂation after 1981, which solved this mortgage ﬁnancing
problem.
When the U.S. government ﬁrst issued indexed government bonds
in 1997 it faced an uphill a battle with the public, which found it very
difﬁcult to comprehend indexation. Again, even the experts at Consumer Reports advised people against buying the U.S. indexed bonds.13
Today inﬂation-indexed debt accounts for only 2 percent of the U.S.
total interest-bearing public debt, and there is virtually no U.S. private
indexed debt.
The U.S. government in 1997 decided to index the principal only on
the plus side: Inﬂation would increase the indexed principal but deﬂation would not decrease the principal. Probably, this decision reﬂected
the government’s understanding of money illusion: people would
likely not be receptive to ﬁnancial arrangements that could in some circumstances cause them to “lose money” even if the real value of their
returns were ﬁxed. As a result, the U.S. indexed bonds were not a good
model for the private sector to copy, since they did not protect the issuer from deﬂation. Further, the tax system is not indexed to inﬂation,
and so if inﬂation increased, bondholders would owe big tax payments
due on the inﬂation part of the return, and so bondholders would really not be fully protected from inﬂation by the indexation.
All of these problems would be solved by the reframing of our thinking into real terms that the creation of indexed units of account would
have accomplished.

Evidence from the Success of Indexed Units of Account
Chileans seem to view the UF as a kind of money, even though there
are no UF coins or notes. Newspaper advertisements of condominiums
for sale or apartments for rent prominently feature UF-denominated
prices, without translating them into pesos.
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As further evidence that the UF is treated as if it were a kind of money,
one may note also that prices denominated in UFs tend to end in the numeral 9 more often than the numeral 1 14—just what we see with prices
set in units of currency. For example, a price of $1.99 tends to be used
much more often than a price of $2.01, merchants choose the former
price because it seems much lower to customers and makes them more
willing to buy. That UFs share this tendency suggests those who set
prices in UFs know that their customers are thinking in terms of UFs,
and that consumers do not automatically translate UF prices into pesos.
Although the Chilean UF was invented in 1967, its use did not become really widespread in Chile until after the tax system was clearly
speciﬁed in UFs in the early 1980s. Today, The UF is used widely in
Chile. In 2000, the World Bank issued the ﬁrst Chilean unidad de fomento bond to international investors. The 5-year 55 billion peso ($105
million) Euronote pays in Chilean pesos as dictated by the UF conversion. According to a World Bank news release, 75 percent of the issue
was purchased by Chilean investors, the remainder by European and
American investors.
Five countries (Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, and Uruguay)
have followed Chile’s lead in establishing indexed units of account.
In the Uruguayan case, the index is of wages, not consumer prices. In
Brazil, the unidade real de valor (URV) was a sort of indexed unit of
account, now discontinued. In response to the Chilean innovation,
Colombia has created the unidad de poder adquisitivo constante (UPAC),
Ecuador the unidad de valor constante (UVC), Mexico the unidad
de inversion (UDI), and Uruguay the unidad reajustable (UR). In
Venezuela, apartment rents are often expressed in units of “salarios
mínimos,” the minimum wage. But in none of these countries is the use
of the indexed units of account as widespread as it has been in Chile.
Curiously, the spread of the concept of index units of account has
been geographic, apparently not spreading beyond Latin America. The
“conventional unit” (uslovnaya yedinitsa) of Ukraine is really only a
disguised U.S. dollar.
The European currency unit (ECU), created in 1979, might be described as a sort of indexed unit of account analogue; it does not appear to have been inspired by the UF. The ECU was deﬁned as a basket of European currencies, and hence one might say as a sort of index,
and here again we had a unit of account that was divorced from any one
currency. It did not guarantee purchasing power, but it did fulﬁl an
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important inﬂation risk management purpose. A market for ECUdenominated bonds developed, and part of the motivation for buying
such bonds was diversiﬁcation, to manage the risk of instability in the
buying power of any one currency. Ultimately, after the Maastricht
treaty ﬁxed the exchange rates among European currencies, the ECU
lost its economic rationale as a diversiﬁer of risk. It evolved into, and
was replaced by, a conventional currency, the euro. The transition was
completed in 2002.

Confronting Risks of Inflation
I am proposing here that the indexed units of account be adopted in
countries far beyond Latin America. This need not entail any coercion,
only the governments’ deﬁning the units, afﬁrming that they are legal
tender and that contracts deﬁned in them will be upheld and ensuring
that the conversion rate between the units and the currency will be maintained. These are easy steps for governments to take, which can have the
effect of preventing enormous effects of inﬂation on individual lives.
When I have presented the indexed unit of account idea at seminars,
I often hear back that, rather than create indexed units of account, it
would be better if the governments could just guarantee that the real
purchasing power of the currency will remain constant, obviating the
need for the indexed units of account. But no government has any way
to guarantee that purchasing power of its money will remain constant
over long periods of time.
It is common today to say that the problem of inﬂation has been
cured. In his book, The Death of Inﬂation, Roger Bootle described a
world in which inﬂation will never again get out of control, but in fact
he offers no persuasive argument for such a claim.15 Nor does anyone
else offer a persuasive argument.
Even at their very best, central banks allow some variation in inﬂation rates. And even only small variations in the rate of annual inﬂation
can add up to substantial changes in values over many years. We are
generally accustomed to thinking that annual inﬂation in the 1 to 3 percent range is inﬂation completely under control, so such inﬂation has
few political repercussions. But 1 percent inﬂation per year for thirty
years (a time interval over which a typical retiree might hope to spend
savings) means a 26 percent decline in real in value of a unit of currency
over thirty years, while 3 percent inﬂation per year for thirty years
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means a 59 percent decline in the real value of currency over thirty
years. That difference would cause substantially different outcomes for
people whose income or wealth is not properly indexed to inﬂation.
Moreover, there is no guarantee that our central banks will succeed
in containing inﬂation within such a range, and they may once again
spur major inﬂation in the future. Recent moves in many countries to
secure the independence of their central banks from short-term political pressure is widely cited as a reason to expect that inﬂation will be
kept under control in the future,16 but in fact independent central
banks are still operated by real people who, as members of our society,
are still under indirect political pressure. Independent central banks are
no guarantee against high inﬂation; indeed, the United States in the
late 1970s and early 1980s had double digit inﬂation, despite having an
independent central bank and Fed chairmen, such as Arthur Burns,
who widely proclaimed their commitment to price stability. High inﬂation has occurred so many times in history under so many different
circumstances that it must be wishful thinking to suppose that it cannot recur in the future.17 A sequence of past failures ought to discourage any such optimism. In today’s economy, politically appointed
people who run independent central banks have the ability to make, by
creating inﬂation, major redistributions of wealth across people, between debtors and creditors. The can do this gradually and almost imperceptibly through time, and those who lose in real terms as a result
will have no recourse, no legal claim that their wealth has been usurped
by inﬂation. This is a sort of power that creates many temptations, and
hence is ultimately difﬁcult to control.
It is far better to deﬁne our contracts and set our prices in sensible
units, rather than trust a political process to protect the stability of our
currency. Making this change to baskets might even reduce the probability that inﬂation will get out of hand, because it depoliticizes the
price level and reduces the ability of monetary authorities to redistribute wealth across segments of society.

Indexed Units of Account
and the New Financial Order
The habitual use of currencies as units of account, which are not indexed
to inﬂation, is especially frustrating when our purpose is to move to more
sophisticated ﬁnancial institutions. If we must deﬁne quantities for the
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general public in currency units, then we will forever be ﬁghting the inconstancy that these units introduce. In the absence of the indexed units
of account, we may well decide not to try to move to fundamentally different institutions. We may try to make little patches here and there in
our economic institutions, fearful that any fundamental change runs the
risk of new problems because of the changing units of measurement.
A convenient unit of measurement for real values encourages all
manner of contracts to be written in real terms, rather than in terms of
a unit whose value is politically determined in the future. It puts the legal status of such contracts in more sensible terms, the contract specifying outcomes in terms of the welfare of the contractors, rather than
in terms of arbitrary units.
People can of course devise any units of measurements that they
want for the purpose of writing contracts. But there are advantages to
having generally accepted units of measurement that are carefully constructed and that have currency, just as money does. Engineers recognize the importance of the metric system used by engineers all over the
world. Physics textbooks put deﬁnitions of basic units of measurements
in the inside cover. Biologists recognize the importance of the Linnaean system of nomenclature for species, and are modifying that system to account for the massive improvement in our genetic relationships. All of these reﬂect the importance of measurement and naming.
Adoption of indexed units of account is important even in lowinﬂation countries like the United States, in part because there is no
guarantee that we will remain in the present low-inﬂation regime. Risk
management must be put in place before the risks are realized, not after, so it makes no sense to wait until after inﬂation becomes serious
again to adopt the units of account. Moreover, indexed units of account can also be designed to allow prices to adjust conveniently to factors other than inﬂation.
We must make the adoption of a system of indexed units of account
as a permanent feature of our economy, sanctioned by legal and regulatory authorities and integrated fundamentally and displayed prominently on the GRIDs.

Overcoming the Barrier of Mistrust
A barrier to the use of indexed units of account may be mistrust of
the government to produce the indexes reliably. In 1996, I confirmed
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this mistrust of government-produced indexes through a questionnaire survey that I distributed to random samples of people in the
United States (a low inflation country) and in Turkey (a high inflation country). One item asked respondents how much they agreed
with the following:18
“An important reason not to trust contracts indexed to inﬂation is
that someone in the government might deliberately falsify the inﬂation numbers to take advantage of people like me.”

Strongly agree (21 percent U.S., 18 percent Turkey)
Agree somewhat (24 percent U.S., 43 percent Turkey)
Neutral or no opinion (16 percent U.S., 4 percent Turkey)
Disagree somewhat (27 percent U.S., 21 percent Turkey)
Strongly disagree (13 percent U.S., 13 percent Turkey)
That so many people in both countries think those in the government
might deliberately falsify the indexes seems surprising, but not entirely
without reason. There are examples, if not in the United States or
Turkey, of just such manipulation of inﬂation numbers.
In 1983 in Australia a technical debasement of the consumer price index was made as part of a deal, called The Accord Mark I, between the
Australian government and the labor unions. The labor unions, which
had advocated Medicare, got their wishes granted on that issue in exchange for acquiescence in a tax change that lowered the consumer
price index, allowing the government to lower the impact of cost of living clauses on wages. Apparently, the labor unions accepted this decline
in real wages since the decline would be disguised, and hence not
clearly the labor union’s fault. As long as political deals are being made,
and since the accuracy of the consumer price index is a technical matter that many people ignore, such a risk is clear.
In Brazil, after the Fernando Collor administration took control in
1990, the government arbitrarily changed the price index that it said
should be applied to contracts that were indexed to inﬂation: The new
price index made a large part of the inﬂation disappear.19 The public
learned from this experience, and after that indexed contracts were
careful to clearly indicate which price index should be used. Brazil has
many alternative consumer price indexes available, computed by different groups. The consumer price index is computed not only by the
National Statistics Institute but also by the Economic Research Department of São Paolo University and by the Getulio Vargas Founda215
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tion. These multiple sources give greater legitimacy to price index construction in Brazilian society.
There is more authority when various elements of society share in
the computation of statistics. Private competitors to government statistics could help boost public trust in their indexed units of account.
The more contracts are settled on economic indexes, the more incentive there is for such private alternatives. The more electronic our
economies become, the more databases we have, the easier it will be for
private research groups to compute alternative indexes.

Predecessors of Indexed Units of Account
In 1911 Irving Fisher (rediscovering an idea ﬁrst proposed by Simon
Newcomb in 1879) proposed that a new hand-to-hand currency, the
compensated dollar, be created whose gold content was constantly adjusted so that its real buying power was constant.20 His invention
would maintain the indexed units of account as the medium of exchange as well as unit of account.
Fisher’s invention received a great deal of public attention for some
years, but was eventually mostly forgotten. His invention suffered from
a potential problem, for if the change in the gold content of the dollar
became even partly predictable, speculators in gold and dollars could
exploit and ultimately bankrupt the system. By the 1920s it became
clear that the chances that it would be implemented in any country at
all were slim. Governments are less likely to accept his idea than the indexed units of account, because the ﬁrst step to implement it, the step
of changing the currency itself, seems more radical than the ﬁrst step of
merely announcing an optional new unit of measurement, and, today,
since there are still no examples of actual use in any country of the compensated dollar.
The use of indexed units of account for at least some prices is not
such a radical idea, as is proven by the proliferation of these units in
Latin America already, and the creation of the indexed units of account
for some uses might eventually lead to their general use for most prices.
Moreover, as regards Fisher’s plan, we must realize that today, in the
age of computers and electronic communications, there is little or no
need for his indexed hand-to-hand currency. Hand-to-hand currency is
rapidly being displaced by electronic money of various sorts, all of
which can take account of variations in indexed units of account.21
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Expanding the Concept of the Unidad de Fomento
Ideally, there should be an array of indexed units of account, reﬂecting
different concepts of real values. Such an array will give people much
more ﬂexibility in deﬁning payments. We should not limit ourselves to
indexed units of account whose real purchasing power is constant
through time. Imagine now that you are a business manager and are
hiring an employee whom you expect to have for many years and that
we have an indexed unit of account called “common hours,” which reﬂects the typical wage rate for employees in your area, not a statutory
minimum wage but an index (perhaps with a deliberate downward bias,
as we will discuss below) of actual market wages as measured by a published wage index. Suppose you decided to pay your employee 3 common hours per hour worked. If the wage index is $5.25 an hour today,
then a common hour is $5.25, and you would pay your employee $15.75
an hour. If the wage index later rises to $5.50 an hour, you would pay
your employee $16.50 an hour. You could always change your wage
measured in common hours, but the point is that you would not have
to take any action to keep your employee’s wage in line with the wages
of others. Deﬁning wages in common hours rather than dollars would
make it unnecessary to reevaluate the wage rate every year or so for inﬂation or other changes in the economy. It would prevent mistakes in
adjusting pay and would make for easier employee relations.
Today, individual wages follow the same kind of saw-tooth pattern
that we see in rents, falling gradually behind wage changes, jumping up
suddenly, then falling again. We repeat this same irregular pattern
throughout our lives, but it makes no sense to set up our institutions
so that this happens. The use of common hours would prevent this.
We could also have other units of account. Senior baskets, for instance, would be similar to baskets, except that they would use a market
basket of items consumed by the elderly. While common hours would
be hours of common labor, professional hours would stand for hours of
professional labor. These units have simple names, reﬂecting their simple conceptualization, so that people can readily learn to use them.
We might also have, as alternatives to common hours or professional
hours, indexes of labor productivity or of the “marginal product.”
Some employers might want to set their wages in terms of these rather
than in terms of common hours or professional hours. Wages would
then be increased when the workers are becoming more productive in
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the economy, not just when the labor market has already recognized
their productivity.
There could also be units proportional to GDP, or even to world
GDP.22 Such units would allow us to deﬁne payments in proportion to
total world resources, corresponding to the ultimate “market portfolio” of theoretical ﬁnance.23
When designing indexed units of account initially, it may be advantageous to deﬁne a set of alternative units. Public acceptance of more
than one indexed unit of account might not be signiﬁcantly harder to
achieve than public acceptance of only one, if all are deﬁned initially
and if the nature of their deﬁnition and publication suggests that they
are equal possibilities for use in setting prices, wages, or payments. By
analogy to the metric system, we should, in deﬁning the units, deﬁne a
system of measurements that serve a variety of purposes.
There is not yet any example of the public’s adoption of more than
one indexed unit of account at a time, but there are examples (in the
countries today using indexed units of accounts) of people using two
units of account simultaneously, the currency and the indexed units.
We could very much reduce the role of the currency as a unit of account and substitute some other unit, so that at least two indexed units
would be actively used simultaneously.

Biasing Common Hours Down
The common hours units of account that I have described (as well as the
productivity units of account) might serve best if they are biased downward, both in level and rate of change. The reason is psychological, having to do with envy and comparisons, and with saving face. The level of
the index of common hours might best be something like that of the
statutory minimum wage that we have today, that is, at a level so low
that practically everyone except teenagers in their ﬁrst job is paid more
than one common hour per hour worked. Even though the index itself
might best reﬂect wages earned by a broad class of workers, to turn this
average into an index it should be multiplied by a number less than one
so that the index itself would be lower than almost all wages. This would
eliminate the need ever to humiliate some by paying them less than one
common hour per hour’s work. Such matters of tact are important.
The rate of increase of common hours might best also be biased
downward relative to the rate of increase in actual average wages. The
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increase in the index of average wage could be pushed down by, say, 3
percent a year relative to the actual average wage. This would allow
employers to make regular perfunctory monthly wage increases, at a 3
percent annual rate, in wages measured in common hours, without
changing the relation of the employee’s wage relative to the labor market. This will give people some sense of nominal, if not real, progress
in their wage, measured in common hours.
If the common hour were deﬁned this way, it might be described as
an index of the most common labor and of people who are not improving their skills and job qualiﬁcations as much as most people do.
Deﬁning wages as a multiple of common hours suggests an unambitious comparison group, which will help maintain workers’ self-esteem;
they will mostly be doing better than the common wage, both in levels and rates of change, even if the common hour wage increases to
keep them at the average level of wages. This framing of wages represents humane behavior for employers, allowing their less successful
workers to save face.
The downward bias in the rate of change in common hours can also
deal with a real problem of downward wage rigidity that we observe today. People rarely if ever tolerate wage decreases within the same job,
even though they frequently experience real wage decreases caused by
inﬂation’s eroding the real value of their wage.24 Apparently because of
an irrational ﬁxation on income as measured in dollars, people feel that
a wage decrease measured in dollars is a terrible affront, an insult, and
so employers are reluctant to cut anyone’s wages, even if they are not
producing as much as they used to. Such wage decreases are thus largely
conﬁned to disciplinary situations, situations in which the manager
wishes to make a strong, aggressive, or angry point to some workers,
or to situations in which the company is in serious risk of bankruptcy
and can ask the workers’ understanding. Workers are not so sensitive
to inﬂation-induced real wage when their wage in currency units does
not fall.25
If people cannot be given pay cuts within a job, then employers’ natural alternative, when employees are no longer sufﬁciently productive
to justify paying them the same wage they used to get, is to terminate
them. A possibly important reason why retirement age cutoffs have
been imposed has been that it is difﬁcult to cut the pay of older, less
productive, workers. In this time of lower inﬂation in most countries of
the world, when money illusion offers less help in disguising decreases
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in the buying power of wages, the problem that has caused earlier
forced retirement may be more severe.
Will the people whose incomes do not increase in terms of common
hours eventually conclude that the disguising of the real income decline is in a sense a deliberate illusion, and thus lose the psychological
beneﬁt of the less ambitious standard of comparison of the common
hour units? I think probably not, at least not fully. Surely, if both baskets and common hours are in use, these people will note that their incomes translated into the baskets are declining. But noticing this is
hardly different from noticing that incomes may not be keeping up
with inﬂation today, and people do not appear to react to the implied
declines in the buying power of incomes as much as they do to income
cuts measured in terms of money. Even those workers who fully understand that the buying power of their wage is declining may appreciate not seeing “in-your-face” documentation of the decline on their
pay stubs.

Transforming the Economy by Changing
the Units of Account

new units of measurement

new units. If the entire tax system is restated in terms of baskets, then
we will have gotten past the current piecemeal approach to indexation,
where little problems are plugged one at a time, here and there, by
little indexation ﬁxes to the tax code. Such a piecemeal approach introduces tremendous unnecessary complexity to the tax system and is ultimately unsuccessful in really achieving uniform indexation.
We can and should go far beyond Chile, though, by integrating the
units of account into the electronic payment system, allowing credit
cards to charge to various units, so that a number of different such
units have the appearance of electronic money. These various units can
ultimately be established as permanent features of our economic system
and everyday language.
After all these things have happened, the indexed units of account
will foster much more innovations in risk management. No longer
forced by practicality to deﬁne payments in terms of currency, and having a wide array of units of measurement to use, designers of innovative risk management products will be free to do so much more than is
done today.

I have argued here that adopting some form of indexed units of account could have profound effects on the economy. It would tend to
reduce random interpersonal real shocks currently caused by unanticipated inﬂation. If the use of the units were carried farther than they
have been in Chile, so that wages as well as major prices are set in terms
of appropriate indexed units, then this might reduce the need for layoffs or early retirements due to sticky wages, reduce the amplitude of
unemployment rate changes during business ﬂuctuations, and allow
better sharing of income risks. The adoption of indexed units of account has been a successful movement in Latin America, reason
enough to suggest the adoption of such units in other countries. Perhaps this should be done with some of the changes discussed here: the
adoption of multiple units and the biasing downward of the growth of
the income units.
The national government can take an important and simple toward
creating indexed units of account by redeﬁning its tax system, and tax
payments, in terms of indexed units of account. Chile did this with the
UF, which ﬁnally made the unit take hold in public use. This step will
do more than just promote public familiarity with and acceptance of the
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Global Risk Information Databases

Deploying the New Financial Order
PRESENT-DAY INSURANCE and ﬁnancial systems, so vital to individual well-being and social welfare, would be impossible without
data—from actuarial tables to corporation balance sheets, drivers’
records, employment information, credit and housing histories, tax
records, and more. Data sources of all kinds allow for the effective estimation and pricing of risk and facilitate the smooth and continuous
negotiation of contracts, claims, adjustments, and payments. If we as a
society are to expand these risk management institutions to incorporate
more kinds of risks, all of us—citizens, insurers, investment managers,
bankers and government agencies—will need better, more encompassing databases and data management technologies to cover these risks.
The ideas presented in part 3 of this book suggest the kind of fundamental new risk management institutions that could improve the
lives of individuals, families, communities, and societies. Mere mention
of such new institutions, however, reveals some basic informationrelated problems that must be solved if we are to deploy the radical ﬁnancial innovations needed to reduce these heretofore unhedged risks.
After all, the idea of sharing risks depends on the willingness of one person or entity to exchange large personal risks with another, to the mutual beneﬁt of both. But to do this, we will need a free exchange of relevant information so that we can specify and quantify these risks. For
that, we will need bigger and better databases to help buyers and
sellers create these insurance contracts. Hence, these databases would
constitute the very foundation of a newly democratized ﬁnancial order
wherein society can make extensive use of digital information to reduce
and manage a whole range of previously uninsured risks. This chapter
contains the core of a proposal to develop a set of global risk information databases (GRIDs) for the creation of economically sound, legally
enforceable, easily transacted risk management contracts of all kinds.
The proposed GRIDs would provide ﬁnely detailed, continuously
updated, widely available data on incomes and asset prices as well as aggregated data on these and other values relevant to the risks faced by
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individuals, organizations, corporations, and governments. Properly
used, this new universe of information would allow better management
of an ever wider spectrum of risks that would help not only to secure
people’s lives but also to reduce economic randomness and inequality
throughout society.
Here are some snapshot examples of how the GRIDs would work.
First, the GRIDs would help risk management contracts respond to
data on individual people or organizations. Our biochemist (from
chapter 8), wishing to purchase a livelihood insurance policy on a career in recombinant DNA technology, would provide a password that
would allow the insurer access to data on a certain portion of his detailed personal information so that the insurance contract can pay
claims in part in terms of his own actual career outcome. The insurance
contract would not be conﬁned to the information provided in a line
on his tax form; it could deﬁne beneﬁts in terms of a wide variety of determinants of his economic status, so that it could protect his ultimate
career risks. Our violinist in Chicago (from the introduction), wishing
to borrow money with an income-linked loan tied partly to her own individual success as a violinist, could similarly give access to her records
on a GRID in a way that links to relevant personal information about
her career and excludes irrelevant information. It could to allow the
risk management contract to test various aspects of her career success
so that it rewards her only if her career turns out badly, thus avoiding
bad incentives that would lead to moral hazard.
The GRID would also provide a research function that would make
it possible to devise new risk management contracts. An insurance executive in Manila interested in proposing a new form of insurance for
covering, say, risks to professional education would use the detailed information in a GRID on individual professional career incomes to
structure the proposed policies. The head of a public service labor
union in Rome, seeking to negotiate a new contract for his membership, could consult a GRID showing municipal employees’ income information to deﬁne a contract to hedge his union’s salary gains or
losses. The president of a community association in Bristol, seeking to
offset the losses in housing values associated with the departure of a
major local employer, would access the relevant data in a GRID on
other communities housing prices and their relations to homeowners’
incomes. The executive director of an international employee stock
ownership plan in Ottawa, seeking to provide her member organiza190
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tions with a means to hedge their holdings in their parent company,
would use a GRID to make an array of hedging instruments speciﬁcally
designed for the members’ risks.
Despite seeming futuristic and sprawling, this undertaking is really
not too far a reach, especially for a generation raised on computers.
Nowadays, people pay their taxes, manage their bank accounts, trade
stocks and bonds, play games, ﬁnd mates, and conduct virtually every
conceivable kind of business over computer networks, often with
anonymous parties halfway around the world. The proposed databases
would enable people to use their present computer skills to greater effect for their own security and would also provide new incentives to the
existing information and ﬁnancial technology industries to ﬁnd new
and rewarding applications for computer-related services.
We already have the beginnings of a network of economic data available on the Internet. But there are various aspects of the proposed
GRIDs that would allow new forms of effective risk management. I will
outline the proposed GRIDs in general terms; the details of any such
database would of course be discovered and designed through time.

Groundwork for the GRIDs:
Public Information and Privacy
The essential ﬁrst step for creation of the proposed GRIDs is governmental: setting standards and legal underpinnings. There must be
rules about what is acceptable information to include on the GRIDs,
rules about what kinds of information people are required to have on
the GRIDs, rules about the kinds of information publicly available
on the GRIDs, and a governmental commitment that certain kinds of
contracts written in terms of the GRIDs will be honored even in the distant future. Since the GRIDs will make certain kinds of information
public goods, government subsidization of information gathering may
also be necessary. There must also be rules to insure privacy. Governments would have to deﬁne and enforce fair information practices. Laws
regarding privacy, such as the U.S. Federal Privacy Act of 1974, would
have to be updated.
GRIDs could be designed so that researchers or contract designers
have free access to a wide variety of data on incomes that masks individual identities, and on an immediate and up-to-date basis. This
would allow them to construct thousands or millions of indexes of in191
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comes that are relevant to economic risks and that could be used for
risk management contracts.
Privacy of individual or ﬁrm records can be ensured even while allowing researchers access to their data without the restrictive implications of the old-fashioned cell-suppression system that made the data
hard to interpret. Technology can mask individual identities in such a
way that researchers can still use the data, and even link multiple data
sources, for most legitimate purposes. One method of ensuring privacy
is dynamic assessment of risk of breach of conﬁdentiality in the course
of repeated data queries and refusal of additional queries.1 Another
method is matrix masking and the addition of noise.2 Another, more
sophisticated method masks microdata using the predictive distribution of conﬁdential data, so that statistical inferences from the masked
data should be unaffected by the masking.3 These systems are now in
active development and would allow researchers to access individual
data for just about any legitimate research purpose, and this then will
enhance the risk-management possibilities provided by the GRIDs.4

Operation of the GRIDs
The computer technology that would make a GRID work effectively
would probably be best developed through private initiative, after governments complete the necessary groundwork, providing standard
ways of entering and accessing information. This would allow people
to avoid arduous searches for information, instead accessing the
processed and ﬁltered information for easy use. Ideally, private companies would develop competing systems, and users of GRIDs would ideally have some choice as to which system to use.
Because new forms of risk management covering livelihoods are intended to protect incomes, the most essential data on a GRID would
concern the incomes of individuals, corporations, and governments.
The databases should be global because risk management opportunities tend to exist with people who are far away and whose economic
fortunes are subject to different risks. There should ideally be sufﬁcient
information so that users understand the meaning of the deﬁnition of
income and can even change the deﬁnition.
A GRID should be designed with a common data socket, that is, a
protocol for accessing the data in a standardized form, so that it can be
automatically used by computer programs.5 Then, for example, people
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wishing to create risk management contracts can access standardized
programs that allow them to deﬁne aggregates that represent their risks
and to make contracts in terms of these new aggregates so that all parties can use their own software to understand the contracts.
To further facilitate the creation of appropriate long-term risk management contracts, the databases should include an identiﬁcation system that tracks people and organizations over time. Contracts could be
signed based on future outcomes as revealed by a GRID, and the
GRID will keep track of such contracts. The databases should be designed so that actions can be taken on them, so that the databases become a vehicle for individual choice and economic action.

Facilitating Contracts Based on Individuals’ Income
Ideally, data on the entire income history of each individual, along with
other information about the individual and the individual’s family,
would be available on a GRID, including built-in privacy protections.
Despite the privacy ﬁlters, the individual would be able to permit access to the relevant income information to others to allow the GRID
to fulﬁll its risk management function. Further, individuals would be
able to access the GRIDs to review information about their own income, and would also be able to choose to reveal, for risk management
purposes, their own income status relative to others. But they could
choose to reveal their income incompletely, for example, by specifying
a range for their income. The intended receiver of the information,
however, would know what such data mean and could trust the information for what it is.
A GRID would contain not only current incomes but also an historical record of incomes, their components, and their correlates, because risk management functions cannot be fulﬁlled without information about how these incomes have behaved. The risks that we have
observed in the past, and the correlates of these risks, while not a perfect guide to the future, are indispensable aids to our judging the future risks.
Associated with the individual income data are data on characteristics of the individual—date of birth, sex, family structure, and educational and occupational history, possibly even genetic information, assuming that regulations are in place to prevent misuse of such
information. If these are available on a GRID, risk management can
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take account of some individual characteristics because these characteristics may signal risks unique to that individual.
The GRIDs could also include components of income and costs to
earning income to allow computation of alternative deﬁnitions of income, such as the Measure of Economic Welfare (MEW) that William
Nordhaus and James Tobin ﬁrst constructed from national income accounts data in 1972.6 Even other variations more remote from our concept of income such as consumption or consumption adjusted for certain life events may be useful for risk management. Measurement of
individual consumption might be made far more sophisticated than is
possible today by linking the GRID to data on individuals’ electronic
purchases.
A GRID could provide increased information for calculation of
broad indexes, such as national incomes or GDP. The more information widely available on a GRID, the more people will be able to calculate national income or verify government ﬁgures. The more detailed
information available on a GRID, the harder it would be for governments to falsify their national incomes to manipulate the payments they
owe on income-linked debt, international agreements, or macro markets. Their fraud would have to take altogether higher proportions,
concerning the components of national income as well as its overall
level, and substantial fraud might well be impossible.
Currently, governments keep records about individuals’ incomes in
connection with income tax collections. In this sense, the invention of
the GRIDs is really not so radical; much of the information already exists. But tax authorities do not have systems in place to allow these data
to be used constructively for risk management purposes. Moreover, the
public cannot access these tax returns, for the information collected is
for the sole purpose of guaranteeing that taxes are paid correctly.
Projects are already underway to collect data about people’s incomes
to give us some understanding of the broader picture of their incomes
and their family structure and other characteristics. For example, in the
United States the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) has followed a sample of families since 1968, recording their income, wealth,
and characteristics as they change through time. The PSID now has
data on 62,000 individuals, a seemingly large number, but only 0.02
percent of the U.S. population. A GRID should include at least a simpler version of the PSID for the entire U.S. population.
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Many developed countries have data-collection efforts similar to the
PSID.7 The proliferation of these panel studies attests to their perceived importance and to their feasibility. But these databases are still
not very useful for risk management. When Ryan Schneider and I attempted to devise improved indexes of income by occupation and educational level for use in risk management devices such as livelihood insurance, we ran headlong into the limitations of existing data sources.8
We wished to base our indexes on repeated measures of individual incomes, but our data were limited to the households surveyed by the
PSID, which allows repeated observations of the same households.
While this was the best source of income data available, still our information about individuals’ occupations and characteristics was sketchy.
Moreover, the PSID results are always years out of date, since their
methods require years to process survey data and make it available. Use
of our indexes for risk management contracts at the present time would
be impossible.
My proposal here is to move these databases out of the realm of research by extending their coverage to all people, to make sure the data
are kept up-to-date, to make the results available instantly while at the
same time assuring privacy, and most importantly to give the data a legal foundation so that risk management contracts, such as livelihood
insurance policies, can be written in terms of the data with the expectation that they will be enforced.

Supplying Information about Corporations’ Incomes
GRIDs can make available similar kinds of data for corporations’ incomes. This information should be available in great detail because of
the complexities of evaluating companies’ incomes. Data on the incomes of companies could then be used, separately or as part of indexes, to determine gains or losses to settle insurance or ﬁnancial
claims. These functions could be pursued between companies, by allowing them to share some newly deﬁned risks between them, or by individuals, by allowing people to enter into risk management contracts
to hedge their personal risks for working in a certain industry.
Moreover, this corporate incomes GRID would help us fulﬁl the
longstanding principle of public disclosure. Louis Brandeis (later a U.S.
Supreme Court justice), in his 1914 classic Other People’s Money, wrote
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that public disclosure is the best protection against corporate abuses
that were seen in his day: “Sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectants; electric light the most efﬁcient policeman.”9
Brandeis proposed that public corporations should be forced to disclose fundamental information and to take steps to make sure that the
information will be widely disseminated. “But,” he argued,
the disclosure must be real. And it must be a disclosure to an investor. It will not sufﬁce to require merely the ﬁling of a statement
of facts with the Commissioner of Corporations or with a score of
other ofﬁcials. That would be almost as ineffective as if the Pure
Food Law required a manufacturer merely to deposit with the Department a statement of ingredients, instead of requiring the label to
tell the story.10

His thinking was one of the factors that led to the establishment of the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in 1934. The SEC,
through data dissemination and the public trust that this practice has
created, substantially accounts for the strength of U.S. stock market.
The SEC has made disclosure real, much as Brandeis called for, and
it has made impressive steps to integrate our new information technology in its operations. Today, one can learn many things about the income history of any public U.S. corporation appears on the Web site of
the Securities and Exchange Commission (www.sec.gov), in their Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis and Retrieval (EDGAR) unit. This
unit, planned for in the late 1980s, was made available in the United
States from the very beginning of the widespread public use of the Internet in the 1990s.
The availability of company information online is increasingly becoming a reality around the world.11 Moreover, recent moves toward
global standardization of accounting rules, such as the European
Council’s adoption in 2002 of International Accounting Standards as
part of the Financial Services Action Plan for Europe, will make it easier to represent such data on electronic databases.
Maximizing the usefulness of any such systems means establishing
accompanying laws for rapid ﬁnancial disclosure of important information. As the technology for rapid disclosure has advanced in recent
years, so have the requirements for such disclosure. In the United
States, the SEC forced rapid electronic public disclosure of company
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information with its Regulation FD, implemented in the year 2000.
Regulation FD required that companies, when they reveal material information to anyone outside the company, must also make that information known immediately to the general public. While the regulation
did not specify how they should make this information known to the
general public, clearly the regulation was made with the expectation
that modern electronic technology would make such dissemination
feasible and economical. Now such disclosures are routinely are made
accessible on companies’ Web sites or made available through live Internet broadcasts of analysts’ meetings, which hundreds of thousands
of people can listen to; only a few years ago such meetings were private.
Regulation FD has already had some repercussions around the
world. Shortly after Regulation FD was established, the Australian Securities and Investment Commission released a similar set of guidelines, and regulators at Italy’s Commissione Nazionale per la Società e
la Borsa have been working on similar regulations. In the United Kingdom, the Financial Services Authority (FSA) has issued new guidelines
that set out a more comprehensive communications policy involving
such things as webcasts and chatrooms.
Even in the United States, however, the data on EDGAR and the
dissemination of information in accordance with Regulation FD are
not always adequate. For instance, until the last minute, the public did
not have knowledge of events leading to the recent Enron bankruptcy.
Further steps must be taken to improve public information about public corporations. If we have better information about our corporations,
our society will beneﬁt in many ways—not the least, by preventing
fraud and reducing the likelihood of speculative bubbles.
Efforts to improve corporate accounting are best done in coordination with an ongoing expansion of our electronic dissemination capabilities. Those who improve our accounting rules must constantly
think about how the information in corporate accounts will be distributed electronically, and how this expanded information set can actually
be used. Most of this can be done by private sources such as Edgar Online, which today provides online analysis and regularization of the
government-supplied information on EDGAR. But government regulators and those who set accounting standards have a role in the development of standards and speciﬁcation of the nature of required disclosure, and in policing proper disclosure.
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Integration of the GRIDs with the System of Taxation
The more integrated the GRIDs are with the internal revenue system,
the easier it will be for individuals and corporations to pay taxes. Complexity of tax laws and the resulting difﬁculty of complying with them
will no longer be as much of an issue. If the system has comprehensive
information about individuals’ and corporations’ incomes, tax authorities could automatically calculate taxes owed. Moreover, taxes might
even be collected automatically. The option to leave tax computation
and payment to the government is important for some individuals for
whom any computations are very burdensome.
We already have a system whereby people can pay taxes online, and
we already have government computers with partial information about
individuals’ sources of income. But at present in the United States no
system exists, in most cases, for the government to compute people’s
taxes. But by integrating GRIDs with the tax system, we could guarantee some accuracy to the data in the GRID, since when paying taxes
people must make an oath of honesty and are subject to audits and possible penalties for dishonest reporting. Thus, the data in the GRIDs
could be relied upon for settling risk management contracts, such as
the livelihood insurance contracts described in chapter 8.
With a sophisticated tax interface on the GRIDs, we could make tax
rates dependent on more things, so the tax system could become a
more effective tool for risk management. The tax system could become
more effectively intertemporal (depending on taxes paid in earlier years
and the circumstances of these earlier years) and interpersonal (depending on the amounts of taxes being paid by others, such as family
members, and the circumstances of these others).12 As long as this complexity is incorporated into automatic tax computation programs, it
imposes no extra compliance burden on taxpayers.
If income averaging is to be resurrected, it should really be based on
lifetime income history or accumulated taxes paid rather than just the
past few years.13 The GRIDs can help with this.

Incorporating Information about Risk Management
Once the tax system is incorporated into the GRIDs, the quantitative
nature of the system’s effects on risk management in various risk scenarios could be made available on the GRIDs. One ought to be able to
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compute not only one’s actual taxes paid on past incomes, but also the
effects of the taxes on current and future incomes. Projected future tax
laws could be made available on the GRIDs for planning of the effects
of long-term risk management devices on after-tax income.
Every insurance policy that an individual has purchased could be
programmed to appear on a GRID so that the effects of the policies can
be accounted for in interaction with taxes as well as other insurance
policies and other risk management devices. Individuals could ideally
enter data on other risk management contracts they have undertaken,
for instance, options they have purchased or employee incentive options, or even their judgments about approximate determinants of employment bonuses they might receive. While some of these parameters
are ultimately judgmental and difﬁcult to measure, the GRIDs could
be designed to take account automatically of as much information as
possible and to make it as easy as possible for people to reﬁne this information. The data sockets on the GRIDs that would make the information available could be designed so that proprietary personal risk
management software could, in a comprehensive way, make use of the
information about these contracts and about additional contracts that
individuals might yet make.

An Interface for Charitable Contributions
Charitable contributions—the lucky giving to the not so lucky—can be
considered an important part of societal risk management. The GRIDs
can be adapted to facilitate such contributions. We could create a system, as part of a GRID, in which people could obtain information
about charitable causes and distribute information about their own
charitable activities. This would be an information-dissemination and
retrieval system, easy and pleasant to use in which people could learn
and connect to charitable and related activities in whatever community
they follow and, if they choose, gain public recognition for their own
charitable donations.
A GRID could also make it possible for people to be sure that their
donations reach the really needy, and not just those posing as needy.
Ideally, the GRIDs would contain a facility for making charitable donations to truly low-income people with various characteristics (geographical, age related, even church related). At present, no broad technology for doing so exists. If there were such, and if especially if it also
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allowed people to restrict the gifts according to their individual afﬁliations and values, there might be more charitable giving.
Before the invention of insurance, charity dealt with all manner of
risks. The use of charity to manage such risks was necessitated by the
poor information technology and the lack of development of ﬁnancial
thinking. Even in ancient times, some noted that the outcomes of such
a risk management system were highly uneven, with sometimes excessive compensation bestowed upon the already rich and no compensation for the poor.14 Our modern institutions of insurance, using our
better technology, deal with some of these problems but can do better.
Charity will still have a role to play, since charitable giving can respond
to information about need and worthiness of support that no formal
institutions can manage. Charitable giving can fulﬁl this role even better if it is done in connection with an integrated database that supplies
much more relevant information.15

An Interface for Wills

dividuals can make the kind of complicated bequests that today are reserved only for the wealthy.

Databases for Managing Our Economic Lives
The proposed global risk information databases are designed to provide detailed information about individual and corporate incomes in
such a way that people can manage their risks more effectively, monitor their risks, and direct their income in ways that are more meaningful to them. The most central purpose of the GRIDs is to supply upto-date, accurate, and plentiful ﬁnancial information so that effective
contracts can then be signed that hedge our biggest risks. But, as we
have seen, there are many uses of the GRIDs.
The examples for using the GRIDs alluded to here, including livelihood insurance, long-term contracts, taxes, bequests, and charitable
contributions, are only part of its potential uses. While GRIDs are not
necessary for the beginning of some of the ideas presented here, they
are necessary for their full development.

A GRID could also be designed to provide an infrastructure to facilitate the handling of last wills and testaments. The system that we have
is expensive, relying on lawyers and trustees. Only the wealthy can easily make complicated plans for the use of their life savings. Moreover
people have no effective way to publicize the charitable parts of their
wills if they want to. For these reasons, perhaps, most people leave
nothing to charity in their estates. According to estate tax data from the
U.S. Internal Revenue Service, as reported in Giving USA, only 13.4
percent of male decedents and 24.3 percent of female decedents left
anything to charity in 1995. In recent years in the United States the
amount given to charity in bequests is only about a tenth of that given
by the living.16 A pleasant, user-friendly interface on the GRID to design one’s will, allocate some of the estate to genuinely low-income
people or to other causes, and publicize that one has done so, might
increase the amount of such giving and make it more effective.
If bequests were handled as part of a GRID, then people could direct that part of their bequests be used to help the really needy. Or, alternatively, they could direct that part of their bequest be held in trust
to help whichever of their children or grandchildren, or members of
their church or people in their own town, is ultimately the neediest in
coming decades. With an effective GRID making such gifts feasible, in200
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thirteen

International Agreements
for Risk Control

BETWEEN 1965 AND 1990, the economic fortunes of two countries on opposite sides of the globe—Argentina and South Korea—
experienced a sharp reversals. In 1965 the per capita real GDP in South
Korea was $1,754. That same year, the per capita real GDP in Argentina
was $8,371, nearly ﬁve times as high. At that time, South Korea looked
like a country that might humbly ask Argentina for foreign aid. But by
1990, twenty-ﬁve years later, South Korea’s per capita real GDP had
risen to $10,087, while Argentina’s per capita real GDP had fallen to
$7,158.1 Now South Korea was the rich country and Argentina the relatively poor one. No one had expected this severe reversal of fortunes.
Things could have been different if South Korea had been able in
1965, presumably with the help of an international agency, to make ﬁnancial arrangements with other countries, including Argentina, to
share their development risks. With such arrangements, South Korea
would pay the other countries if its GDP did better than expected relative to the other countries’ performance during the contract period,
and they would pay South Korea if its economy did less well than the
others. The international agency that arranged the deal might well
make such arrangements among countries that are far away from each
other since distant countries are more likely to have differing economic
experiences. Perhaps such a deal might be best arranged not directly
between the two countries, here Argentina and Korea, but as a pair of
contracts, one between Argentina and the international agency, the
other between Korea and the international agency. Such a pair of contracts would amount to the same thing as a contract among the countries themselves, differing only in political ramiﬁcations.
We now know that the outcome of any such contract would have
had South Korea paying Argentina a large sum of money, substantially
mitigating the economic disaster in Argentina. South Korea could easily afford to pay large sums to support Argentina, given her great for175

tune. This is an odd outcome—the developing country helping the developed country—and not our expectation, but that is what would have
happened.
On the other hand, South Korea’s fortunes could have gone the
other way, with her GDP per capita not rising substantially from the
$1,754 dollars she started out with, and Argentina could have had had
the economic success. In that case, South Korea may have been saved
by Argentina from decades of hardship.
In 1965, no one knew which eventuality would prevail. Either way, if
such a deal were made, we can reasonably suppose that really substantial help could have been sent between the two countries, depending
on relative economic performance. On an ex ante basis, viewed from
1965, the contract clearly beneﬁts both countries.
Moreover, if such a deal were made in 1965, higher standards of living might have prevailed in both countries on an ex post basis. This is
possible because the risk management created by the agreement would
have encouraged both countries to take calculated risks, to seize opportunities that would have been impossible for either country to make
alone.

How International Agreements
for Risk Sharing Would Work
This chapter explores substantial international economic risk sharing
among countries arranged by their governments, presumably with help
from international agencies. Governmental risk sharing, which augments the economic risk sharing done by individual citizens through
devices such as livelihood insurance, macro markets, and incomelinked loans, would take the form of contracts between nations.
Governmental action for risk management, rather than just private
action, is necessary because even though individuals could arrange international risk management for themselves, individuals cannot commit to contracts that extend beyond their own lives. Further, they cannot commit their children or grandchildren to such contracts except
through government action. Finally, dealing with the moral hazard
that people in a country might work less hard when their incomes are
substantially shared abroad, may be best handled by governments.2
I am proposing very long term (perhaps ﬁfty-year or even longer)
risk management contracts among countries on behalf of all citizens of
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the participating countries. These risk-sharing contracts would be directed at sharing the total effect of all risks to the countries as measured by economic impact gauges such as per capita GDP or its
analogues. The contracts would specify a formula according to which
countries whose per capita GDP grew more than expected would
pay countries whose per capita GDP grew less than expected. The
contract could also impose limits on the fraction of GDP paid by
any country, to make ultimate compliance more likely under extreme
circumstances.3
This implementation of international risk-sharing agreements would
involve a number of elements. First, the contract representing the international agreement would have to specify the expected growth rates
of the economies, based on information available when the contract is
initiated, so that we will know later whether any realized growth rate is
a surprise. Second, the contract would specify a schedule of annual payments, with the countries whose GDP growth relative to expectations
turned out to be relatively higher paying those whose GDP relative to
expectations turned out to be relatively lower. Third, the contract
would specify the weights given to the various countries in the contract, depending on the relative magnitudes of their risks, the relative
per capita GDPs, and the relative populations of the countries. Principles drawn from ﬁnancial economics can be used to optimally make
these decisions about contract terms.4
Of course, there likely would be international disagreements about
these contract terms. But there would also be mutual self-interest
among all countries in arriving at a decision, since the optimal contract
would be designed to make all countries better off.
Such contracts would thus create protections for nations that go far
beyond protections against speciﬁc and narrowly deﬁned risks, just as
the macro markets described in chapter 9 would do this for individuals
or corporations. Any risks whose outcome can be measured in terms of
effects on GDP would be covered.

An Example: A Risk Management Agreement
between India and Other Large Countries
Suppose that a ten-year contract were made between a poor country on
one side—in this example, India—and such wealthier countries as
Canada, Mexico, the United States, Brazil, Japan, France, Germany,
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Italy, and the United Kingdom on the other, to swap unexpected future changes in Indian GDP for unexpected future changes in the combined GDPs of the other countries. This contract would be designed
to protect India against the risk that her economy will falter in the future, a scenario that would represent enormous human hardship because so many in India already are so poor and cannot easily bear even
slightly lower incomes or the loss of social services of a faltering economy. It is by no means a welfare program for India. The contract is designed so that it is beneﬁcial to all parties, not just India.
Stefano Athanasoulis and I described and analyzed a hypothetical
contract that could be signed among these countries.5 The contract
would have the form of a swap, a well-known kind of ﬁnancial contract
today. The ﬁrst step in creating such a contract would be to agree on
future expected growth rates for per capita GDP in all these countries.
This would be difﬁcult to do, of course, since there is so much uncertainty about the future, but there is incentive for all parties to come
to such an agreement about expectations.
It would seem reasonable to suppose that India will catch up eventually with these other countries in terms of per capita GDP. With annual per capita GDP growth in India of almost 5 percent a year between
1995 and 1999, it is closing the gap. But since these other countries are
expected to grow, too, it will probably be at least many decades before
India catches up.
This then is the expectation, but expectations could prove to be incorrect. India could become even worse off: The economy could suffer some signiﬁcant reversals, related to war or to political instability or
to misguided government policies or to purely economic reasons like
exclusion from economies of scale (proﬁt opportunities that only very
large, already established industries can enjoy simply because of their
size) or some combination of all these reversals. On the other hand,
India might enjoy a spectacular economic miracle that puts her on par
with the other countries much earlier than expected. Thus, relative to
this expected scenario, India might equally do better or do worse.
If there are macro markets for countries’ GDPs, as deﬁned in the
chapter 9, then the difﬁculty of deﬁning expectations may be reduced.
Market prices for the macro market contracts would indicate expected
future values. We need not wait for such macro markets, however, to
implement these international agreements; the deﬁnition of expectations can be part of contract deﬁnition.
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According to the proposed contract, if over the ten years the Indian
GDP turned out lower than expected relative to the other countries’
combined GDPs then the other countries would be contractually obligated to shift economic resources to India, thereby reducing the impact of the bad news for India. On the other hand, if over the ten years
the Indian GDP were higher than expected relative to the other countries’ combined GDPs, then India would be contractually obligated to
shift resources to the other, richer, countries.
The swap between India and the other countries might take the
form of a parallel (or back-to-back) loan agreement—much as foreign
exchange swaps or interest rate swaps were often arranged between
companies in the 1970s.6 India would owe a debt to each of the other
countries that is specified as a fraction of the increase of Indian GDP
beyond the expectations for the increase specified in the agreement.
Each of the other countries would owe a debt to India that is specified as a fraction of the increase in their GDP beyond the expected increase specified in the agreement. The effect of the agreement is an
exchange of unexpected GDPs. When the swap is arranged as a parallel loan agreement, it is more likely to be honored than if it were an
outright promise to swap unexpected GDPs, since each component
of the agreement could be framed psychologically by all participants
as simple debt for which there is a long tradition that obligations
should be met.
The agreement would also entail a ﬁxed annual fee that is paid between countries, in addition to the payments that are contingent on
GDPs. In the case of the contract between India and the other countries, Athanasoulis and I concluded that in the optimal agreement the
ﬁxed annual fee that India would pay for achieving the risk reduction
in this swap would actually be negative. That is, despite the fact that India beneﬁts most strikingly from this contract, the other countries beneﬁt sufﬁciently that in a free market for such swaps they should be willing to pay India to participate in this agreement.
It should be clear that the contract would be designed to cushion
India against the risk of failing to do as well as expected, in exchange
for a little help from India to the other countries if the other countries
do less well then expected. With this contract, India is able to buy a lot
of “insurance” from the other countries for nothing more than the
promise that India would help these other countries a little bit if events
turned against them.
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It may seem callous to write a contract that would require India
(whose per capita GDP is less than 10 percent that of the United States)
to pay on balance a signiﬁcant fraction of its GDP to the wealthier
countries under any circumstances, but it is precisely the possibility of
such circumstances that gives the wealthier countries a real incentive to
make such a contract with India. India would pay the richer countries
only if her unexpected growth in GDP, relative to theirs, turned out to
be more successful than expected, and in this circumstance India would
not need the money as much as it would have had it been unsuccessful
in increasing GDP. The value of the contract to India comes because of
the beneﬁts it provides if India’s GDP did much more poorly than the
others’, when money might be needed desperately there.
It may seem unreasonable to some to expect that India would ever
pay on such contracts, should her economy improve more than expected. Some may think, Why would a poor country ever live up to its
promises and actually pay a much richer country? In fact, however, India pays her debts today, and such extra debts would come due only
when her economy did better than expected. There would be no moral
high ground to take to justify reneging on the obligations at such a
time. Note, too, that after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991,
some questioned whether India was obliged to repay to the former Soviet republics money India had borrowed from the Soviet Union, but
it paid anyway. One might think that India could have claimed that the
reality of the much lower per capita income in India should have resolved the ambiguity of the debt situation in favor of her repudiating
the debt then. Still, India did not repudiate this debt.7 From this and
other examples, there is no reason to expect that India would repudiate a risk management contract after its economy had done well.
Athanasoulis and I calculated that under our assumptions, the ex
ante economic value of our proposed risk management contracts for
India would be over 10 percent of a year’s GDP in India.8 That is, just
creating such a contract, and doing nothing else, would create an increase in expected economic welfare roughly equal to a tenth of a year’s
income. And the economic value would be substantially higher if
the contract ran for more than ten years. The value is so high because
the cost to India of suffering a drop in GDP is signiﬁcant, in terms of the
poverty it would create for a country that already has so many people
living marginal economic lives. The ex ante economic value of participating in the contract to the United States, on the other hand, is only
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0.2 percent of a year’s GDP. That number is much smaller since the
agreement is not focused on the United States, lumping it in with many
other countries on the other side of a contract with India. Still, getting
0.2 percent of a year’s GDP in economic welfare just for signing this
contract is worthwhile for the United States.
Even these calculations of the economic value of the contracts may
be underestimates because they did not take into account the effect of
the risk management contracts on the country’s risk-taking behavior.
As it stands now, with no such contract in place for India, the Indian
business community feels constrained from major initiatives that might
generate risks for the whole country, and the Indian government can
not well afford to provide incentives for major risk taking at a national
level for fear that a bad outcome of such risk taking would have devastating consequences for millions of people there. With the contracts in
place, India might see major new industries, major new national specializations, that are not even seriously considered now because of unnecessary sensitivity to risk.
The same kind of risk management contract described above between India and a group of other countries could be extended to help
all countries of the world. There could be risk management agreements
between the United States and the European Union, between the European Union and Japan, between Latin America and Asia, and so on.

For foreign aid to be expanded to substantial levels and toward the
countries that most need it—those that turn out to have substantial
misfortunes—it is important that it be conceptualized in ways that are
potentially advantageous to all involved countries, which is exactly
what the international agreements I am proposing would achieve.
While we might hope, alternatively, that efforts to develop an international sense of altruism could increase conventional foreign aid, this
end is unlikely and is not the subject of this chapter. Countries would
not enter into international risk management contracts from a sense of
altruism; such contracts are advantageous to all parties from the perspective of pure self-interest.
International risk sharing certainly does not mean world government or the ceding of national rights to foreign bodies. It means only
that governments undertake the same kind of ﬁnancial risk sharing that
I described earlier for individuals. It means that countries would adopt
a genuine risk management perspective in their international relations.
These contracts differ from the minimal international risk-sharing
pacts in force today in their magnitude and their more formal structure. Most potentially valuable are agreements to exchange unexpected
national income between blocks of countries that are very different
from one another in their economic activities and thus that have independent risks that can be swapped and thus reduced in their impacts.10

Magnitude of the Proposed
International Agreements

Risk Sharing among Countries Today

These international risk management contracts would have to be large
to be effective, potentially transferring signiﬁcant fractions of national
incomes across countries. Compare such transfers with those implicit in
conventional foreign aid as it is offered to developing countries by developed countries. Foreign aid ranges from about 0.1 percent of U.S.
GDP to 1 percent of some Scandinavian countries’ GDP. To be really
signiﬁcant, the potential transfers of income might have to be ten times
as large, or even greater.
Moreover, the foreign aid we observe today tends to be directed toward a given country’s former colonies or to countries that serve the
political interests of the developed country. Under no system at work
in the world today is aid substantially given to the countries that have
suffered the most in their economic progress.9
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The risk sharing we actually observe among sovereign countries today
is mostly inadequate and is informal rather than contractual. There has
apparently never been the sort of contract of substantial and effective
scale as Athanasoulis and I proposed among countries. Such contracts
have not been made because governments lacked the theory and vocabulary of modern risk management that would have enabled them to
deﬁne such a contract. The contracts between countries proposed here
are rather like ﬁnancial contracts between individuals and companies
that we see today, but the language of ﬁnance has never entered fundamental international agreements to allow such sophistication in risk
management.
Today, aid to countries in distress from other countries is offered as
a form of charity after economic hardships have developed, and is not
generally based on any contractual risk management arrangements. As
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such, the only advantage to the richer countries is political advantage.
Moreover, the aid tends only to be given in response to sudden crises
that grab headlines and that have political impact. Even under such circumstances, aid packages typically are small.
That said, we should still recognize that some groups of countries
do engage in some form of international risk sharing.
The Commonwealth of Nations has a sort of mutual-aid spirit to it
that does result in some risk sharing among its member nations. The
Commonwealth of Nations, formerly called the British Commonwealth, is a loose alliance of ﬁfty-four independent nations that were
once part of the British Empire or associated with it. Established by the
Statute of Westminster in 1931, when it consisted of only the United
Kingdom, Australia, Canada, and New Zealand, the Commonwealth
has grown so that its 1.7 billion inhabitants now comprise roughly 30
percent of the population of the world. It has in its very name—
common wealth—a suggestion of common welfare and risk sharing.
And yet there is no substantial contractual risk management function,
no arrangement among countries that the more economically successful countries, whichever those turn out to be, will help those who become less successful.
Richer members of the Commonwealth of Nations appear to favor
other Commonwealth members, as opposed to non-Commonwealth
countries, as beneﬁciaries for foreign aid. To the extent that this foreign
aid reﬂects changing circumstances in their economies, it functions as
a risk management institution. But the aid is in effect small.
The European Union, a union of nations of Europe created from
the European Economic Community that comprises roughly 6 percent
of the population of the world, has some explicit provisions for effective risk sharing among member nations. The European Union collects
a share of the Value Added Tax assessed by its member countries and
has other revenues bringing its total budget to about 1 percent of the
Union’s GDP. About a third of this revenue is used for Structural
Funds to help poorer regions in Europe, and there is also a smaller Cohesion Fund for the same purpose. These funds provide risk sharing,
but the amounts involved are a tiny fraction of GDP.
The Commonwealth of Independent States was formed when the
Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, from eleven of its former constituent
republics, and comprises about 5 percent of the world’s population. Its
bylaws state its purpose and aims in terms of collective military security,
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prevention of conﬂicts and resolution of disputes, coordinated actions
in economic, social, and legal fronts, and strengthening of sovereign
equality among its members. But the bylaws do not mention the sharing of economic risks. Indeed, the Commonwealth of Independent
States has been criticized for abandoning interregional risk sharing that
once was somewhat effective within the Soviet Union.
Major international agreements, such as trade agreements and formations of trade unions among nations, do not contain signiﬁcant provisions for risk sharing among nations.11
Even the risk-sharing agreements that we do see, such as the Structural Funds within the EU, tend to occur among similar countries that
are geographically and politically close. It would be much better if the
contracts were made between dissimilar countries that are geographically distant from each other because their fortunes are more likely to
diverge, creating greater potential for risk sharing.

Risk Sharing as Integral to International Agreements
The basic problem of economic risks and their possible solution by international risk-sharing agreements has not been part of the vocabulary
and tool kit of those diplomats who make international agreements.
There is virtually no recognition of the kind of slowly evolving risks to
standards of living of countries that add up over many years to substantial changes. There is virtually no recognition that we have measures, in our GDP accounts, of the combined effects of numerous and
heterogeneous risks on the well being of countries, measures that could
be the basis of risk management contracts. And there is no recognition
that contractual arrangements could help offset such risks.
Of course, a mutually advantageous agreement between countries
would have to acknowledge the current economic superiority of the
richer country as well as the fact that the superiority is likely to persist
for many decades, if not indeﬁnitely. A richer country will not ﬁnd the
contract advantageous if the contract taxes away their current advantage with certainty. The contract has to be about future changes relative to expectations, so deﬁned that they really could go either way for
either country.
It is generally advantageous for wealthy countries to make risk management contracts with poorer countries, rather than just rich countries
making contracts with other rich countries, since the former circum184
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stance are more likely to see more differences in economic outcomes
and hence more idiosyncratic risk to share. Risk sharing is generally
more potent among dissimilar parties than among similar parties. And
yet it is just such risk-sharing contracts that appear difﬁcult to make
since they look only at the future risks and not at the inequality already
in place today, which is likely already to be a source of resentment.
Making an agreement among nations that involves future payment
of large sums of money contingent on economic outcomes may be difﬁcult. If these agreements are framed right, however, in the language
of insurance and ﬁnance, and if they are framed as mutually advantageous risk-management contracts, it would appear that most people
would accept them and live up to their terms just as they accept and live
up to our existing risk-management contracts.
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Intergenerational Social Security:
Sharing Risks between Young and Old

IN AN INFLUENTIAL 1994 REPORT, Averting the Old Age
Crisis, the World Bank sounded an alarm for most of the world.1 The
report asserted that certain of our hopes for social progress, the reduction of the once-rapid world population growth and the improvement
of life expectancy, have succeeded so well that they will create an unprecedented new problem: a rising number of elderly people as a fraction of the world’s population.
According to the report, in 1990 there were ﬁve hundred million
people in the world over the age of sixty. By 2030, there will be 1.4 billion. Either the relatively small number of the younger people who are
still of working age will take on a large burden of caring for these elderly, or many of these elderly people will be facing a miserable existence.
This old age crisis was unknown a generation ago, when the world
was instead concerned with overpopulation—too many babies, too
many mouths to feed for the world to support. It is remarkable how
our concerns change through time. This new crisis is another example
of the kind of surprises history produces for us.
Ultimately, this new crisis was at least in part generated by technological progress, by such things as the introduction of the birth control pill in the mid 1960s, which lowered the birth rate, and improved
medical care, which raised life expectancy. Indeed, it was technological change that made social security imperative in most countries
in the twentieth century: technological progress raised the life expectancy in developed countries from around forty-five years in 1900
to around seventy years by mid century, creating a vast class of retired
elderly and causing us to have to invent institutions to deal with their
problems.2 The risk of similarly important changes precipitated by
our technology should be a central focus of any current debate. The
effects of new technology have surprised us, and they will surprise us
again.
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intergenerational social security

It is important to note that the ﬁnancial problem that this old age
crisis highlights is one of intergenerational risk, risk that affects different generations alive at the same time. The fundamental principle for
risk management then is sharing this risk between the generations.
Finance can do nothing about demographic changes, but it can ensure that the risks of unexpected changes in demographics, or in other
factors affecting the relative welfare of the generations, are shared between the generations. We need to replace the old age insurance of social security with one designed to protect both young and old against
risks by sharing risks between them rather than to protect the old exclusively. The immediate problem is how to divide up the burden if either the elderly or the younger people unexpectedly encounter a bad
situation.
Reframing social security means all that reframing has meant to earlier ideas in this book; it means changing our frames of reference, our
sense of institutions, our assumptions about the motivation for our institutions, and our formulas and standards of measurement.3

Today’s Social Security Benefits
and Contribution Formulas
Let us ﬁrst consider where social security stands today. Most countries’
government old age pension systems are earnings-related contributory
systems deﬁned by ﬁxed contributions and beneﬁts formulas. Workers
are obligated by law to make contributions from their paychecks according to a formula, and these contributions are used to pay the beneﬁts of the currently retired. The amount that retired persons receive
in the form of beneﬁts is deﬁned by a formula related to their own prior
contributions. A 1999 study of social security systems of 173 countries
found that 136 countries (79 percent) had such contributory systems in
which beneﬁts are related to prior earnings.4
The statutory social security contribution formula in the United
States is an example of such a system. Employed workers must contribute 6.2 percent of their earnings, up to maximum earnings,
$84,900 in 2002, and their employer contributes another 6.2 percent
of their earnings up to this maximum, for a total of 12.4 percent. Selfemployed workers must contribute 12.4 percent of their earnings, up to
the maximum earnings. The 12.4 percent is ﬁxed from year to year, and
will not be changed, unless Congress passes legislation to change it.
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The statutory social security beneﬁts formula in the United States
speciﬁes retirement beneﬁts by ﬁrst calculating the worker’s “average
indexed monthly earnings,” the average of the thirty-ﬁve years over the
worker’s lifetime with the highest earnings (indexed for wage inﬂation
and truncated at the maximum earnings for each year). One’s beneﬁt
upon retiring is determined according to a ﬁxed formula with no other
inputs but age at retirement and average indexed monthly earnings.5 In
the years following retirement, one’s beneﬁt is automatically increased
in proportion to inﬂation as measured by the Consumer Price Index for
Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers (CPI-W) so that the buying
power, the real value of one’s beneﬁt, never changes. There is no risk
at all to retired people’s beneﬁts.
Similar beneﬁts and contributions and indexation formulas are used
in many other countries. For example, in France, workers contribute
6.55 percent of pensionable earnings and their employers contribute 8.2
percent of covered payroll and 1.6 percent of total payroll. Beneﬁts
range (depending on age or duration of insurance) from 25 percent to
50 percent of average salary for the best twenty-ﬁve years. In Brazil,
workers contribute 8 percent, 9 percent, or 11 percent of earnings according to three wage levels, and employers contribute 20 percent of
payroll. Beneﬁts equal 70 percent of last thirty-six months’ earnings
plus 1 percent of average earnings for each year of contribution, up to
100 percent.
The contribution formulas are designed so that the contributions received roughly equal the beneﬁts paid, that is, these are typically well
described as “pay-as-you-go” systems. Since contributions and beneﬁts
do not match exactly, a trust fund is designed to take up the slack. In
the United States, the Social Security Trust Fund had approximately
$1.2 trillion in 2001, a small amount compared to the roughly $10 trillion that would be needed if we were to pay the expected future benefits entirely from the trust fund. If the trust fund runs out of cash and the
statutory beneﬁts continue to exceed the contributions, then the system becomes “insolvent,” that is, it becomes impossible for the Social
Security Administration to continue paying according to the formulas.
Ultimately, then, over the years the payment of beneﬁts must come
overwhelmingly from new contributions.
Because of declining birth rates since the mid-1960s in most developed countries, and the longer life expectancies—the “old age crisis”
that we have stressed here—the public has paid sustained attention to
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the potential insolvency of social security. Analyses often stress that if
current formulas are unchanged, the contributions collected will eventually fall short of the beneﬁts paid.
Often, the public discussion of this problem is excessively formulaic
because participants forget that the contributions and beneﬁts formulas are essentially arbitrary. Often, the discussion is framed in terms of
making good on our promises to the elderly, as if these were solemn
promises that were entered into with a vow. In fact, the beneﬁts and
contributions formulas were merely invented by some lawmakers, and
hardly anyone remembers why they set them as they did.
The lack of a clear standard of risk sharing between generations has
meant that public discourse on social security taxes and beneﬁts have
often been appallingly empty. When the U.S. Congress ﬁrst imposed in
1983 the federal income tax on up to one half of social security beneﬁts
received by people with incomes over $25,000, the public discussion
relied only on such abstract principles as “the principle of equality” or
“progressive taxes.” There was outcry against “double taxation,” since
the social security beneﬁts formula was already progressive. But no
standard existed for setting tax rates based on these general principles.
The real center of the discussion was that the government “needed”
the money to control a ballooning deﬁcit and could not raise tax rates
since President Ronald Reagan had “pledged” not to. The debate over
taxing social security beneﬁts was highly unsatisfactory then, and nonexistent now. Now that the tax is part of the background of institutions, taxation of half of social security beneﬁts continues without any
public attention or discussion. And there is no discussion because there
is no theory or standard about how retirees’ beneﬁts should be deﬁned.

A Simple Example of an Intergenerational
Social Security Scheme
Consider how social security’s old age insurance beneﬁts and contributions formulas might be easily conceived of as intergenerational social security, at least in a somewhat simpler world than the one we live
in.6 Suppose, to simplify the story, that all nonretired adults work full
time, that retirement occurs at a ﬁxed age, that no retired people work
part time, and that there is no difference in the economic needs between young and old. Moreover, assume that the only income that
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people receive is income from their labor: this means that social security will be absolutely essential, since the retired not only cannot work
but also have no savings at all to support them.
Under these assumptions, social security amounts to dividing up the
available labor income, provided by the young, between young and
old. The natural thing to do would be to divide it equally, subject to
the restriction that beneﬁts and contributions must be proportional to
incomes so that those who contribute proportionally more receive proportionally more.
In this case, an attractive simple intergenerational social security
scheme would merely specify contributions as a percentage of every
working person’s income (after taxes and after the inequality insurance
described in chapter 11) equal to the percentage of people who are retired. Currently, about 11 percent of the U. S. population is retired,7 so
the contributions would be 11 percent of every working household’s
after-tax income, leaving the remainder (89 percent) for the household,
including children. Here, the contribution formula is not determined
by political factors or arbitrary formulas but rather by demographics,
and changes automatically as demographics change.
Fairness dictates that the beneﬁts that retired people receive bear a
relation to their incomes when they were young and working and
hence to the amount they contributed then. A simple beneﬁts formula
would then be that each retired person receives beneﬁts proportional
to his or her average indexed earnings (income the retired person
earned while working computed in much the same was as U.S. social
security system does today, but without any limit on social security income), where the factor of proportionality in each year equals the total contributions paid by working people this year divided by the total
average indexed earnings (over the years when they were working and
contributing) of all retired people. This way of allocating beneﬁts adds
up, in the sense that the total contributions of the young equal the total beneﬁts received by the retired. But it adds up in such a way that
those who contributed more to the system receive proportionately
more in beneﬁts.
Note the fundamental difference between this system and the system currently in place in the United States and other countries. The
ﬁxed schedules in the current systems mean that the retired people are
promised a ﬁxed income whatever happens to the fraction of the popu169
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lation that is retired or the income of the working people relative to the
income that retired people once had. These systems do not share risks
between generations. From a generational standpoint, they transfer the
income risks of retired people to the working people and their dependents who thereby bear a magniﬁed risk, the risks of both generations. The proposed system instead divides up the available income
among people alive at the time so that they all share properly in the
state of the economy.
The actual implementation of an intergenerational social security
system would have to account for other factors not included in this
simpliﬁed example: savings, incentives for saving, risks to savings, retirement income, the relative needs of young versus old, and the relative moral hazard impact on the young versus the old. But the basic risk
management principle, sharing risks between the generations, would
remain the central principle of design.

Risk Sharing within the Family
Intergenerational social security is a formalization of roles undertaken
by the family, which, in the past, has been the primary mechanism for
sharing intergenerational risks. Because individuals have had no ability
to make intergenerational contracts on ﬁnancial markets, and because
one cannot make deals with children—who will become the ones who
will care for us when we are old—we have instead relied on family traditions for intergenerational risk sharing. Traditionally, only the family
has had good information about individuals’ relative needs and abilities
to contribute, and only the family has had the kind of informal intergenerational understandings that allow the management of such risks.
In the information age, however, the situation is quite different, because the proliferation and availability of relevant information can allow a transferring of much of this risk management from the family to
broader social institutions. If social security systems were redesigned to
resemble the family as a risk managing institution, they would be better able to take account of relevant information.
For virtually all of human history, care of the elderly has been payas-you-go: in each generation young adults help their children; when
these same individuals are middle aged, they help their elderly parents.
Thus, when one is young, one “saves” in the form of creating indebted170

ness from one’s children rather than by buying stocks, bonds, or physical capital. The pay-as-you-go social security systems around the world
today may be regarded as improved versions of this ancient system,
with the improvements coming from the formalizations and larger
pool in which risk is shared.
The family is a fundamental institution that we do not want to replace. But relying exclusively on the family for sustenance in old age is
intrinsically risky.
Formalizing the system of parental care into the social security system has certain advantages over the older family-based system because
it eliminates random elements. Some people have no children or have
children who die young; when they retire, they will have no one to
care for them. Some parents have children who do not care about
them and who will neglect them. In older days, the extended family
might exert pressure on neglectful children to take up the burden of
caring for their parents, and other relatives or caring friends might step
in their place, but such a mechanism is not secure. Having the government manage a pay-as-you-go social security system eliminates
such uncertainties.
But we do not want the government system to ignore the ﬂexibility inherent in traditional family ways of sharing incomes. In traditional families, the obligations between generations are naturally
somewhat ﬂexible and responsive to the incomes and needs of all generations alive at a time: the elderly and their grown children who are
now working, and their grandchildren who are still very young. Flexibility means give-and-take depending on needs and abilities to contribute. If elderly parents have done very well economically, for example if they had successful business dealings while still employed or if
they invested in a stock market that soars, then, when they are old,
their middle-aged children will probably be expected to bear less of a
burden of caring for them. If parents do very poorly in their investments, on the other hand, then they will expect their children to help
them out more. Within the family, the same responsiveness generally
applies with regard to children’s incomes. If the grown children become very wealthy as middle-aged adults, because of a successful career, or because of successful investments, then they will tend to be expected to help to a greater degree with the ﬁnancial needs of their
elderly parents. If, on the other hand, the children are thrust into
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poverty in their middle-aged years, then their parents will tend to expect less of them.
Social security systems do not now incorporate such ﬂexibility. The
ﬁxed real beneﬁts after retirement, if they are indeed interpreted as
promised to the elderly and not changed, mean that retired persons
bear no economic risk; all the risk is transferred to younger people.
It appears that no social security system in the world today fully embodies the basic aspects of intergenerational risk sharing. But the
Swedish social security system adopted between 1998 and 2001 is one
example that incorporates some degree of risk sharing. In the new
Swedish social security system, each individual’s contribution (including employer contribution) is 18.5 percent of pensionable income, of
which 16 percent of pensionable income goes to a pay-as-you-go system, and 2.5 percent to individual ﬁnancial accounts. The pay-as-yougo contribution, the 16 percent, is used immediately to pay beneﬁts to
retired persons (some of this will be put into a “buffer fund”); this part
of the contribution will also be recorded as going into a “notional account” that pays “interest” and which then determines the individual’s
beneﬁt when he or she retires. Since the “interest rate” in this notional
account is deﬁned in terms of the rate of growth of average income, according to a complicated formula that ensures that total beneﬁts and
total contributions approximately balance, the amount that participants will eventually receive as pensions when they retire will be related
to the then-working people’s ability to pay. Thus, this system has part
but not all of the features outlined in this chapter. While contributions
do not depend on demographics or the needs or incomes of the retired
persons, beneﬁts received by the retired do depend on the ability of
working people to pay.8

in some, are described by their promoters as connecting with our modern appreciation of the importance of ﬁnancial markets. Their proposal
falls short on exactly that score. Those who appreciate modern ﬁnancial theory well will reﬂect that the essence of ﬁnance is reducing the
impact of risks by spreading them around to many people, and not just
by diversifying an investment portfolio. With social security, we must
share the risks of the generations in a constructive way. Making the
generations depend on the success of their investments for their own
retirement is not risk management.
Those who advocate these individual accounts appear to have drawn
the wrong lessons from modern ﬁnance. Many seem to think that the
deep wisdom coming from our collective experience with ﬁnancial
markets is that the stock market always returns 12 percent a year in the
long run, so forcing social security participants to invest in the stock
market will dramatically cure the budget problems of the social security system. This is not ﬁnancial wisdom. It is simply betting that we
will have as good luck with stocks in the future as we have had in the
past.9
Many who advocate individual accounts also seem to think that another lesson from modern ﬁnance is that people differ from one another most importantly in their attitudes toward risk and preferences
for investments, so the paramount consideration must be to allow them
to choose, in allocating their social security contributions, between
stocks and bonds, or between risky stocks and not-so-risky stocks, to
accord with their own individual preferences. In fact, however, consistent and large differences across people in attitudes toward risk are hard
to ﬁnd; rather, people seem to differ from one another more signiﬁcantly and consistently in such personal circumstances as their age and
generation than in terms of their risk preferences.10

Intergenerational Social Security
versus Individual Accounts

Security for Society as a Whole

The most prominent recent proposals to reform social security are
those that would allow participants to invest part of their contributions
in individual accounts, in the stock market or in other investments of
their choice. That is, social security would be converted in part into a
sort of mandatory savings and investment plan. These proposals, which
have been under discussion in many countries and already implemented

We must redesign social security to effectively share risks widely across
generations. When these risks unfold within a closely-knit family, their
importance is obvious. When families are strong and caring, family
members will remember the contributions a relative has made in the
past and will make sure that he or she will be taken care of. Society as
a whole cannot and should not replace the caring family, but it must
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recognize that caring, closely-knit families are not universally ensured.
Even when families are very closely knit, they are still small units and
cannot fully diversify the risks that the individuals within them face. Society cannot provide the love that occurs within a good family, but it
can provide much of their risk sharing, and it can even carry risk sharing farther than any family can.

eleven

Inequality Insurance: Protecting
the Distribution of Income

IF THE WORLD IS TO MANAGE its political and economic affairs effectively, society must prevent any substantial worsening of economic inequality among its citizens. We will want to arrest any possible tendency for the fruits of our economy to be distributed much
more unequally between rich and poor in the future.
The idea for inequality insurance presented here is that the government should set by legislation the level of income inequality, in most
cases probably initially roughly equal to the level of inequality today,
and create a tax system that prevents inequality from getting worse.
The idea is that if income inequality begins to get worse, then taxes automatically become more progressive as a correction. The tax changes
would be automatic because the tax system would be framed as enforcing a measure of inequality rather than specifying tax rates.
I am calling the program insurance here, quite loosely, to frame the
program in the public mind as the risk management vehicle that it is,
and to highlight that it will not wrest money from anyone from the
standpoint of today. Inequality insurance not a Robin Hood plot to take
money from the rich and give it to the poor. Like other risk management devices, it focuses only on protecting all of us from future risks.

How Inequality Insurance Payments
Would Be Calculated
Let me ﬁrst explain just how inequality insurance would work. This discussion gets a little technical, but we must understand the proposal to
appreciate it. Today, governments around the world legislate and publish income tax schedules, which assign to each income level that a
household may fall into an income tax for that amount of income. In
its simplest form, inequality insurance would replace the income tax
schedules with a different standard. The governments would legislate
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not the tax schedule but the total amount of taxes raised and a target
level of after-tax income inequality using an economic measure of inequality called the after-tax Lorenz curve.
What is the after-tax Lorenz curve? It is a curve or plot showing, on
the vertical axis, the percent of national income after taxes earned by all
households up to a certain percentile by income, against the percentile
(on the horizontal axis). For example, one might see from the Lorenz
curve that the bottom 30 percent of the population receives only 10
percent of the after-tax income, while the bottom 50 percent receive
only 30 percent of the after-tax income. The Lorenz curve must by
construction be 0 at the zeroth percentile (the zeroth person receives
none of the income), and 100 at the hundredth percentile (100 percent
of the people receive 100 percent of the income), but between those
two extremes the curve measures inequality. If all households were
equal in terms of after-tax incomes, the curve would be a straight line
between 0 percent and 100 percent: the bottom 30 percent of households would receive 30 percent of the income and the bottom 50 percent of households would receive 50 percent of the income, and so on.
But if households are unequal, the curve connecting zero and 100
would sag below this straight line. The more unequal are after-tax incomes, the more drastically the after-tax Lorenz curve sags below the
straight line.
The Gini coefﬁcient, a measure of inequality, describes how much
the Lorenz curve sags.1 Estimated Gini coefﬁcients for the countries of
the world may be found on the Internet via the United Nations Development Program World Income Inequality Database or the World
Bank’s World Development Indicators.
Under a system of inequality insurance, the tax authorities every year
would have the responsibility to calculate the taxes necessary to make
the actual after-tax Lorenz curve equal the legislated one, thereby ﬁxing the Gini coefﬁcient. Each year the government would automatically restate the tax schedules, and we would pay taxes just as we do today. The only difference is in what is legislated, what is debated publicly
at the time the legislation is introduced, and what is likely to stay ﬁxed
over time if the government makes no changes. Inequality insurance
would change the psychological and institutional framing or anchoring
of the tax system.
To make this clearer, let us go through the steps that the tax authority would use in computing their taxes once given the task of trans150
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lating the legislated after-tax Lorenz curve into a tax schedule for taxpayers. Ideally, the tax authority would start with a spreadsheet—a gigantic spreadsheet, with millions of rows—in which column A would
display this year’s pre-tax income of everyone in the country, one cell
per each household. In practice, since tax rates have to be announced
in advance, the spreadsheet would have to be created in advance using
forecasts of this year’s incomes based on last year’s incomes.
The ﬁrst step would be to sort this column in ascending order, with
the households with the lowest pre-tax incomes at the top and those
with the highest incomes at the bottom. From the total of these incomes—the national income—would be subtracted the total amount
the government has decided to raise as taxes to pay for government operations, to arrive at after-tax national income. Column B, listed adjacent to the pre-tax incomes column, would allocate this after-tax national income among everyone in such a way that the legislated
after-tax Lorenz curve is realized and no household’s position in the income ranking is changed. To arrive at a household’s income after tax,
one need only multiply the after-tax national income by the change in
the legislated after-tax Lorenz curve between the percentile of this
household and the percentile of the household above it in ranking. Finally, column C, equal to column A minus column B, gives the tax that
each household owes. Column C, perhaps after some smoothing, becomes the tax schedule for this year. The same procedure would be repeated every year, causing the tax schedule to respond automatically to
changes in inequality even if the tax code remains constant. The yearly
adjustments to tax rates may in some cases be rather large, but in no
case would the procedure ever push marginal tax rates up above 100
percent.
This is the basic idea behind inequality insurance, although it may
not seem like much of a change from our tax system today, since it only
changes our framing and anchoring of the tax system. After the system
is instituted, most people would probably not at ﬁrst notice any difference when they actually pay their taxes. If the legislated after-tax
Lorenz curve is close to what we already had before inequality insurance, then we would not immediately experience much change in the
tax rates. But a system that prevents any further worsening of income
inequality would make a world of difference.
Inequality insurance is by its construction concerned with the inequality of income at all levels and does not focus exclusively on anti151
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poverty as has much of the discussion of inequality. Many discussions
of inequality seem unconcerned about the possibility that a signiﬁcant
share of the population could see their incomes fall to just above the
poverty level. And yet such a possibility is disturbing. From a risk management perspective, avoiding a high incidence of abject poverty is important, but preventing gratuitous increases in inequality at higher levels of income is also important.
Some exercises on a spreadsheet showing how the tax rates might
change as the result of worsening of inequality over the decades shows
that inequality insurance can eventually automatically make some
rather radical changes in tax rates, at all income levels, changes that are
far more radical than governments are likely to legislate if they see their
job as setting tax rates directly. Establishing inequality insurance now,
thereby ﬁxing the current level of inequality, will make it far more likely
that such radical changes in the tax system actually happen. This is not,
however, a radical proposal in terms of our lives today because it leaves
the extent of inequality at its present levels.

Why Inequality Insurance Is Desirable
Most of us in most advanced countries appear accepting of the inequality that we now observe, but would likely have real doubts that
we would like to see it get much worse. Most of us are accepting that
Bill Gates can be as rich as he is, but likely would have great trouble if
the nature of our economy changed so that Bill Gates were one thousand times as rich or if there were one thousand times as many Bill
Gates at the expense of the rest of us living in relative poverty.
Once we understand, as we saw in chapter 3, that technological
change or other factors can indeed drastically change the income distribution, for reasons that are beyond anyone’s control, we likely will
want to prevent this possibility. Incomes that people earn in a free market depend ultimately on what they can individually contribute to an
economy constantly buffeted by changing technology. Viewed from
Rawls’s original position, the buffeting that people take from such
shocks is not good for either individuals or society. There is no natural
justice in it. And people often do experience shocks to their incomes
that have nothing to do with their level of effort, their talent, or their
responsibility. These shocks can create shattered dreams and suffering.
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Rapid advances in information technology and robotics, or any of
the other “forty thieves” that I discussed in chapter 4, have the potential to cause great inequality in the future. Should inequality get substantially and chronically worse, it would create classes of resentful people and fundamentally change the nature of our society. These shocks
can wreak havoc on our lives.
But these economic factors could also improve the income distribution in the future. The essential fact is not that we know that inequality will get worse, but that we are uncertain about the future. We can
deal with such uncertainty using ﬁnancial methods, and this is the point
here.
Some degree of inequality is inevitable in a free economic society. As
I stressed earlier, certain people have a taste for working hard and earning more income and some jobs are unpleasant and have higher wages
as compensation for their unpleasantness. Moreover, striving for a
higher income and using our talents to the fullest and accepting some
risks for higher income are part of the adventure of life. But a sharp deterioration in the equality of income distribution that is unrelated to
changes in any of these factors is a serious risk. We would be wise to
deal proactively with this risk—and before the worst happens. Instituting inequality insurance would not be costly, and would not create any
loss if inequality does not worsen through time. But it promises enormous beneﬁts if inequality does worsen.

Variations on the Basic Idea
The basic idea for inequality insurance contains the kernel for some important variations. One of them is to take account of government
transfers, as well as taxes, so that the beneﬁts people receive from the
government are included in the analysis. Another is to take account of
demographic changes. For example, we generally do not want the
transfers to respond to changes in inequality that are due only to
changes in the age distribution of the population, or we may want to
make adjustments for changing trends in household size. Another is to
make the transfers respond to objective changes in the needs of different elements of the population; the plan may allow deductions for
medical expenses, for example. Another is to legislate that the income
distribution is allowed to become more equal than it is today if it does
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so naturally, that inequality insurance will not try to return inequality
to its former level if it naturally improves. Another is to put an upper
limit on the marginal tax rate, to avoid marginal tax rates getting too
close to 100 percent, which might create excessive disincentive to work,
an issue we will return to below.
Inequality insurance is not best deﬁned exclusively in terms of annual income, as in income tax systems today, because doing so would
penalize people who earned high income in isolated years, thereby subjecting them to high inequality insurance payments in those years even
though their lifetime income is not high. Income averaging could be
used to reduce this problem. Another way of preventing timing of income from having a distortionary impact on lifetime taxes is to alter the
tax into some form of consumption tax. The government would apply
the method only to the portion of income that is spent on current enjoyment and not invested.2 On the assumption that an individual
smoothes consumption over his or her lifetime, consumption would be
a better indicator of lifetime income, and thus may be a better basis of
taxation than is income.3
Given all these potential considerations in the design of inequality
insurance, it is important that substantial research be done to design
the system right, and in accordance with basic standards of fairness and
incentives.

The Urgency
Because we do not know whether inequality will become worse in the
future, our lack of knowledge represents an opportunity. Just as we
must obtain ﬁre insurance for our houses before they burn down, so we
must set up inequality insurance against worsening of inequality before
we know it will happen.
Although social insurance provided by the government is different
from private insurance, in that unexpected beneﬁts could possibly be
given after the fact, even after the risk is realized, it is far more likely
that such social insurance will be effective if the insurance becomes law
before the risk is realized. Our tax system may need massive overhaul if
it is to alleviate a signiﬁcant change in the income distribution, and
overhaul is more likely to come to fruition if the nature of the changes
is agreed upon in advance. And if the redistributions are part of an ear154

lier insurance contract, then they will be framed in the public mind as
just and honorable public policy, not as charity.
As we saw in chapter 6, psychological experiments have shown that
when people freely and actively make a decision to volunteer, then their
later sense of commitment and obligation can be strong. It seems that
people have no clear idea how much they ought to contribute to others but believe on principle that they should live up to existing promises, whether explicit or only implicit. Inequality insurance makes good
use of this human tendency. If people believe that they, or their representatives, freely and actively created a risk management contract before the risks were realized, then they are likely to accept the resulting
obligations more than if they are told after the inequality had substantially worsened that they had new obligations that involved new payments. The framing change proposed here uses this aspect of human
nature to redeﬁne property rights so that inequality cannot get worse.
If we wait until later, and if inequality is much worse, then it will be
harder to get public acceptance for reversing a level of inequality to
which they may have become accustomed. Economically successful
people tend to take their success as a measure of their worth, and to
imagine that their economic success is the same as their intrinsic superiority. Even the losers, the unsuccessful, often seem to internalize their
failures and blame themselves for their own relative low status. People
arrive at such views even if the cause of their success or lack of success
is obviously purely random, as has been shown by a number of psychological studies, for example, a study comparing people who got
high numbers in the Vietnam draft lottery with those who drew low
numbers.4 Once an unacceptably extreme level of income inequality is
experienced by people and incorporated into their mechanisms of selfesteem and concepts of social status, it will be harder to achieve consensus for reversing it.5
The notion that we should set up a system now to constrain our future tax rates has a number of precedents. Inequality insurance falls
into the category sometimes referred to as ﬁscal mechanisms or ﬁscal
constitutions. But I believe my particular formulation, as well as its basis in concepts of human psychology rather than in pure economic or
political theory, is new.6
Risk management can be secured in public approval by reframing of
our thinking, renaming of standards of comparison, and renaming of
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basic institutions. The time to do such reframing is now, when changes
in our information technology and our associated institutions involve
some reframing anyway. The government could label inequality insurance payments beyond the original tax rates as insurance premiums and
beneﬁts rather than as tax increases and welfare beneﬁts, comparable to
their labeling of social security contributions and beneﬁts. That labeling will be most convincing if we act before the inequality worsens, not
after.7

The Role of Government
Inequality insurance is a function of the government, not private markets, although it would interact with private market institutions. A
fundamental problem with exclusively private—that is, free market—
solutions to the major risks outlined in the preceding chapters is that
they rely on individuals’ making provision for the risks before knowing
the outcome. There are some obvious limitations on people’s ability to
take risk management action before the risks are realized, and these
limitations necessitate a role for the government. Though these limitations are well known, listing them is valuable because it is important to
be clear why government is needed to perform such a function.
First, minors and the unborn cannot possibly undertake risk management. We are facing risks that evolve over many decades, so risk
management designed to deal with them must be contracted for
decades before. For example, the risk that new technology will marginalize common labor is a very long-term risk, and the consequences
may even last over many subsequent generations.
Second, many people are incapable of understanding the hedging
implicit in these markets. In an extreme case, the mentally retarded or
the mentally ill may be incapable of making good decisions. More commonly, people of normal intelligence may have trouble summoning the
energy and self-discipline to make the optimal decisions to hedge or insure their future incomes.
Third, existing government institutions and laws may prevent
people from taking actions in their own self-interest. Notably, legal principles such as bankruptcy law are themselves government risk management institutions designed on the assumption that other private risk
management institutions did not exist. Such government institutions
may conﬂict with private risk management initiatives unless redesigned
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to avoid this conﬂict. The government can reframe laws for these other
institutions to the extent that they come into conﬂict with inequality
insurance.

Psychological Framing and the Setting of Tax Rates
Because inequality insurance is fundamentally tied to psychological
framing, we should ﬁrst consider how psychological framing has affected income tax rates in the past. How have governments actually set
income tax rates and what principles does their practice embody?
Legal scholar Edward McCaffery has listed a number of psychological framing principles that, he argues, can explain much of the historical changes in U.S. tax rates.8 He argues that lawmakers often instinctively use basic principles of psychological framing to raise taxes
without upsetting taxpayers. Lawmakers, says McCaffery, are aware
that the highest income tax rate— the marginal rate for the highest tax
bracket—is the most salient of the tax rates because public discussion
tends to focus on it. Therefore, to raise taxes lawmakers can ﬁrst raise
the top bracket to a high level, but keep the tax bracket deﬁnition such
that few people pay this rate. The highest tax rate initially applies only
to the highest incomes, so high that almost no one pays at this rate, but
it establishes a standard of comparison, a reference point.
The lawmakers can then raise tax revenue while lowering rates by
lowering the income cutoffs for the tax brackets or allowing inﬂation
to erode them. Cutoffs for tax brackets are not so salient in public attention as are the rates themselves. In a growing economy, effectively
these cutoffs can be lowered even if the brackets are indexed to inﬂation, provided they are not indexed to the real growth of the economy.
This so-called bracket creep has been a powerful device to raise taxes.
This strategy is most effective if the top tax bracket is ﬁrst raised to a
high level at a time of war, when it seems only fair that the rich should
pay more. After the war, the lawmakers may cut tax rates slowly, and the
declining rates are framed by the public as gains, even though the actual
tax cuts are small. The public senses that the rates are coming down, and
protests only ineffectively that the rates are not being cut faster. That is,
people focus their attention on the advances they are making with lower
tax rates, but not on the still-high level of the rate itself.
High marginal income tax rates were imposed for the ﬁrst time in
the United States during World War I, when protests against the higher
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taxes were quashed by public perceptions of soldiers’ supreme sacriﬁce.
This was no time for the people who were staying home to get rich.
Thus, the war was used to reframe the public’s concern for property
rights. Indeed, reacting to the unfairness of the distribution of the burden of the war, some people called for a “conscription of wealth” to
match the conscription of soldiers. On annual incomes of over one million dollars, marginal tax rates reached 77 percent in the United States
by 1918. Few breathed the rariﬁed air of an income of a million dollars
a year, so the tax was not really very progressive on most incomes, but
the principle of high marginal tax rates was established at that time, setting a new psychological anchor even though the rate was gradually cut
after the war.
World War II led to more effectively progressive income tax rates,
and represented another step up in psychological anchoring. In the
United States, the top income tax bracket rose to 94 percent during
World War II. The top tax bracket was only gradually cut after the war,
in irregular downward steps, and taxation at the higher brackets began
to include some not-quite-so-enormous incomes. The framing established by the world wars enabled the imposition of a highly progressive
tax system during subsequent periods of peace.
We need depart from such absurd determinants of our progressive
tax rates and move toward a sensible principle for the setting of tax
rates. Inequality insurance would do just that by deﬁning a simple public standard for tax rates in terms of a limit on inequality. Citizens
should easily be able to understand the system, and hence it could be
consistently maintained over time.

The Problem of Immigration and Emigration
Today, many young people can expect to spend their lives in countries
other than the one in which they were born.9 As a result, inequality insurance needs to take account of immigration and emigration to function well. With the advance of technology, moving to other countries
to work is becoming easier and easier. With the proliferation of multinational corporations, the increasing prevalence of education abroad,
the decline in costs of air travel relative to incomes, the emergence of
English as a world language, and the Internet’s allowing people to connect with one another across national borders, more and more people
will want to relocate themselves around the globe in their economic
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connections. If immigration and emigration are free enough, this could
conceivably frustrate the efforts any of one country to manage the distribution of income within its borders.
As regards progressive taxes, this problem is largely manageable.
High income people do not generally want to move to the third world
to avoid high taxes, and the countries they would realistically move to
do not have sufﬁciently lower taxes to motivate them to move. Rich
Frenchmen do like to set up domiciles in Belgium to escape wealth
taxes, but mostly people stay in their own country even at the expense
of higher taxes. And people from developing countries typically cannot
move to developed countries because of prohibitive immigration laws.
These existing barriers to immigration are enough to allow substantial income redistribution through progressive income taxes to proceed
within countries today. But these barriers have their costs. It is a
tragedy that hard-working and well-meaning people from developing
countries are denied entry into developed countries where they could
lead better lives. We can do relatively little to change this since their free
entry would in many cases harm the interests of the indigenous population, who do have rights of citizenship that must be honored.10
The system that developed countries currently use to keep people
from less-developed countries out is inefﬁcient. The United States has
strict immigration policies but lax enforcement, so many people manage to slip illegally over the border. Once here, the illegal immigrants
pay dearly in terms of quality of life. Then, periodically, the United
States considers granting amnesty to illegal immigrants.11 This is a crazy
system, and we could imagine a better one that could someday handle
immigration.
A number of economists, including Julian Simon in 1986, have proposed auctioning off immigration rights to the highest bidder.12 That
would seem to be a logical and orderly way to handle immigration.
Auctioning off a quota of immigration permits would allocate the
rights to those who can best use them, or most want them. The payments could be structured so that immigrants would not have to pay
the ﬁxed up-front cash fee that some countries charge for immigration.13 Instead, the immigrants could make payment out of a tax on future income so that the winners of the auction are not necessarily conﬁned to wealthier, and more likely older, people. This proposal has not
gotten very far. Implementation of Simon’s proposal might be workable today, more so than it was in 1986, because we have more modern
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identiﬁcation systems, and a better ability to keep track of people, to
tax them later, and to apprehend illegal immigrants. A market for immigration rights may also be more in accord with current attitudes toward markets than in 1986, though it may require some modiﬁcation
since citizenship is an obligation not to be taken lightly.
The market for immigration rights would best be a heavily regulated
one, with special taxes for persons who have beneﬁted more from a
country’s educational system, waiting times before trade is made, and
rules against frequent trade. Moreover, when people can be identiﬁed
through time as immigrants, inequality insurance might apply differently to them. These conditions might not seem unfair if the immigrants were informed of them on entry.

Disincentive Effects of High Tax Rates
Inequality insurance might have additional problems in application because of the disincentives to work that may be caused by the high tax
rates. Public ﬁnance economists have been debating for decades the extent to which high tax rates placed on high-income people create disincentives to work effectively. Clearly, if the government taxes 100 percent of incomes above a certain level, most people would stop working
when they reached that level. But what if the government taxed 70 percent of income? Would people put in substantially fewer hours at work?
Would people try less hard to be effective? Would spouses more often
decide to stay at home?
Until the last couple decades, little evidence implied that people respond negatively to relatively high marginal tax rates by working fewer
hours or working less hard. But some recent studies that rely on the
changing incomes of high income people at times of tax changes have
been interpreted as implying a strong response to tax rate changes.
Lawrence Lindsey, who was appointed chief economic advisor by
U.S. President George W. Bush when he took ofﬁce in 2001, wrote one
of the most inﬂuential papers on this subject. Lindsey studied how taxpayers responded to the initial tax cuts under President Ronald Reagan,
and found a striking increase in incomes, representing, he thought, an
increase in work effort in response to the lower tax rates.14 Studies such
as Lindsey’s, however, are inconclusive since they looked at a single
short time in history when tax changes might have been viewed as tem160
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porary and when other changes were taking place that could plausibly
account for the changes in incomes.15
Standard public ﬁnance theory of tax distortions, as presented initially by economist William Vickrey and developed further by James
Mirrlees, assumes that individuals view the labor-leisure choice by
weighing the displeasure of work against the pleasure of spending the
income.16 People are assumed to decide how hard to work by thinking
of how much they will enjoy what they could buy with the extra income against the displeasure of working more to get it. Undoubtedly,
people do often frame their labor-leisure decisions in these terms, at
least in part. But psychological research on regret and mental categories, which bears on how people react to lost opportunities, suggests
a modiﬁcation of this analysis.
Largely, people make labor-leisure choices using naturally suggested
frames. The fraction one “gives” to the government may be viewed as
a central mental construct. People may react with anger and a sense of
injustice if forced to give most of the income they earn above a certain
level to the government. In that case, a decision to work less may be
mentally framed as a principled decision to get revenge against the government. This kind of decision may be independent of any calculations
of the pleasure obtained from leisure relative to the pleasure obtained
from consumption.
This sense of anger or regret may be only a temporary response to
increases in tax rates. Moreover, when tax legislation is deﬁned in terms
of the level of inequality rather than the level of tax rates (the rates
themselves being variable from year to year as the amount of income
inequality changes) then tax rates themselves will be less salient and less
likely to be the object of anger. People would not view the higher tax
rates generate by higher inequality as payments to the government, but
rather as payments to other less fortunate people. To further alleviate
this problem, we could make the inequality insurance payments a tax
paid by the employer, in effect framing the employee’s income on an
after-tax basis.
People may not always compare their after-tax pay with their beforetax pay. They may be inclined to compare their after-tax pay with the
after-tax pay of others (as revealed by their living standards). Psychologist Leon Festinger has shown the fundamental importance of social
comparison process to human behavior, and a tendency of people to
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continually reassess themselves in comparison with others close to
them.17 Economist Robert Frank has pointed out that at very high incomes, much of the utility obtained from incomes operates through
comparisons with others, not from the direct consumption beneﬁts.18
High-achieving people enjoy the process of working for an ambitious
goal, and certainly as long as the goal allows them to achieve high social status, they will probably want to work hard.
Yet another comparison is to one’s own former take-home pay—the
after-tax pay that one had before rates were increased. One may be so
distressed that one is able to consume much less than one used to from
an hour’s pay, that one might choose not to put in that extra hour. To
the extent that people make this comparison, short-run changes in
taxes are likely to have substantial short run effects. Eventually, if the
higher tax rates are part of the background assumption of our lives for
many years, then such a comparison will be forgotten. With inequality
insurance that merely ﬁxes the level of inequality at present levels, there
will never be any sudden changes to get used to.
People who view themselves as in lifelong careers that mean something to them personally, rather than as merely hiring themselves out
for disagreeable work by the hour, are unlikely to respond much to income tax rates. A young businessman who is starting a business is not
likely to be much affected today by whether a dreamed-for highly successful outcome years down the road is going to make him only ten
million dollars, and not a hundred million dollars.
These considerations suggest that the negative incentive effects of
tax rate increases may be rather small, even if the increases are to high
levels. We still have reason to worry, however, about the work-discouragement effect of an inequality insurance program, and such concerns
may limit its application.

Distributive Justice without Large Collateral Effects
Some countries have set high standards for public action against inequality. Canada and Sweden, for example, have become very egalitarian since the middle of the twentieth century.19 The tax and welfare systems in both these countries have been substantially more progressive
than those in the United States. What these countries have not done is
adopt inequality insurance, which would ﬁnally quantify an acceptable
level for inequality and correct it automatically if inequality increased
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beyond this acceptable level. Instead, the tax system in these countries
still leaves the determination of tax rates in a politically determined
nexus. People in these countries abhor inequality but have no standard
for the amount of inequality that can be tolerated and maintain a sense
that any remaining inequality is evidence of injustice.
Critics of the egalitarianism in these countries have argued that this
public attitude toward inequality has had the unfortunate consequence
that economic success itself is viewed with some negativity, as if it is
nothing other than evidence of a failure of our their democratic system
and a mockery of their values. Canadian observers of the downside of the
egalitarian values are outspoken. In a memorandum to Prime Minister
Jean Chrétien, the Canadian Business Council on National Issues wrote,
Success at both the personal and corporate level should be an aspiration to be nurtured, a goal to be encouraged and an achievement to
be celebrated. Instead it seems to be a vaguely embarrassing anomaly that should be taxed until it goes away. The future of our economy and the quality social programs that it supports depend on
changing that attitude.20

Similar complaints about the Swedish tax have also been aired. One
Swedish author, Nils-Eric Sandberg, wrote in 1997,
The equality concept in Sweden has not only become a reaction to
unjustiﬁed income differences or “injustices” but has developed into
a general intolerance of differences. “Serious” journalism is to a great
extent concerned with tracking down differences between groups
and criticizing them as manifestations of “inequality.”21

Swedish economist Assar Lindbeck has expressed similar views about
the egalitarian policies in Sweden:
[S]uch policies necessarily result in politicization of the distribution
of income. Many individuals are then likely to start regarding the distribution of income as “arbitrarily” determined by the political
process, rather than fulﬁlling important functions for the allocation
of resources and economic efﬁciency. As a result, distributional conﬂicts may in fact, after a point, be accentuated by reduced income
differentials.22

This intolerance to differences is itself a barrier to achievement incentives, quite apart from the high marginal tax rates in these countries.
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When countries have tied their national identity to a sense of equality,
and take piecemeal action against any signs of positive economic
achievement, and people start to see something morally wrong with
achievement itself, then achievement incentives will drop, no matter
what happens to tax rates.
This problem can be remedied by adopting inequality insurance,
thereby creating a different standard for our sense of justice in society,
a symbol that does not require that we see complete equality everywhere and in every aspect of life.
With inequality insurance in place, people will know that the system
itself is society’s answer to problems of economic inequality. With inequality insurance in place, it should be possible to prevent inequality
from ever expanding so far that it causes the kind of resentment and social conﬂict seen in the most unequal countries of the world. The inequality insurance system itself should stand as a symbol that citizens
care for one another within a nation, even though it leaves some with
better economic fortunes than others.
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Income-Linked Loans: Reducing the
Risks of Hardship and Bankruptcy

IT MAKES LITTLE SENSE, now that our information technology
has improved so much, to subject borrowers to conventional ﬁxed
nominal interest rates on their debts. This old system deals with income
uncertainty by letting ﬁnancial problems build until they reach a breaking point, sometimes creating great distress, at which time borrowers
can obtain some relief, at the expense of some humiliation, by bankruptcy proceedings. Far better would be the smooth adjustment of
debts to new economic circumstances. Loans that are designed to do
this could be the standard, the generic personal loan, to purchase
houses, to upgrade houses, to provide education, or even to invest in
livelihood insurance or other risk management devices. Corporate
loans, even loans to governments that achieve this, can be implemented
as well.
Just as modern ﬁnance makes possible a host of new macro markets
for major risks, it also allows for new and better forms of loans. Lenders
such as banks and mortgage originators would offer long-term loans
whose repayment terms would be tied either to aggregate incomes
or to individual-speciﬁc or ﬁrm-speciﬁc income or both. The higher
the subsequent income, the more interest and principal have to be
repaid. These loans would thus fulﬁl a risk management function for
the borrower, the payments automatically offsetting ﬂuctuations in the
borrowers’ income. If loans are long-term, extending over many years,
then the risk management they afford could be substantial and could
signiﬁcantly reduce the problem of personal bankruptcy.
This idea goes back to Milton Friedman and his discussion of educational loans in his 1962 book Capitalism and Freedom. He contrasted
our conventional educational loans ﬁnancing with the stock market ﬁnancing used by businesses. “The counterpart for education would be
to ‘buy’ a share in an individual’s earning prospects; to advance him the
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funds needed to ﬁnance his training on condition that he agree to pay
the lender a speciﬁed fraction of future earnings.”1
Friedman made no campaign for this proposed new kind of educational loans, and offered it only as an “amusing” speculation. He
thought that this idea would likely meet “irrational public condemnation,” and that, beyond this, it would be costly to administer.
One reason why such contracts have not become common, despite
their potential proﬁtability to both lender and borrower, is presumably the high costs of administering them, given the freedom of individuals to move from one place to another, the need for getting accurate income statements, and the long period over which the contracts
would run.2

Today there is no reason to expect irrational public condemnation,
there is no reason to tie these loans exclusively to education, and there
is no reason to restrict these loans to individuals—businesses and governments could receive them, too. And with the advent of new information technology, the administration-cost obstacle that Friedman
lamented may be drastically reduced. With our improved information
technology (and especially with the GRIDs, described in part 4) implementing such loans should be much easier. Electronic databases
would make it possible to process accounts and payments easily, and
identiﬁcation systems would track people as they move. Such innovations would dramatically reduce obstacles. It is time to consider income-linked loans.

Tying Income-Linked Loans to Income Indexes
Along lines described in chapter 8 regarding livelihood insurance, it
would be generally desirable to make a modiﬁcation in Friedman’s
original idea so that the loan payments would not be deﬁned exclusively in terms of an individual’s (or family’s or corporation’s or government’s) own income but rather in terms of a combination of that
income and an index of the average of incomes of similar loan recipients. In the case of personal loans, deﬁning payments in this way
would reduce the moral hazard that people will work less hard or even
take early retirement to reduce their obligations on the loan, and the
selection bias problem that people who know they will choose a lessdemanding, low-paying job are attracted to the program.
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Income-linked personal loans would be deﬁned differently than
those loans we are familiar with. Lenders could compete not on interest rates but on what fraction of future income, by alternative measures,
they would require for the loan. For example, to borrow $200,000 for
thirty years, the Jones family might shop around and ﬁnd that one
lender offered an income-linked personal loan that would require that
they pay 10 percent of their family income for thirty years, another
lender that would require they pay 5 percent of their family income and
4 percent of the income of an index representing incomes of families
like theirs for thirty years, and yet another lender that would require
they pay 7 percent of the income of the index alone. They would have
to decide among the loans, some charging a slightly higher rate but
with better risk management for their family, others charging a lower
interest rate but a less good ﬁt for their own individual family income.
The more tightly connected the loan is to the individual’s own income,
the more moral hazard risk will raise the cost of making the loans. Perhaps loans tied exclusively to individual income will be so beset by
moral hazard risks as to be impracticable, though in some cases, depending on occupation and the associated ability to preclude shirking,
they may well be possible without generating excessive moral hazard
costs.
Loans might also differ in terms of the kind of income index used to
deﬁne a loss. Supposing that the primary breadwinner in the Jones family is a dentist. One lender might offer a loan in terms of income of dentists in the entire country, while another might offer a loan in terms of
income of medical people in the Jones’s city. One of these is more focused in terms of occupation, the other more in terms of region. The
family would have to decide which more accurately portrayed their interests, depending on how committed they are to standard dental practice and how likely they are to move. Thus, they will try to choose a
loan based on an index that they feel is most likely to reﬂect any loss in
family income due to a changing market for the breadwinner’s services,
as they themselves see that market.
They could use the loan to pay for an education or to buy a house.
Borrowers guided by sound ﬁnancial advice from their ﬁnancial planner, their employer, or their labor union might even use the loan to buy
a portfolio of macro securities that provided income that helps protect
them against possible declines in their household income, and they
could purchase some livelihood insurance that further protects them
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against declines in their income or against declines in the value of their
house.
Instruments resembling income-linked loans already exist (as we
shall see below), but they are very rare and those that do exist generally do not make use of indexes for deﬁning claims. Making such loans
more widely available would entail work from both the private sector
and the government. These loans would require a standardized contract, a contract designed around existing information sources about
individuals’ or corporations’ income, and a pricing theory for such
loans. The arrangement would also require a ﬁrm legal principle that
states that these contracts are applicable to all individuals, not just accredited investors, and that the government will regulate the contracts
in the future so that there will be no doubt about their future enforcement, so that there will be no future obstacles to investors collecting
on their investment in income-indexed loans, and so that the individuals who borrow with them cannot use bankruptcy law inappropriately
to frustrate the purpose of the loans.
The government would be well advised to put into place protections
for large income-linked personal loans much as it does for other consumer products. Individuals or families should be prevented from misusing a large loan, such as by consuming it at once or gambling it away.
We already have such protections on other kinds of signiﬁcant debt that
individuals incur, such as student loans, which can be used only for educational purposes and which in the United States cannot be canceled
by declaring personal bankruptcy.3

Precedents for Income-Linked Loans
There are precedents for income-linked loans both on the corporate
and individual level. At both of these levels, however, such incomelinked loans are extremely rare.
In the year 2000 Swiss Re New Markets and Société Générale created a GDP-linked loan for an individual company. The French tire
maker Michelin was given a US$1 billion borrowing facility that was
contingent on GDP growth in its main market falling short of a threshold. The form of this loan was a subordinated loan facility expiring in
2012 that can be drawn upon by Michelin only if GDP growth in
Michelin’s main markets declines to speciﬁed levels.4 This has helped
Michelin pursue business opportunities with less risk, since the GDP
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growth is a proxy for Michelin’s own revenue growth. This loan sets an
important precedent, although today such corporate loans are still of
virtually no practical importance for corporate lending.
The Bulgarian GDP bonds described in chapter 9 might, even
though they took the form of marketable bonds, be considered another
precedent for income-linked loans, although in this case to governments rather than corporations. Here, as with the Michelin bonds, the
loan terms reﬂect Bulgaria’s subsequent ability to repay.
Economists at the international monetary fund have recently
launched a program to study the possibility of encouraging other lessdeveloped countries to issue debt linked to their own GDP.5 Such a
change could effectively be implemented at the time of a major default,
when the need for a change is especially apparent, and defaulting countries might be especially receptive to new ideas.
The Tuition Postponement Option (TPO) sponsored by Yale University allowed students to pay tuition and at the same time manage income risks. The plan, developed under the direction of Professor James
Tobin, enrolled ﬁnancial need students from 1971 to 1978 in a system
that would pay their tuition, with the provision that higher-income students would later pay back more than lower-income students.6 All students who enrolled would pay 0.4 percent of their annual income for
each one thousand dollars borrowed until the entire cohort, or class,
had paid off their debt, or until thirty-ﬁve years had passed, whichever
came sooner.7 Because Yale is a university with a strong sense of community among alumni throughout life, it had an ability to make such a
contract with its students and expect the contract to be honored. The
program helped manage the risk that individual future income might
below. Those Yale alumni who turned out to earn relatively lower income received a beneﬁt, in effect, of lower debt.
The plan was an innovative attempt, originating from the Yale economics department, to use modern risk management against individual income risk. The scheme, however, generated great opposition in
recent years from those enrolled, and Yale canceled the remaining
3,300 students’ obligations in 2001.8 The plan was a wonderful idea,
but it was not integrated into other risk management systems, did not
take proper account of individual information, and affronted thencurrent individual impressions of fairness.
The plan failed, in part, because it did not take account of predicted
differences in incomes of students in different academic majors. The
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plan was not administered with any attention to likely future occupation, and so its design produced a severe selection bias. Its enrollment
was thus biased toward students, like law school enrollee William Jefferson Clinton, later U.S. president, who expected to go into social
service or other occupations that do not portend high incomes.
The tuition postponement option does live on, however, in similar
programs at major law schools that automatically forgive part of the
student loans for students who take low-paying jobs. The Yale Law
School’s Career Options Assistance Program (COAP), begun in 1988,
the broadest of most effective of these programs, is widely viewed as
contributing an important part of the law school’s identity, allowing an
unusually high percentage of its graduates to take low-paying but socially conscious jobs, such as clerkships or advocacies for the poor,
avoiding the necessity of taking high-paying jobs just to pay off their
student loans. But, of course, the program is more than a subsidy for
idealism—it is clearly a risk management device as well.
But why are such plans in force today only in law schools? Conﬁning the plans to law schools may help solve the selection bias problem,
since law students are unlikely to choose careers that involve low income in exchange for purely personal gratiﬁcation. Law Students do
not usually become ski instructors or artists.
Another income-linked student loan plan was created in 2001 by two
former New York University students, Vishal Garg and Raza Khan.
Their plan can be found on their Web site, MyRichUncle.com. Their
plan includes a signiﬁcant improvement over the original Yale TPO
plan: It has different rates for different academic majors. But it is too
soon to know if their plan will succeed.
A rather different plan to allow people, in this case wealthy artists,
to borrow against their future income was created in 1997 by the ﬁnancier David Pullman. He arranged for the issuance of bonds backed
by future record royalties of the rock singer David Bowie. Prudential
Insurance Co. purchased a $55 million issue of the 10-year 7.9 percent
bonds. Since then, bonds tied to future income have been issued for
other artists, including James Brown, Ron Isley, Rod Stewart, and
Dusty Springﬁeld, and for song-writing team Nicholas Ashford and Valerie Simpson.
Bonds backed by an individual’s income remain rarities. Those who
issue such bonds complain about the great difﬁculty of arranging
them.9 But all these difﬁculties may be diminished by efforts to stan144
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dardize and routinize the instruments, and to make use of our information technology to verify income efﬁciently so that many more people may make use of such a ﬁnancial instrument. With modern technology available to everyone, we should all be David Bowies in our
ability to hedge our risks.

Family Problems
A technical problem with personal income-linked loans is that the fundamental economic unit may not be the individual but the family. The
family is not a stable unit, due to divorces, remarriages, and deaths, and
children are born, grow up, and move away. The complexity of the family as an economic unit has been an important reason why institutions
like the income-linked personal loans (or, for that matter, the livelihood
insurance described in chapter 8) have not become a standard.
Part of the reason the Yale TPO failed has to do with issues of the
family and the relatively primitive nature of the U.S. income tax system
at the time. The Yale TPO payments were tied to adjusted gross income, a line on the federal income tax form. Not having the data on
income available to deﬁne the contract in a precise way, the framers of
the Yale TPO were forced to rely on something already reduced to paper and documentable: the tax return. Since most married couples ﬁle
their taxes jointly, this form lumps both spouses incomes together. It
would be too difﬁcult to ask that a Yale alumnus recalculate his or her
own income, separate from the spouses income, and in any event there
would be no governmental oversight on such a calculation. Thus, the
Yale TPO in effect taxed the income of both the former students and
the former students’ spouses. Since the future spouses had had no part
in the contract with Yale, the plan had the potential to create surprise
and resentment.
The issues related to family go beyond resentment. If one member
of a family took out an income-linked personal loan based solely on his
income, then there would be a moral hazard created by his ability to
substitute income from family members; that is, the individual who
took out the income-linked loan could reduce his own income and
thereby pay less back, while receiving substitute income from family
members. Thus, loans issued to persons in careers that are more often
interrupted may have to charge higher rates, reﬂecting such a risk.
Loans may need to have different provisions during the child-bearing
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years of the family than during other years. Income-linked personal
loan contracts may ideally include complex provisions about marriage,
divorce, and remarriage that weigh both practical and psychological
factors.
Such family issues were presumably less relevant for the David Bowie
bonds mentioned above. Bowie’s own large income can be well deﬁned
and warrants efforts to be computed separately from any spouse he may
have. These issues created by the complexity of the family have, in the
past, limited income-linked personal loans to a few people who, like
David Bowie, are in exceptional circumstances. In the digital age the
contractual obligation deﬁned for an income-linked personal loan may
be made fairly complex and contingent on information about family
structure so that the contract balances the issues of the shifting involved parties and at the same time creates some liquidity and opportunity for risk management.

Changes in Bankruptcy Law
How the government should deal with inability to repay debts has been
a perennial issue. Much of this issue has been created by our failure to
create income-linked loans in the past, which would have provided a
cushion against bankruptcy.
Modifying bankruptcy law poses a complex problem. Such laws
change the opportunity set that people face, creating incentives for
some and frustration for others. Bankruptcy can have many causes, and
the appropriate government policy should vary based on the reasons for
a particular bankruptcy. But the law cannot be inﬁnitely complex and
has to establish simple rules for bankruptcy. Fortunately, in the digital
age, when information can be processed much more efﬁciently, bankruptcy laws, like many other laws, can be safely made more complex.
The history of bankruptcy laws in the United States has been dominated since its very beginning by the need, from time to time, for the
government to respond to occasional national ﬁnancial crises that
thrust hundreds of thousands of people into personal insolvency.10 The
conventional wisdom of the eighteenth century that those who could
not pay their debts should sometimes be sent to debtors’ prison began
to be eroded by the national discussion of these crises, which focused
national attention on some of the systemic causes of bankruptcies,
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those beyond individuals’ control. The frequency with which people
observed friends or neighbors in ﬁnancial trouble made plain the point
that personal ﬁnancial difﬁculty is not necessarily proof of indigence or
bad character. The outcome of this discussion was bankruptcy laws,
which, in the early nineteenth century, were intended as only temporary measures to alleviate the crisis but which became permanent.
These laws eventually allowed individuals to wipe out their debts and
start life anew with a clean slate. This was an important risk management innovation for the information technology of the time, preventing some individual bad outcomes in a practical and feasible way. But
the appropriateness of that innovation has changed with our new information technology.
The creation of income-linked personal loans would mark a time to
change the bankruptcy law. To facilitate the operation of the incomelinked personal loans, the law should prevent, or partially prevent, the
loans from being canceled as part of a personal bankruptcy just as it exempts student loans from such bankruptcy cancellation today. Otherwise, the investor would have to factor the risk of this cancellation into
the pricing of the loan, which would partially frustrate the risk management purpose of the loan. Protecting the loans from cancellation at
bankruptcy would mean that a person could indeed effectively pledge
income for the remaining years of his or her life, thereby opening up
the possibility of more effective risk management.
While we may take the existing bankruptcy laws for granted, they are
not the only way for society to help individuals cope with adverse economic fortunes. Today’s bankruptcy law is not part of natural law; it is
not inevitable. Indeed, some countries do not have personal bankruptcy
provisions at all, and people there can never escape their debts. In these
countries, other adjustments are made to deal with the risk of insolvency. When we have other risk management devices in place, such as
the very index-linked personal loans under discussion here, then the reason to have these bankruptcy laws in their present form is diminished.

The Importance and Feasibility of Income-Linked Loans
The relative scarcity today of income-linked loans, whether to individuals, to corporations, or to governments, reﬂects the only limited application to date of our emerging information technology. We should
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not infer any long-term problems with the concept of income-linked
loans from their scarcity today. Emerging information technology will
rapidly expand the potential scope of such loans.
Efforts to date to market income-linked loans (to students) have not
carefully confronted the problems of moral hazard and selection bias.
These problems could be reduced if we had ﬁnely detailed income indexes by personal and career characteristics. The contracts could then
be settled substantially on the index rather than just on the individual’s
actual income. Other serious issues that need attention are those that
arise from family interactions and personal bankruptcy. If all of these
obstacles to income-linked personal loans can be solved, then people
will be able to put themselves in a far better risk management situation
than is possible today.
Existing income-linked loans are usually relatively small, such as student loans contracted by students for just part of their tuition, and they
seem to be regarded as little souvenirs from our student days. But the
income-linked loans need not be small. If we can implement the right
standards and institutional structure, they can be dominant.
Individuals, corporations and governments could, and from a risk
management perspective, should, commit a substantial share of the future lifetime income to such loans. Thus, these proposed incomelinked personal loans are not just curiosities, they could ultimately be
life savers. If, for example, the kind of technology-induced loss of income described in part one of this book strikes many people, then having borrowed money in the form of an income-linked personal loan
could be one of the most momentous decisions that these people had
made in their lives.
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Macro Markets:
Trading the Biggest Risks

IMAGINE A MARKET for the entire U.S. economy made possible
by a security that pays on each share a quarterly dividend equal to a
speciﬁed fraction, say, one trillionth, of that quarter’s U.S. GDP. Each
holder of a share would be entitled to receive this dividend each quarter indeﬁnitely. The U.S. government or private U.S. entities who contract to pay these dividends could issue these securities.
Based on the current U.S. economy, with a fraction of a trillionth of
GDP, the dividend on one share would be about $2.50 quarterly, or ten
dollars each year, and this dividend would subsequently go up or down
with the U.S. economy. If the U.S. economy did well in the next ﬁve
years, the annual dividends then could go up to, say, twelve dollars per
share. If the U.S. economy slipped into a serious economic crisis in ﬁve
years, the annual dividends could fall to, say, eight dollars a share.
Potential investors in this security would want to predict the likely
dividends that it would pay in the future, so the valuation they place on
the security, and hence its market price, will represent the value of a
claim on U.S. GDP. If the investors expected the U.S. economy to
grow roughly in line with the past, and if investors in this market behaved as stock market investors have in the past, then they might value
this share at $200, so that the annual dividend yield is 5 percent. If this
were the price, then the market would be placing a value on the entire
U.S. economy (multiplying by the inverse of the fraction, that is, by a
trillion) of two hundred trillion dollars, on the order of twenty times
the value of the U.S. stock market. This ﬁgure is just for example. Of
course, we would have to create the market before we know the valuation it would place on the U.S. economy.
These securities could be designed to value not only GDPs of countries but also incomes by educational category or other personal characteristic, by initial income level, or by occupation, and indexes of the
price of single-family home prices by city or commercial real estate by
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type. These securities would pay regular dividends proportional to
these income ﬂows, or proportional to the prices of major assets. The
prices that these securities would command in the market would represent the market’s estimated long-term value of these incomes or real
estate investments.
The creation of macro markets would allow trading of enormous
risks that have never been traded before. The securities tied to the U.S.
GDP would allow investors around the world to invest directly in the
economy of the United States. They would thus be able to diversify
their portfolios much more broadly than is possible now, to include the
entire U.S. economy, not just the U.S. stock market. Moreover, those
who represent the economic interests of Americans could use the
macro markets by issuing the U.S. GDP securities to foreigners to reduce the economic risks that Americans share.
Americans must ﬁrst recognize that the great economic prosperity of
their country is not guaranteed, that the hidden economic risks discussed in chapter 2 are in fact real, and that the American economy may
quite possibly suffer setbacks not shared by the rest of the world. Recognizing this, American businesses can use macro markets so that during hard ﬁnancial times for America people in other countries can help
macro securities issuers representing people who live in America. That
may sound odd to some Americans who are accustomed to thinking
that America is forever guaranteed to lead the world absolutely and that
no one else would ever be in a position to help Americans, but in fact
this is just sound risk management. The same kind of risk management
would be possible for every country: Institutions representing people
in each country can issue securities against their own country’s GDP
and invest in the portfolio of the GDPs of all other countries, thus replacing some of their own idiosyncratic risk with the most broadly diversiﬁed portfolio possible.
There is no market for claims on the aggregate output of a country,
on the GDP of the country. There is no market for claims on components of GDP either, nor for claims on various occupational or personal
incomes.1 It is very important to allow trading of the biggest risks because this allows the most massive risk sharing, and such massive risk
sharing can make possible all kinds of risk management products that
help individuals. The creation of the macro markets thus contributes to
the kind of risk management infrastructure that is needed for the effective democratization of ﬁnance, even if most individuals never buy
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or sell on the macro markets. Those who issue the risk management
products to individuals can do the buying and selling on the macro
markets.
For example, large insurance companies that issue the kinds of livelihood insurance discussed in chapter 8 can use the macro markets to
manage the risks that they incur by writing these policies. U.S. insurance companies can issue macro securities on U.S. GDP and invest the
proceeds in macro markets representing the national incomes of many
different foreign countries. In doing this, they are in effect swapping
the risk of the U.S. national income for the better-diversiﬁed portfolio
of national incomes all over the rest of the world. They will be paying
dividends to foreigners tied to U.S. GDP and receiving a more stable
income from all the other GDPs, which is just what the insurance company needs to offset the risk they incurred by writing the policies protecting individual livelihoods in the United States. If livelihood insurers in countries all over the world do just this sort of risk management
with macro markets, then the markets can function well, with both a
steady supply of issuers of the securities representing every country and
a steady demand for them. This kind of risk management for insurance
companies may sound complicated and technical but is well known in
ﬁnancial circles. What is missing is the macro markets.

Comparison with Stock Markets
If these markets are one day established, then we would regularly hear
on radio and television how much the United States (not just the Dow
Jones Industrial Average) and the United Kingdom (and not just the
FTSE 100) moved up or down today. We would hear for example that
China closed down three points today and that Brazil closed up ﬁve,
and these numbers would truly represent those countries and not just
stock exchanges within them. And we might hear, for example, that the
medical profession went up ﬁve points and the law profession went
down six. Hearing such news may seem alarming at ﬁrst, especially if
the macro market prices turn out to be volatile, but in fact the markets
would only be revealing risks that are already present in our economies,
risks that would be managed all the better because they would now be
so visible.
I stressed in the introduction to this book that stock markets are not
really very important to the economy, relatively speaking. When one
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buys or sells stocks, one is trading claims on only the small component
of national income called corporate proﬁts. Still, many people are surprised to learn that the stock market in a country is not something like
a market for that country. It isn’t, and in fact there is no way at all to
trade the risks of a whole country.
Not only are stock markets small relative to their corresponding
economies, but changes in stock prices do not correlate very well with
changes in measures of the aggregate economy.2 But the news media,
ever attracted by grand and simple stories, has created the impression
that a country’s stock market is like an index of the country’s performance. Ever focused on whether we are entering a recession or coming
out of one, the media create the impression that forecasting the stock
market is like forecasting recessions.
Thus, we tend to imagine that the U.S. stock market is a proxy for
the U.S. economy, the German stock market a proxy for the German
economy, and so on. But getting past the story telling and looking at
the data, one sees surprisingly little similarity between stock prices and
the overall economy. Over extended periods of time when the stock
market was doing very well, we have had numerous recessions, and
over extended periods of time when the stock market was doing very
poorly, we also have had numerous recessions. The recessions really do
not matter so much for stock markets’ overall performance. Ultimately,
the stock market represents claims on only a small sector of the economy, corporate proﬁts, that does not bear a close relationship to the
economy as a whole. There is nothing like the macro markets for GDP
today.

Creating Macro Markets
In a path breaking new development in 1994, Citibank N.A. arranged
a loan (in the form of a bond) of US$1.865 billion to Bulgaria with an
interest rate tied to the growth rate of its economy.3 The higher the
economic growth rate in Bulgaria, the more Bulgaria pays as interest.
This bond has served its risk management function for Bulgaria well:
the growth of the Bulgarian economy since 1994 has been disappointing and so Bulgaria has not had to pay much interest. The investors
who lent this money to Bulgaria are of course not happy to have received less money as interest than they hoped, but these are presumably portfolio investors whose diversiﬁed holdings can manage this.
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But note that Bulgaria has successfully transferred some of its national
risks to diversiﬁed investors, an especially important step for this transition economy.
The New Singapore Shares (NSS) announced by Prime Minister
Goh Chok Tong in 2001 and issued to Singaporeans later that year
represent yet another example. The shares, in force until 2007 and
amounting in value to US$2.7 billion, guarantee a 3 percent return
plus dividends equal to the economic growth rate in Singapore. While
they are an interesting parallel to the macro securities described here,
they are not tradable and so do not reveal any price of a claim on national income. They do not help Singapore manage its aggregate risks
because they cannot be sold to foreigners. If foreigners are not assuming risk of Singapore economic growth, then these risks still remain squarely with Singaporeans.
The New Singapore Shares were distributed disproportionately to
lower-income people as a device to reduce income disparities, but the
distribution was also designed to give them a feeling of participation in
economic success, thereby encouraging them to feel more involved
with and committed to their economy. While this will indeed help
lower-income Singaporeans feel better connected to their economy, it
would be much better, from a risk management standpoint, if the government let them sell most of these shares to foreigners, who would
then hold Singapore’s risk as part of a diversiﬁed portfolio. Their sense
of participation in the Singaporean economy could be achieved more
in symbolic ways that would not expose them to risks, just as with the
combined livelihood insurance–employee ownership plans discussed in
chapter 8.
The Economic Derivatives Market created in 2002 by Goldman
Sachs in the United States and Deutsche Bank in Europe is a third example. This market creates synthetic options, using the parimutuel
digital call auction technology of Longitude, Inc., for such macroeconomic variables as nonfarm payroll, retail sales, and conﬁdence indexes. These short-term options are not directly tied to economic
growth rates, but the macroeconomic variables they chose have some
correlation with growth rates.
These recent developments resemble the macro markets that I proposed in 1992, but they are not quite what I wanted. They do have
some impact on how national income risks are borne, but they do not
achieve for national incomes the same thing that our stock markets
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achieve for claims on corporate incomes. We need macro markets that
are available to everyone, and we need enough participation in them to
ensure liquidity so that one can easily buy and sell large amounts at the
market price. We need pure markets, markets for conceptually simple
claims, not a hodgepodge of claims. We need really long-term markets
that, like the stock market, represent claims into the distant as well as
the near future. Then the markets will provide “price discovery” for the
value of claims on national incomes so that we know from day to day
what a claim on the income of a nation is worth, not just what some
unusual bond with attached warrants is worth.
In the future, some more general ways of creating vehicles for macro
markets ought to be developed, ways that do not depend on an individual country’s government or a large company to issue the bonds or
shares. The problem with relying on governments or major companies
to issue these securities is that the supply of the securities becomes too
focused on the decisions of the government or the few large entities.
Macro markets should provide a way of hedging risks for everyone, so
there should be a mechanism whereby anyone who wants to supply
these securities can.
In Macro Markets I proposed one way of achieving this called perpetual futures. They are analogous to the kinds of contracts traded at
the Chicago Board of Trade or other futures markets today, except that
they have no expiration date.4 The market price of these perpetual futures should be very much the same as the price of the kind of security
proposed in this chapter. A problem with perpetual futures, however,
is that they really are futures contracts rather than securities. Most
people are unfamiliar with futures contracts and do not like to have to
deal with margin requirements and margin calls.
My business colleague Allan Weiss, with whom I discussed these
problems at some length, called me one morning in 1997 with an idea
of how to create ordinary securities whose supply automatically expands
and contracts with the natural demand for them. Starting from his essential idea, he and I worked it into a patentable invention. In 1999 we
secured a U.S. (now international) patent on these macro securities.5 In
their simplest form, macro securities are automatically issued and redeemed on demand (by a stock exchange or other entity) but only in
pairs, one an “up macro” that is designed so that its price moves up
when the index moves up, and the other a “down macro” that is designed so that its price moves down when the index moves up. Though
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the macro securities are issued and redeemed only in pairs, after they
are issued the two securities, the up and the down, can be sold separately, and each can ﬁnd its own price in the market. Each member of
a pair has a cash account that is adjusted according to a speciﬁed economic index (GDP, for example) by reallocating across accounts. Each
macro security pays dividends equal to interest on its cash account.
Suppose a pair of securities is issued for $200 when the index is 100.
The account of the up macro is initially credited with $100 and the account of the down macro is also credited with $100. If the index rises
to 102, the custodian of the cash accounts takes $2 from the down
macro account, reducing it to $98 and puts them in the up macro account, so that the balance in the up macro account again equals the index at $102. This action means that, subsequently, the dividends on the
up macro security will be higher, and the dividends on the down macro
security will be lower. In this way, through subsequent dividends, the
holder of the up security will be rewarded by the rise in the index. Because investors can anticipate these higher dividends now that the account balance is higher, investors should bid up the price of the long
security immediately, even before any of the new higher dividends are
paid. Responding quickly to new information, the price of the security
will likely be rather volatile, just as are prices in the stock market.
If the index falls to 97, the custodian takes funds from the down
macro account, reducing its balance to $97, and transfers them to the
up macro account, increasing its balance to $103. The dividends on
each security are adjusted proportionately. Investors should then
quickly bid down the price of the up macro and bid up the price of the
down macro, anticipating the changed future dividends.
The custodian can always make these transfers, since it amounts only
to reallocating funds across accounts. After interest is paid, the total
amount in the two accounts always equals $200. Moreover, the custodian can always redeem pairs of the securities because after interest payment the combined balances always stay at $200.
The transfer and interest payout mechanism ensures that the up
macro will always represent a long-term claim on the index, just as a
stock represents a claim on earnings. Thus, the price of the up macro
security should behave much like stock prices do, anticipating future
increases in the index and anticipating future decreases in the index.
The price of the security need not track the index but will rather anticipate the index. This is especially important to note as regards appli127
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cation of macro securities to some indexes that are substantially forecastable, such as GDP. As long as markets for macro securities are open
to a broad investing public at low cost, the prices of the macro securities cannot be very easily forecasted. The prices will represent in a sense
the present value of the underlying index.
Since the dividends on the macro securities are tied to the index
value, the up macro is really a claim on the ﬂow of index values extending into the indeﬁnite future and therefore resembles a stock,
which is a claim on corporate earnings extending into the indeﬁnite future. The price of the up macro should in equilibrium reﬂect market
valuation of a claim on the cash ﬂow represented by the index. The
price of the down macro security will move opposite that of the up
macro, since the value of the two together sums to the value in the
combined accounts, in this case $200. People who want to invest in the
index can buy the up macro security, while those who want to protect
themselves a preexisting risk related to the index can buy the down
macro security.
The macro securities have the advantage over perpetual futures in
that they are securities, which can be traded on stock exchanges. Investors who are exposed to a risk can buy a down macro security to create a cash ﬂow that offsets their own risk, which they can include in
their portfolio indeﬁnitely so that they can have the satisfaction of
knowing that the security is helping protect them against this risk. They
will not be subject to any margin calls and have no need to buy or sell
securities through time. Thus, macro securities offer a simple and userfriendly way of managing large risks.
The macro securities are automatically created whenever both a long
and a short place a buy order at the same price, and automatically liquidated when a long and a short place a sell order at the same price.
This automaticity resembles that of the exchange traded funds (ETFs)
ﬁrst created in 1993 by the American Stock Exchange with its Standard
& Poor’s Depository Receipts (SPDRs, or “spiders”), and now duplicated with numerous “iShares.” The macro securities also bear some
partial resemblance in form, if not motivation, to the “Protection
SuperShares” and “Income and Residual SuperShares” invented by the
ﬁrm Leland O’Brien and Rubinstein, Inc., and traded brieﬂy on the
Chicago Board Options Exchange in collaboration with the American
Stock Exchange starting in 1992.
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With macro securities, just as with perpetual futures, for every economic entity (person, company, or government) that holds a share that
is positively exposed to the index, there is another entity (person, company, or government) that holds a share that is negatively related to the
income index. In other words, for every “long” there is a “short.” Ideally, the shorts would be people (like the Bulgarians referred to above)
who are exposed to the risk of an index (as a Bulgarian national income
or GDP index), and the longs would be international investors. In this
way, the macro markets would fulﬁll their basic risk management function. Macro securities can be applied beyond GDP: energy costs, health
costs, education costs, and other costs that impinge on individual economic welfare. Individuals could then tilt their investment portfolios
that help protect them from the economic changes that concern them.
But the GDP application is arguably the most important because GDP
is the broadest index of economic risk.

Morality and Macro Markets
In the introduction to this book I made reference to the Rawlsian concept that distributive justice could be cast as a risk management problem. Viewed from this perspective, macro markets are a ﬁnancial step
toward justice.
The Jubilee Debt Campaign of 2000, represented most visibly by
the rock star Bono but also championed by economists such as Jeffrey
Sachs and Lawrence Summers, ostensibly aimed toward economic justice. The campaign’s goal was an international agreement to forgive the
foreign debt of troubled less-developed countries. Bono pressed his
campaign with visits to heads of state and religious leaders.
Certainly, humanitarian reasons prompt consideration of such forgiveness; some of these countries whose economies have collapsed are
suffering enormously. But canceling their debts at this point, at the expense of lenders, raises questions about the future. What effect would
such a policy have on willingness to lend to such countries, if they expect that such debts will be canceled by international agreements in the
future?
In the future, it would be better to prevent such dilemmas from arising by including such policies in the initial debt contracts. Countries
that experience difﬁculties would automatically ﬁnd their debt sub129
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stantially forgiven, but this would mean linking their debt payments to
some measure of their own GDP, just as Bulgaria has already done for
a small part of its national debt. This is one of the functions macro markets would secure.
Such a plan is not welfare—it is risk management. The market would
put the risk of a bad outcome into the prices seen in the macro markets. Investors around the world are perfectly capable of handling the
risks of Bulgaria, or of any other country, by putting it into a diversiﬁed portfolio. In effect, the macro markets would be creating the same
kind of humanitarian relief that the Jubilee Debt Campaign called for.
Moreover, it would have worked. In contrast, the Jubilee Debt Campaign, despite obtaining statements of good intentions from governments, was not much of a success.6

A Market for the Entire World
If a macro market for claims on GDP is created for each country in the
world, then one could put all of these securities together into one gigantic investment portfolio that would represent a claim on everything
of economic value in the entire world. Since GDP is supposed to measure the entire income of a country (after appropriate allowances for
such things as depreciation), this portfolio would represent, really,
everything that matters economically. It would be the ultimate diversiﬁed portfolio, vastly more diversiﬁed than any portfolio that one could
possibly construct today—the ﬁnancial theorists dream, representing
the theoretical idea of the “market portfolio” or “world portfolio” that
is only an abstraction in ﬁnance theory textbooks today.
My colleague Stefano Athanasoulis and I have argued that for such
a market for the world we do not have to wait until a market has been
created for each country in the world. In fact, we might instead want
to create this world market ﬁrst, a sort of world share, before any other
macro markets are created.7 We can do this merely by creating a macro
market for long-term claims on the combined GDPs of all countries of
the world today. Creating this market is entirely feasible today, for there
is already a published GDP for every country and a world economic
growth, from the International Monetary Fund.
The ups and downs of the price of the world share would reﬂect
changes in the value of everything we have, subject to the limits of the
accuracy of our measures of national incomes. If national incomes are
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reﬂective of all sorts of income, then the value of these ﬂows capitalized
in this world market would be a sum of all the risks that impinge on this
planet.
One might think that we would have little use for a market for risk that
impinges on all of us, that this risk is already effectively shared by the
mere fact that we are all directly exposed to it. In reality, however, there
is a use for such a world share because we are not all exposed equally to
world risk and because we all experience the world risk differently.8
If this market for the combined incomes of everyone in the world
existed, then its prices would go ﬂuctuate through time in response to
information about the outlook for everything. This price would reﬂect
the total impact of all global events: of fundamental technological
progress, of the availability of all forms of energy, of changing world
population and its level of education and health, and of such environmental shocks as global warming. The price may be considered the
most informative of all prices.
The value of this market (its “market capitalization”) today would
likely be on the order of a quadrillion U.S. dollars. The reader can be
assured that no genuine value of this magnitude has ever been quoted
in our ﬁnancial markets.

Markets for Claims on Other Income Flows
The existing contracts for national income aggregates are constrained
to use GDP or its variants because data representing GDP are widely
available by country. The historical record and public familiarity with
these is sufﬁcient that the risk management contracts written on them
may be widely accepted. GDP, however, is not a perfect measure of
economic welfare. For example, GDP might rise dramatically because
of a national disaster that necessitates much repair work or because the
country becomes involved in a major war, which puts more people at
work and for longer hours. We would not want risk management contracts to cause this country to have to pay more to foreigners as if they
were experiencing unexpected good fortune.
The alternative Measure of Economic Welfare (MEW) proposed by
William Nordhaus and James Tobin in 1972 is based on the same National Income and Product Accounts that contain GDP, but it incorporates various adjustments so that it is effectively a measure of sustainable consumption.9 For example, in arriving at MEW Nordhaus
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and Tobin corrected GDP by subtracting defense expenditures, since
they view these as a sort of input to production that does not contribute to welfare except indirectly. They also imputed income from
consumer durables and made corrections for the increasing amount of
leisure that people have been enjoying. They also made corrections for
the disamenities of urbanization and for the depletion of natural resources.
Measures of economic welfare like the MEW have not attracted
much interest partly because contracts have not been settled on such
measures. Another reason for lack of interest is that the numbers Nordhaus and Tobin produced did not show markedly different growth
rates from year to year in their sample than did GDP. But for the purposes of risk management, we must still consider the improvements offered by concepts like MEW because in the future their growth rates
might differ substantially from GDP growth rates. More research on
such measures would be needed, and any such measures should be
based on clearly objective standards, making only unambiguous
changes in GDP, so as to avoid the ambiguities of opinion.

Markets for Income by Occupation
In a classic 1971 study, labor economist Richard Freeman showed that
incomes of occupations sometimes go through long cycles due to a
feedback mechanism called the “cobweb” cycle (so called because of
the appearance of the supply and demand diagram that introductory
economics professors have long used to illustrate it). The cobweb cycle works as follows: When incomes earned by people in a given occupation are high for some years, this circumstance entices more young
people to decide to prepare for that occupation. Years later, when these
young people have ﬁnished their education and training period, the
newly trained people seeking jobs overwhelm the labor market for this
occupation, and hence incomes fall. At this point, the next batch of
young people starting their training and contemplating what occupation to pursue are deterred from this profession because of the low incomes. Thus, fewer people prepare for this occupation, and, some years
later, a relative shortage of people in this occupation appears, creating
high incomes. The cycle repeats again and again. Of course, the record
is not that precise, so there is no rigid cycle, but certain labor markets
do seem to produce alternating boom and bust periods.10
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Because of such problems, incomes by occupation are another
important income aggregate for which long-term markets could be
created. These markets would provide important risk management
functions for individuals, and could be created today with existing occupational information measures, such as are now published by the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics. For example, imagine a market for incomes of medical doctors, a profession that has recently taken losses
in the United States, at least relative to expectations of previous
decades. If retail institutions, such as livelihood insurers, took the appropriate positions in these markets (issuing the securities rather than
buying them) on behalf of doctors, they would have protected the
doctors, at least in part, from these losses. Alternatively, medical
schools could make investments in these markets and thereby be in a
better position to offer livelihood insurance to their students. Or
medical associations could offer protection, obtained through the
macro markets, for doctors. In the last few years, medical school applications in the United States have been dropping at an alarming
rate, and this no doubt reflects at least in part both the declining outlook for doctors’ income as well as increased uncertainty about the incomes. The declining medical school applications portend a lower average quality of life for our doctors in the future. To the extent that
this decline is due to increased uncertainty about medical careers, the
ability to hedge could have an indirect impact improving the quality
of our medical care.
Markets for occupational incomes could also provide some important information about the demand for occupations in the future, information that would help guide people who are choosing a career.
Those who are considering a career in medicine, for example, might be
able to view market rates for doctors’ incomes twenty years hence, represented in today’s market prices.
Such information from market prices, at least when the macro markets are behaving efﬁciently, may be more valuable than any information we now have. In the United States, the Department of Labor has
on its Web site the Occupational Outlook Handbook, which offers individuals advice about prospects for various career choices.11 The developers of the site have good intentions; they want to help direct the
labor force into places where it is most needed and prevent errors of
training for the wrong jobs. Unfortunately, the Web site appears to be
only modestly helpful for people trying to choose careers.
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The Web site faces a problem in that it offers as information projected average employment growth rates in broad occupational categories, created by extrapolating past growth rates. This does not appear very helpful for individuals who have specific job plans: trends in
employment numbers in broad occupational categories are of little
relevance for judging the long-term prospects for the earnings in the
occupation. However well intentioned the people at the Department
of Labor are, they can do little to predict the prospects of narrowly
defined occupations in coming decades. Market prices for long-term
claims on finely disaggregated incomes by narrowly defined occupation, as should be possible in the future, would give more important
information for people choosing careers. To the extent that young
people actually use these markets to hedge the risks of their anticipated future careers, the prices in these market will incorporate information about their actual intentions and plans to enter these careers, thus helping to break the cobweb cycle that Richard Freeman
described.12

Markets for Income by Income Level
and Personal Characteristics
Income by labor income level is another important aggregate for which
macro markets can be created, since one of the most important risks
that people face affects their wage and salary levels. Labor income levels may proxy for unobserved characteristics that have market value for
individuals. People of similar characteristics, through the process of
searching for the best possible job, may tend to arrive at the same income level, though in may different occupations, and hence the income level may possibly be the best available basis on which to measure these characteristics, though of course subject to errors.
Both low- and high-income people can use these markets to hedge
the risk that their economic status will be eroded. By hedging their
general income risks in these markets, people can make decisions about
spending money today better than they otherwise could. The precautionary need to save will be reduced, and people will be freer to spend
on investments for the future, such as educational or other selfimprovement investments that are ultimately illiquid and cannot be
sold in a time of economic adversity.
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As we develop better databases of individual characteristics and their
incomes, we can also develop markets for income ﬂows by personal
characteristics. Assuming that personal identiﬁcation systems and databases about people’s backgrounds and skills, and possibly even their genetic characteristics, become more and more sophisticated, people will
increasingly see their risks deﬁned in terms of these characteristics. As
discussed in chapter 8, we most likely will choose to restrict the use of
databases that contain such information, but to the extent that we do
allow such use, macro markets for income ﬂows associated with such
characteristics would serve a real purpose.

Liquid Markets for Real Estate
Another important source of uncertainty in people’s lives is the risk
that their homes will lose value or fail to maintain value over long intervals of time with inﬂation. When people borrow to buy a house, they
are putting themselves in a risky investment situation, where a drop in
the home price of only 10 percent can often wipe out their down payment, destroying their home equity.
There is no liquid international market for a country’s real estate.
There is no international market for the houses, condominiums, and
apartments of any nation, only the local market among homeowners.
We do have large markets for mortgages, but this is a market for debt,
not a market for the real estate itself. The lack of these markets results
in a signiﬁcant lack of risk sharing around the world today. But all these
macro markets can be created.
Single-family home prices have, in the past, gone through both
boom and bust cycles that strongly affect prices. The United States experienced major booms on both East and West coasts in the late 1980s,
followed by a bust. After the bust, single-family home prices fell by
over 25 percent in Los Angeles and over 15 percent in Boston. In real
inﬂation-corrected terms, the fall was over 40 percent in Los Angeles
and nearly 30 percent in Boston.13
Changes in single-family home prices are partly forecastable.14 Because the costs of transacting in single-family homes is essentially prohibitive to speculators who would buy and sell homes to proﬁt from
forecastable price changes, the market does not display the kind of
near-unpredictability that we see in the stock market. In fact, my ﬁrm,
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Case Shiller Weiss, Inc., has been forecasting single-family home prices
for major U.S. cities, and, according to the Scorecard on our forecasts
published regularly in the Wall Street Journal, we have been successful
in forecasting about half of the variation in single-family home prices
one year ahead.
A futures market for single-family homes for a city could be created,
based on a price index for homes.15 Case Shiller Weiss, Inc., launched a
campaign in 1990 to establish a futures market for single-family homes,
getting the Chicago Board of Trade to put out a press release in 1993
saying that they had tentative plans to have futures markets in singlefamily homes by city.16 But fearing that the markets might not succeed,
they changed their mind and the markets were never even tried. In the
meantime, in 1991 the London Futures and Options Exchange attempted—unsuccessfully—to create futures contracts on single-family
homes and commercial real estate in the United Kingdom. Since then,
again in London, both City Index and IG Index have started futures
markets for single-family homes and commercial real estate. Before it
went bankrupt in 2001, Enron Corporation had plans to create a futures
market from commercial real estate in the United States. In 2002 Advanced e-Financial Technologies, Inc., in the United States announced
plans for residential and commercial real estates futures. The efforts to
start such futures markets have been uninspiring so far, but we continue
in our efforts to encourage futures exchanges to list such contracts.
It may well be better to create longer-term markets for single-family homes than were envisioned by the Chicago Board of Trade when
we were working with them in 1993, and longer than the City Index
contracts, which are also limited to no more than a year’s horizon.
Short-horizon futures markets for real estate may not work as well as
we might wish, since the price may be fairly forecastable out to the
horizon. Given the illiquidity in the markets, creating perpetual futures
or macro securities to allow trading of single-family home price risks
are likely to be preferable.

macro markets

volatility of these claims. This volatility has no salience, no presence, if
people do not see it reﬂected in market prices.
When people are actually able to see the price in macro markets for
GDP, they will be able to see an indicator of the long-run situation, diverting the framing from the small short-run ups and downs of the
economy that so captures our attention today. They will be seeing
much more dramatic movements up and down in the long-run value
of the economy, reﬂecting the future as well as the present, and it is this
long-run value that really matters to economic welfare. This reframing
will create important new reference points, important new focuses of
attention, just as the creation of stock markets centuries ago did for our
appreciation of the long-run value of corporate earnings. The presumably large change in value in GDP macro markets is likely to have the
effect of impressing on people the substance of risks to their livelihoods
that impact the nation as a whole.17
When people are ﬁnally able to see the market price in macro markets for the income of their occupation, or on the income of people
with background and personal characteristics like theirs, it could utterly
change the way that they view various professions. They will be cognizant of the long-term risks of various professions and cognizant of
the opportunities seen in them by others.
When people are ﬁnally able to see the market price of claims on single-family homes as traded in a liquid market for home price indexes,
and hence not subject to the inertia that we see in present-day markets
for single-family homes. The asking prices for the homes themselves will
probably be tied in future markets with the price in the liquid market.
This reframing does, of course, have a possible downside: The public, once it becomes focused on macro market values, could adopt an
excessively speculative attitude toward macro market prices, and these
markets could sometimes see speculative bubbles and bursts much as
we have experienced from time to time in the stock market.18

The World with a Full Set of Macro Markets
Psychological Reframing Afforded by these Ideas
Today we have almost no established markets for long-term claims on
broadly deﬁned incomes, only on narrowly deﬁned incomes such as
corporate proﬁts. As a result people do not see the prices of the longterm claims for these other aggregates and hence do not see the
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The systematic accumulation, analysis, and organization of basic data
that has increasingly been taking place over recent decades is making
macro markets ever more likely. The macro markets would represent a
most fundamental advance for our world economy. They would make
tradable the largest sources of wealth that we have, would establish
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market prices for all of them, and would allow fundamental risk management on a global scale.
If we one day in the future have a full set of macro markets, then we
will see a multitude of applications. There will not only be a few bonds
with GDP warrants attached: Practically all international government
debt will be replaced by debt indexed to the national incomes of the issuing countries. Macro markets will also facilitate livelihood insurance
contracts by allowing insurance companies a new way to spread the
risks they incur by writing such policies. People will make important international risk-sharing agreements, effectively swapping their own
country risk or their own occupation risk for a diversiﬁed portfolio of
risks. Homeowners or mortgage lenders will hedge their real estate
risks in markets for individual cities, and home equity insurers will use
the markets to enable them to offer policies to homeowners. The world
might have the same risks in totality, but individual risks would be
markedly reduced.
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Insurance for Livelihoods
and Home Values

CONSIDER THE SITUATION of a young person who is considering seriously preparing for an ambitious and focused career, for
example, a young man who is thinking of a pursuing an advanced degree
in biochemistry with a specialty in recombinant DNA technology, writing his dissertation in a laboratory specializing in adenovirus vectors.
Getting the degree would be an investment measured in years and would
prepare him with highly specialized knowledge. As with the novice
violinist in the introduction to this book, our potential biochemist is
confronted with a personal dilemma that reﬂects a range of risks.
Who knows what incomes of biochemists specializing in DNA technology, will be in ten or twenty years? There is evidence that there are
real risks. In recent years, the livelihoods of young biochemists have
appeared threatened by a scarcity of well-paying research positions as
universities increasingly substitute low-paid postdoctoral appointments for regular positions. In a 1998 study, the U.S. National Research Council issued a report ﬁnding a “growing `crisis in expectation’ that grips young life scientists who face difﬁculty achieving their
career objectives.”1
Many talented researchers already ﬁnd themselves conﬁned to a
sequence of low-paid short-term jobs as their lives pass by. If this trend
continues, their economic situation could be very bad. Alarmed by the
trend, U.S. postdoctoral researchers recently established the National
Postdoc Association to protect their economic status, but whether
such an association can really stem the decline in incomes is not clear.
Even though biotechnology includes some of the most impressive
examples of human achievement, biotechnicians themselves may be
becoming commodities with quite low incomes. Universities and biotech ﬁrms seem increasingly able to hire them on the cheap, for instance, importing technicians trained in less developed countries,
which are now producing biotechnicians in great numbers.
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There are other issues. Biotechnology appears to be a ﬁeld in which
the “winner-take-all” effect is particularly strong. Individual careers
can be dramatically harmed by being just marginally less productive, as
by discovering a key scientiﬁc result a week later than others. As a result, senior biotechnicians tend to demand that their juniors work long
hours in their labs, sacriﬁcing family and life satisfaction for what is ultimately a risky endeavor.2
Recombinant DNA technology may be fundamental to our economy, or it may be a disappointment. To date, no gene therapy using any
kind of vector has been approved for clinical use. Progress may even be
severely limited if the technology raises ethical or public health issues,
such as researchers’ unwittingly creating and unleashing a new deadly
disease, that could arouse legislators against the technology. The death
of teenage volunteer Jesse Gelsinger in a clinical trial in which he was
injected with a genetically modiﬁed adenovirus at the Hospital of the
University of Pennsylvania in 1999 received international attention.
Recombinant biotechnology could go the way nuclear engineering
did years ago after concern over safety halted the construction of nuclear
reactors and sharply reduced the demand for nuclear engineers, or the
way aircraft engineering did after the end of the Cold War reduced governments’ demand for military aircraft. Less dramatically, the ﬁeld could
see a glut of people or a bust in biotechnology stocks that hampers employment opportunities, or a sudden technological breakthrough that
redirects the ﬁeld and renders such training obsolete. Specialized scientists’ careers can be highly variable, depending on the research needs in
the specialty. We do not know what the future will bring.
As it is today, our biochemist personally must bear these future risks
if he chooses this career, and so may decide not to pursue an advanced
degree in biochemistry at all. Even if he does pursue the degree, he may
be overly cautious about the specialty within it. The adenovirus vector
is a highly speculative therapy at this time and might turn out to be a
dead end. Scientists are studying other viral vectors besides the adenovirus, and are now aiming their research at a variety of nonviral vectors.
Fearing these uncertainties, he may shift his dissertation topic away
from adenovirus vectors, even though this exciting ﬁeld may provide
cures for cancer and other diseases.
He knows that with such specialized knowledge he may be sorely
needed and may have a lucrative career, but the problem is that he also
knows that risk is involved. It would be a shame if he chose not to go
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into a narrow ﬁeld for this reason, since the risks are not big when considered from the viewpoint of society as a whole, which may need experts in speciﬁc branches of biotechnology in the future.
Now imagine that livelihood insurance policies for various ﬁelds of
biotechnology were available. The biochemist could buy one of these
policies for recombinant DNA technology to insure him for many years
against a decline in incomes in the ﬁeld, and partly against his own individual economic misfortune. The policy would be designed to pay
him a regular supplement to his income over the years in the event of
a decline. He would pay for this policy by committing to pay as an insurance premium a fraction of his future income over the future years,
or by committing to pay a ﬁxed indexed sum per year over the years, or
by committing to pay a combination of these two. Some policies might
also be written for a ﬁxed all-at-once premium up front, an amount
that he might borrow from a bank or other lender against his future income (as described in chapter 10).
He could view his prospective career in biotechnology in an entirely
better light, one with considerably less risk. With livelihood insurance,
he would be much like the president of a biotechnology ﬁrm with a
good incentive contract, in that a ﬂoor is guaranteed on his income and
exciting prospects remain for him if he excelled in the ﬁeld. The risks
that he would otherwise bear personally would be largely borne by an
insurance company, and investors in this insurance company could diversify their portfolios so that this risk is hardly noticeable to them.
Thus, livelihood insurance would serve as a vital institution in a newly
democratized ﬁnancial order, making the same kind of risk management available to individuals planning their lives that is available today
only to corporate managers planning their companies’ strategies.
Our young biotechnologist’s livelihood insurance policy would have
to be designed correctly. It would have to insure him against the actual
loss of income, properly measured, that young people who choose a career in biotechnology will incur years later. What are these costs? If this
ﬁeld of biotechnology turns out to be a bad choice, years later, the costs
could be high. He might have to learn a different ﬁeld, perhaps in a different branch of biology. In this event, he may lose the advantage of his
youthful years; he may no longer be free of responsibilities to a family
in setting him on a career trajectory. He may have to go back to school
to learn something else, which might cause him to suffer years of lower
income if he does so after losing years of his life in a declining ﬁeld. He
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may decide not to go back to school and try to sell himself on the market for generic biochemists, but he thereby loses the special opportunities for good income that he has prepared for. He may retire from the
ﬁeld of biotechnology altogether, after wasting years of his life. Even
then, he may continue to face risks that are tied to his earlier career decision or tied to his broader labor-market characteristics.
Livelihood insurance that protects this particular career might encourage him when he is young to go into his chosen ﬁeld, knowing that
a bad outcome for recombinant DNA technology means that he will
receive compensation from the insurance company over the years. He
is more likely to decide to specialize narrowly, acquiring great expertise in an emerging branch of the ﬁeld and disregarding a more general
education in biotechnology, taking even greater chances with his lifetime career than he would ever have considered wise, but with the possibility of even better outcomes.
We can compare such career insurance to another risk management
device already in place at universities—academic tenure. By guaranteeing lifetime employment at a satisfactory income to professors who are
high achievers when young, universities encourage them to take risks
with their choice of specialization and research directions. The universities combine this with an extensive—and ultimately very expensive—
monitoring system that reduces moral hazard risk. An important part
of the reason for the success of our universities is the extraordinary diversity of the expertise among their faculty that this risk management
system encourages; universities are wellsprings of highly specialized
knowledge for society. We need to extend the advantages of this system
of risk management (without guaranteeing employment) beyond university faculties to society at large, and our new information technology
should make this possible. That is what livelihood insurance would do.

Constructing Livelihood Insurance
The above example of biotechnology career insurance is just one example of livelihood insurance. As far as I have been able to determine,
no precedent for such insurance exists, but for good reason: The contracts would have to rely on reliable data on career incomes available
over long periods of time, which do not exist today. But with modern
sources of data about income and modern information technology, and
especially with the GRIDs discussed in chapter 14, an institution could
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be designed so that such insurance could serve everyone. Such insurance could exist for every occupation or labor market, not just those requiring specialized preparation or advanced degrees. Employers could
provide livelihood insurance as an employee beneﬁt, or labor unions
could sponsor it for their members. The principle of insuring livelihoods against risk is a broad and basic one.
Private insurance policies aimed at individuals and families should
cover all major risks to their livelihoods. Livelihood insurance is basic
to risk management; as insurance it falls within the domain of the private sector, not of the government. The government, however, can
take important steps in the realm of regulation and infrastructure to institute and foster livelihood insurance.
Livelihood insurance policies would differ from existing insurance
policies, such as disability insurance or life insurance, in that they would
cover losses to livelihoods from all causes, not just a list of special disasters. A policyholder could collect on the policy based on evidence of
decline in economic value; no evidence is required that the cause of the
decline appears on a pre-agreed list.3
Insurance institutions that hedge livelihoods will be fundamentally
different from insurance institutions for most conventional risks. Risks
that are already covered—disability or illness—tend to occur suddenly
and catastrophically. The insurance industry is accustomed to verifying
the cause of the catastrophe when it occurs and paying for the loss. A
slow erosion in one’s earning power over years or decades are never
covered. Livelihood insurance would cover such risks, thereby helping
stabilize some of the most important assets held by virtually everyone.
This slow erosion of earning power can be measured continually
through time by the construction of appropriate occupational income
indexes. In my 1993 book Macro Markets I presented a mathematical
theory how such indexes can be constructed, developing a method that
infers changes in income only from changes in actual individuals’ incomes.4 In a 1998 paper, Ryan Schneider and I constructed, using this
mathematical theory, such labor income indexes for seven different job
clusters in the United States from 1968 to 1987.5 These indexes were
based on data following individuals through time, rather than just
computing the average income of individuals in an occupation at each
point of time. A person is classiﬁed as in an occupation whether or not
that individual stays in that occupation; this is important since when the
economic status of occupations falters, many will ﬁnd a different occu111
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pation, leaving behind only those who are still doing well in the occupation. In this case, indexes of actual income in that occupation may
fail to measure the decline in the occupation. Properly constructed indexes that represent the true fortunes of people who start out in an occupation would be much better for risk management purposes than the
available average incomes of people in occupational categories, such as
those published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and by the International Labor Organization, which are affected by the change in
mix of people within an industry or occupation.6
Conventional insurance policies typically provide for the policyholder to pay a ﬁxed and regular premium through time, and give the
policyholder the option of canceling at any time and stopping paying
the premium. Such policies work well for risks of losses that are sudden
and catastrophic, such as ﬁres or deaths, when the probability of such
catastrophes does not change much through time. But this kind of policy will not work for losses about which information gradually and cumulatively unfolds through time, such as the erosion of compensation
accruing to a particular career. Policy holders who see that no loss has
been developing will tend to cancel their policies over the years, eventually leaving the insurance company collecting premiums only from
people who are experiencing large losses. The insurance company
would then have trouble covering the losses from the premiums. Thus,
livelihood insurance should be designed to take account of the risk of
such cancellation, and to deal with it by restricting cancellation, as by
issuing policies to people who are in such circumstances that they are
unlikely to cancel, or by requiring an up-front payment.7
Traditional insurance policies tend to be written in terms of sudden
catastrophic events partly because insurance companies have learned
through experience how to limit losses due to moral hazard, that is, a
policyholder’s deliberate creation of loss with the intention of collecting
on the insurance policy. When a catastrophic event occurs suddenly, the
insurance company ﬁnds it relatively easy to collect information at that
time about the circumstances of the loss and to verify that the policy
holder did not deliberately cause the loss. With livelihood insurance, insurers must take another route to preventing any such moral hazard. As
with all insurance policies, moral hazard is a central consideration.
The concern about moral hazard would require livelihood insurance
policies to be designed to insure individuals heavily against an index of
aggregate risks, over which there is no individual control and hence
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about which there is no individual moral hazard. Dealing with moral
hazard in this way is one of the important lessons from ﬁnance.
These policies ideally should also insure individual-speciﬁc risks at a
reduced level and make the policy contingent on certain observable activities of the person covered. For example, a policy for recombinant
DNA technologists could pay to the covered person 50 percent of the
decline in the income of the average person who has started working in
the ﬁeld (and who continues to work, though not necessarily still in the
ﬁeld, or has gone back to school for retraining) below a speciﬁed lower
level for the income. It would also pay 50 percent of the decline in the
covered person’s income below the speciﬁed ﬂoor for the person, and
the second 50 percent contingent on the person’s remaining fully employed or going back to school for retraining. In this case, so long as
the person covered earns the average income for recombinant DNA
technologists and continues to work, the policy will put a guaranteed
ﬂoor on the person’s income, thus reducing risks. So long as the person’s income does not fall much faster than recombinant DNA technologists as a group, the ﬂoor will still hold approximately, and if the
income does fall much faster, still the individual will be partly compensated for the extra drop. Moreover, since the person is only reimbursed
for half of his or her own income drop, he or she still has an incentive
to work hard, reducing, if not eliminating, the moral hazard problem.
In many cases, such as when the policy is large and moral hazard appears substantial, or when basic monitoring for moral hazard is costly
or impossible, payments may have to be tied exclusively to the index of
aggregate incomes to avoid excessive risk of the moral hazard. The insurance industry will have to learn under what circumstances the moral
hazard is likely to play a signiﬁcant role. Learning this can only be a
function of years of experience with the product, as it has been with
now-standard insurance.

A Menu of Livelihood Insurance Policies
The information age, with declining costs of business administration,
should spawn an enormous variety of different kinds of livelihood insurance policies. For example, an individual could buy an insurance
policy against an erosion of income of people in his or her occupation,
against erosion of income of people with his or her characteristics (in
terms of job history or education), or against erosion of incomes of
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currently high-income, middle-income, or low-income people as a
group. No moral hazard costs would be associated with such insurance
contracts because the individual has virtually no control over indexes of
incomes of aggregates of people.
Livelihood insurance policies should also offer a variety of provisions
for the policyholder’s family members. Close family members already
implicitly share risk, so livelihood insurance policies should account for
the number and age of the family members, their incomes and income
vulnerabilities, and even the nature of their implicit risk-sharing assumptions. Families change unexpectedly through time, through marriage, divorce, birth, and death. Moreover, the creation of new risk
management policies may change the stability of the family if it displaces too much of its economic rationale. Work remains to be done to
deﬁne the policies to deal with such problems, and we will need to rely
on a database designed to allow livelihood insurance contracts to be
settled in rather complex terms.
Some question whether livelihood insurance policies should be differentiated on the basis of genetic information. The Human Genome
Project has spurred a great deal of concern about privacy of genetic information, and many people fear that if they are discovered to have a
genetic predisposition to disease they could be discriminated against by
health and life insurance companies.8 As a result of this concern, governments have been involving themselves in the insurance industry’s
use of genetic information. In the United States, the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 forbade the use of genetic
information in determining eligibility for group health plans. In the
United Kingdom, under pressure from the government, the Association of British Insurers agreed in 2001 to a ﬁve-year moratorium on the
use of genetic test results in underwriting life insurance policies.
There is a legitimate concern that if genetic information serves as the
basis for insurance, many risks will no longer be insurable because their
outcome will be substantially known in advance. On the other hand, if
we take a longer view of the possibilities for insurance in the future,
there is an offsetting advantage to allowing insurance companies to
make use of genetic information: They can use such information to
identify speciﬁc risks of individuals that should be speciﬁcally insured
against (such as risks that an index of incomes of people of their genetic
type will decline) and to deﬁne groupings of people who have advantageous opportunities to share risks with each other. Over coming
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years, with further genomic research, a great deal will be discovered
about the genetic basis for human behavior, and while some of this research will probably help predict future incomes, some of it will probably help identify risk classes of people for whom a livelihood insurance
policy could be tailored.
Public policy in the future will have to sort out the appropriate use
of the growing amount of information about individuals’ future incomes but public policy need not be blunt or simplistic in its regulation
of the use of such information. Measures that allow appropriate use of
such information for a risk management purpose can be encouraged,
while at the same time misuse can be discouraged or compensated for
by governmental insurance.

Combining Livelihood Insurance
with Disability Insurance
Currently, insurance companies are able to offer insurance against adverse income shocks that result from recognizable health causes—what
we call disability insurance. The essential idea has been to insure against
only a certain exogenous cause to loss of income—health problems—
and not to cover losses of income from other causes, such as poor fortune in business. To the extent that disability can be objectively veriﬁed, there is no moral hazard that the insured will stop working merely
to collect on the policy or that the insured will stop working hard to
enjoy life more, expecting the policy to cover the lost income.
But even today’s disability insurance does not work perfectly. Disability cannot be positively identiﬁed; to identify it at all, the insurance
company incurs a substantial cost by occasionally sending agents to observe a claimant’s home and interview neighbors in an attempt to ﬁnd
people who are falsely claiming to be disabled to collect on their insurance (for example, observing a claimant alleging a bad back playing
tennis). Such efforts to catch fraudulent claims cost money and are ultimately of limited effectiveness.
In the future, less inquisitorial and more effective techniques are
likely to be developed to identify people who are pretending to be unable to earn a good income so that they can collect on disability insurance. An increased ability to catch malingerers, so long as it is not too
intrusive on privacy, actually serves the policyholders’ interests since it
makes possible insurance companies’ offering policies at lower cost.
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If people who buy the policies will accept certain kinds of contractually-deﬁned electronic scrutiny of their purchases and sales, of their
Internet activity, and of biometric identiﬁcation systems that track their
economic activities, these could be used with computerized detection
programs to isolate people who could make an income but are not trying to. Policy holders may not want to accept such an intrusion on their
privacy, and no one should be forced to, but probably many would to
reduce the cost of their premiums. As the digital information base increases, it may be possible, with improved information, to broaden
widely the kind of “disabilities” that are insured against, including certain hard-to-diagnose disabilities.
Technology to monitor disability insurance could be combined with
livelihood insurance. The livelihood-disability insurance policies could
insure especially heavily variations in income that are linked to causes
with very little moral hazard, such as illnesses due to diseases that cannot easily be feigned, less against disabilities that can be feigned somewhat, and even less against individual income losses that are not associated with individual disability, as well as against declines in incomes
associated with occupational index changes. Combining all of these elements in a way that takes account of our knowledge of the varieties of
moral hazard can result in livelihood-disability insurance contracts that
have great risk management power.
Employers who today purchase health and disability insurance for
their employees could establish programs offering their employees
livelihood-disability insurance policies that take detailed account of the
individuals’ own economic circumstances. Such programs could be
part of employer-run training programs for their employees and might
enhance the attractiveness of such programs for employees by protecting them not only against the risk of disability but also against the risk
that the training will be for naught.

Combining Livelihood Insurance
with Employee Ownership Plans
Employee ownership plans, plans that encourage employees to acquire
shares in the company they work for, have desirable incentive properties, reducing employee moral hazard, but tend to put employee livelihoods at great risk. These employee ownership plans can be recast by
combining them with appropriate risk management, a form of liveli116
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hood insurance, that offsets the risks that the plans create. A democratized ﬁnance can provide a focused approach to incentives without incurring excessive risks.
Employee ownership plans have been growing rapidly all over the
world. In traditionally capitalist countries, they are becoming increasingly common as ﬁrms try to better incentivize their workers. Often,
governments actively encourage such plans through tax breaks.9 In formerly communist countries, notably Russia, they are an adaptation of
capitalist principles to the countries’ collectivist past.10
An important motivation to set up employee ownership plans is the
psychological principle that people feel more committed to their work
if they know that they have partial ownership of the fruits of the labor.11
Any effect of the plans must be largely symbolic or psychological, since
the actual incentives to work harder for any given employee must be
negligible for all but the smallest companies because each employee has
only a minuscule effect on the overall value of the company.12 But we
should not disregard the psychological impact of symbols, not only on
the success of the company but also on the work satisfaction of the employees. A substantial body of research reveals some advantages to these
plans in terms of workers’ attitudes and productivity.13 But offsetting
these advantages are the risks that these plans focus on the employees.
These risks are not just hypothetical: We have observed some bad
outcomes. The UAL Corporation, the parent of United Airlines, has
the most widely watched employee stock ownership plan in the United
States. Employees now own 55 percent of the company, a most unfortunate situation for the employees because UAL stock has declined
over 95 percent since 1998. In this case, heavy investment by employees
in the company stock has had disastrous consequences, sometimes wiping out their retirement savings. Enron Corporation also encouraged
employees to invest their pensions in Enron stock. In this case, some in
the top management of the company were corrupt and effectively
preyed upon their own employee-investors, with disastrous consequences when the company went bankrupt.
Employees should be able to achieve a psychological sense of personal
ownership in the ﬁrm without subjecting themselves, as the employees
at United Airlines and Enron did, to the risks of the corporation. Employees should be given not only investments in their own ﬁrm but also
short positions (negative stock ownership) in an index of the industry to
which their ﬁrm belongs so that the overall impact of changes in the in117
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dustry have no effect on them. They should also be given occupational
livelihood insurance protecting them against the personal economic risks
to their future incomes that they incur by developing their own skills in
line with the corporation’s needs. These less risky positions may create
the good effects of employee sense of ownership and good employee incentives without subjecting the employee to unnecessary risks.14

Home Equity Insurance
Creating insurance on the market values of individual homes, home equity insurance, even if somewhat less important than insurance on individual or family income, is probably easier to achieve at the present
time. In fact, there have already been important experiments with
precedents for home equity insurance, although indexes of home prices
did not play a role in the insurance design as proposed here.
In 1977, the city of Oak Park, a suburb of Chicago, Illinois, began a
“home equity assurance” program to help stem the “white ﬂight” afﬂicting their city during a time of racial change. Supporters argued that
whites would sell their property as soon as they saw a hint of racial
change, because they feared the decline of value of their house. Such
sales are regrettable because they create a segregation of neighborhoods even though people wanted to live in harmony with their new
neighbors. Dumping houses en masse on the market because of fear of
loss of property value could have the effect of creating the very property value decline that prompted the selling—a self-fulﬁlling prophecy.
Creating insurance against losses in the value of homes not only serves
a risk management purpose, but it also may prevent, by breaking the
self-fulﬁlling prophecy, the losses from ever occurring in the ﬁrst place.
A similar program, modeled after the Oak Park Experiment, the Southwest Home Equity Assurance Program in Chicago, was begun by
voters’ referendum in 1988.
No more than a few percent of homeowners actually enrolled in the
Oak Park and Chicago programs. But anyone who was particularly
worried could enroll, and in fact the neighborhoods have retained their
property value as racial change has progressed. Thus, the programs appear to have been a success. These programs, however, have never really been fully tested. Prices of Chicago single-family homes have been
relentlessly increasing ever since the Case Shiller Home Price Index for
Chicago began in 1980.15
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Even though home equity assurance has been around for decades, it
remains controversial. The forms we see today may not have been designed as well as possible. One of the complaints about the Chicago
programs is that an individual must sell his or her house to collect. The
program thus could possibly generate strategic selling, which could
have the effect of encouraging long-time residents to exit the city.
Thus, the program could conceivably have the depressing effect on real
estate prices that the program was designed to alleviate. But such an
eventuality could only happen after the program had already failed to
prevent a housing price decline, which has not occurred.
Allan Weiss and I have made a number of proposals to improve such
insurance. The most important of these is to settle the insurance claims
based on indexes of home prices. With the vast electronic data sets on
home prices now available, it is possible to devise indexes for many
small geographic areas, even for individual neighborhoods within a
city, so that the index on which the policies settle represents the price
of homes whose price experience will most likely match the policyholder’s. By basing the policies on such indexes, we make the insurance
policy cover as close as possible the risks that the home in question
faces, without creating moral hazard problems.
We also had proposals on how home equity insurance policies can be
deﬁned to deal with such issues as strategic cancellation and strategic
selling.16 According to our models, if these retail insurance products
were introduced after macro markets for real estate were created, then
insurance companies could hedge themselves in the macro markets for
the risks that they took on by writing home equity insurance policies
for individuals. Moreover, the macro markets for individual cities
would provide helpful risk management as well as guidance to insurance companies who write home equity insurance policies.
There continue to be efforts to develop home equity insurance
products. The Yale /Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation Home
Equity Guarantee Project has developed home equity insurance products for initial use in the city of Syracuse, New York, to help deal with
concerns about the possible effects of declines in property value on the
city. The project is directed by economists William Goetzmann and
Barry Nalebuff. This plan, in contrast to the Chicago plans, does not
stipulate that the cause of the decline must be neighborhood change.
Plans are eventually to implement these products in many cities.
Two products have been developed for Syracuse: a mortgage-based
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product that adjusts the outstanding principal balance as housing prices
ﬂuctuate, and a direct insurance product written on a measure of the
value of the home, irrespective of ﬁnancing. Both products are based
entirely on housing price indexes and not at all on the value of the insured house because of moral hazard and cost considerations.17 In
2001, the U.S. Congress appropriated ﬁve million dollars to subsidize
this project. However, we still must do much more before home equity
insurance becomes a reality on a substantial scale.18

The Future with Insurance for Livelihoods
and Home Values
Compelling reasons exist for the development of the kinds of insurance
described here because they deal with some of the most important economic risks that people face. These policies would help prevent some
individuals from falling into economic hardship for the rest of their
lives. And they could help prevent unnecessary disruptions of neighborhoods and collapse of cities.
If these insurance policies were implemented for most people, they
would comprise an enormous institution in our economy, far more important than the life insurance and other kinds of insurance we already
have. Creating these institutions on a signiﬁcant scale would be a transforming event.
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The Nature of Invention in Finance

THUS FAR, we have reviewed some of the largest economic risks that
people face, as well as the information technology and science of psychology that can help us devise powerful new ﬁnancial technologies
that will improve our lives. In part 3, I will offer some ideas of the major directions that such innovations might take.
Before getting into the speciﬁc ideas, however, a few brief reﬂections
on the nature of invention in ﬁnance are called for. For some readers
who are already involved with ﬁnancial innovation, these reﬂections
may be unnecessary. But many readers may be unaccustomed to thinking of our world as capable of being substantial improved through invention in ﬁnance.

An Example of Invention in Finance
Achieving a new ﬁnancial order requires invention, not just simply the
application of basic principles of ﬁnancial theory. We need to invent
speciﬁc ﬁnancial devices if we are to make these things happen. Inventing takes work and time.
We may not often think of ﬁnancial risk management devices as inventions: They usually involve no unique physical equipment, the inventor is rarely well known, and ﬁnancial innovations have not, until recently, been recognized as patentable.1 But they are true inventions
nonetheless—indeed, some of the most exciting of inventions because
they help us deal with the more profound risks to our livelihoods.
A simple example of an already well-known ﬁnancial invention is a
standard insurance policy on a major risk, such as a homeowners insurance policy or a life insurance policy, an invention of profound importance to our lives. Modern insurance, while it has ancient precedents,
ﬁrst appeared in Italy in the fourteenth century and was gradually expanded in scope after the ﬁre of London in 1666 impressed the need to
manage major risks upon a public newly sophisticated in probability
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theory and statistics.2 Over the succeeding centuries, the invention of
insurance became much elaborated and improved.
As with inventions of physical hardware, insurance has a number of
necessary elements that function together with a certain logic. Insurance is a beautiful thing if one considers how cleverly it overcomes obstacles to achieve its aims. Not only does it help people in all manner of
troubles, but it also makes possible so many enterprises that would otherwise be too risky.
The elements of a modern insurance policy include a carefully deﬁned contract between insured and insurer, a corporate or mutual form
for the insurance company, and a set of government insurance regulations that make reasonably sure that the insurance company can live up
to the terms of the contract and so that the insured might know this.
The contract between insured and insurer must specify a loss and a way
of quantifying the claim in the event of loss so that the loss is well deﬁned, not manipulable by the insured, and represents to the insured a
genuine and signiﬁcant loss.
The insurance company must use a database of loss experience and
a mathematical model to create reasonable assurance that the insurance
company can make good on its contract with the insured. And, just as
important, the insurance policy must also be framed in a way to overcome public psychological resistance. Note that a simple insurance policy contains many elements, all of which are essential to its functioning
well as intended. The modern idea of insurance was not obvious a few
hundred years ago because people then had trouble imagining how
these elements might be developed to work together, but it is second
nature to us today.

Contagion of Inventions
Once discovered, successful inventions, whatever their provenance,
tend to be copied around the world. Inventions are contagious. We see
similar looking cars and airplanes all over the world because people
have seen them and have realized that these designs work well. For the
same reason we see similar ﬁnancial institutions everywhere.
We are not usually aware of the contagion of ﬁnancial inventions.
People may imagine that our ﬁnancial and social insurance institutions
appeared when they did because they were motivated by some moral
or political force rather than any inventive idea. They may imagine that
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the invention was instigated through the personal authority of some
visible local leader rather than copied from country to country by
anonymous people who, in trying to produce solutions to problems,
adopted inventions from elsewhere in the world. But the truth is, the
real source of the ubiquity of these institutions is simple contagion of
ideas from the vast sea of inventing humanity around the world.
Inventions for dealing with ﬁnancial problems, such as managing the
risks to our livelihoods, are less prominent in public memory than are
such conventional inventions as airplanes or light bulbs. This has much
to do with the large amount of time it takes to prove the worth of an
invention in the arena of risk management. When Wilbur Wright
launched his “Flyer” at Le Mans, France, in 1908 in front of an audience, ﬂying in neat, controlled circles just over the racetrack, the dramatic success of the invention of the airplane was immediately obvious
to everyone and the world learned of the success within days. Making
such a spectacular and sudden demonstration of the value of a scheme
to protect our lifetime incomes is impossible.

Examples of Socially Moderated Invention
A great many inventions tend to spread slowly at ﬁrst because their
adoption requires a broad social recognition of their usefulness, a
recognition that may be very slow in coming. Consider a couple of familiar examples, nonﬁnancial inventions that illustrate the problems
and ultimate success that innovations may ﬁnd.
Nowadays, as one passes through airports or train or bus stations,
one ﬁnds that most people have suitcases with little wheels on them so
that they need not carry the suitcase but can pull it along after them.
Suitcases with wheels on them make the traveler’s burden much
lighter. The idea of putting wheels on suitcases seems so elementary
that it ought to have been invented with the suitcase itself. Yet, as recently as the 1970s, they were nowhere to be found. Why is that?
The first successful patent on wheeled suitcases was filed by
Bernard David Sadow in 1972, in Fall River, Massachusetts.3 Sadow
recalled to my research assistant that the idea of his wheeled suitcase
encountered much resistance at first, and buyers at all the major department stores rejected the idea as unsaleable. They did not argue
that the wheeled suitcase was a bad idea, only that no one would buy
it. Such is the fate of millions of inventions, rejected not because of
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any flaw in the concept, but because of a perception that the public is
not interested.4
Sadow’s suitcases were a big improvement over suitcases without
wheels, but they tended to wobble and fall over when pulled. The next
great advance did not come until nearly twenty years later when a
Northwest Airlines pilot, Robert Plath, invented a suitcase with two
wheels widely spaced, so that the suitcase rolls along sideways with a
wide axle between the two wheels. This, combined with a rigid retractable pulling handle ﬁnally yielded a stable, easily pulled suitcase
that can also be used as a platform for other articles. He called it the
“Rollaboard.”5
Looking at Plath’s final design, one would think that it should
have been obvious all along. With simple experimentation with a
few obvious wheel configurations, one would think, the advantage
of the final design should have been quickly discovered. But for
decades, for centuries, it did not happen; simple ideas can take a very
long time to develop. What could be more obvious than a wheeled
suitcase? We may note in passing that the pre-Columbian Western
hemisphere knew no wheeled devices of any kind, except some
wheeled children’s toys.6 Sometimes the “obvious” is just not so
obvious.
Subtitles on movies, another simple invention, offer another good
example of an excellent idea that was slow to evolve but eventually
caught on massively. Subtitles translate in writing what is being
said when the actors speak in another language or are otherwise
hard to understand. Today, people widely view foreign movies in
the original language with subtitles in their own language. Moreover, for greater realism, domestic movies may feature brief appearances of characters who speak a foreign language accompanied by
subtitles.
One wonders, then, why such subtitles were not used in the silent
movie era. Silent movies almost invariably used intertitles for the dialogue, which interrupted the movie: The intertitle ﬁlled the entire
screen when it was displayed. Because of the completely intrusive character of intertitles, they were used only infrequently in the ﬁlm and the
dialogue was therefore very sparse. With dialogue so sparse, the actors
were obliged to engage in much exaggerated pantomime, which, in the
view of most of us today, often degrades the quality of the movie to a
childlike level. Producers during the silent movie era could have shot
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an entire movie with normal dialogue and normal action by using subtitles like those we have today.
Failed initial experiments may have prejudiced movie-going audiences against movies with subtitles. The silent movie The Chamber Mystery, made in 1920 by Abraham S. Schomer, used words superimposed
on the picture. They were placed in comic-strip style balloons coming
from the mouths of actors, not along the bottom of the screen. The
movie was not a success, and the text in balloons was apparently not
used again.7 Perhaps the balloons were an annoying disruption of the
visual image, and perhaps The Chamber Mystery itself was not good.
Initial failures to win public acceptance with an invention can harm the
mood for more experimentation.
Most invention takes the shape of gradual improvement of existing
forms, so initial conditions matter. Invention often has to see an economically viable path of little steps from old technology to new technology. As for subtitles, their true power could not be seen before the
invention of the modern sound movie. Movie producers were not
about to discover changes in their art that exploited the technology of
subtitles if there was not an audience for it at the time.8
An important factor in the slowness of the public to adopt the
wheeled suitcase or the movie subtitle is that consumers only infrequently experience these inventions. Decades may pass before one
needs a new suitcase after the prior one wears out. Having bought the
wrong design, one lives with it for years. If one goes to one movie where
balloon-style subtitles seemed especially annoying, it may be many years
before one is willing to try that again.
Inventions to manage risks to livelihoods face an analogous, and
much worse, problem: one has only one lifetime, one opportunity to
experience the success or failure of one’s risk management system. If
we fail to appreciate these sorts of obstacles to the contagion of inventive ideas, we may overestimate the extent of experimentation in the
past and the chances such experimentation had to succeed. We may erroneously suppose that if no one is already using an idea, then it must
be a bad one.
Thinking that all good ideas have already been developed is a most
common human error. Of course, assuming that current technology is
the best possible is a pretty good working hypothesis to maintain as one
goes about everyday life. But we often stumble in rejecting new ideas
just because they are simple—thinking them too simple to have been
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overlooked—when perhaps the real reason is that almost no one has
tried to implement the idea, or if and when someone did, they did not
implement the idea just right, the conditions were not just right,
chance events conspired against success, or the public lacked a way to
appreciate it.

Radical Financial Innovation
The kinds of innovations that can transform our society are of the kind
that will be slow to be adopted, then will suddenly be contagious. They
may be “obvious” ideas that no one wants to deal with because everyone assumes that there is a reason why they do not work. Everyone
avoids them until they see that a lot of people are using them.
Financial inventions are harder to get established than wheeled suitcases or subtitled movies because they usually require government approval and the blessing of authorities before they can be implemented.
Anyone can make a wheeled suitcase at home and start carrying it
around in public; no law forbids it. The only barriers are individual limitations, inhibitions and doubts. The problems are much more serious
for major ﬁnancial inventions.
But modern society does have the ability to make grand and important changes. We do have authorities who will listen to a case for a major ﬁnancial invention and agree to allow it. We do have large corporations who are often willing to spend millions on marketing campaigns
for important new ideas.
The six new ideas that follow in part 3 of this book, one in each chapter, build on the legacy of institutional evolution, offering a way of
bringing economic security up to speed with the accelerating pace of
economic and ﬁnancial upheaval. These ideas compose a coherent picture of greater economic security, presenting a challenge to the government, businesses, and researchers intent on building an effective
and humane global capitalism.
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six

The Science of Psychology
Applied to Risk Management

THE LAST FEW DECADES have seen great progress in research in
the science of psychology. Financial innovators can make use of this research to help them better understand how the human mind assembles
its view of the world and better devise new risk management technology that can manage society’s biggest risks. These risks evolve over very
long periods of time and thus any institutions developed to manage
them require substantial long-run reliability and stability. Ultimately,
these institutions must make sense to people—which means they must
start from a ﬁrm psychological footing.
While the new information technology makes many things possible in
principle, there are inherent human limits in its application. Ultimately,
the computers that implement the new information technology must interact with real people. Designing risk management solutions to work
well for real people is analogous to what engineers call “human factors
engineering,” the engineering that takes account of human foibles, such
as designing an automobile dashboard so that human errors are minimized. What we need might be called human ﬁnancial engineering.
Computers’ management of information is inﬁnitely variable; to
change it, one needs only rewrite the computer program. Programmers
can enter a computer program and rearrange it at will, and can allocate
billions of bits of information from one storage location to another
with no trouble at all. But the human mind is stuck in certain patterns
of thought. Thus, the computer programs must be designed around
existing parameters of the information processor that the computer
must interface with—the human brain—which is why the study of
human-computer interaction (HCI) is one of the most rapidly advancing ﬁelds of computer science today. In recognition of this fact, many
computer-science departments offer degrees with an HCI specialty.
The ﬁrst step, then, in designing a new risk management infrastructure is understanding of the frailties of human decision-making.
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Cognitive psychology has revealed many kinds of errors that tend (not
always, but often) to occur.

Psychological Framing
Notably, psychologists have shown that the human mind is vulnerable to
errors of framing; that is, how we frame the picture, the categories into
which we mentally place things, affect our decisions. Here, I am using
the term frame as introduced by psychologists Daniel Kahneman and
Amos Tversky in the 1970s and reﬁned through much subsequent psychological research. Kahneman deﬁnes term “framing” as “the dependence of choices on the description and interpretation of decision problems.”1 This dependence is a sort of “bug” in the human program,
creating fundamental inconsistencies and fallacies in human actions unless the subject is in an environment that helps protect from these errors.
Issues of framing have played a fundamental role in psychology, political science, and sociology. Psychologists have shown through experiments how fragile human judgments are, and how they are affected by
context or reference points.2 Political scientists study how ideological
or political questions are inﬂuenced by deliberate reframing, or “spin,”
given by political leaders and ampliﬁed by the news media, and how
public responses to political issues are subtly but powerfully altered by
such framing.3 Sociologists have studied how changes in media emphasis, or media assumptions about what is important, shaped social attitudes.4 Financial innovators have to combine the insights from these
other social sciences, along with economic theory, to make fundamental progress in risk management.
The names and symbols we attach to things comprise one important
element of framing. The human mind easily accepts an array of assumptions and contexts about the names we give things, and the
named object takes on these assumptions and attributes. For example,
a number of psychological experiments indicate that calling a risk management contract “insurance” may make people more receptive to it.5
The word insurance has the association, in our culture, of safety, good
sense, integrity, and authority.
Leland O’Brien and Rubinstein (LOR), a California ﬁnancial ﬁrm,
launched a campaign in the early 1980s to sell a sophisticated “dynamichedging” product to protect institutional investors against losses in
their investments. Hayne Leland, one of the ﬁrms’ founders, had writ83
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ten an article in 1980 about the product, titled “Who Should Buy Portfolio Insurance.”6 But when LOR tried to market their product to institutional investors, they were told that they could not call it insurance
because it did not satisfy the legal deﬁnition of insurance. LOR ofﬁcially referred to their product with the abstract and technical name
“dynamic asset allocation,” and carefully explained to their clients that
their product was not really insurance. But their clients, and the media,
were stuck on the name “portfolio insurance” and would not accept
the new name. LOR tried informally calling it “portfolio assurance,” to
avoid using the word “insurance,” but that did not take either. The
market became eager for portfolio insurance, and LOR did not strenuously correct their customers when they used the term. LOR’s demand swelled and they sold tens of billions of dollars worth of the
product. Names matter.
Effective innovators have always been attentive to names and symbols, as must we be in any further innovation. The recent advances in information technology also offer us an advantage in appropriately adopting new names and symbols. User-friendly computer technology has
recognized the importance of symbols, such as the Windows icons and
the succession of names and symbols that are activated through mouse
clicks. The new information technology represents a watershed for the
creation of names and symbols. It also presents us with an opportunity
to attach names and symbols to programs and formulas so that these are
no longer complex and forbidding but natural and simple.
Efforts to frame risk management products in ways that will increase their acceptance by the public will be enhanced if they draw
upon familiar concepts, known as “primitives.” Primitives in human
thought are words and categorizations that come naturally to people,
that provide an intuitive frame of reference for all thinking, to which
more advanced or more derivative concepts will naturally be mentally
anchored.
Primitive concepts include private property, government, law, family,
parents and children, kindness, sharing, charity, gift exchange, social
hierarchy, religious symbols, honor, obeisance, leaders, heroes, and fairness,
concepts that are recognized by three-year-old children, by every normal person in the world. Their use in names of fundamental concepts,
and in the forms that applications take, must be done judiciously to ensure public acceptance and compliance.
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Anchoring
Psychological experiments conﬁrm that when people must make quantitative judgments their conclusions are easily inﬂuenced by any easily
visible quantity—an anchor—even if this quantity is irrelevant. For example, on a questionnaire that asks respondents to indicate into which
of a number of income brackets their income falls, their answers tend
to be “anchored” by the brackets given. If the questionnaire suggests
high incomes, people will give higher answers for their own income. Or
if people are asked to estimate some physical quantity, after having recently seen another totally unrelated quantity, their answer is affected
by the unrelated quantity.7
Anchoring can affect even serious and expert judgments. In one experiment, real estate brokers were asked to estimate the value of a
house by inspecting the house for up to twenty minutes and reading a
ten-page packet of information about it, which included characteristics
of the house and the recent selling prices of comparable homes. The
experimental design centered on manipulating one number that appeared in the packet: the seller’s proposed asking price. Those brokers
who saw a much higher asking price gave values that averaged over 10
percent higher. When asked later to name the top three facts that inﬂuenced their estimated appraisal, less then 10 percent of the brokers
mentioned the asking price.8
The lesson is that when people do not have clear ideas how to value
things, they are highly inﬂuenced by arbitrary anchors. We must therefore design the anchors afforded by our economic institutions to provide as sensible a guide as possible.
Many of the ideas for a new ﬁnancial order that I will present in detail in part 3 of this book involve important changes in anchoring.
Macro markets would change anchoring from local and current to
global and long-term. Inequality insurance would change the anchors
for our tax system from arbitrary tax brackets to a measure of income inequality. Intergenerational social security would change the anchor for
our social security system from an absolute standard of living for retired
persons to a standard of sharing between the generations Moreover, indexed units of account would change reference points from nominal to
real. The literature on psychological framing supports the notion that
these ideas can yield stable devices that will work as intended.
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Framing of Gains versus Losses
People’s preferences and judgments are fundamentally affected by their
frame of reference, by their assumptions about the present, the comparison point, the natural starting point. People may behave in ways
that appear erratic and inconsistent if changing circumstances alter
their frame of reference.
The psychologists Kahneman and Tversky showed the importance
of reference points in a number of experiments. For example, in one experiment they asked each of two groups of experimental subjects to
choose between medical programs to treat an outbreak of a rare disease
that was expected to kill six hundred people.9 Both groups of subjects
were given descriptions of the same two programs, but the wording,
and suggested reference point, was different. One group was asked to
choose in terms of gains, between Program A that would save two
hundred lives for sure and Program B that had a one-third probability
of saving six hundred lives and a two-thirds probability of saving none.
Most said they would choose Program A. They were risk averse for
gains, preferring the “safer” program that guaranteed that two hundred lives would be saved. The other group was asked to choose in
terms of losses, between Program C that would result in four hundred
people dying, and Program D that had a one-third probability that no
one would die and a two-thirds probability that six hundred would die.
Most people said that they would choose Program D. One could say
that they were risk-seeking as regards losses in the sense that they were
willing to risk two hundred more deaths with the hope of getting off
with no lives lost at all, much as gamblers who have lost money often
take bigger and bigger risks with the hope of regaining their losses.
It should be clear that in the Kahneman and Tversky experiment
that the only difference between the descriptions of the programs was
the reference point—whether lives are measured as lives or as lives
saved, and so the experiment is revealing of fundamental human patterns of behavior. Many other experiments have conﬁrmed the importance of framing of gains versus losses.
This human tendency to be risk seeking for losses, to follow the impulse to make a dangerous gamble, to get off scot-free without any
losses, can impose a strong barrier to improving the amount of risk
management in our society. This tendency has the potential to make
people unwilling to pay insurance premiums to prevent losses, if they
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frame the insurance premium as itself a loss. The insurance premium
must somehow be reframed as something other than a loss. We shall
see later that the life insurance industry made great strides in the nineteenth century when it was able to reframe insurance premiums as investments. Implementation of other risk management devices, such as
some of those described here, must be similarly attentive to framing of
losses versus gains.
After losses are realized, they are felt differently from gains. A loss
may generate feelings of regret, or other painful feelings. One knows in
advance that experiencing a loss produces these feelings and thus one
takes actions to avoid the prospect of such feelings.10 In this sense, the
reference point matters fundamentally, for with a different reference
point one would experience no regret. If one has become accustomed
to thinking that one has something, one may make efforts, endure hardships, take risks, or make enemies, to avoid losing it. But if one never
thought of having it in the ﬁrst place, one may view not having it with
equanimity.
The dependence of decisions on framing of gains versus losses is central to the design of risk management devices. Some of the innovations
described below have such dependence as fundamental parts. The inequality insurance innovation, for example, is fundamentally linked to
reframing the standard of comparison. It is important, according to
that idea, to decide on and enforce a standard for limits to economic
inequality before the increased equality is realized so that the impact of
the new economic institutions can be viewed as sharing gains rather
than imposing losses.

Risk as Feelings
Psychologists have noted that individuals tend to focus irrationally high
concern and worry on small risks, risks that hardly matter for their lifetime livelihoods, risks that should average out over long intervals of
time and amount to nothing. At the same time, they pay little attention
to some of their most signiﬁcant risks. This poses a challenge for designers of risk management devices, for unless these are properly
framed, people will not perceive their beneﬁts.
The tendency to devote inordinate attention to small risks is a keystone of the psychological theory of individual reactions to risk developed by Kahneman and Tversky.11 Thus, for example, many people rou87
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tinely buy extended warranties on small appliances but neglect to buy
disability insurance. As such large risks appear in our lives, we cannot
bring ourselves to forget about the little day-to-day risks, but we seem
to be able to easily forget about the big lifetime risks.
People are unstable in their viewing of risks, sometimes becoming
emotionally involved, sometimes showing complete indifference. People tend to focus on risks for which there are vivid mental images—for
example, catastrophic events that generate vivid television coverage invariably lead to immediate public recognition of risks.12 One famous
example of overreaction to vivid images is the public’s interest in insurance against their death in a crash of an airplane they are about to
board, even if the insurance is wildly overpriced given the minuscule
probability of a crash.13
Risks that evolve gradually over long intervals, such as the risk of a
decay in one’s occupational income, tend to lack vivid images. And yet,
in terms of frequency of serious damage, these risks are likely to be the
far more important. That is why a central design element of risk management devices is to create a focus of attention on these bigger risks.
Risks that relate to hypothetical events in the distant future are not normally capable of arousing emotions in people.
Psychologists have found a considerable amount of evidence for the
“risk as feelings” theory, that is, that people’s responses to risky situations depend directly on emotional inﬂuences such as worry, dread, or
anxiety, responses of the primitive part of the brain rather than the cortex.14 Purely intellectual recognition of risks does not lead to action
against the risk but must be accompanied by emotional content. The
frontal lobe of the cortex transforms images of absent events into experiences of pleasure or discomfort. Frontal lobotomy patients, for
whom part of the brain in this area has been removed, seem always conﬁned in their attentions to the present, blithely unconcerned about any
distant risks. Normal people, unfortunately, can share this same lack of
concern if their emotional responses are not triggered.
The risk as feelings theory has been anticipated in books on how to
sell insurance, which, while sometimes advocating what seems to be
cynically manipulative sales tactics, nonetheless provide conﬁrmation
from a different quarter about psychological barriers to human action
against risk. One such book, Why People Buy by Guy E. Baker, emphasizes that the insurance salesperson should start with a fact-ﬁnding session that reveals the prospect’s exposure to risk, vividly describing the
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potential bad outcome and highlighting the error the prospect has
made in not yet buying insurance. The book then describes the moment when the sale becomes real.
Once the prospect comes to grips with the reality of his circumstances, he becomes agitated and will want to remedy the problem.
This agitation is the key to the sales process. It is here the negotiation begins. . . . I believe this is the process that everyone goes
through when they are faced with tough decisions. The buyer takes
action because he believes the action will relieve the pain and solve
the problem.15

Because actions are not taken without emotion, the ability of any economic institution to generate actual human action against risks depends on the kinds of images and associations it embodies. The mechanism by which human emotions are triggered by abstract concepts
such as risk is tied in to the vivid mental images that are mentally associated with the abstract concepts.
Some of the reframing described part 3 of this book can encourage
people to see their risks more vividly. Creating markets for long-term
claims on occupational incomes, or for prices of homes by city, will call
attention to the risks that individuals face. Hearing on a television
news show about large changes in a day in the value of one’s occupation or the value of the homes in one’s city will create a vividness and
sense of reality. Creating livelihood insurance on occupational incomes or for home prices may then create a route of escape from these
concerns.

Commitment and Prior Choice
Issues of framing go far beyond mere naming. We can change the way
we frame some of our basic concepts. How we describe ourselves and
divisions in our society can have profound impact on how risks are
borne and how wealth is distributed. People ultimately have no natural way of fully knowing how much ought to be theirs and how much
should belong to others. The world of business can force us into many
very difﬁcult situations in which who gets what has not been unambiguously established, with no easy way of deciding how much one
should by rights demand and ﬁght for and how much one should let
others take as a matter of fair-dealing, honesty, and consistency with
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one’s own image as a decent person. One’s behavior in these ambiguous situations can be easily changed by reframing.
One psychological experiment shows the importance of the framing
of one’s own expectations of oneself in decisions of whether to share with
others. In this experiment, a person who was identiﬁed as a psychology
lab student telephoned random people, asking them to answer some
survey questions for a research study to ﬁnd out how people respond
to various telephone requests. One of the questions on the survey was
whether the subject would agree, if asked, to collect money for the
American Cancer Society. Forty-eight percent of the respondents answered yes. This was cheap talk, of course, since they were only answering a hypothetical question. Three days later, apparently as an odd
coincidence and with no apparent connection to the earlier survey, a
representative of the American Cancer Society called the same subjects,
asking for three hours of their time collecting money. Thirty-one percent of those who were questioned by the psychology lab student earlier agreed to do the work, compared with only 4 percent of a random
sample of others who were contacted only by the representative. Apparently, those who were asked the ﬁrst question (and answered yes)
felt that they had committed themselves, in their own minds, as contributors to this cause and felt that consistency demanded that they
should be true to their word, even though they had actually made no
promise. The simple experience of being asked by a lab student a few
days earlier appears to have reframed people’s images of themselves as
civic-minded people116
The same human tendency revealed by experiments such as this is at
work in ensuring public acceptance of some of our most fundamental
risk management devices, such as our progressive tax and welfare system. People may harbor selﬁsh and unfeeling impulses at times, but
their images of themselves and of their relations to society prevent
them from acting on these impulses. Hence, they tend to accept government redistribution programs that may cost them personally, if the
programs are framed right.
These experimental results have powerful implications for our hopes
to produce a good society. If we can institutionalize changes in framing, we can then expect to achieve fundamental changes in our willingness to share with others, and to share risks with others. A number
of the innovations presented here can help achieve that. That we have
made private risk-sharing compacts can help us view ourselves as coop90
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erative people; that we have elected a government that makes such
compacts can help us view ourselves as a cohesive nation.

Consistency
People have a fundamental preference for consistency, a fundamental
urge to be true to their principles and beliefs, and tend to experience
negative emotion when they feel that they have been inconsistent. Psychologist Leon Festinger called this tendency “cognitive dissonance.”17
The preference for consistency, while sometimes creating rigidity in
judgment, is a valuable human trait overall because it makes us reliable
and systematic. This human tendency can be used in framing new risk
management devices so that cognitive dissonance serves to enhance the
stability of the devices. Successful innovators in the past have implicitly
recognized this, at least at an intuitive level.
The theory of cognitive dissonance recognizes that a preference for
consistency is not absolute and that people can and do change their beliefs, not only for good reasons but also for self-serving, duplicitous reasons. Festinger argued that such changes are usually social processes:
If a cognitive element that is responsive to reality is to be changed
without changing the corresponding reality, some means of ignoring
or counteracting the real situation must be used. This is sometimes
well-nigh impossible, except in extreme cases which might be called
psychotic. . . . Usually, for this to occur, the person would have to be
able to ﬁnd others who would agree with and support his new opinion. In general, establishing a social reality by gaining agreement and
support of other people is one of the major ways in which a cognition can be changed when the pressures to change it are present.18

The danger in the context of risk management is that after the outcome of the risks becomes known, the losing parties would disavow the
risk management contract and even lobby the government to cancel
the contract retroactively. The risk of such an outcome is reduced if it
is made extremely clear at the outset of the contract that the contract
was made with a good purpose, that the use of such contracts requires
the good faith of all parties, and that there was social consensus for
such a contract from the outset. This perception can be reinforced by
social rituals and public ceremonies that reveal the general consensus
for the risk management purpose. It will then be difﬁcult for people to
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argue against this general consensus, to set in motion a process whereby
such a public consensus is replaced with another. Framing the risk management contracts with the appropriate names and symbols can reinforce our commitment to the contracts with every use of these names
and symbols.
Proper framing can make all the difference as regards risk management institutions that involve large payments of money, as do many of
the ideas for a new ﬁnancial order described in this book. Any such payments must be regarded as freely chosen by enlightened society, and as
corresponding to an objective logic and good sense that was apparent
to everyone when the contract to make the payments was made.

Reciprocity and Fairness
A basic human behavior pattern is a “preference for reciprocity.”19
People tend to want to do kind acts if they view themselves as treated
kindly, and to do hostile acts if they view themselves as treated badly. A
sense of reciprocity is important for many ﬁnancial innovations for it
can enhance their stability through time.
A preference for reciprocity is expressed through a common culture
representing what is fair and what is unfair.20 There are cultural differences in interpretations of fairness, but international comparisons show
a basic similarity across cultures, suggesting that attitudes toward fairness reﬂect a fundamental human tendency.21
Experimental game theorists have demonstrated the preference for
reciprocity using an experiment called the “ultimatum game.” A pair
of experimental subjects is asked to agree on the division of a ﬁxed sum
of money. One of the subjects is designated by the experimenter as the
proposer, and this subject is asked to propose how the money should
be divided between the two. The second subject is designated as the
receiver, and this person is given the choice of accepting the proposer’s division of the money, or rejecting it altogether, in which case
both subjects receive nothing. If both subjects behaved in accordance
with conventional economic theory, the proposer would always selfishly take all the money but a penny, the smallest unit of currency, and
the receiver would accept the penny, since there is economic gain in
doing so. In fact, the proposer tends to split the money fairly evenly.
More signiﬁcantly, when the proposer offers 20 percent or less of the
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money, the receiver tends to reject about half the time, even though
that means turning down the share of the money. This experiment
demonstrates that matters of reciprocity can overwhelm the principle
of economic interest.22
Psychologists Lee Ross and Steven Samuels have shown that changing the name of a game can determine whether people behave selﬁshly
or cooperatively.23 Their experiment involved a game known as the
prisoners’ dilemma. The prisoners’ dilemma is one of the most famous
examples used in the ﬁeld of game theory to reveal people’s behavior
in choosing whether to cooperate. In the original example, two prisoners suspected of committing a crime together are seated in separate
cells, unable to communicate with each other. As a device to extract a
confession, the police tell each prisoner that if he alone confesses, he
will go free and the other will go to jail for a long time. If both confess,
they will both be given medium-term sentences. If neither confesses,
the police will give both of them very short sentences on other charges.
Each prisoner is told that the other has been offered the same deal. Of
course, the best thing for both to do is not to confess. But since the
prisoners are not able to communicate, the dilemma that they face is
profound, involving judgments not only of the others’ trustworthiness,
but also the others’ perception of one’s own trustworthiness, and of
the other’s perception of one’s own perceptions of the others’ trustworthiness. Even though the best cooperative strategy is not to confess, it has been shown in experiments simulating this dilemma with
human subjects that many do.
Ross and Samuels devised an experiment in which two groups of
players were given exactly the same criteria to play a game simulating the
prisoner’s dilemma. The only difference between the two groups was
the name of the game: the “community game” and “Wall Street game.”
Those who played the “Wall Street game” played less cooperatively.
Thus, any change in framing that bears on whether others are “naturally” viewed as cooperative can have a basic inﬂuence on human generosity and compliance. It is vitally important to maintain a society in
which a sense of reciprocity is generally assumed. Such a sense is especially necessary if our institutions of income risk management are to
survive the years. The risk-sharing innovations in this book would establish a better sense of public reciprocity. When risk sharing is massive,
people will see a symbol of reciprocity that is lacking today.
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Examples of Psychological Framing
in the History of Finance
We can ﬁnd examples of psychological framing having a profound impact on the outcome of ﬁnancial contracts, for good or for ill. These
are, in fact, examples of the utmost importance, which will help establish some (though not all) of the psychological principles discussed
above. Examples illustrating other of these principles will appear later
in this book.
The ﬁrst example concerns the reparations payments required of
Germany after its defeat in World War I. These debt instruments were
framed in terms of vengeance, punishment, and dishonor, primitive
concepts eliciting the most negative affect. The Allied and Associated
Powers imposed these substantial reparation payments on Germany
with the 1919 Versailles Treaty, and they were ﬁnalized by the Reparations Commission in 1921, when wartime resentments were still very
high. The Germans protested that these reparations were excessively
burdensome, pleaded for postponement of payments, and then failed
to make payments. In response, the French and Belgian governments
marched their troops into the Ruhr in 1923 to enforce payment by direct control of the Ruhr industries. Even this failed, because of passive
resistance by German workers. Germany was then offered the Dawes
Plan of 1924 that reduced the reparation payments to only about 2.5
percent of Germany’s national income.24
German taxes in 1924 were about 25 percent of national income and
lower than taxes in the United Kingdom at the time. It would seem
Germany should have had little trouble paying the lower reparations
speciﬁed by the Dawes Plan. But the German government chose not to
raise taxes or cut expenditures sufﬁciently, but instead chose to run a
government deﬁcit, postponing dealing with the reparations by substituting another foreign debt.25 In the end, Germany paid little of the
reparations and the remaining debts were practically forgiven at the
Lausanne Conference in 1932.
Germany’s failure to make the payments was ultimately due to immense resentment. There should be little surprise that the reparations
induced such resentment. Indeed, the Reparation Treaty included a
guilt clause, whereby Germany was forced to accept all blame for the
war, thereby unambiguously framing the reparations as punishment.26
This left no sense at all among the Germans that the reparations were
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a freely made national choice or that honor dictated that the reparations had to be paid. The Germans had no sense at all that their pride
in their consistency dictated that they should make the payments—it
was not a matter of honor. Instead, they tended to frame the losses represented by the payments as the violation of their property rights. The
Germans felt no sense of reciprocity. Instead, the occupying army
vividly reinforced the sense of self versus others. By some accounts, the
resentment that all these factors created was so great as to be a factor
leading to World War II.
In contrast, the payment of national debts freely entered into by
countries is routinely accepted by most citizens in advanced countries,
with only some grumbling. Income tax burdens of 30 percent, 40 percent, or more of national incomes are common, and a good share of
this can go to interest on the national debt. National debts that exceed
a year’s GDP are routinely serviced, with interest as a percent of GDP
often well exceeding the reparations the Germans were supposed to
make. Defaulting on the national debt would normally be considered
a national disgrace, inconceivable to most citizens. The difference between these debts and the German reparations is entirely accounted for
by psychological framing.
Let us consider now an example of the opposite extreme, of successful framing that led to payments being honored over generations—
old age insurance as part of the U.S. social security system. The social
security system takes money from young working people and immediately uses it to support the retired elderly. In return, these young working people are told that they will in turn, when they are old enough
to retire, receive retirement beneﬁts taken from the young working
people of that future date. The system seems inherently unstable because the young working people of the future, many decades later,
could vote to reduce or eliminate their obligation, and so the retired
people—who would have already contributed substantial amounts of
income—would not then get their beneﬁts.
The stability of the U.S. Social Security System in the 1930s was assured by its creators by the creative uses of names, allusions to property
rights, repetition of symbols, so that the concept would be reinforced
that the System was a social compact in effect agreed to by the generations. All of these are principles of framing.
The U.S. Social Security Act of 1934 and its amendments have incorporated wordings that create some appearance of fundamental
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rights. The phrase “Old Age Insurance” brought into play the powerful word “insurance.” The choice of the word “contribution” rather
than “taxes” for amounts paid to social security suggests that the individual is contributing to a fund for his or her own beneﬁt, and thus that
he or she has property rights over the ultimate beneﬁt. By introducing
the system by a vote in Congress, thereby anointing it with clear evidence that U.S. citizens had freely chosen it, if only indirectly, and by
paying no monthly beneﬁts at ﬁrst, requiring that the ﬁrst beneﬁciaries
earn their beneﬁts through years of contributions, gave the system the
framing of a commitment undertaken with free prior choice.27
The acronym FICA, which appears on individual’s pay stubs in explanation of the payroll deduction, stands for Federal Insurance Contribution Act. While most people probably do not know what the letters in FICA stand for, the fact that this acronym appears on pay stubs
could be used in the future to argue against removing individuals’
rights to beneﬁts from these contributions. All those pay stubs
with FICA on them—embodying the concepts of “insurance” and
“contribution”—are repetition of symbols that would seem to stand as
extensive documentation of property rights.
In fact, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who made the creation of social security the cornerstone of his New Deal, argued along
just such lines. Roosevelt responded to critics who claimed that, despite
appearances, the contribution scheme deﬁned by the social security acts
was not insurance because there was no insurance contract. Roosevelt
said,
I guess you’re right on the economics, but those taxes were never a
problem of economics. They are politics all the way through. We put
those payroll contributions there so as to give the contributors a legal, moral and political right to collect their pensions and their unemployment beneﬁts. With those taxes in there, no damn politician
can ever scrap my social security program.28

The question of the constitutionality of a social security that appears
to promise to transfer money from young to old far in the future was
brought to the U.S. Supreme Court in 1937, on the grounds that a U.S.
Congress cannot contractually bind future U.S. Congresses. The Roosevelt administration ﬁled a brief arguing that social security was not really insurance—that there was in fact no insurance contract and that
Congress could change the provisions whenever it wanted—and so no
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such issue of constitutionality existed. Social security was insurance
only in name. Accepting these arguments, the Court ruled the system
constitutional.
Despite that decision, the language that the Social Security Administration used afterward to describe the system continued to state that
it was insurance, an insurance contract between government and the
participant, and that the participant had a “right” to the social security
beneﬁts. In 1953, U.S. Representative Carl T. Curtis, incensed by this,
held hearings in which the Social Security Commissioner Arthur Altmeyer was taken to account. Altmeyer dodged questions about what
was meant by this labeling. He insisted that social security beneﬁts were
a right of the participants, even though Congress could change the
beneﬁts whenever it wanted. When it was pointed out that Congress
had in fact amended Social Security to reduce beneﬁts, and so had canceled “rights” in the past, Altmeyer answered, “It was amended to give
them a better right. . . . I am conﬁdent that the Congress of the United
States will continue to improve and increase the rights of the workers.”29 The social security commissioner thereby asserted a principle of
extra-constitutional obligation for Congress based on good faith. To
this day the Social Security Administration continues to use similar language, showing that the original framing of the U.S. Social Security
System has made it a stable system of risk sharing.
The inventive use of framing, as illustrated by the history of U.S. Social Security, is not one of manipulation. Rather, it consists of setting
things up right for our society, putting things in the right boxes in
terms of our underlying mental structures, to guarantee the long-term
stability of our arrangements. In the case of social security, the proper
psychological framing done in the 1930s created a substantive claim of
right that survives to this day. These aspects of the framing of insurance
and social insurance have worked in the past to encourage public acceptance of some important risk management institutions. Looking to
the future, we must again be inventive with reframing.

Psychology in the Ideas That Follow
Such careful attention to psychology is fundamental to radical ﬁnancial
innovation. With proper psychological framing, ﬁnancial contracts can
be made highly stable, lasting from generation to generation and from
government to government. It is fundamentally important that they be
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stable over long periods of time, since, as we have seen, our most important risks evolve over long periods of time.
This evidence is of particular relevance for any efforts to change our
basic economic institutions for risk management. Just as we can change
the visual impact of a painting by putting it into a different frame, so
too we can reframe economic institutions and devices by changing the
apparently inessential surroundings: their reference point, context, language, and accounts of origins and reasons, with attention to the psychological impact of these changes. We can also reframe by changing
the units of measurement, the conventional or standardized contractual terms, or the institutional categorization of the institutions. And
we can reframe by changing the kinds of information that we see everyday, that represent our economic ambience and the context and positioning of what is seen.
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five

New Information Technology
Applied to Risk Management

ADVANCES IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY promise to
serve us very well in achieving radical ﬁnancial innovation. As hardware
capabilities steadily advance, so too do software capabilities, and, with
them, the structure of our human organizations. At any time of fundamental technological change, our concepts, our units of measurement,
and our framing of issues change. With such technological and cultural
ferment afoot, fundamental transformations in the nature and quality
of our lives are possible through ﬁnancial progress.

Past Information Technology Progress
Related to Financial Progress
Consider the development of some important information technology
that has been around for quite a while that we generally take for
granted—very simple technology, such as paper and pens, that nonetheless underwent some critically important advances in the last couple of
centuries. The importance of such technology in our lives today illustrates the potential importance of new technology that will be discussed later in this chapter. The gradual progress in the improvement
of information management and storage—over a couple centuries—
offers a suggestion of the slow and steady pace that we can expect from
progress in information technology and its pervasive consequences.
The last two centuries saw highly signiﬁcant advances in information
storage technology, advances that allow vast stores of records to be kept,
processed, and relied upon. Consider advances in the manufacture of
the paper. A machine to make paper automatically was developed in
1800, and a method of making paper from wood pulp was developed in
1865. These and other advances in paper making dramatically lowered
the cost of paper, and hence the cost of record storage. A newspaper in
London in 1799, which consisted of only four pages, cost sixpence, or
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more than 10 percent of the daily wage of a carpenter or bricklayer.1 In
contrast, newspapers today cost a fraction of 1 percent of a worker’s daily
wage, and use vastly more paper. This progress over the centuries in reducing the cost of record storage was a small but important part of the
reason that humans were able to achieve a dramatic increase in ﬁnancial
complexity. Today, looking forward to a fully electronic ofﬁce, we are in
the process of eliminating the cost of paper altogether.
Nineteenth-century advances in technology dramatically lowered
the cost of sending a letter. Standardized envelopes appeared by 1849,
street addresses proliferated in the late nineteenth century, and modern postal services soon appeared. In the United States in 1850 postage
for letters sent between cities in the United States ranged (depending
on distance) from ﬁve cents to ten cents, or about $1.50 to $3.00 in today’s dollars, then a high fraction of personal income for most people.
Because of these costs, the average person in the United States in 1850
received only four pieces of mail a year. In contrast, by 1990 the average person received 670 pieces of mail a year. These advances, too, have
to be connected with the increasing ﬁnancial complexity we have witnessed over the last centuries. The ﬂow of information by mail dramatically increased, and today it is in the process of increasing rapidly
faster with electronic mail.
Copies are essential to reliable record keeping because they provide
backups, reducing the probability of loss of records to virtually zero
and speeding the accurate transmission of information. The earliest
practical method of making copies mechanically was the letter press, invented by James Watt (the inventor of the steam engine) in 1780, but
it had important limitations.2 Crude carbon paper was invented in
1806. A photographic document-copying machine was invented in
1900. By 1911, the Photostat could copy a page a minute, though at a
price of ten cents a copy, or nearly two dollars per copy in today’s
prices. This machine was an important advance, though unless speed or
perfect accuracy were an issue, having secretaries retype a documents
by hand was generally cheaper. Copying prices eventually became
much lower when xerography was invented after 1950.3 Once again,
this steady progress in copying technology was inevitably connected to
increased ﬁnancial technology over these years. Today, we have automatic backup systems that copy with virtually zero cost, another step
with the potential for yet more complexity in our ﬁnancial dealings.
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The invention of the typewriter in 1868 was signiﬁcant not only for the
increased speed of data entry but also for the increased reliability of
typewritten records, which eliminated the errors of deciphering handwriting. In the nineteenth century printed forms—and subsequently
business form companies—came of age.4 Filing cabinets improved too,
culminating in the vertical ﬁle of the end of the nineteenth century.5
Methods of ﬁling improved substantially then.6 The common uniform
standard for ﬁle folders was a sort of achievement in itself.7 Computing
machines and automatic data processing systems improved dramatically in the nineteenth century, and of course on into the twentieth and
twenty-ﬁrst centuries.8 Progress in all of these devices facilitated ﬁnancial progress, and their electronic counterparts today promise to do
so again.
Over these years bureaucracies advanced to create more efﬁcient human organizations for improved management of records, though these
are harder for us to remember for the lack of physical evidence. The
management of the people who handled information improved. In
modern Europe, government administrative service outside the military
still remained a “hotbed of nepotism and venality, cavalier independence and professional ignorance” until the ﬁrst modern civil service was
developed in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century the German states.9
In 1770 Prussia reformed the civil service by introducing a system of examinations for hire in government service that ensured a professional
stafﬁng of government jobs. This civil service eventually became a
model for the whole world, slowly adopted by one country after another over the centuries.10 Important bureaucratic innovations, associated with our new physical information technology, can be expected in
the future.
These improvements in information infrastructure were essential for
plans for modern ﬁnance. Tens of millions of records must be kept reliably for use decades later. They must be available for use systematically
and must not be damaged or lost by such use. They must be protected
from hazards such as ﬁre, bookworms, and becoming brittle. The
records must be backed up, and the copies must be kept at a separate
site, so the cost of storage is multiplied by the number of backups. The
system must be highly reliable on such a large scale so that people can
trust that the information in the records is accurate and is used as intended. The cost of achieving such results must be low enough to be
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acceptable. Improvements in all these directions kept apace with our ﬁnancial progress, and will yield yet more progress in the future.

Products of Today’s Database Technology
The same functions that were advanced in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries by cheap paper, copying methods, effective postal services, typewriters, and ﬁling systems are being advanced much further
by compact discs, CD burners, electronic mail, laptop computers, and
electronic ﬁling systems. All of these functions are now orders of magnitudes better than in the nineteenth century, and the result is a
plethora of databases at our disposal and associated development in
concepts and methods to use the databases.
We have begun to see the advantages of this progress. In the early
years of the twentieth century, almost none of the regular data on economic quantities that we today see ﬂashing across our monitors or television sets was regularly available. Notably, governments did not then
even regularly publish the consumer price index, the GDP, or the unemployment rate.11 The proliferation of data-processing equipment
and the attendant advance in econometric methods of analyzing economic data over recent decades have made it possible for us to see the
magnitude of many economic quantities that had gone unobserved.
Indexes that measure factors highly relevant to the risks of individuals
and ﬁrms and even of countries are now commonplace. The ability to
measure these values makes possible the creation of institutions to improve the management of risks. The trend to more and more data
sources is likely to continue unabated.
In 1993 the World Bank created a System of National Accounts, allowing national incomes to be calculated on a consistent standard
around the world. The World Bank has missions in developing countries that deal with the agencies that report national incomes. These
missions may sometimes catch errors, or prevent fraud, in the accounts.
The European System of Accounts has also helped standardize national
income measurements.
The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund now collect
detailed national income data electronically. The rapid advance of digital communications makes the information about any economy more
readily available so that there are more and more ways for people to
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verify a country’s national income as time goes on, and eventually to
use such ﬁgures as a basis for risk management contracts.
Index number theory has shown important developments over the
decades in allowing us to deﬁne the level of prices in a national economy. Economic theorists in the ﬁrst half of this century studied the derivation of an optimal consumer price index and became aware of certain biases that can be caused by simple index number formulae.12
Similar advances in asset price indexes have also been made.13
We still do not have reliable data on many signiﬁcant economic variables, for instance, a reliable price index of commercial real estate that
is based on actual transaction prices; the best available indexes are based
only on appraisals. There are no reliable published indexes on occupational income based on repeated measures of individual incomes, analogous to the repeat sales indexes we developed for home prices. Nor
are there personal income indexes based on other personal characteristics. But extrapolating from recent progress, we may expect to see these
and other useful indices of economic data before long.

New Electronic Money
Historically, systems of risk management have functioned only to the
extent that a means of exchange—a currency—has been available. Currency provides the medium in which risk management contracts are
transacted. The more ﬂuid and adaptable the currency, the greater the
possibilities for covering a broader range of risks.
Hand-to-hand currency has been a prominent institution in human
society for over two thousand years, but it is now gradually being replaced by various forms of electronic money as well as credit cards and
debit cards. Automatic payment systems require little human intervention beyond the use of the item or service to be paid for. For instance,
in some hotel mini-bars, merely removing the item from the shelf automatically sends an electronic signal that causes the item to be charged
to the room account.
In 1997 Hong Kong introduced a contactless smartcard called Octopus that allows people to pay for items (including convenience store
purchases and transportation services) by merely swiping one’s wallet
over a sensor; one does not need to remove the card from the wallet.
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Tolls on highways are increasingly being collected by transponders,
small boxes installed in the car, that connect to a computerized accounting system. As the car passes a sensor on a toll highway, the account is automatically charged the fee for the use of the highway. These
systems allow more complex setting of prices, allowing for peak-load
pricing that is higher in times of congested trafﬁc, thereby encouraging people to use the highways at less crowded times. Singapore, where
every car has a transponder and toll use extends far beyond the expressway system, has shown great creativity with such systems, suggesting what we can expect around the world eventually.
Computers continually manage peak-load pricing, making it responsive to more and more information. The system does not have to
adhere to ﬁxed peak-load hours as has been the case with most similar
systems. It can respond to the trafﬁc situation in real time, varying over
time and place in complex ways, since the system has continuous data
about the use of roads in different places. In the future, the system can
provide people with useful information about current and expected future peak-load pricing of various routes. People will be able to program
in their alternate routes to work, knowing the expected costs (in terms
both of user fees and of time in heavy trafﬁc) of the routes.
Transponders are already beginning to be used to pay for goods and
services other than highway tolls. McDonald’s restaurants have experimented with charging automobiles using existing transponder systems
(E-ZPass in New York, Speedpass in Chicago, and FasTrak in Los Angeles) for meals purchased at the drive-through windows. People carrying a personal transponder could in the future have the convenience
of walking out of any store with whatever they want, seeing the items
automatically charged to their account.
Payments without coins or currency can now be made for any person to person transactions. The advent of person-to-person (P2P) payment systems has made it easy for individuals to pay other individuals
electronically. The Silicon Valley ﬁrm PayPal, which is used on eBay
and on about twenty thousand other Web sites, makes it easy to e-mail
money to others.14 With the use of handheld e-mail devices such as the
Palm VII, one can stand on a street corner and instantly pay another
person without using any cash. The European ﬁrm Paybox has also
made such payments possible using mobile telephones.
New payment-system technology will also make it commercially feasible for businesses to charge very small prices for correspondingly
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small online services by lowering the difﬁculties of making payments.
While efforts to establish micropayment systems by such ﬁrms as Digicash, Cybercash, Gemplus, and Mondex have not yet been very successful, they or their counterparts eventually will be.
Such convenience may sometimes seem inconsequential. But in fact
it is fundamental. With convenience come possibilities for the future.
Any reduction in transactions costs means that we can make more
transactions. The systems will allow businesses to proﬁtably offer services with very small prices to very large numbers of customers, which
will enable them to pursue some business models never before seriously
considered. Moreover, there are profound positive consequences if
payment systems have the ability to interact in a sophisticated way with
individuals, clarifying the real cost or real beneﬁt of a given transaction,
taking account of their circumstances at that moment and allowing
payments in terms of formulas instead of ﬁxed cash amounts.

New Technology for Exchange of Risks
Just as risk management systems depend on money as a medium of exchange, so too do they depend on markets as a means of transaction.
As time goes on, the cost of trading declines, and with that, the scope
of risks that can be traded increases.
Online trading dates its origin with the creation of the NASDAQ
(National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations system) in 1971. Until that time, small stocks prices were quoted on paper
“pink sheets.” The National Association of Securities Dealers hired
Bunker Ramo, Inc., to ﬁgure out how to string wires linking farseparated brokerages to provide up-to-date information on members’
screens. Bunker Ramo’s achievement set the stage for advanced electronic trading. A fully electronic system was adopted by the London
Stock Exchange in 1986, and many other exchanges around the world
have followed. Many derivatives exchanges outside the United States,
such as Eurex, Euronext, and the Sydney Futures Exchange, have become electronic, and U.S. exchanges are likely to rely increasingly on
electronic systems in the future.15
The use of a “trading ﬂoor,” where stock traders meet to buy and
sell in person, is rapidly declining. The trading ﬂoor survives at the
New York Stock Exchange, but even there small orders are now ﬁlled
using an electronic system called SuperDot. In addition to electronic
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exchanges, we now have a variety of electronic communications networks (ECNs), such as Instinet, Island, Archipelago, REDIBook,
and Bloomberg. The advent of online trading systems has drastically
lowered the costs of trading and hence expanded the menu of items
that can ultimately be traded.
New techniques have been developed for trading many assets at
once. Exchange-traded funds (ETFs) allow investors to trade whole
portfolios of stocks on the regular stock market as if they were individual stocks. ETFs began with the Standard & Poor’s Depositary Receipts (Spiders) on the American Stock Exchange in 1993 and their use
has exploded since.
Auction theory, a domain of mathematical economics and game theory, has over the last two decades developed ideas on how we can
achieve new and more efﬁcient ways of matching buyers and sellers.16
These changes have had substantial impact. Led by economic theorists,
much of the capital stock of the Soviet Union was auctioned off in the
early 1990s with an innovative voucher system.17 Now frequencies on the
radio spectrum are auctioned off, young doctors ﬁnd their residencies
through a sophisticated market mechanism, electricity is produced by
many different sellers in an electronic market, and on eBay and other
auction sites huge exchanges allow individuals to trade a million goods.
Market microstructure theory,18 a branch of mathematical ﬁnance,
has offered new ideas on how to use electronic technology to make
trading more efﬁcient, advances that have paid off with some important ﬁnancial products, such as the parimutuel digital call auction developed by Longitude, Inc., in 2002.19
These advances in technology for exchange of assets will make it
possible to trade more and more kinds of ﬁnancial assets. The richness
of our ﬁnancial markets will increase, and with them the possibilities for
risk management.

Identification Devices Tied to Databases
For critical risk management purposes, we must keep track of who is
who, so that the right person receives beneﬁts and the right person pays
claims. Since ancient times human society has kept track of who is who
on the basis of inborn human facial recognition abilities and social networks, as well as props such as books of record, letters of introduction,
identiﬁcation cards, and passports. The ability to identify speciﬁc indi76
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viduals is so fundamental a tool for social organization that birds and
ﬁsh have this ability; even some social insects do.20 Human society is at
a historic moment where our computers will be able to recognize us individually and couple that recognition to vast databases of information.
Computer systems have evolved for biometrics, that is, identification through such biological identifiers as fingerprints, handprints,
facial features, and irises, retina, and voice patterns. All of these systems have been improving in accuracy through time. In the future
some of these systems will be nearly perfect at identifying individuals.
Even identical twins will be reliably distinguished. Some of these
systems can be operated at the keyboard of personal computers, while
others can be operated without the individual’s consent or knowledge,
for instance, via video cameras as they pass through an airport.
The cost of such technology is steadily falling. The incorporation of
such technology into an information infrastructure that provides easy
and standardized access to the data will stimulate critical new technologies for ﬁnancial risk management.
As identiﬁcation technology develops, it will be necessary to ensure
individual privacy. Fortunately, modern digital technology can be discriminating about what it makes public and selective about what it
makes available. Concerns about privacy should not lead us to try to
stop progress in identiﬁcation systems tied to databases. The challenge
is to design these systems correctly. Proper design of systems needs also
to attend to the issues of fraud and identity theft.
Identiﬁcation systems are gradually developing around the world.
According to Privacy International, roughly one hundred countries
have compulsory national identiﬁcation cards with unique numbers for
each person. For example, Finland has adopted a national smart card
with 16 kilobytes of memory that functions as a passport, and allows individuals to ﬁle their tax returns and to register as a job seeker. South
Africa plans to adopt a national identiﬁcation card with ﬁngerprint
templates supporting a smart card. Estonia plans to issue a smart card
that will include biometrics. China has a plan to issue seven hundred
million smart cards that would identify every adult there.
The United States has come close to creating a national identiﬁcation system. In 1993 President Bill Clinton proposed that each American be given a health-care identiﬁer to allow tracking of medical
records and to help prevent fraud. With the 1994 health care bill Congress allocated funding for the identiﬁer, but the cards have never been
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issued. Over the years, many other countries have been weighing issuing smart identiﬁcation cards for their citizens.21
Despite public opposition to the identiﬁcation inventions in some
countries, their eventual adoption is quite likely after they are modiﬁed to
address particular concerns about privacy and possible government and
corporate abuse.22 Recently, Larry Ellison, the founder and chief executive ofﬁcer of Oracle Corporation, argued that a national ID system is
necessary to prevent terrorist attacks like those of September 11, 2001, and
offered to “provide the necessary software for free.”23 Providing a safe
and reliable identiﬁcation system for hundreds of millions of people may
have been a daunting technical challenge a few years ago, but no longer.
Identiﬁcation systems should be designed so that an individual has a
lifetime identity that can be accessed by others for legitimate purposes
without revealing personal secrets, which is essential to upholding contracts. Electronic identiﬁcation today, which involves a hodgepodge of
passwords and computer cookies, has to be replaced with something
more comprehensive and orderly.
Sometimes great hopes are expressed for identiﬁcation systems integrated with other basic systems of our society. For example, the Malaysian government has built from undeveloped jungle a “multimedia
Super Corridor” (MSC) called Putrajaya, a city of the future, an “intelligent capital.”24 Putrajaya has been a major site of investment in digital
hardware, and Malaysia is the ﬁrst country to embark on a program to
give each citizen a multipurpose smart card. The Malaysian smart card
identiﬁes that person, serves as a driver’s license, passport, and medical
record, and will eventually allow access through their electronic network
to a wide variety of governmental, banking, transportation, and health
services. The prime minister of Malaysia, Mahathir Mohamad, sees great
inspiration in their new system of identiﬁcation and networks.
We are not just upgrading. We are talking here about something much
more far-reaching. We are talking about changing the way we live and
work in the MSC. . . . The MSC will be the R&D center for the information based industries, to develop new codes of ethics in a
shrunken world when everyone is neighbor to everyone else, where we
have to live with each other without unnecessary tension and conﬂicts.

The actual implementation of the Malaysian system, however, has been
very slow. The plans are ambitious for a developing country, and it is
too soon to say what will come of them.
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But their inspiration is solidly based: The new technology is very
powerful, and we must all think how we can use it well. We will have
to consider carefully how the new power to identify people and link
them to databases can serve our purposes, and not create opportunities
for exploitation or oppression. Clearly, identiﬁcation systems are fundamental to any far-reaching hopes for risk management, for only through
these can there be a human-computer interaction that is capable of
transforming the economic basis of an individual’s life. We will need to
integrate such identiﬁcation systems into these visions for the future if
they are ever to succeed.

Decline of the Underground Economy
The underground economy, the shadow economy where transactions
are informal and made in cash to evade taxes, has apparently been
growing in many countries in the last half century. But there is reason
to expect that it will decline in the future.
The new world of digital information networks can make it increasingly difﬁcult for people to hide, dissemble, cheat, and evade. The
amount of information available continues to grow, and it is increasingly susceptible to computer analysis by the computerized surveillance
of authorities. While we generally have mixed feelings about the authorities’ increasing ability to watch us and the possible bad uses that
can sometimes be made of this ability, we have to recognize this for
what it is and make the best possible use of the new abilities.
Taxation authorities around the world have already begun to use
new information technology to improve their methods of apprehending tax evaders. In the future, evading taxes by paying in cash and keeping no records will be harder and harder. As various forms of electronic
money become more common, anyone who does a business in cash will
become increasingly suspect of evasion or criminal activity. In the future, paying in cash may become regarded as a shady or suspicious activity. While the ability to pay other individuals using electronic money
is not yet commonplace, when it becomes commonplace, it will further
speed the end of the underground economy.
Encryption technology, the technology of private communications
using codes, is of course an aspect of new digital technology that makes
it easier, in some ways, for people to evade and cheat, but in practice
the technology may have just the opposite effect. In some cases, the
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very use of encryption technology inappropriately will be grounds for
suspicion. Encryption technology will actually help foster risk management when used appropriately to enforce privacy and prevent information from being inappropriately used. With encryption technology
properly in place, people will more freely share information with others and more freely bind themselves to reveal information in the future,
therefore enabling them to make better contracts.
The inability of citizens to evade and cheat offers opportunities for
social planners. We will be able to achieve a more equitable income distribution because we will be observing it more accurately.
The underground economy as it exists today has its own culture, a
culture of loyalty to one’s close friends rather than to a larger society, a
culture dominated by the sense that people can work things out together without interference from any government. A widespread conviction in this culture holds that our common humanity surpasses rules
and regulations set by distant lawmakers. As the underground economy disappears, its denizens will drift toward other outlets for such
anti-mainstream feelings and will have to ﬁnd other venues for this expression of their individuality. But the passing of the underground economic culture will be of great beneﬁt for society’s ability to manage
risks and secure a more equitable distribution of wealth.

Increased Complexity and Enforceability of Contracts
Computer searches of mortgage records today determine if a property
submitted for a mortgage has already been mortgaged to someone
else. We can do this search for other mortgages because the mortgage
contract is common and standardized and an industry has developed
procedures to ensure that there are relatively few frauds. We also have
credit reports available on line that summarize an individual’s loan contracts and past payment performance. But we do not yet have the ability to ﬁnd out if someone has made other contracts, outside of the
mortgage and credit arena, compromising his or her ability to fulﬁll the
terms of new contracts.
In the future, however, such reports will be possible and might
include information about a broader spectrum of commitments that
people make, including rental agreements, employment contracts, and
income risk management contracts. As more and more of new kinds of
contracts become standardized and are integrated into an electronic re80
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porting system, the extent to which information about the terms of the
agreement can be communicated for systematic use will grow.
At the present time, an individual sometimes cannot effectively make
a contract to do something in the distant future in exchange for a payment today because no one can ascertain whether the person has made
the same contract with someone else. And difﬁculties enforcing a contract arise when people can move from one country to another and disappear from our radar screen.
A smart computer network system could keep track, in an intelligent
way, of all contracts that individuals make so that the system ensures
that the contracts do not conﬂict with one another. While some dangers are implicit in such a system, in terms of possible invasions of our
privacy or misuse of the information about our contracts, and while any
such system still has to recognize the limits of the humans who use it,
a positive good can result from such a network: It will make possible
more effective and more extensive contracts.

Technological Opportunities
The new information technology has provided us with so much more
information about risk, and the resultant economic dislocations and inequality, that it puts economics today roughly where astronomy was
when the telescope was invented or where biology was when the microscope was invented. We can see so much more about the circumstances that make some people successful and others unsuccessful that
we no longer have to rely on blunt instruments to remedy the unfortunate situations that often appear.
And we can design responses to these situations with our computers. We can integrate our lives better with these computers, with our
improved identiﬁcation technology and our encryption technology.
And we can make more reliable, and more complex, contracts with one
another. Powerful steps can be taken to improve our lives with this
technology in the future. It provides the raw materials for the innovations that will shape the new ﬁnancial order.
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Forty Thieves: The Many Kinds
of Economic Risks

DEALING INDIVIDUALLY with all of our separate risks is impossible because there are too many of them to comprehend. We can buy
insurance policies on our house’s burning down, on having our laptop stolen, and on contracting a deadly disease. But if we imagine that
such a piecemeal approach to risk management works well by itself,
we are mistaken. Economic risks pervade life. Hence, we instead need
to insure against risks to some comprehensive measures of economic
well-being such as income itself—a theme of a number of the ideas
for fundamental risk management to be discussed later in this book.
In the present chapter, I demonstrate this important principle of risk
management.
The risks posed by technological progress (discussed in chapter 3)
are manifold, and, moreover, these are not our only economic risks.
Each considered alone may appear to be insubstantial or to have low
probability or to be hard to quantify. But the sum total of the effect of
all these risks in the long term can be downright staggering.
Imagine forty thieves, each with a small probability—say a 10 percent chance—of taking some of your money—and each taking about
10 percent of the total money. Each thief, therefore, poses an expected
loss of only 1 percent of your money (10 percent of 10 percent), seemingly negligible. Rounding down each of these 1 percents to zero and
ignoring the thieves altogether, ignoring the risk, would be easy. But
you do so at your own peril. If there really are forty thieves, the expected loss is 40 percent of one’s income, and the uncertainty about
the loss quite substantial. If the risks are not independent of one another, if the thieves tend to gang up on already weakened victims, then
the danger can be quite large.1
When it comes to our economic security, it is hard to count the
“thieves.” Who are they? The major demographic and socioeconomic
variables—age, years of schooling, years of job experience, parents’
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level of schooling, occupation, and income—predict very little of the
variations of incomes across individuals.2 Many other factors must be at
work in propelling some to riches and others to privation.
When so many sources of risk threaten, we naturally tend to neglect
most of them and to be overconﬁdent of our future. An extensive psychological literature conﬁrms a human tendency toward overconﬁdence. Part of the reason for overconﬁdence is a human failure in judging the complexity of risks, the lack of an ability to consider how many
different ways our understanding or construal of the situation may be
wrong.3
We have to get beyond this overconﬁdence and our tendency to
compartmentalize our thinking about risk into little boxes, each of
which looks small. This means we must summon the imagination to
think of the many different kinds of risks that we really face.

Risks to Whole Countries
Some of the factors that account for the economic successes or failures
of individuals are factors that affect entire countries. These factors are
very hard to disentangle and identify. Historically, when a country’s
standard of living has declined, experts inconclusively debate for years
the reasons for the decline, disagreeing about the multiplicity and complexity of the causes long after the fact. For example, the ultimate
causes of the Great Depression, the greatly disappointing performance
of Argentina in the second half of the twentieth century culminating in
a deep economic crisis in 2001–2, the surprising stumble of the Japanese economy since 1989, and the terrible growth rate in the 1990s of the
Russian economy when compared with, for example, that of the Chinese economy, remain the subject of ongoing debate.
Some of the proximate reasons for bad economic performance in
such extreme cases are well known, but an accurate accounting of the
ultimate reasons is unavailable. Too many details, too many tiny factors
that cannot be accurately measured conspired to produce these unfortunate economic outcomes.
The difﬁculty in comprehending these risks in recent history confounds our appreciation of the potential losses to our livelihoods. One
would think that with the aid of a century of data, we ought to have a
good idea about the potential risks to livelihoods. One reason that we
do not is that we have only observed a few of the many possible ran59
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dom outcomes, and we have observed a certain mix and distribution of
outcomes that will never be repeated again in the same way.
Economic theory offers little agreement as to what ultimately causes
differences in national income from year to year or decade to decade or
country to country. Economic theorists like to tell simple stories because only then can we prescribe safe and simple policies. But the number of contradictory simple stories that have been offered by these theorists is revealing of the multitude of risk factors that we face and of our
poor accounting of them.4 For instance, real business cycle theorists
have argued that the ﬂuctuations in national economic growth are due
to technological shocks, new productive technologies, or new technologies that make obsolete investments we already have.5 We have
stressed such technological shocks here, but there are many other
shocks to national incomes.
Other economists have argued that ﬂuctuations in national income
are due primarily to changes in monetary policy,6 or to changes in
desired savings for the future,7 or to structural shifts such as changes
in the demand for produced goods relative to services,8 or to changes
in the price of energy, such as oil-price shocks that have been in turn
caused by factors such as the political maneuvers of OPEC.9 Still others
have traced changes in national income to shifts in population growth
rates,10 or to breakdowns in the process of borrowing and lending,11 or
to ﬂuctuations in the strength of cartels,12 or to changes in public support of labor unions,13 or to changes in social capital, the sense of trust
and cooperation and willingness to participate in networks.14
Some others have stressed changes in the legal enforcement of longterm property rights that inﬂuence people’s willingness to work for the
future,15 or changes in the decisions of nations to invest in education and
other forms of human capital,16 or increasing returns to capital, which
may favor countries that can invest heavily in certain industries.17 And
others have stressed that the dynamics of “learning by doing” can generate important differences through time, giving advantages to those societies who start development earlier,18 or that changes in public conﬁdence for the economy may generate self-fulﬁlling prophecies that
convert these psychological changes into actual economic ﬂuctuations.19
There are also other potential causes of national income ﬂuctuations
that have not been stressed by economists because they did not clearly
manifest themselves in the past, especially the recent past that they tend
to study, but that could appear in the future. These include such things
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as unanticipated social, environmental, or international problems, problems that we cannot delineate now but that we nonetheless may yet
discover to be very real.
As such, there are too many possibilities to allow any clear consensus on the sources of risk to nations. Most likely, all the different theories have elements of truth to them. But it is futile to consider writing
insurance policies individually against each such ill-deﬁned and illmeasured risk.

Risks across Individuals within a Country
On top of these shocks to whole countries, one must remember that
each individual incurs the combined effect of country risks, of occupational risks within a country, and of individual career risks within an occupation. Even if no one of these risks is alarming, the sum may be.
Each of them matters since it contributes to an overall pattern of individual risk, and these risks go far beyond the disability risks that are currently insurable. Careers provide a helpful window on this problem.
Individual careers are the cumulative effect, over a lifetime, of many
small victories and disappointments. A positive career break may be an
opportunity to take a challenging position, a random event that puts
one in a position that includes training for yet another important
job or that puts one in the public eye and creates an impression of
authority—“being in the right place at the right time.” Negative career
breaks include being passed by for such opportunities, or encountering
illnesses or disabilities or reputation diminishing mistakes.
Those of us who are successful may imagine that our own hard work
and intrinsic worth accounts for our success. A good part of this feeling is just that—imagination. Barbara Ehrenreich, during her sojourn
among the low paid, was surprised at how easily she could have been
stuck in such jobs. No one recognized her considerable talents, the talents of a best-selling writer. She even tried talking about the book she
was writing to her co-workers but got no reaction. Everyone knows
someone who is writing a book. If Ehrenreich were really stuck in those
jobs without her reputation and contacts, she might have found it difﬁcult to climb out.
The role of such career breaks, both positive and negative, in forging one’s lifetime income and position are hard to quantify, but histories suggest that such events inject a great deal of randomness in one’s
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lifetime income. We do not generally have data on the vicissitudes that
affect individual careers, nor do we generally know whether these vicissitudes were really exogenous shocks to careers or whether they are
possibly brought on by the individuals themselves. For example, missing a positive career break may result from a lifestyle decision hampering monetary success, as for example when an lawyer eschews the private sector for government ofﬁce or teaching.
But there are some hard data on the effects of random and unexpected career breaks. Labor economist Joshua Angrist found a clever
way to estimate the effect of one such random event, being drafted into
the U.S. military during the Vietnam War.20 Normally, ﬁnding out the
effect of such conscription is difﬁcult because we do not know whether
the conscription is random. Some people, perhaps the more resourceful, well-connected, self-centered, talented, or educated, may have
found ways to avoid the draft. But at one point during the Vietnam
War, the U.S. government created a draft lottery, constructed to be
random. Each U.S. male subject to the draft was assigned a number
from 1 to 366, a Random Sequence Number (RSN), based solely on his
birth date. The birth dates were drawn randomly in public ceremonies,
the ﬁrst of which was on December 1, 1969, and the numbers corresponding to birth dates announced. The lower the number, the sooner
one would be drafted, and most of the men with high numbers were
never drafted.
Angrist looked at the effect of the number drawn on individual earnings in the early 1980s, long after the war was over. By looking at the
effect of the individual’s RSN on earnings, and not at all on whether
the individual actually served in the military, he was able to eliminate
any possible biases in his estimate from the fact that more resourceful
people might somehow evade the draft. He concluded that the effect
of military service was to reduce income by 15 percent as much as ten
years after discharge from the military. This conclusion does not mean
that a stint in the military necessarily is bad for everyone, but it does
show the possible long-term effect of having one’s career interrupted
and assigned randomly to some other task. His results suggest the importance of career breaks in our lives.
I can personally testify to the importance of the draft lottery. I received the RSN 362 in the 1969 lottery, which essentially ruled out my
being drafted and allowed me to go on with plans for a career in economics with no concern about interruptions or of being forced to par62
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ticipate unwillingly in a war I regarded as immoral. I am inclined to
think that my relative success in life is not unrelated to that draw.

Income Changes in Times of War and Social Upheaval
An important reason why the multiplicity of economic risks creates
so much uncertainty is that the risks are not independent of one another. Even though the different risks that we have discussed have no
logical relation, they do tend to reveal themselves together. For example, during the Asian financial crisis of 1997–98, a number of Asian
countries experienced exchange rate crises and stock market crises
and labor crises and foreign lending crises and political crises all at the
same time. And at times of national crisis, individual careers also take
their own individual ups or downs. Thus, the cumulative effects of
the risks can be much better or worse than one imagines thinking of
them separately.
Some of the biggest changes in people’s income occur at these times
of social upheaval, for instance at times of war. War has been, and will
probably continue to be, a regular feature of human life. At a time
when terrorists are trying to use advanced technology to create massive
loss of human life, the possibility of a serious war can seem imminent.
Wars are times of great redistributions of wealth, even in victorious
countries and countries where ﬁghting is far away. The war creates
proﬁt opportunities for some, economic hardship for others.
At times of war, people naturally feel great concern about the inequity of the distribution of the burdens of war, with some giving their
lives in an effort to defend the country and others becoming rich from
war proﬁts. But for any society to escape from such inequity is difﬁcult.
The national economy must operate substantially on the basic principle of economic incentives as dictated by wartime need; the government cannot order the economy as it does the army. Given this fact,
some people will make a lot of money, while others will miss out. That
is the nature of incentives. If the incentives are real, they must have an
effect. This is not to say that the effects of the war on the income distribution cannot be ameliorated, but it is difﬁcult to do so.
During World War I, there was great concern in the United States
about the inequity of the burden of the war within the country, and the
War Industry Board was empowered to monitor corporations. Prices
were set that were supposed to allow only a normal margin of proﬁt.
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Moreover, the government penalized proﬁtable ﬁrms with an excess
proﬁts tax. Still, these measures came too late, and during the years of
World War I, before the United States actually declared war in 1917, real
after-tax corporate proﬁts soared, reaching levels not seen again until
the mid 1950s.21
During World War II, the memory of the wartime profits of World
War I was much on the minds of U.S. citizens and lawmakers alike,
and the Roosevelt administration was bent on preventing the appearance of such inequity. But it faced the fundamental problem that
the private sector must be given incentives to function efficiently. The
outcome was high profits, but they were disguised. Companies were
forced to price on a cost-plus basis, but the definition of cost is always
ambiguous. Companies could also invest in the future, retooling and
rearranging their production, as well as doing research and development, which would yield them greater profits in the future, after
the war was over. Companies were not allowed to pay abnormally
high salaries or hourly wages, for that would be too conspicuous a
way to consume profits. But companies were allowed to grant employees generous expense accounts, and so World War II became a
period of expensive business lunches and unnecessary business trips.
It was also a time when craftspeople or other workers who did warrelated work saw unusual opportunity to work long hours at full pay,
and many of those people used the occasion to pay off their debts, upgrade their homes and small businesses, and sharpen their skills.
Those who were connected to the business world during the war
were well positioned to prosper after the war, in contrast to those
who were off fighting.22
In countries where the war was being fought, the shocks to personal
income caused by the war were even greater, creating great opportunities for some, disappointments to others. In Japan after World War II,
for example, the Allied authorities, who resented the role of the
wealthy Zaibatsu families in the war, forced them to exchange their
holdings for yen-denominated bonds, which were then made nearly
worthless by postwar Japanese inﬂation. Only those among the Zaibatsu who kept their former business connections, and astutely used
them take to advantage of postwar opportunities, remained wealthy.23
Opportunities abounded for new wealth. Some in Japan managed to
get control of wartime stocks of goods at low prices and sold at a time
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of postwar scarcity, or some bought real estate at temporarily distressed
prices. In 1946, alert Japanese could buy choice downtown properties
in Tokyo for a pittance. Among other, more terrible results of the war,
World War II also produced a profound shakeup of the distribution of
wealth in Japan.

Financial Innovation and the Multiplicity of Risks
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At all times, whether in crisis or not, the project of managing risks
involves dealing with risks represented by many different levels of aggregation, from the nation down to the individual. Managing these
risks is therefore inherently information intensive and requires massive
information technology properly directed at these multiple risks. In
part 2 of this book, we will consider some of the changes in information technology and our associated technology for human-computer
interaction that make effective risk management possible.

We have seen in this chapter that the list of possible risks is so large and
ill deﬁned that no one expert can describe them all in detail. Thus, it
would be impossible to write insurance policies against all speciﬁc risks.
Ultimately, our insurance is most effective if it is against some measure
of outcome of economic well-being, such as income itself. That is why
some of the most important risk management institutions of the past,
such as progressive taxes and social security, manage the risks of incomes themselves, not just individual shocks to incomes. Hence, in the
ideas for a new ﬁnancial order presented in this book, much of the attention will be focused on managing risks measured in terms of large
national aggregates, such as national incomes or GDP. These values
summarize the impact of all risk factors on the economy of a nation at
any given time.
We must still pay attention to the separate sources of risk, and we
must try to understand them insofar as this is possible. Leaders must
pay attention to risks below the national level because individuals’ risks
are the sum of the risks to the nation they live in and other risks that
impinge on groups within a nation or on single individuals. Even if the
total risk to a nation could be considered tolerable, if borne equally by
all people within a nation, the total risks that each individual faces are
much larger. The unit of analysis should not be the nation alone.
At times of national crisis such as war, well-designed instruments of
incentive must be used to do the work required to deal with the crisis
at hand while at the same time reducing as far as possible the random
shocks to individual incomes. Achieving this requires some ﬁnancial
techniques that did not exist at the time of World War I or World War
II. A risk management infrastructure should be in place before a crisis,
so that we will be prepared to apply modern principles of ﬁnancial
management that preserve high incentives while they manage the unusual risks.
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Why New Technology Creates Risks

FEW ADULTS who lived through the building and bursting of the
“Nifty Fifty” technology bubble of the early 1970s or the dot-com
bubble of the late 1990s would argue against the claim that our economic destinies, for better or worse, are tied to technology. But technology has even more fundamental economic impacts than these examples would suggest. To the extent that technology is ubiquitous in
economic activity, any consideration of our future must take into account the risks associated with evolving technology, both for good and
for ill.
To secure and advance our economic prospects, we must work to
enhance the positive, productive power of technological advancements
while at the same time reducing the downside “revenge effects” of new
technology. What matters now is a greater understanding of how technology poses risks for us, of the economic implications of these risks,
and hence of the ways that ﬁnancial innovations can mitigate or control these risks. It is popular to say that there are no economic risks to
new technology. But the risks are real.
People who worry about the economic risks associated with
new technology are often labeled “Luddites.” The real Luddites, a
nineteenth-century group of workers named after their (apparently
imaginary) leader King Ludd, was formed at a time when jobs were being replaced by machines. They launched a campaign of machine
breaking in England from 1811 until 1816 to try to halt technological
progress.1 It is correct to describe the Luddites as fundamentally misguided; breaking machines was indeed a futile action. The Luddites,
however, were unquestionably suffering economic distress and were
hardly misguided in their estimation that the new machines played a
role in their travails. Handloom weavers were being replaced by steam
looms and were not readily ﬁnding new jobs.2
During the Great Depression, the idea that technology could harm
anyone was further denounced. Because many people seemed to believe that technological progress was the cause of the rampant un46

employment, which had reached as high as a quarter of the labor force
in the United States. The American Institute of Physics, fearing a backlash against scientiﬁc research, launched a publicity campaign in 1933
against this idea and enlisted the support of technological luminaries
Orville Wright, Charles Lindbergh, Amelia Earhart, and Henry Ford in
their efforts.3 Their authoritative campaign succeeded in discrediting
the story of technologically-induced unemployment. The scientists
were right that the Great Depression was not caused by technological
progress. But they never presented any arguments that technological
progress could not in principle cause serious problems for many.4
The idea that technology creates economic risks has also been
wrongly discredited by its association with the “lump of labor fallacy,”
and by the tendency to describe the risks caused by new technology in
terms of job loss, of higher unemployment. The “lump of labor fallacy”
is the idea that the number of jobs in an economy is ﬁxed, so that if a
machine replaces any single job, one more person is perpetually unemployed. This is an obvious fallacy: We certainly expect most people displaced from their jobs to ﬁnd other jobs, and sometimes they will be
blessed and ﬁnd even better jobs. There is no fallacy, however, in the
idea that machines replacing jobs on a large scale creates the risk of lowering some people’s incomes. People who are replaced at a time of major, wide-ranging technological changes may indeed be able to ﬁnd
other jobs, but a risk exists that they will have to take much less pay.5
Notwithstanding arguments to the contrary, technological progress
can certainly create serious challenges for our society.6 Four basic aspects of technology pose important risks today. The ﬁrst is the consummation of cybernetics. Over the next few decades, the full development of this science of computerized control could mean the
replacement of many kinds of human labor by automated technology.
The second is an exaggeration of the winner-take-all effect by new
technology. The ability of the most talented people to marginalize even
slightly less talented people, to monopolize wages and proﬁts, could be
further abetted through mass communications and digital replication.
The third is increased globalization. The weakening of international
economic barriers can make possible the replacement of highly paid
people in one country by lower paid people in another. The fourth is
the destabilizing effects of new technology on military strategy. Devastating wars or major terrorist activities constitute serious risks not only
to political and social, but also to economic, welfare.
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The Consummation of Cybernetics
Cybernetics, the science of computer control systems, analogues to human neurocircuitry, has seen exponential growth over the last half century. Scientists and engineers have spent decades searching out the fundamentals of cybernetics, with relatively limited economically
important applications to date. But the accumulated knowledge in this
ﬁeld is now beginning to have real economic impact. If this exponential growth continues for the next few decades, cybernetics will almost
certainly have a truly revolutionary impact, replacing much present-day
human labor and thereby dramatically altering the distribution of economic power.
In 1947, the very dawn of both the computer age and atomic age,
the mathematician Norbert Wiener in his book Cybernetics spoke of the
“ultra-rapid computing machine” and of the automatic devices it
would make possible:
Long before Nagasaki and the public awareness of the atomic bomb,
it had occurred to me that we were here in the presence of another
social potentiality of unheard-of importance for good and for
evil. . . . There is no rate of pay at which a United States pick-andshovel laborer can live which is low enough to compete with the
work of a steam shovel as an excavator. The modern industrial revolution is similarly bound to devalue the human brain at least in its
simpler and more routine decisions. Of course, just as the skilled carpenter, the skilled mechanic, the skilled dressmaker have in some degree survived the ﬁrst industrial revolution, so the skilled scientist
and the skilled administrator may survive the second. However, taking the second revolution as accomplished, the average human being
of mediocre attainments or less has nothing to sell that is worth anyone’s money to buy.7

Over ﬁfty years after Wiener wrote Cybernetics, the worst fears of the
long-run effects of automation have not been realized. Many jobs are
still done by manual labor, if at low wages. Until now, machines that
displace some people from their jobs have not been general enough in
their abilities to displace all people in all such jobs. For example, we still
do not have mechanized replacements for fruit and vegetable pickers.
The technology to distinguish ripe berries from the unripe, to pick only
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the ripe without bruising them, and to place them safely in a container
is still not practicable mechanically.
Not only do manual labor jobs remain; the new technology in some
cases has even created new such jobs. For example harvesting machines create new manual jobs by encouraging the development of
more diverse and difﬁcult-to-manage agricultural products that require human attention even as harvesting is mechanized. But the
point is that we do not know what the effect of new technology will
be for everyone. Technology creates fundamental uncertainty. We will
have to wait and see whether it helps or harms low-income workers.
Either is a real possibility.
An extreme economic disaster for low-income workers may seem
remote. To destroy the incomes of low income workers, machines will
have to progress to the point at which they can accept simple instructions of varied sorts, visually recognize varying situations, exercise
simple common sense, and show some versatile manual dexterity.
They would have to do all that before they really exhaust the value of
human labor. That technology seems a long way off. But substantial
risks are not so remote; technology may reduce workers’ rate of pay
long before that.
Already, automatic control systems do some of the most routine of
human tasks. For example, Robotics of Danbury, Connecticut, has sold
its HelpMate robot to over one hundred hospitals. This robot makes
pickups and deliveries to rooms throughout the hospital, navigating
with sonar sensors and infrared cameras. It even uses public elevators
to change ﬂoors. The company is developing versions of this robot to
provide help around the house, for example, by following and watching a feeble elderly person for falls or other abnormal activity and calling for help if necessary. The CareBot robot can vacuum ﬂoors unattended, and the Robomower can navigate itself around and cut a lawn
while unattended. The InteleCady robot is a caddy that tracks the
golfer at a comfortable distance, avoiding bunkers, water hazards, and
tees, and responds to the golfer’s commands. Even the automatic fruitpicking machines appear to be almost here. A robotic melon-harvesting machine has been demonstrated by Purdue University in collaboration with three Israeli organizations, Ben Gurion University, the
Weizmann Institute of Science, and the Agricultural Research Organization.8 The list of abilities that unskilled labor offers that cannot be
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simulated by robots continues to grow shorter. While most of these
robots are currently expensive, technological progress ought to bring
their costs down, so we can expect to see many of these robots in the
future. While robotics will not destroy jobs on a one-to-one basis, it
will destroy some jobs while creating others and it is likely to reduce
the wages of the remaining similar jobs. The only predictable variable
is the uncertainty that will affect the lives of many workers.
In addition to the spread of cybernetics, the advent of “ubiquitous
computing,” in which computers are installed in just about every device we use, and “wearable computers,” which people carry around
with them wherever they go, may make great inroads in the service
professions by eliminating the need to have people around to operate
equipment and explain what to do. A single program may direct the robots that have replaced service personnel, or a single person may be
able to direct a “staff” of robots.9
It has long been apparent that digital devices can achieve the same
objectives as human labor without necessarily duplicating the actions of
the human labor it replaces. For example, a system that detects cars
running through red lights, using digital cameras that automatically
photograph the license plates of the offending cars, or a system that
measures cars’ speeds using a global positioning system, can replace
certain enforcement activities of trafﬁc police. The new technology is
much more effective than traditional human enforcement, for it can
make it a virtual certainty that running a red light or speeding will be
detected and can send out a ticket automatically. Someday it may even
be possible automatically to add the ticket to the offender’s income tax
bill or debit his or her savings account.
Recall that in a free market an individual’s pay tends to be related
to what he or she can contribute at the margin, after all others’ contributions are taken into account, to the hiring firm. That is, the individual tends to be paid roughly in line with his or her marginal
product. The marginal product that people offer to their potential
employers is the difference between their ability to carry out productive activity under normal conditions and the hazards and obstacles
that they also inadvertently tend also to create for their employers.
Some employees are forgetful or careless and may even damage
things, others are troublesome or otherwise unpleasant, others demand the valuable time of managers. When firms make hiring and firing decisions one person at a time, in each case a dominant consider50
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ation must be how much that person is contributing to the firm after
all these costs are considered.
If machines can do their jobs, even less well, then the marginal product could become negative for many individuals. The fraction of the
population for which this marginal product is negative has never been
accurately estimated but may be quite substantial even today. And so a
risk exists that this fraction could rise substantially in coming years with
increasing technology.
Unskilled laborers are not necessarily the only people who are most
likely to ﬁnd their work replaced by machines. Those who develop speciﬁc skills over many years—translators or stenographers, are obvious
examples—may ﬁnd that they have been replaced by machines. Workers
whose particular talents are in learning complex but routinizable tasks
are clearly at risk of competition from non-human “workers.”
Technological progress can also create random opportunities for
some workers to adapt to the new technology, opportunities that set
them on a different career trajectory than those who were not lucky
enough to have the opportunity. Thus, technological progress can create disparities in income even among people who start out with identical skills and talents.10 We do not know today who will be harmed and
who helped by the new technology. Technological progress is thus generating risk, uncertainties whose outcome will become known only
through time.

Winner-Take-All
The more one voice can be heard by many others, the greater the ability of listeners to hear only the best. Before the advent of technology
for the reproduction of sound, the market for singers was much
broader. Now a few stars with very high incomes tend to dominate. Before the advent of the motion picture, demand for actors in stage plays
was much larger. Now here, too, only a few actors dominate in terms
of incomes.11
Today, even deceased singers and actors can sometimes out-compete
living ones, through use of their recordings or movies. New technology seemingly even enables dead artists to create new works. When
the actor Oliver Reed died near the end of the ﬁlming of Gladiator, the
producers were able to ﬁnish the movie using a body model for the
ﬁlming of a crucial two minutes of the movie and then superimposing
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an image of the head of the actor.12 There are new ways also of reproducing the speech of a deceased person: New speech software from
AT&T Labs is reportedly simulating individual voices with only “a few
robotic tones and unnatural inﬂections.”13
Improved presentation and teleconferencing systems are allowing
stars in other walks of life to similarly extend their reach, thus raising
demand for their services and displacing the need for others. Education
provides an important example. In education, new technology is making it easier for a star teacher to access more and more students. Improvements in lecture technology, such as PowerPoint and mobile
microphones that allow the lecturer to walk amidst the classroom,
make large lectures more attractive to students. E-mail technology
allows a teacher to handle the requests and demands of more students
than could personally visit the teacher. On-line education allows an individual teacher the means to reach thousands of students.
Many students will always demand small classes and traditional personal teacher-student interaction, but the total demand, and willingness to pay for it, may be signiﬁcantly diminished. Moreover, even such
an interpersonal experience can be supplied much more efﬁciently with
online technology. With the virtual classroom, professors and students
seated at video camera–equipped terminals in diverse locations can see
one another through postage stamp–sized pictures of their faces arrayed on their monitors, and the professor can click on the picture of a
student who has a question to transform it into a full-screen live video
image for all in the class to see. The system could be designed to encourage a more satisfying interaction between students and professors
and among students by storing and replaying past interactions so that
both professor and students will better remember each other. The system could also replay salient classroom moments. Such technology,
combined with programmed learning technology, can economize on
the use of teachers by reducing their need to do other things and using
their direct interpersonal contact more intensively. Education may improve, but fewer professors will be needed—only those with strong interpersonal skills that suit the new technology—and so many professors
may face signiﬁcant economic risks.
The same technologically induced changes in demand that we are
likely to see with traditional teachers could easily, by extension, apply
to doctors, lawyers, bankers, and a thousand other professions. Where
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and how this will happen will only become clear with time. Meanwhile,
the uncertainty about the effects on future income constitutes a risk
that can still be dealt with using ﬁnancial methods.

Globalization: Breakdown of Geographic Barriers
Constantly improving technology is making it easier for businesses to
use the services of people who are not on site, who in fact may be in a
different city in the country or on the other side of the planet. Bit by
bit, new technological advantages may take away at the advantages that
on-site ofﬁce workers have over off-site workers.14 The effect may be to
lower their marginal product and ultimately the wages of some, and to
raise the marginal product and wages of others. The anti-globalization
protesters are right about these risks, though generally wrong about the
solutions.
E-mail technology has made the cost of a long-distance communication virtually nil. E-mail eliminates paper ﬁling, and the subsequent
search through voluminous ﬁles, that used to be a signiﬁcant activity of
on-site ofﬁce workers. Now, electronic ﬁles can be backed up in an instant, searched quickly and easily, and shared at great distances.
Instant-messaging technology allows immediate real-time communication. Computer users can engage one another in a written conversation, receiving and responding to messages with no perceptible delay
and without disrupting another meeting or phone conversation. Communication with a person on the other side of the world is as easy as
communication with a secretary just outside one’s ofﬁce.
Teleconferencing allows interaction among people at a distance almost as if they were in the same room. This is important partly because
our ancient communications patterns involve looking into the face
of another person, judging that person’s feelings, and experiencing
an emotional reaction of one’s own that in turn stimulates thought
and conversation. Already, some teleconferencing services, such as
PlaceWare, Polycom, and WebEx, allow integrated teleconference and
visual presentations, and they allow convenient sharing of ﬁles on line.
We might speculate on how teleconferencing may develop as its cost
declines. A parallel development of technology and businesses that apply the technology could someday allow meetings to work even better
than they do among people together in a room, for instance, by allow53
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ing individuals to better hear and see presentations, communicate
more effectively in pairs without disturbing others, and record these
and other communications. Indeed, forms of teleconferencing might
be a considerable improvement upon the business lunch and the cocktail party.
Improved physical delivery technology, facilitated by improved
computer tracking services, and by improved routing and networking
of warehouses, have decreased the importance of physical location in
business activity. Now parts of the physical surroundings of a work
place can be shipped around the world in hours.
These technological advances have already begun to create a global
workplace. For example, India has so many plans to offer ofﬁce services around the world that The Economist predicted India might soon
be “back-ofﬁce to the world.”15 Indeed, with a large population of educated people who speak perfect English, many of whom are currently
very poorly paid by world standards, the possibilities appear to be
enormous. Similar trends are observed in other countries. Lowincome regions of China perform telephone answering services for
Hong Kong, and Ghana processes paperwork for the New York City
Police Department.
These changes may offer large opportunities for developing countries
or areas within countries. At the same time, these opportunities may
work against the pay of currently employed ofﬁce workers in higher income countries.
At this time, the actual size of these back-ofﬁce operations in such
places as India remains relatively small by world standards, and forecasts for the near term are not for very large increases. But the spectacular growth of such services in coming decades must rank as a real possibility. Part of the uncertainty comes from the difﬁculty predicting the
development of new technology that will further foster such electronic
dissemination of basic human services. Some new technology that fosters everyday contact, that improves a shared virtual desktop, or that
simply lowers communications costs might make a dramatic difference.
In fact, we are seeing the beginnings of both “work at a distance”
and “groupwork,” in which people in far distant locations collaborate
as if they were working together in the same room, and there will be
many more improvements, allowing various kinds of work to be done
together that could not before. For example, workers in two factories
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in different cities on opposite sides of the globe can collaborate to make
some difﬁcult-to-produce specialty steel product, giving verbal suggestions or instructions to each other and pointing out work to be done
on various phases of the project; these are presented twelve hours later
(when it is again day on the other side of the world) in an orderly and
seamless way as if they were in the same workroom together at the same
time. Such a facility will diminish the advantage held by businesses that
are geographically close to major economic centers. According to some
scientists, doctors in two different cities may someday jointly perform
an operation on a single patient in a third city, assisted by local personnel and by remotely operated equipment.16 Such technology will permit international collaboration as never seen before and will change the
advantage that physicians in high-income areas currently enjoy.
All of these changes create risks to high labor incomes enjoyed by
people in favored regions. They also create risks to real estate values
in these regions. But it is important to stress that these are risks to incomes and values, not certainties. While we can be conﬁdent that the
technology will advance, the economic outcome is uncertain. The possibility exists that advances in communications and transportation technology will raise, rather than lower, the incomes of people in favored
regions, if the increase in electronic communications generates even
more regional opportunities or a demand for even more face-to-face
communications. This outcome is not implausible; indeed, urbanization has actually increased, not decreased, over the twentieth century
when the telephone became widespread.17 It remains to be seen what
the economic effects of the new technology will be.

Advances in Military and Terrorist Technology
Advances in military technology have always lent instability to the balance of power in the world. These risks are not conﬁned to nuclear
weapons, nor to the many forms of germ or chemical warfare that have
been so much discussed recently. Information technology and robotics
can also play a signiﬁcant role.
Advances in control and information technology often have the consequence that the control of large amounts of power is concentrated in
a very small, and often fragile, center, making possible sudden shifts in
power and misuses of this power.
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In the 2001 war in Afghanistan, advances in information technology
were highlighted for the world. The potential power of robotics was
seen with the unmanned Predator drones that the United States used
for reconnaissance. These drones are capable of recognizing an individual target from the air and are equipped with Hellﬁre antitank
missiles that can destroy that target. The drones were instrumental
in killing central ﬁgures in Osama bin Laden’s organization. As this
robotic military equipment proliferates, it could change the entire
character of warfare since it may make it possible to wage war in a less
savage way, avoiding collateral damage and without putting one’s own
soldiers at risk.
These highly expensive weapons are not easily obtained by terrorists.
But there are some aspects of technological advance that make the potential terrorist threat more worrisome. The terrorists who attacked the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon on September 11, 2001, were
able to inﬂict such horrible damage because of the development of very
large aircraft, carrying many tons of highly ﬂammable fuel, that can be
piloted by a single person. Both Boeing 767 aircraft that crashed into
the World Trade Center was capable of carrying 13,900 gallons of fuel,
compared to the mere 800 hundred gallon capacity of the Army Air
Corps B-25 aircraft that accidentally crashed into the Empire State
Building in dense fog in 1945, causing only relatively minor damage.18
Moreover, the advanced control technology for the modern aircraft is
designed to minimize the need for speciﬁc human skills and is relatively
standardized across different types of aircraft to reduce the risk of pilot
error, thus inviting abuse by unauthorized parties.
The technology for delivery of deadly power has in some dimensions
outpaced the technology for defense. This situation invites exploitation
by some nations or terrorist groups willing to bluff a country into submission by feigning willingness to use nuclear weapons, even despite
the possibility of retaliation.
When lethal technology can be operated by a small group of people,
without the cooperation of larger groups, their chance for success increases. Moreover, when technology facilitates doing such damage very
quickly, the probability that such a group will be interrupted decreases.
The general principle is that the proliferation of many more types of advanced technology may itself raises the uncertainty about the extent of
malicious damage.19
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Confronting Our Risks
Most of the economic risks caused by new technology discussed in this
chapter are collateral risks or systemic risks, not the kind of risks that
the engineers who design the new technology see it as their mission to
avoid. If cybernetics replaces human labor with machines, if the massive reproduction of individuals’ voices and actions allows ﬁrst-place
winners to replace the runners up, if the massive communications
around the globe allow distant foreigners to replace local workers, and
if advances in military technology destabilize the balance of power in
the world, it is not the engineers’ problem. It is instead a challenge to
risk management experts, and to our ﬁnancial system.
We can do much using modern ﬁnancial risk management techniques to mitigate these risks. New technology is never unambiguously
a good thing, and we must be vigilant with it and apply it broadly and
creatively, considering carefully all of its unanticipated consequences.
The risks that are directly related to new technology are not the only
risks that we must consider. They interact with other sources of economic uncertainty. Let us now turn to a broader analysis of economic
risks to give us a better understanding of the issues that a new order of
risk management must confront.
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two

The Hidden Problem of
Economic Risk

FOR ALL THE TALK about risk and ﬁnance, the critical economic
risks that we face remain substantially hidden, almost as if they did not
exist. We do not fully perceive the risks to individual careers, to the opportunities of the next generation, to our neighborhoods, to local industries, or to the economic success of countries. Individuals are aware
of the economic risks facing themselves and their own families, but only
intermittently and imperfectly. They do not really understand the nature of these risks or their breadth.
Gaining basic perspectives on our long-term economic risks is essential if we are to control them. In this chapter I will provide a broad
initial overview of the economic risks that people face and will suggest
some of their complexity and some of the reasons why risks are often
hidden. Subsequent chapters in part 1 will reﬁne this picture.

The Variability of Living Standards
Public ﬁgures in business and government often suggest that a capitalist free-market economy naturally makes everyone best off, not just the
average person. “A rising tide raises all boats,” so spoke President John
F. Kennedy. Unfortunately, today’s reality suggests that this is not necessarily the case, and that living standards vary greatly among individuals, and also within an individual’s span of life. This is due to the essential variability of income.
In fact, people’s ability to earn income by selling their own labor in
a free market is ultimately determined by what they can contribute to
the production process. Changes in their ability to earn income from
their efforts are thus fundamentally tied up with changes in the technology of production. In a time of rapid advance in the economy, when
technology is changing quickly, individual risks are especially large.
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Standard economic theory asserts that labor’s income is approximately their “marginal product,” that is, their contribution after all
others’ contributions are taken into account to the output of their employer. The theory states that employers will generally pay this amount,
no more and no less, because of competitive pressures on them in the
goods marketplace where they sell their products and in the labor marketplace where they hire their employees. The theory says that one gets
paid only if one can produce, and one gets paid only as much as one
can add above and beyond the contributions already made by others.
While there are other considerations that affect employee compensation, as for example the bargaining of labor unions, to a ﬁrst approximation and in most circumstances it is useful to think of the labor income of any individual as equal to that individual’s marginal product.1
An individual’s ability to contribute to a larger enterprise depends
on how that person’s abilities interact with the abilities of everyone
else, with the other available inputs to production, and with available
technology. This interaction can have varied and complex forms because the nature of value sources are complex. Technology is constantly
changing, the application of the technology is changing, and the prices
of other inputs to production are changing. Thus, economic theory
suggests that the determinants of our livelihoods are ultimately tenuous and can be changed by factors that we will never understand, even
long after the fact.
An individual, without taking part in a larger enterprise and without
combining efforts with others, may be able to produce little or nothing of value. An enterprise usually requires a variety of skills supplied by
many different persons and requires other factors of production: machinery, equipment, commercial real estate, and raw materials and
other inputs for production. Setting up a business also requires time
and patient investors to see it only gradually become proﬁtable. A oneperson enterprise without these other contributing factors can succeed
only in the most unusual circumstances.
Anyone of suitable talents can in principle access these other factors
by borrowing money from banks, raising money in capital markets, and
persuading others to work for him or her. But only persons of exceptional talents, energy, and work ethic will succeed in doing so. For almost everyone else, earning an income means joining an ongoing enterprise as an employee.
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The dilemma people face—that their labor is essentially worthless
when not combined with other factors and thus that their incomes are
at the mercy of others who have access to these factors—was a key motive behind Karl Marx’s theory of communism. The very name communism comes from Marx’s conclusion that the means of production
should be owned communally. Under communism, individuals’ ability
to earn would no longer be tied to their individual ability to contribute
to an enterprise. But Marx’s solution ran into problems in application,
problems of moral hazard and perverse incentives. Hence, Marxian
communism has been abandoned practically everywhere. Throughout
most of the world, people must sell their labor on free markets to ongoing businesses. Thus, the dilemma that Marx deplored is still with us.

Little Public Talk about Personal Economic Risks
Until quite recently, people didn’t discuss marital or sexual problems,
and especially not in public forums. Because of the lack of discourse,
they had little information and subsequently naive ideas about their
problems. They suffered alone, each person or couple imagining that
the problems were rare or even unique. So too is it with the problem
of long-term economic risks, even though the reasons we talk so little
about them are different.
Given this lack of discussion of our long-term and most important
economic risks, most of us have some difﬁculty maintaining a proper
perspective on our own and others’ economic risks, especially because
the ultimate reasons for our economic strengths and weaknesses are entangled in an ever-changing and complex economy. Our difﬁculties in
understanding our risks may make us skittish about them, prone to ignoring the biggest risks altogether while overreacting to only vaguely
held fears. With so little discussion of long-term risks, the public ultimately suffers. Individuals must deal haphazardly with risk of their own
initiative, and with little help.
It is not surprising we talk so little about major risks. The causes are
too abstract, un-newsworthy, complex, and hypothetical. Instead, we
tend to talk about vivid risks—catastrophes that we see in the newspapers—rather than the complex long-run factors that affect our livelihoods. Changes in standards of living that happen gradually over
time, and for obscure reasons, to some but not all of us are just too in34
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tangible for us to have much of a conversation about outside of economic theory seminars.
Beyond this, most public ﬁgures actively avoid talking about longterm economic risks. Business leaders, when they speak publicly, do not
like to focus on major economic risks unless they are selling a speciﬁc
insurance product for the risks. Publicly dwelling on bad things that
may or may not happen to people is not considered good business
practice—better to focus on the positive. Similarly, politicians rarely
talk about potential future economic risks because it is just not good
politics. They rather prefer to be oracles that conﬁdently predict shining
futures for everyone.
When government leaders do talk about our risks, they focus on solutions—swift actions that they can take with the stroke of a pen and
that will yield great immediate beneﬁts. When can such stroke-of-thepen actions really be justiﬁed? Usually, when the actions are part of a
consistent risk management policy. But to try to justify their actions in
risk management terms, political leaders would have to talk explicitly
about risks, which they prefer to avoid.
When a president or governor decides to sign a bill to help certain
distressed groups—the elderly, the farmers, or whomever—they tend
to speak as if they were the distributors of manna from heaven, rarely
mentioning the source of funding. But that money is coming from
other people, through their taxes. Politicians seem to be playing a zerosum game, taking money from one group of people and giving it to another, with no net effect. But even though a proposed income transfer
is a sort of zero-sum game in terms of government budgets, it need not
be a zero-sum game in terms of risk management—not if it systematically takes money from people who are not currently in distress and
gives it to others who are in distress unexpectedly. Whenever the government is following a consistent policy of risk management, effectively
creating government insurance for all elements of society, then such
stroke-of-the pen actions can create great beneﬁt in terms of human
welfare.
But social policy arguments are rarely couched in such terms. Politicians generally eschew explicit risk management justiﬁcations for their
actions, preferring instead to talk only of those who beneﬁt from government largesse and ignoring the costs of that same largesse to others.
Politicians often speak such nonsense because they know that the pub35
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lic has no understanding of our economic risks and no sense of the
rational division between public and private risk, of the role of government in risk management as opposed to welfare, of the large picture
of risk management, public, private, and familial.
If politicians were to argue that a proposed policy that helps distressed
groups has potential to beneﬁt any group in society, including yours, because of the risk management principles now at society’s service, they
would have to argue that there is a risk to your group that the government policy could someday relieve, and they would have to justify why
this is a matter for government, not private insurance, to handle. Public
understanding of such issues, and acceptance of risk management principles, is usually too poor to allow politicians to use such justiﬁcation.

People Avoid Risks by Forgoing Opportunities
Despite the lack of public discussion of long-term economic risks,
people naturally focus on their own risks—their job, career, neighborhood, and so on, and make costly individual decisions to mitigate these
perceived risks. Our economic risks are substantially hidden from view
in large measure because people avoid doing things that subject them to
economic risks, so the problem of risk is partly transformed into a less
visible problem of lost opportunities. If people are left to their own devices to manage their poorly understood lifetime economic risks, they
will deal with them as best they can, usually by making conservative decisions. This avoidance reduces the impact of risky outcomes but at a
signiﬁcant cost of lost opportunity. The effects of the risks become hidden from view, and we are left only with less success for people over all.
Education provides a telling example. The desire to avoid risks typically encourages college students towards the “safest” majors, avoiding speciﬁc majors that would develop their talents in unusual (but potentially risky) ways. Students are more likely to major in business or
law rather than in theoretical physics or music, which are less versatile
and hence more risky. Even within business or law they will seek to pick
out the safest specialty, avoiding more focused training for fear that it
will turn out not to have a ready market. Students are less likely to
choose majors in area studies that focus on individual foreign countries
or in narrow scientiﬁc specialties, even if such specialized knowledge
could possibly be highly lucrative and beneﬁcial to society in future
years. In fact, demand for such majors is so small that most colleges sel36
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dom offer them. Imagine how our colleges would be different if students could manage their livelihood risks better.
This problem besets not only college education but also vocational
education, where choosing a specialty or an apprenticeship program
means launching into a lifetime career specialty whose payout will be
discovered only through time. Lacking any way to insure the risks of
such a choice, young people will naturally tend to choose specialties
that are less risky, even if less potentially valuable.
The inability to insure lifetime risks can also cause people to avoid
opportunities for advancement in mid-career. Advancing in one’s career typically means acquiring highly specialized knowledge and skills,
often knowledge about a speciﬁc business environment or about speciﬁc trends—trends that might later be reversed. Acquiring this knowledge can result in spectacular careers—but not without risk. The outcome could be unfavorable in later years if the specialized knowledge
eventually becomes irrelevant.
Risk-avoidance behavior can also have undesirable consequences in
our decisions about where we work and live. Unable to insure the risks
inherent in our choice of geographical area, people may tend to choose
jobs in big metropolitan areas, where a wide variety of opportunities is
available, rather than small rural communities or towns far from city
centers, where the job market is more specialized. Thus, we tend to be
more dependent on big cities and their suburbs than we may want to
be. We may also tend to purchase homes that are standardized and unexciting, avoiding new and creative design ideas for fear that such
homes will not do well in resale if the style turns out not to have an enduring market. Developers anticipate these consumer attitude, and
tend to build generic designs and “McMansions” instead of creative
designs.
Risk-avoidance behavior also has an impact on the behavior of city,
regional, and even national governments. Fearing the uncertainties associated with new economic development initiatives, these governments typically choose to play it safe and model themselves along conventional lines. They slavishly imitate other successful entities when
they ought to be cultivating their locale as a vital center for some kind
of emerging technology.
The result of all this avoidance behavior is a depressing uniformity
and lack of adventure in our society. People should avoid essential
risks—risks to society at large—but not insurable risks, which can be
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spread out across many people and thereby blunted. But people tend
to avoid both kinds of risks, draining society of much of its ability to be
creative.
The upshot of this is that while most people may seem to be meeting the status quo in terms of objective standards of living, the average
of achievement for society as a whole has suffered. Moreover, the psychic beneﬁts that people derive from their work, home, and neighborhood have also suffered.

Seeing the Outcome of Economic Risks
Judged by media accounts, many people think that the broad middle
class, the bulk of society, are all quite comfortable economically. But
this is in substantial measure an illusion, even in the most advanced
countries. This illusion comes from the relative invisibility of personal
economic failure.
People in the economic mainstream usually do not see economic
failures up close and often blame those they do see on personal shortcomings. Novels such as Victor Hugo’s Les Misérables in 1862 and
George Orwell’s Down and Out in Paris and London in 1933 tried to to
make the suffering of the poor more visible. Social commentaries such
as George Sims How the Poor Live in 1889 and Michael Harrington’s
The Other America in 1962 did the same. These books helped improve
social policy and thereby helped reduce the incidence of poverty in advanced countries, but none of these authors was really successful in
changing public impressions for very long. The personal suffering
caused by randomness in economic outcomes continues today and
continues to be mostly invisible except, of course, to those harmed.
Barbara Ehrenreich dropped out of her privileged life as a journalist
to learn about low-income life by working at relatively low-wage jobs
around the United States. She took a variety of unskilled jobs, working
as a waitress, a cleaning woman, a nursing home aide, and a sales clerk
at Wal-Mart, that paid six to seven dollars an hour, well above the minimum wage. Since she had no children to care for and no health problems, it would seem that she should have been able to get by all right.
On the contrary, she discovered that she could hardly afford to live indoors on a full-time income. Even some of the most Spartan mobile
homes in the worst neighborhoods were often beyond her reach. She
learned that working two jobs left her exhausted, and she marveled at
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the courage of the people who live such lives year in and year out. In
2001 she published Nickel and Dimed: On (Not) Getting by in America about her experiences.2
We are talking about working people, not the unemployed, in America, arguably the richest large country in the world. According to the
U.S. Department of Labor, the fraction of the U.S. working population aged 35 to 64 in 2000 that earned less than $15,000 a year (that is,
under $7.50 an hour for a full-time two-thousand-hour year, or roughly
the outer limit of what Ehrenreich was able to earn in routine jobs) is
24.5 percent. Nearly half (48.3 percent) of the population aged 35 to 64
in United States in 2000 earned less than $30,000 a year, which leaves
much to be desired, as people who live below that level will attest.3
The vividness of her experience left Ehrenreich wondering why “nobody puts all these stories together and announces a widespread state
of emergency.”4 She was struck by the fact that she and her suffering
were almost totally invisible to anyone else. While working in these
jobs, almost no one showed any sympathy for her plight, not even so
much as to offer her a drink of water when she was thirsty. (She had
various bosses who tried to regulate things such as drinking water or
going to the toilet, but showed little understanding of her condition.)
Many people who do such menial jobs put on a cheerful face and do
not complain.
Those who fall sharply in economic status must share experiences
something akin to Ehrenreich’s, but they rarely look for sympathy.
Usually, they try to conceal their newfound hardship. In her study of
downward mobility, Falling from Grace, Katherine Newman details the
concealed psychological trauma faced by formerly middle-class people
who suddenly discover that they are no longer really middle class. She
writes
The downwardly mobile managerial family jealously guards its public face, even if this means that everyone must eat a dreary diet so that
the children can have some stylish clothes for school. They cherish
central symbols of family belonging, like the family home, and families make considerable sacriﬁces in other domains to hold on to these
valued possessions.5

Just as often, people in developed countries to see to it that the nation’s borders are closed to free immigration and to block from view
the desperately poor people living in less successful countries. Even
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within developed countries, more successful people increasingly tend
to live in enclaves of other such people. Ensconced in gated communities, with expressways that allow us to move swiftly through poorer
neighborhoods, we are able to more and more easily isolate ourselves
with new means of social control. We in the middle and upper classes
have created a world in which we can often avoid seeing low-income
living, except for occasional ﬂeeting images on our television screens.
And these, conﬁned as they are to an artiﬁcial medium, seem unreal.
Looking at the poor through the media is like seeing the earth from an
airplane window. One feels no fear at the height and the little people
down there do not seem real. Just as we can easily forget these people’s
experiences, we can also forget—or ignore—the magnitude of economic vulnerability that everyone faces.
Those of us who are economically successful like to imagine that
success is proof of our own intrinsic self worth, and hence to feel that
no risk threatens to reduce our incomes. George Katona, the economic
psychologist who wrote the classic Psychology of Economics in 1975, asked
people in interviews in the early 1970s how much their income had
changed over the preceding ﬁve years.6 Because this was a time of high
inﬂation, the great majority of his interviewees had of course seen substantial increases. When he then asked them why their income had
gone up, however, almost none of them mentioned the inﬂation. Instead, they tended to congratulate themselves on their own individual
work quality, foresight, and willingness to work hard.
Underestimating the riskiness of our economic system seems natural, as does underappreciating the role of chance in our own successes.
We tend to imagine that we live in such a just world that people get
what they deserve.7 From time to time we are aware of our own risks
because they stare us in the face, but we do not understand the general
character of our risks.

ing family ties. Family members help protect one another. If one member of the family is unable to earn an effective income, others will take
up the slack. Family ties as insurance mechanisms are in fact the oldest risk management device and are endemic to our culture and to our
thinking. They comprise a fundamental existing social institution, one
that must be considered when any new risk management institution is
considered.
Often in discussions of inequality and the institutions needed to
combat it, family ties are disregarded. The U.S. Welfare Reform Act of
1996 imposed a lifetime ﬁve-year limit on cash payments of welfare.
This act has been called the “granny tax.” What happened to single
women with children when they were cut off from welfare? Many of
them did go back to work, but others moved in with the children’s
grandmother, who must assume the economic burden of their care.
A major problem with the family as a mutual insurance compact,
however, is that it is too small and unstable a group to be reliable. Family members may die or move away or they may become irresponsible.
Even if no such problems exist, entire families may suffer economic misfortune through geographic or occupational proximity.8 Relations
within a family can and often do break down, leading to an atmosphere
that can be deeply depressing and even destructive. In the United States
and many other countries, roughly half of all marriages end in divorce.
The economic function of the family can help keep families together, and
in many cases survive temporary bad periods that would have otherwise
led to divorce. On the other hand, reliance on the economic function of
the family can keep some people in terrible marriages for decades.
Still, despite all of its imperfections, the family is likely to continue
to be a major institution for risk sharing. In pursuing innovations for
risk management, we must respect the family and design around it to
augment and regularize its functions.

Families Help Cushion and Conceal Risks

Society Redistributes Income in Major Ways

While very imperfect public understanding of economic risks prevails,
the risks can at times be highly visible within the family. And, within the
family, the need to share risks can be painfully obvious.
Barbara Ehrenreich tried to live alone on her wages, but she noted
that none of her coworkers lived alone. In fact, most people, especially
lower-income people, partially insure their economic risks by retain-

Our society, our cities and nations, and our churches and charitable organizations, are a little like a family in reducing the impact of economic
risks. Such help for people who ﬁnd themselves in poor economic circumstances represents another important reason why we do not see the
full impact of the economic risks that our free-market economic system
generates.
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Some critics think that society’s efforts to redistribute income from
rich to poor are ineffective. While they acknowledge that our progressive tax system is supposed to tax the rich at higher rates and use the
proceeds to help the poor, they point out that the rich hire tax advisors
who ﬁnd loopholes for them and lobbyists who create even more loopholes. Moreover, these critics may note that emergency aid and welfare
may be more token or short run than substantial. In the United States,
for example, unemployment beneﬁts last for only twenty-six weeks,
and, as we have noted, the welfare act of 1996 placed a ﬁve-year limit
on receiving welfare. Moreover, welfare beneﬁts only the really downand-out, not those who have jobs, however ill paying.
However, society’s success in redistributing income has actually
been an important part of the reason why we do not see more economic distress among our population. Those with higher income in the
United States really do pay more taxes, despite all the efforts of wealthier people to exploit tax loopholes. High-income people even pay a
higher proportion of their income as taxes; that is, the U.S. tax system
truly is progressive. A 1998 study by the U.S. Congressional Budget
Ofﬁce found that families with children younger than eighteen, two
parents, and cash incomes less than $10,000 paid on average a personal
income tax at an effective rate of a negative 17.0 percent. Other taxes,
social security, excise, and the indirect incidence of the corporate income tax, reduce the impact of this negative tax, but the total federal
taxes paid by these families remain slightly negative. In contrast, families with incomes over $200,000 paid on average 22.9 percent of their
adjusted gross income in federal personal income taxes. The combined
effect of this and other federal taxes means that their total federal tax
bite was about a third of their adjusted gross income.9
Whether higher income people pay taxes at higher percent of their
income, higher income people, in the United States and other countries, do pay more taxes measured in dollars or other currency. The
government takes more money from higher income persons so that
governmental services and beneﬁts can be maintained for the poorer
citizens for free.10 The combined effect of the taxation system and the
governmental services strongly beneﬁts lower income people, even in
countries that have had less progressive taxes overall than in the United
States. In Sweden, for example, the higher level of taxes and the higher
level of public services have made for an unusually egalitarian system,
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even though the tax system has been by some accounts less consistently
progressive than the United States’.11
A fundamental aspect of income redistribution is the provision of basic services to all citizens, including health care, law enforcement, and
public roads and parks. Most notable among these services is education;
all developed countries provide free public education for children. Providing such education from early childhood through the teen years is an
expensive proposition but is of enormous value in helping equalize incomes. It beneﬁts people at a time when they most need it, in the years
when they are starting their lives, and, moreover, it provides not only
education but shelter, community, sports events, entertainment, facilities for parties and club activities, and mentoring and establishment of
connections to others in society. Parents have more money for themselves since these needs are taken care of for their children.
Also, in many countries a charitable income tax deduction encourages people to give to charities. This tax deduction is an implicit government grant to charity, even though the gifts are technically deﬁned
as gifts from individuals. Tax relief to charitable, nonproﬁt, and religious organizations helps to provide many services to lower income
people.
Historically, this system of redistribution has been extremely important, and we must consider its established function when thinking of
any new initiatives to manage people’s risks. But we should not take
such redistribution for granted. We cannot be assured that society will
offer the same distribution of income across society as it has in the past.
Shifts in the economic condition, the political climate, and interpretations of responsibility for others means that government support might
not be as great in the future as it has been in the past.

The Lucky Twentieth Century
We tend to think of century-long trends as facts of nature that can
never be reversed. People are impressed with a century’s worth of data
and imagine that it is evidence enough to prove any point. But a century is a short time in the span of human history, and there have been
both good centuries and bad.
The standard of living in virtually every advanced country of the
world has increased substantially since 1900. Real per capita income in
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the United States has quadrupled. Even slow-growing India has shown
substantial real income growth during the twentieth century. In the
less developed world almost every country has witnessed an increase
since 1950. The increase has been so prominent and uniform among
most countries of the world that one is perhaps inclined to want to extrapolate the trend and to regard it as certain that we will all be better
and better off as time goes by.
This view stems in part from our faith in progress, in new inventions,
procedures, and methods. One may regard a reversal of the trend as an
impossibility. But to place such assurance in the to new technology, or
on continuation of historical trends, is simply wrong.
We must not forget that even the successful twentieth-century economy was seriously disrupted at certain times. World War I, the Great Depression, and World War II are notable examples. At his Harvard commencement address in 2002, Daniel Patrick Moynihan, after reviewing
the animosities and ambitions that exist in the world today, concluded
that “now we have to ask if it is once again the summer of 1914.”12 Further major disruptions are likely, if hard to describe in advance.
There are serious questions, too, whether the pace of technological
progress seen in advanced countries in the twentieth century can be
sustained and extended to all the peoples of the world. Peter Raven, in
his presidential address before the American Association for the Advancement of Science in 2002, pointed out that “the world has been
converted in an instant of time from a wild natural one to one in which
humans, one of an estimated 10 million or more species, are consuming, wasting, or diverting an estimated 45% of the total net biological
productivity on land and using more than half of the renewable fresh
water. The scale of changes in Earth’s systems . . . is so different from
before that we cannot predict the future.”13
The mere fact that so many countries have shown overall income
growth since 1900 means that the twentieth century has been a good
one, but not that the next century must be also. During some centuries, standards of living in a country improve, and during others they
retract. The economic growth of the last century is the result of
certain kinds of technological and social progress that may not be repeated again in the same forms or to the same degree. The fundamental fact is that the future is unknown. We are complacent if we
think otherwise.
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Putting Ourselves and Our Risks in Perspective
In this chapter we have seen that the basic free-market capitalist system
is capable of doling out some spectacularly risky outcomes. This system
does not automatically make everyone well off. The capitalist system itself can be unforgiving, mercilessly tossing out people when they are no
longer productive.
Nor do we see, for various reasons, the full ravages of this system. It
takes some mental effort to appreciate the risks that ultimately are faced
by people throughout society. It is difﬁcult to appreciate the losses that
different social classes have incurred and to understand the existing
institutions that limit those losses, institutions that themselves may
have weaknesses and undesirable consequences. But it is important to
undertake this effort, as we shall do later in this book.
In the absence of such an effort, we tend to go around day to day
with a feeling of invulnerability, interrupted only occasionally with sudden concerns. In church, one may hear read aloud the verse about time
and chance from the Book of Ecclesiastes (the epigraph of this book).
At such a reﬂective moment, surrounded by and at one with a broad
community of rich and poor, successful and unsuccessful alike, one may
momentarily accept the idea that “I am just a buffeted mote in God’s
vast swirling universe.” But that feeling usually does not last long.14
Overcoming the false sense that each individual’s fate is fully deserved is vital, not only because it inures us to our own risks but also
because it prevents us from appreciating the kinds of policies that society needs to adopt to deal with these risks and blinds us to the arbitrariness and absurdity of the misfortunes that others face. Only then
can we really confront these risks and take timely action against them.
Only then can we design economic institutions that encourage people
to take more risks that can be spread through society while also providing greater levels of security.
We need to confront risk systematically. We need a new set of modern institutions that allow us to take action against these risks—
institutions that will provide the building blocks of a new financial
order.
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Economic Risks in an
Advancing World

one

What the World Might Have
Looked Like since 1950

VISUALIZING THE MAJOR economic risks of the future is difﬁcult. Because such risks are only hypothetical—at least until we have
concrete evidence of their imminence—most people do not feel easily
convinced of the beneﬁts of any new measures against them. We tend
instead to be distracted by little day-to-day problems that are already
clearly revealed. We seldom think about how we should be dealing with
deep and fundamental risks.
In contrast, the dangers that have dominated the past are well
known to us. Thus, let us consider, as a thought exercise, risks that have
already come to pass. Let us imagine how history since 1950 might have
been different if it had somehow been possible to implement some of
the new ﬁnancial ideas that are developed in this book. This exercise
will lend some concreteness to our evaluation of the potential for ﬁnancial innovation.
We will assume for this exercise that the relatively undeveloped state
of information technology in 1950 had imposed no obstacles to the
adoption of radical ﬁnancial innovations. We will also assume quite a
bit more ﬁnancial sophistication among governments, businesses, and
the public than was in fact common in 1950. And we will ignore the
complexities of the changing world political situation since 1950: We
will focus on the possible beneﬁts of risk management technology, assuming that they could have been applied.
This is an exercise in alternate history, which seeks to illustrate what
might have happened from a given date forward if some crucial fact of
history were changed. Alternate history has been criticized by some
mainstream historians: The complexity of history is such that any conclusions are highly conjectural. Other historians, however, believe that
alternate history is useful as a mental exercise, alerting us to signiﬁcant
facts and details about our world that might otherwise have escaped
notice.1
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Reconstructing History since 1950
with Better Risk Management
In 1950 the Marshall Plan (the European Recovery Program authorized
by the U.S. Congress) was in full swing, helping to offset the devastation and disruption caused by World War II. The total sum transferred
during the life of the program, from 1948 until 1951, from the United
States to European countries (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France,
Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, and the United
Kingdom) was thirteen billion dollars, most of which was transferred
as outright gifts. This would appear to be an impressive example of
spontaneous charity.
From another perspective, however, this magnanimous gesture still
amounted to only 1.3 percent of U.S. GNP for those four years. While
the Marshall Plan is widely regarded as a signiﬁcant factor in European
recovery, in fact it amounted to a relatively small sum of money. If one
considers the situation in Europe, where in some places the population
bordered even on starvation after the war, thirteen billion dollars would
not seem an adequate amount of assistance envisioned from Rawls’s
original position.
Nor was the Marshall Plan really charity. Secretary of State George
C. Marshall’s proposal for a costly plan to repair Europe initially received a skeptical reception from the U.S. Congress, until it was
pointed out that the dollar value of the Marshall Plan would be no
more than 5 percent of the amount that the United States spent for all
of World War II, and that unless this additional expenditure were
made, all of the war effort might have been for naught and Europe
could yet fall to fascist, communist, or other unwanted inﬂuences (as
had happened after World War I).2 The supporters of the Marshall Plan
framed it as the successful completion of the war effort. There is a natural human urge to complete tasks that have been started, and the
psychological framing of the Marshall Plan tapped into this urge.3 Had
it not been framed this way, the United States might have left wardamaged Europe almost entirely to its own resources. Hardly an example of altruism, the Marshall Plan at best showed that the United
States could summon the political will to make substantial payments
abroad when it deemed them important.
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Now comes the thought experiment: Let us imagine that most European people and governments had made fundamental risk management
contracts before World War II to protect their livelihoods: livelihood insurance, macro markets, income-linked personal loans, and international
ﬁnancial agreements between governments (mentioned in the introduction and developed later in this book). The reader may still be puzzled
by these terms at this point, but for now sufﬁce it to say that these contracts reduce major risks to incomes and that if they were understood before 1950, many of them would not have cost much to set up.
Had these arrangements been made before the war, then they might
well have transferred much more money than did the Marshall Plan. In
other words, it is quite possible that the United States (and other countries) could have turned 10 percent of GDP or even more to damaged
countries after the war in fulﬁllment of their ﬁnancial obligations as deﬁned by risk management contracts signed before the war. The beneﬁts would have been enormous: To the undamaged United States, a 10
percent loss in income would have had relatively modest impact, while
the effect on war-battered Europe of these same resources would have
been huge.
What about the doubts that risk management contracts can survive
war? In this case, it seems clear that most of the Marshall Plan countries
would have had their contracts honored, since most of the damaged
countries were not antagonistic to the United States or its allies during
the war. Beyond that, the very fact that even conquered Germany and
Italy received Marshall Plan support after World War II shows that the
bitterness of war does not necessarily obviate responsible actions. Most
likely, Germans and Italians would have beneﬁted from their risk management contracts, had they been arranged earlier.
During the same post-war period, nothing comparable to the Marshall Plan was authorized for Asian countries, even though many areas
were also devastated by World War II. U.S. President Harry S. Truman’s Point Four Program for the rest of the world (so-called because
it was the fourth point in his 1949 inaugural address), as implemented
between 1952 and 1954, appropriated only 6 percent of the total spent
in the Marshall Plan.4 Why did the United States favor Europe for its
beneﬁcence? Presumably, this decision reﬂects the same pattern of foreign aid that we see today: feelings of kinship mixed with a sense of political expediency. The United States saw Asia differently from Europe.
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But if we can imagine that governments and individuals understood
risk-sharing opportunities well enough before the war to take some of
these steps to manage income risks in Asia, then it is reasonable to surmise that many Asians would have been successful in protecting their
interests. As a result, Asia would not have remained so economically
devastated after the war. Finance is impersonal—unlike foreign policy.
It seeks out the highest return wherever it can be found, regardless of
nationality. Asia would then have received substantial help after the war
through the macro markets, livelihood insurance, or other contracts
arranged before the war. If such risk management measures had been
undertaken, the Japanese economic miracle of the 1960s and the economic miracle of many of the Asian countries might have been moved
forward into the 1950s, and similar advances might have occurred in yet
other countries that are only emerging today.5 An entire generation
might have led better lives.
Even if no such risk management had been in place before 1950, in
Europe or Asia, the immediate tragedy of the war could have been reduced after the war if the war-damaged countries around the world
had sold claims on their own future GDPs to raise money for recovery.
Rather than borrowing in U.S. dollars, they might well have raised
more money through macro markets—massive claims on national income, occupational income, or other income indexes—because the
risk properties of such debt would have been more advantageous for
both sides. U.S. investors who were optimistic about a European economic recovery might well have been attracted to making such loans,
seeing a chance to make a lot of money with risk that they could have
limited by diversifying it among the rest of their investments. European borrowers needing development funds might have been more inclined to borrow, since they would not have to worry about the risk
that an anemic European recovery would have made it difﬁcult to pay
the debt back. Had risk management contracts been available in Europe in 1950, they would have helped offset the effects of uneven recovery from the war.
Now suppose that economic risk management treaties had been undertaken by African countries and their European patrons when
Africans received their independence beginning with Ghana in 1957.
Governmental agreements could have been written to exchange unexpected African-country per capita GDP growth for unexpected European-country per capita GDP. The relationships between these African
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countries and their European patrons were strained at that time, but
one can still imagine that a sense of self-interest might have prevailed
among these countries if the ﬁnancial concepts of risk sharing had been
ﬁrmly established at the time.
Governmental risk-sharing contracts negotiated in 1960 would have
forced European countries to think in risk management terms that
would have been utterly uncharacteristic of the time. In designing the
international agreements, they would have had to talk openly about the
expected prospects of the African economies. In addition to the possibility that the African economies would do worse than expected and receive payment from the European countries, parties would have had to
consider that the African economies might also have done better than
expected, and thus would have had to pay their European patrons according to the terms of the agreements.
In fact, the history of much of Africa since 1960 has been quite disappointing. For example, Nigeria’s real per capita income at the time
of its independence in 1960 was $1,054. Thirty-eight years later, in 1998,
its real per capita GDP had in fact declined slightly to $1,025.6 One
might have expected greater success for the newly independent oil-rich
country. Nigeria could not have paid with cash for insurance in 1960,
but it could have agreed to pay in the future out of these expectations,
agreeing to pay substantially if its economy did better than expected. It
might seem hard-hearted for the other country in the agreement to require payments from such a poor country under any circumstances, but
such an agreement would have been enormously beneﬁcial to Nigeria.
As we now know, the outcome would have been that Nigeria would
not have paid at all and would have obtained a great deal of money to
offset its disappointing performance.
If Europe and Africa had made such risk management contracts in
1960, then many countries in Africa today that today are suffering enormously from poverty and resulting problems of crime, ethnic warfare,
and disease would instead be getting large ﬁnancial payments from
their colonial patrons. Millions who died from AIDS and other afﬂictions might be alive today. Medical researchers studying such tropical
diseases as malaria, Nile fever, and sleeping sickness might have had the
greater economic impetus to ﬁnd solutions. Moreover, with the higher
living standards made possible by these risk management contracts, a
better response to the African problem of high birth rates and consequent high increase in population might have been possible.
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Suppose also that similar risk management contracts had been made
between the developed countries of the world and the nations of the
former Soviet Union when it dissolved in 1991. The economic neardisaster that we saw in the 1990s in the poorer regions of these formerSoviet countries would have been automatically ameliorated by large
payments from the developed countries. If these payments had been
contractual, they might well have been vastly larger than the meager
foreign help that ﬂows to these countries today.
Had former Soviet Bloc countries done all of their borrowing in
terms that were linked to their GDPs, then these countries might not
have found themselves in such economic doldrums after independence.
We might not have seen the 1998 ﬁnancial crisis, marked by the fall, far
away in the United States, of Long-Term Capital Management because
the feared default in Russian debt would have been prevented.
By the same token, suppose that less-developed country (LDC) debt
to foreigners could have been indexed to a country’s own GDP starting in 1950. We can then reasonably suppose that events like the LDC
debt crisis of the early 1980s, the Mexican crisis of 1994, the Asian crisis of 1997, the Argentine crisis of 2001, or the Brazilian crisis of 2002
might have been less severe. The real value of these countries’ debts
would have fallen at the time of the crisis. Because investors and
bankers would have known that this safety valve was in place, they
would have been less likely to exacerbate the crisis by betting against
these countries in ﬁnancial markets.
Suppose that we had created home equity insurance contracts on the
market values of individual homes in major U.S. cities, protecting
homeowners against declines in the market value of their homes and
thus eliminating the panic selling that sometimes devastates housing
values. We might not have seen the collapse of home values in major
cities undergoing racial change, and the transition could have been
smoother and gentler than the “white ﬂight” that ensued. The economic destruction of parts of cities such as Detroit, Washington, and
Philadelphia might not have happened. Had city centers stayed vital,
industry might have been more inclined to remain there, further supporting their vitality.
Suppose that we had created inequality insurance. Such insurance
would have protected society against any serious increase in the extent
of income inequality over time. If we had such insurance, then the deterioration in the income distribution in most advanced countries at
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the end of the twentieth century might not have happened at all. The
spectacle of large mansions being built amidst tiny homes, of some
driving ﬂashy big cars while others make do with very little, may not
have happened to such a degree.
Suppose that we had adopted genuine intergenerational risk-sharing
social security. In the United States in the early 1980s, elderly people
would not have experienced the windfall caused by inﬂation indexing
of their beneﬁts, at the expense of younger people. The debate about
“ﬁxing” social security today would be cast in entirely different terms—
about sharing risks between generations.
Suppose we had had, by 1950, the indexed units of account (described
in part 4). The reader cannot be expected to understand this idea yet,
but the important thing to know is that these institutions would make
indexation to inﬂation much more widespread, protecting people
against the ravages of unexpected inﬂation. Contracts such as longterm bonds and mortgages would have been effectively indexed to inﬂation. Thus the enormous increase in inﬂation around the world that
built up more and more force until around 1980, and the decline in inﬂation around the world afterward, might have had a much diminished
effect.
Since 1950, major inflations have harmed many countries in the
world—in most Latin American countries, in the Middle East, and in
Africa. An unexpected rise in inflation occurred in almost all major
countries between around 1960 and 1980. If contracts had all been indexed, long-term bond holders might not have seen their real wealth
decimated by 1980. People who retired on fixed pensions in 1960 and
lived thirty more years might not have seen their real value pension
income reduced by two-thirds as the years went by. Homeowners
who bought near the beginning of this period might not have received the tremendous windfall they did due to the inflation because
their mortgages would have been fixed in money terms. Of course,
the actual windfall came at the expense of bondholders and savings
accounts holders, especially those who were not homeowners. With
indexed units of account in use, younger people looking forward to
buying their new home might not have found themselves so sharply
disadvantaged.
Since the mid-1990s we have seen substantial deﬂation in Japan.
With inﬂation falling far short of earlier expectations there, the real
value of debts have turned out to be far higher than the borrowers ex27
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pected, often making it impossible for them to repay, compromising
the banking system, and stagnating Japan’s economy. If they had made
widespread use of indexed units of account, the so-called lost decade of
Japan might have turned out very differently.
And if we had set wages in proper terms instead of currency (as the
indexed units of account also facilitate), we might not have seen the vicious cycle of anticipated wage increases leading to more actual wage
increases and to the structural inﬂation, or stagﬂation, that we then
saw. The intensity of recessions would probably have been less severe
because wages would have tended to fall automatically in recessions,
thus likely reducing the impact on unemployment and, without the
shock to conﬁdence and to the stock market, the feedbacks of recessions to other aspects of the economy might have been less.
Hardest of all to gauge is how the world would have been different
as the result of positive opportunities that advanced risk management
arrangements would have provided. If the impulse to conservatism, to
sameness around the world, to copying others’ modest successes rather
than launching exciting ventures, had been signiﬁcantly reduced, then
the outcome might have been full of innovation that we can only guess
at today. For example, today’s LDCs might now have major centers for
technology. In advanced and less-developed countries alike, we may
have seen more geographic specialization of economic activity and more
personal specialization of expertise. Economically insular LDCs, notably India, might long ago have opened their borders to foreign competition, taking the chance that the new competition would damage key
industries in their own country and harm important segments of their
population since they could have protected these using a democratized
ﬁnance. The standard of living all over the world might have been enhanced by more venturesome and diverse human initiatives.
The forgoing discussion has been a thought experiment, only that.
One can never be sure what would have happened differently had the
world implemented the tools of democratized ﬁnance. The Cold War,
the arms race, the ideological and military confrontations, and the political corruption that marked the second half of the twentieth century
might still have undone much of the economic progress imagined in
this chapter. Still, it would appear that a risk management infrastructure might have had substantial potential to lessen the impact of serious problems.
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The Shortage of Information Technology in 1950
and the Thought Experiment
The risk management contracts between nations and the macro markets to trade such risks could not have been used reliably to hedge national income risk in 1950 because of the primitive state of information
technology. Methods of calculating Gross National Product and National Income were not then well established, and their deﬁnitions
were in ﬂux. The United Kingdom did not begin publishing National
Income until 1941, after the economist Richard Stone gave the United
Kingdom an accounting model. The United States did not begin publishing its National Income and Product Accounts until 1942. Even as
late as 1950, the relevant deﬁnitions were not well established. Stone
published Input–Output and National Accounts in 1961. Many developing countries published no national income ﬁgures then, and the
data available were too unreliable to be meaningful.
The macro markets for single-family homes could not have been established because no accepted indexes of existing single-family home
prices existed. By 1950, economists published single-family home price
indexes based on asking prices in newspapers, but these were not ongoing projects; rather they were one-at-a-time index calculations based
on historical data. The National Association of Realtors (NAR) did
not consistently publish its median price of single-family homes for an
array of cities until the 1980s, and even then some of the numbers were
so choppy and implausible that it was impossible to use the index to
settle any risk management contracts. The NAR numbers were, and
continue to be, affected by a change in mix of houses sold from time
to time. It was not until 1991 that Chip Case, Allan Weiss, and I founded
our ﬁrm to publish the ﬁrst statistically reliable index of single-family
home prices on an ongoing basis.
The very limited computer technology available in 1950 would have
hampered a number of other details of implementation of the inventions. Instead of computers, we would have had paper and pencil,
paper and typewriter, and paper and printing press. These devices
would have made computation, to say nothing of communication,
slow and expensive. Standards of presentation could not be as easily
changed as they are today by computer programmers.
The absence of detailed information on incomes would have made a
number of the ideas difﬁcult, and in some cases probably impossible.
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We could not have easily had effective livelihood insurance, macro markets, international agreements for risk control, or income-linked personal loans because we would not have had the kind of detailed indexes
of income that these presuppose. Designing effective inequality insurance or intergenerational social security would have been difﬁcult because they would have been hampered by the absence of detailed information about the economic well-being of individuals.

portant ﬁrst step is to adopt prototypes of the new measures and to get
them working in some measure or on a small scale to establish their feasibility and to present them as viable options. More ambitious programs
could spread gradually from these initial experiments, gaining impetus
from whatever new mini-catastrophes come our way in the future.
These ﬁnancial innovations would then eventually become linked in
people’s minds as obvious ways to prevent real losses. Once demonstrated, widespread application of new technology may be unstoppable.

The Urgency
Our review of history since 1950 shows that some of the most difﬁcult
problems of these years might have been dealt with substantially better
if we had earlier been able to make appropriate risk management contracts. Now, at a time of tremendous advance in information technology, it is urgent to get such technology to work to prevent such problems in the future.
Thinking about risks as we have just done may help us to appreciate
the likelihood that the next half-century will have its upheavals, too.
There is no reason to think it will have fewer vicissitudes than the last.
In fact if we consider the nature of the rate of advance of new information technology and robotic technology, we have every reason to
expect that change will continue apace, and that there will be even
more risks in the future, with more people eventually impoverished by
a sequence of unexpectedly adverse shocks, while some other people
become unexpectedly wealthy.
There is a peculiar fact about risk management contracts: They must
be signed and sealed before a crisis arises, before the information that
would create a sense of urgency arises. One must buy life insurance before one shows the ﬁrst symptoms of a grave illness. One must buy ﬁre
insurance before one sees the ﬂames lapping at one’s house. With economic risks that evolve gradually through time, the public has no vivid
sense of risk, and so is not impelled to action.
Management of risk of sudden disaster has a long history. Fire insurance began after the ﬁre of London in 1666, and life insurance soon
thereafter. For gradually unfolding economic risks for which there is
no sudden time of crisis, however, there are still few avenues for risk
management.
A realistic timetable does exist for the adoption of new advanced
technological measures like those that will be described here. The im30
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Lessons from Major Social
Insurance Inventions

LET US NOW CONSIDER some of our most important social insurance inventions (risk management created for every member of a nation by its national leaders, usually members of the government), and
their relevance to the future. Consideration of social welfare systems for
risk management is especially important if one considers the risk posed by
new technology, new information technology, automation, and the like,
possibly in combination with other changed economic factors such as the
“forty thieves” discussed in chapter 4—risks that could cause a major
worsening of income inequality that lasts for decades or even centuries.
This sharp increase in inequality may or may not happen, but if any risk
threatens that most people may be marginalized by our economic system,
then this is a fundamental issue for us to confront today. Studying how
society has handled social insurance in the past allows us to inject some
realism into what otherwise might be an abstract discussion.
As with the history of the purely ﬁnancial inventions, considered in
chapter 17, this chapter should help us to understand the origins of important public risk management devices, the role that invention played
in their original construction, the reasons for their success related to
other technology, and their relation to patterns of human psychology.
And, as with chapter 17, the insights we gain by such a study will help
us to look to the future, where, with new information technology and
better understanding of human psychology, we can hope to achieve
major improvements in these devices.
I will discuss the tithe and zakat, income taxes, negative income
taxes, the earned income tax credit, health and accident insurance,
social security, and unemployment insurance.

The Invention of the Tithe and the Zakat
The earliest inventions for society’s risk management had to operate
with little more information available than the observations people
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make going about their everyday life. And yet risk management tools
were invented, and preserved and disseminated in respect of their obvious success.
The book of Deuteronomy (26:12), written in the sixth century b.c.,
commands that the Israelites set aside a tenth of all their produce and
“give it to the Levite, the alien, the fatherless and the widow, so that
they may eat in your towns and be satisﬁed.” This plan, with its stress
on then-disadvantaged minorities, includes aspects of social insurance,
and with its mention also of orphans and widows, it also sounds rather
like life insurance. The 10 percent one pays is like an insurance premium, and the tithes one receives if impoverished like an insurance
beneﬁt.
In the middle ages, the Catholic Church decreed that a tithe should
be paid to the Church, which would use part of it for alms for the poor,
though another part of it would be used to support the clergy and to
build cathedrals. The church, however, still did not make the tithe a tax
that could be enforced with auditing of incomes. Enforcement, in the
Church’s scheme, was left up to God.
One of Islam’s Five Pillars is the practice of zakat, which is nearly
the same as the tithe. The zakat was embraced by Mohammed in the
sixth century and incorporated into the Qur’an. One must give 10 percent of one’s produce and 2.5 percent of one’s wealth each year to poor
people of one’s choosing. Like the tithe, no authority exists to verify
that each individual complies. As with the tithe, although others in
one’s community may have some impression of the magnitude of
giving, adherence to the 10 percent and 2.5 percent rules is purely a
matter of conscience.
The tithe and the zakat demonstrate good human engineering of a
risk management device. That is, they take into account how people
might think, and how they feel observed by others. They do not rely
on any government institutions, which at the time of their creation
were generally incapable of dealing reliably with individuals’ incomes
and obligations. The fraction of income given away is only 10 percent,
a level low enough, and far below the 50 percent level that income taxes
often reach today, that compliance based on purely moral obligation,
even without legal enforcement, has a chance of being effective. The 10
percent ﬁgure is probably higher than most people would give if they
were merely urged to give to others, without a speciﬁed percent; by
stating the 10 percent ﬁgure, tokenism is eliminated.
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Lacking any modern precision of our income tax and social welfare
systems, the tithe and the zakat are pretty blunt risk management instruments. They allow risk sharing only within a small community, a
village, but no risk sharing between villages or between nations. But we
may assume that they were very important inventions in their day:
They often helped prevent the worst and most easily avoidable consequences of sudden poverty.1

The Invention of Income Taxes
Taxing people on their income is one of the most important forms of
risk management that we have, since it collects more from more successful people, and less from less successful people. Moreover, the tax
revenue is used to provide services for everyone. The concept is very
simple, but the implementation required a great deal of invention, particularly in the realm of information technology.
Because of primitive information technology, property taxes were a
predominant mode of taxation until the income tax found a secure
footing in the twentieth century. Adam Smith, in his Wealth of Nations, written in 1776, and twenty-three years before Parliament established the ﬁrst true income tax, explained why income taxes suffer
from the government’s inability to obtain accurate information about
incomes:
The state of a man’s fortune varies from day to day, and without an
inquisition more intolerable than any tax, and renewed at least once
every year, can only be guessed at. His assessment, therefore, must in
most cases depend upon the good or bad humor of his assessors, and
must therefore be altogether arbitrary and uncertain.2

In speaking of the inquisitorial nature of the tax, Smith was basing his
conclusions about the income tax on an information technology problem. He was anticipating the major complaint about the ﬁrst income
tax when it was actually enacted. Income could not be veriﬁed then
from a paper trail alone since there was usually no paper trail, so each
taxpayer would have to be put through public exposure and observation to ascertain income.
Smith offered as a substitute to the income tax a tax on houses,
which are certainly easily visible at all times just by walking down the
street and looking: “In general, there is not, perhaps, any one article of
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expense or consumption by which the liberality or narrowness of a
man’s whole expense can be better judged of, than by his house rent.”3
John Stuart Mill expressed a similar view in 1848, after the British income tax had already been established:
A house tax is a nearer approach to a fair income tax than a direct assessment on income can easily be, having the great advantage, that it
makes spontaneously all the allowances which it is so difﬁcult to
make, and so impracticable to make exactly. For, if what a person
pays in his house rent is a test of anything, it is a test not of what he
possesses, but of what he thinks he can afford to spend.4

For this informational reason, taxes on homes have long been a
major source of government revenue, and continue to be. Unfortunately, there is an obvious problem with a tax on houses alone, as Adam
Smith recognized in 1776. “If the tax indeed was very high, the greater
part of people would endeavour to evade it, as much as they could, by
contenting themselves with smaller houses, and by turning the greater
part of their expenses to some other channel.”5 Experimentation with
income taxes over the years reﬂected society’s struggle with this shortcoming of the property tax, as well as other narrow taxes, as against the
information cost of taxing based on a broad measure of income.
The landmark income tax in world history was created in 1799 in
Britain by an act of Parliament, a progressive tax with various deductions with a top tax bracket of 10 percent.6 But it was rescinded in 1816
amid complaints of the “obnoxious, oppressive and inquisitorial machinery by which that tax has been distinguished.”7
The year 1799 and succeeding decades were a time of primitive—and
costly—information technology. While paper and printing were available then, they were expensive, and with inadequacies of paper trail, as
well as problems with ﬁling and retrieval, the British government was
obliged to rely more on direct observation and reports by neighbors,
which contributed to make the tax appear so inquisitorial. The U.K. income tax was reinstated in 1842 but at a much lower rate of 3 percent.
The United States enacted its first income tax in 1862, and since the
tax was progressive, it may be regarded as the first attempt in the
United States of a sort of national social insurance. The tax revealed
some of the same problems that afflicted the U.K. system. For the
United States, the problems were fatal. The United States was not
possessed of the requisite information technology to enforce an in248
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come tax with any accuracy, and its income tax was rescinded in 1872
amidst complaints that the Bureau of Internal Revenue was unable
to enforce the tax and that the great majority of people who should
have paid taxes evaded the tax altogether. This first U.S. income tax
appeared before the advent of the typewriter, before the proliferation
of printed forms, and before the extensive paper trail of business
forms and documents that today enable the government to catch tax
evaders.
Lacking evidence on people’s income, the U.S. tax collectors resorted to publishing the taxes paid by taxpayers in local newspapers,
thereby encouraging those who noticed the absence of names of some
high-income persons to report them. Although taxes paid, and not incomes, were reported, and although individual tax statements were
kept private, people could easily determine taxpayers’ incomes since the
tax rate schedule was published. This method of enforcement unfortunately created great public resentment because of its invasion of privacy, and neither did it work well at exposing evaders anyway. At that
time, the government simply did not have a way of collecting information about incomes, with or without exposing the information to the
general public.
Another problem for the collection of income taxes was the incompetence and poor motivation of the personnel of the internal revenue
system. E. A. Rollins, the commissioner of internal revenue, commenting in 1867 on the difﬁculties his bureau faced, wished that he could
have a bureaucracy like that of Germany.
The civil service of Germany is superior to that of England or
France. Throughout the entire confederation special education is
added to the requirements made of moral ﬁtness, and a certain
measure of attainments tested by competitive examination. As with
us there are normal schools for the preparation of teachers, and
academies for those who are to ofﬁcer our army and navy, so there
are, in Germany at public charge, schools and universities for the
special and appropriate education of those who are to become connected with the public administration of the laws. The higher the
standard of requirements has been raised the larger has been the
number of aspirants for employment, because the elevation of the
character of the service itself has persuaded men of the highest position and attainments to offer themselves as rivals for its honors and
its emoluments.8
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The commissioner went on to say that he felt he could not expect
the same in the United States.
I am aware that the peculiarity of our institutions, and the fact that
all political parties have learned to expect much actual service from
their ofﬁce-holders, may prejudice and for a time prevent, in this
country, the adoption of a system as universal and valuable as that of
Germany.9

Indeed, the U.S. Civil Service Commission, which began the professionalization of U.S. government employees and their service, was not
established until 1883, and its job was not done for decades more.
Because of these problems—loss of privacy, and corruption and incompetence in the Bureau of Internal Revenue—the income tax became highly unpopular. In 1871, Alfred Pleasanton, the commissioner
of internal revenue reﬂected in his report to Congress on the failure
and imminent demise of the income tax.
The tax was one of the most obnoxious to the people, being inquisitorial in its nature, and dragging into public view an exposition of the
most private pecuniary matters. Such an unwilling exposition can
only be compulsorily effected through the maintenance of the most
expensive machinery, and both the nature of the tax and the means
necessarily employed for its enforcement appear to be regarded with
more disfavor from year to year by the better class of citizens.10

In that same year, Henry George made a proposal that all taxes be
replaced with a single tax on land. His proposal received great public
interest and spawned a political movement. The reason so many
people were attracted to his idea must be in part the recent failure of
the progressive income tax to offer any hope of reducing the sharp
contrast of the time between wealth and poverty that was so evident
during the depression of the 1870s. George explained in his 1879 book
Progress and Poverty why he opposed any effort to reinstate the income tax.
The object at which it [a graduated tax on incomes] aims, the reduction or prevention of immense concentrations of wealth, is good;
but this means involves the employment of a large number of ofﬁcials clothed with inquisitorial powers; temptations to bribery, and
perjury, and all other means of evasion, which beget a demoralization
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of opinion, and put a premium upon unscrupulousness and a tax
upon conscience.11

His tax on land was appealing then because, according to his arguments, it offered reduction of economic inequality but did not require,
for effective and discrete administration, the kind of information technology that was lacking.
If we fast-forward to the twenty-ﬁrst century, we can see a repeat of
the same abandonment of progressive taxes in Russia, and for the same
reason. Because of an inability to collect high income taxes on high incomes the progressive income tax in Russia was abandoned in 2001 in
favor of a ﬂat 13 percent tax on incomes. This is a negative development
in a country that already has very high income inequality, but one that
may have been necessary given the size of the underground economy
there. We may hope that the development of information technology
will eventually make it more possible to collect income taxes on an orderly basis there, too, and that a progressive tax will someday be restored in Russia, just as it eventually was in the United States after failure in the nineteenth century.
The important impact of income taxes on our risks is something that
grew gradually over the years. Income tax rates were very low in the
nineteenth century, when our abilities to measure income accurately
and to enforce collection were low, and so they were of limited effect
as risk management devices. But in the twentieth century, information
technology progressed to allow a better tax collection effort, and income taxes became an important, if often maligned, pillar of our good
society. In the twenty-ﬁrst century and beyond, the success of the tax
will continue to grow as better information technology continues to
reduce its inequities and irritations. Its “inquisitorial nature” will continue to become less important because modern electronic technology
will collect both information and taxes in almost unseen ways, thus ensuring the greatest individual privacy.

The Invention of Negative Income Taxes
If one views taxes as a risk management device, one naturally wonders
whether taxes should not only be low but actually negative for people
with the lowest incomes, though not so negative as to incur too
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serious a moral hazard problem. In this case, income taxes might be an
even more effective risk management device, more sharply reducing income inequality. This question is of special relevance here, for the inequality insurance discussed here may well under some circumstances
imply negative income taxes in certain income ranges.
The negative income tax for low incomes is a striking invention for
risk management. Although it has not been fully adopted anywhere, it
has been and continues to be an important political cause. Moreover,
we should consider it here because it is a clever invention that has inspired changes in the tax systems in many countries.
The negative income tax has been offered as a substitute for existing
welfare systems, a substitute that is designed to reduce poverty in a
more systematic and continuous way than welfare systems have. The
most important argument for the negative income tax is that it can be
designed so that they actually reduce the extent of moral hazard already
in the welfare system that the negative income tax would replace. Lady
Juliet Rhys-Williams ﬁrst proposed the negative income tax as a plan to
alleviate poverty without generating ill incentives to avoid work in
1942.12 She was troubled by the fundamental dilemma that welfare destroys the incentive to work.
The lion in the path of curing want by means of insurance is the fact
that if the standard of unemployment pay is raised to the level at
which real want is banished, and if all classes of workers and their
families are included in the scheme, besides all other persons likely to
beneﬁt from it, then the advantages of working for wages very largely
disappear.13

In attempting to minimize the resulting shirking problem as best they
could at the time, the government looked out for people who were
working only little or at very low pay. Thinking that their work implied
that these people were able to work, the government enforced a “means
test,” that would cut off all their welfare if they had any means, any income at all. But Lady Rhys-Williams found that the means test was itself totally destructive of any work effort. “As things are, if a man bestirs himself to earn small sums when he is unemployed, or if his wife
attempts to work, or his children are able to bring in a few pennies, they
are immediately penalized for doing so by the loss of their allowance.”14
She confronted this fundamental conﬂict between curing poverty
and destroying incentives to work with a striking proposal.
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The old “Lady Bountiful” basis for the relationship between a man
and his government is out of date and must be swept away. The prevention of want must be regarded as being the duty of the State to all of
its citizens, and not merely a favoured few. In short, we must abolish the
Means Test, and provide beneﬁts equal to those paid out of unemployment assistance to every individual man, woman, and child in the
whole country.15

She means then that everyone receives the allowance, with no questions
asked. Since she would leave the nature of the progressive income tax
system unchanged, the implication of her proposal is that people with
very low incomes are taxed only at very low rates on extra income that
they earn beyond the basic allowance. Rhys-Williams did not use the
term “negative income tax,” but her proposal was, if one considers the
beneﬁts and the tax system together, for an income tax schedule such
that every person with no income receives a substantial negative tax
from the state, and that taxes rise smoothly as income rises above zero,
from a very negative sum to a moderately negative sum as income increases from zero to a very low amount. There is a crossover income
(between zero income and the average income) at which total taxes
paid are zero; for all incomes above that total, taxes paid are positive.
With such a tax schedule, each additional penny of income that someone earns, no matter at what income level, is taxed at a rate much less
than 100 percent, so that there is always an incentive to earn it, in contrast to the then-current welfare systems in every country in which the
means test tended to deprive the people on welfare from any advantage
to working.
Rhys-Williams called her invention “the proposal for merging the
income tax and social security systems.” Milton Friedman renamed it
the negative income tax in his book Capitalism and Freedom in 1962,
and his name stuck. A beneﬁt for people with no income has also been
referred to variously as the “basic income,” the “citizen’s income,” or
the “social dividend.”
The proposal has a certain incontrovertible logic to it, but it faces an
obvious problem: Giving an allowance to people who do not work at
all, even if it does not penalize them from working a little, still permits
total laziness and irresponsibility. This is the fundamental moral hazard
dilemma; we seem to be left only with unattractive choices. If we
means-test—that is, deny all beneﬁts to poor people who have some
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income—then we destroy incentives for the poor to work even a little,
while if we do not means-test, we end up distributing large sums of
money to those lazy people who just do not want to work at all no matter what the incentives.
Political support for the Rhys-Williams invention did not come until it was reframed into something we could be passionate about, ﬁrst
achieved by Robert Theobold in his 1963 book Free Man and Free
Markets.16 Theobald’s book came out at a time when many people were
discussing a theory that proposed that all of our economic problems
had been solved and, therefore, we had no inspiring problems left to
tackle.17 John Kenneth Galbraith’s 1958 bestseller The Afﬂuent Society
had created the impression that the problem of the times was excessive
afﬂuence. The assumption behind Theobald’s “Basic Economic Security” plan was that because of the technological progress, people had
more consumer goods than they knew what to do with, so those with
money had embarked on wasteful extravagances, building ever bigger
houses and buying ever fancier cars for no more purpose than to impress others. At the same time, Theobald argued that it appeared that
someday soon computers would be replacing many people, and questioned our “concept of the value and virtue of labor” when the labor
can only be “merely repetitive toil, easily performed by a machine.”18
Thus, Theobald argued that, given all this afﬂuence, the popular
presumption that everyone must work was ridiculous, and it made no
sense for the government to try to compel unemployed people to ﬁnd
a job and thereby to force them into “conformity to the prevailing
views of society.”19 Theobald argued that it was better to give everyone
a due income by taxing the high income people and giving to the poor;
it was better to let all people use their own moral judgments and sense
of purpose to ﬁnd good uses of their time than to make them jump
onto the treadmill of our economy, which produced ever more useless
and wasteful products.
Theobald’s book generated real and impassioned support for the
negative income tax or basic income from some quarters. Support was
apparently especially strong among people who were not impressed
with the seemingly extravagant lifestyle of many high-earning people,
or who felt unsympathetic to the values of the business community.
Milton Friedman, like Theobald, argued that to receive the negative
income tax, there should be no need to look for a job, no need to prove
inability to earn income, no visits from a social worker, and, most im254
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portant, no stigma to unemployment. An essential element of a negative income tax is really psychological reframing—renaming what used
to be called “welfare” as a negative tax, therefore changing the stigma
attached to it and the institutional assumptions about it.
For Friedman, the negative income tax was an economist’s rational
invention to deal with income inequality in an incentive-compatible
way and in reaction against government ofﬁcials’ (in this case, veriﬁers
of job search) meddling in our lives. Friedman’s emphasis was totally
different from Theobald’s, as different as right wing from left wing,
even though the inventions work out to be basically the same.
Friedman’s reframing of the Rhys-Williams invention received much
attention in the 1960s, and helped breed many negative income tax experiments, culminating in the Seattle–Denver Income Maintenance
Experiments, which involved 4800 families and cost $70 million. President Richard Nixon proposed a negative income tax (“Family Assistance Plan”) in 1969, and the U.S. House of Representatives passed a
Family Assistance Plan bill in 1970; the bill never passed the U.S. Senate. Similar bills were introduced in other countries, and each died. According to U.S. Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, who wrote a book
on the failure of these plans, the proposal “had become politically
charged, came to stand for the proposition that people ought not to
have to work for a living.”20
But the negative income tax movement was really not a failure in
that it led to a whole array of changes, both incremental and substantial, in many countries around the world. In 1992, for instance, the
Council of the European Communities issued a recommendation that
every worker of the European Community should have a guaranteed
minimum income provided by the government with no expiration
date. In the European Union today most countries now have some
form of guaranteed minimum income.21 These programs have various
names—Sozialhilfe (Germany and Austria), Revenue Minimum d’Insertion or RMI (France), Income Support and Income-Based Job
Seekers Allowance (United Kingdom), and Socialbidrag (Sweden).
Since the guaranteed minimum income is not based on prior contributions, and never expires, it may appear to resemble a basic income or
negative income tax. Every European Community country with such a
program but France, however, has a requirement that citizens be available for work to receive the minimum income. Thus, the guaranteed
minimum income carries with it the stigma of welfare. Moreover, in
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most European countries one cannot, except in some cases during a
transitional period, collect both the minimum income and earn money,
even from part-time employment.22 Hence, the guaranteed minimum
income, in contrast to the true negative income tax, provides a strong
disincentive to start working. The effective tax rate on the ﬁrst dollar
of extra income may be 100 percent.
The basic income (negative income tax) movement has been especially strong in Europe. The Basic Income European Network has
been holding regular congresses in Europe since 1986. However, the
basic income movement in Europe today, which advocates modifying
the guaranteed minimum income by eliminating the work requirement and eliminating the incentives built into the guaranteed minimum income to avoid work, has not been successful yet. It will face a
difﬁcult battle to establish a basic income, since it offends a fundamental presumption that everyone should be required to contribute
to society.
No country yet appears close to adopting the negative income tax.
The obstacle seems to be widespread public opposition to abandoning
means-testing in the guaranteed minimum income, thereby transforming the guaranteed minimum income into, so it would seem to many,
a gift to lazy people. It is ironic that popular concern with promoting
laziness causes the European countries to adopt a system that does just
that (by penalizing working while on a guaranteed minimum income)
in preference to a system that would encourage some work. This problem with public acceptance might be overcome through the reframing
of the basic income proposals, as for example by renaming the basic income “participation income” as proposed by Anthony Atkinson, and
requiring some kind of community work for it.23

The Invention of the Earned Income Tax Credit
In the United States, objections to the negative income tax proposal
led to a different formulation, one that did not require that recipients
look for work but instead required them to have some income. The
earned income tax credit (EITC) was proposed by Democratic Senator
Russell Long in 1975 as an improvement on the negative income tax. It
was a negative tax rate, not a negative tax intercept; one must have income (as well as a child, to further demonstrate that one deserves a tax
break) to pay a negative tax. Thus, the invention avoided framing the
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tax relief as a free gift for doing nothing. One could not escape work
altogether and have the beneﬁt of a negative tax; the beneﬁt instead
took the form of allowing low income people to keep, in effect, more
than 100 percent of their income. Initially, the maximum one could receive from the government under the EITC was only $400 per year.
But under the administration of Bill Clinton, the EITC was raised substantially—in 2000 a family with earned income of $10,000 paid a federal income tax of a negative $3888.
Analogous tax credits have been adopted also by other countries.
New Zealand reformed their social programs along similar lines in
1990. In 1993 Canada adopted a more radical version of the EITC,
which beneﬁts the nonworking poor families with children as well as
those who are earning income. In April 2000, the United Kingdom
adopted a Working Families Tax Credit (WFTC) modeled on the
EITC, repackaging the former family credit as a tax credit, rather than
welfare. The WFTC, in turn, is being copied in Belgium. The CESifo
Council of Economic Experts recommended in 2001 that the European Union adopt a form of the EITC modiﬁed to accord with the
1992 EU recommendation of a guaranteed minimum income for all
Europeans; the proposal was for a European EITC with a small guaranteed income attached for nonworkers.24
The EITC is a signiﬁcant invention in that it reduces poverty without generating an incentive to shirk work. If people are told that they
can receive an income by doing nothing at all, then the moral hazard
is likely to be strong. The option of receiving an income for doing absolutely nothing is so striking an opportunity that even the most inattentive people are likely to notice the option and also to spread information about it to others. In contrast, the EITC forces them to cross
the threshold of working. Even though the present earned income tax
credit has a fairly abrupt phaseout, implying high marginal taxes for
some people just at the phaseout threshold, effects on these people’s
willingness to work is probably less strong. Once people are working,
the moral hazard effect of the tax rates on modest incomes is likely to
be less compelling, and most of these low-income people are probably
not so conscious of the phaseout.
The earned income tax credit has been an interesting experiment in
risk management. It has done a great deal to alleviate poverty among
the working poor. Moreover, it suggests other analogous systems, such
as the inequality insurance proposed here.
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The Invention of Health and Accident Insurance
The initial implementation of health and accident insurance was a triumph of economic logic. The case for these plans was exceptionally
clear and was made well. We still have these plans today, in one form or
another, in virtually every country.
The ﬁrst national program of workers’ health and accident insurance began in Germany under the government of Otto von Bismarck,
with a national health insurance program appearing in 1883, and the
ﬁrst national accident insurance in 1884. These programs were true insurance in the sense that workers and employers paid a regular premium, and a beneﬁt would then be provided at times of speciﬁed illnesses or accidents.
The success of the German experiment led to a transformation
around the world, spreading the basic structure of worker and employer contributions to government health insurance and accident insurance. Within a decade, the German program was copied by Austria,
Italy, Sweden, and The Netherlands, and ultimately by almost all advanced countries.
Mandatory participation in these plans solved the problem of selection bias: Without it only those with high risks would freely sign up
with optional plans, thus making the plans prohibitively expensive for
others. While participation was made mandatory by the German government, the actual insurance plans were run by numerous funds controlled by the insured and their employers. The funds’ standing on
their own created an incentive was thereby created for someone to
watch that the workplace became healthier and better protected from
accident risks, since these affected the regular premiums paid.
It is critical to observe an essential element of the original accident
insurance scheme of Germany in 1884: the separate mutual association
to insure the risks of each industry. Trades that were thought to have
a similar degree of worker risk were combined into the same associations. Firms in industries that pose high risks to their workers must
therefore pay higher insurance premiums to their mutual associations
than do other firms, and thus these firms must pass these higher costs
along to the consumers of their products in terms of higher prices.
The result is that consumers of the products will ultimately pay the
full cost of producing, including the health costs imposed on employees, leading to greater economic efficiency. If most consumers do
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not want to pay the higher cost, then there will be a tendency for the
industry to contract in size, a desirable turn of events from an economic standpoint.
When the German accident insurance was copied in the United
States, it was called “workman’s compensation” (now worker’s compensation). John R. Commons, professor of economics at the University of Wisconsin and campaigner for worker’s compensation in the
United States, argued for it on the basis of what he called “the internalization principle,” the principle that society should impose whenever possible all costs that ﬁrms cause for society onto the ﬁrms themselves, so that ﬁrms will have an incentive to contain these costs,
thereby “internalizing” costs that were formerly borne externally to
the ﬁrm. Commons noted that many turn-of-the-century workplaces
were needlessly dangerous, and hence workers would occasionally incur a disabling injury at work. With worker’s compensation, ﬁrms began to have an incentive to make the workplace really safer, and not just
to create an appearance of safety so that lawsuits against them could not
prove that negligence of the ﬁrm caused the particular accident.
Common’s own state, Wisconsin, along with New York State, led the
way by adopting worker’s compensation in 1911. By 1920, all but six
states had adopted it, the last of whom followed by 1948. Commons was
successful in selling the state governments on worker’s compensation
because his internalization principle was so lucid and simple. Adopting
the worker’s compensation would improve economic efﬁciency in an essential way, by encouraging employers to make workplaces safer from
accidents, and would have tangible beneﬁts in reducing the number of
people who lived out their lives as cripples and the number of families
who faced extreme economic hardship with the injury of a breadwinner.
Commons could not argue with the same force to compel ﬁrms to purchase life insurance or health insurance for their employees, since the
employer has less control over these losses from more general causes,
and even today they are not required to do so in the United States.

The Invention of Social Security Old Age Insurance
The world’s ﬁrst national old age insurance plan, supported as with
health and accident insurance by employer and employee contributions
and again compulsory, was installed by the Bismarck government in
Germany in 1889. By relating beneﬁts to contributions made, this pen259
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sion plan clearly had elements of an insurance plan and was not just a
pure redistribution scheme. People were placed in income groups;
those who had higher incomes paid higher contributions (premiums)
and received back higher beneﬁts. Clearly, this was not a poor law or
charity.
The old age insurance system adopted in Germany in 1889 was remarkably similar in form to the system in developed countries today,
such as the U.S. Social Security System. The similarity provides a striking illustration of the international copying of inventions.25 Hardly anyone in the United States today knows that their social security system
was copied so slavishly from a German system of the 1880s.
According to the original 1889 German program, half of the payment was to come from the employee’s pay, the other half from the employer. (The same thing is done in the United States today.) The amount
of the contribution for each employee was determined by which of
four classes the worker’s income fell. Workers in Class I, with annual
income up to 350 marks, paid 12 pfennigs a week; Class II, with an annual income up to 550 marks, 18 pfennigs a week; Class III, with an
annual income up to 850 marks, 24 pfennigs a week; and Class IV, with
an annual income above 850 marks, 30 pfennigs a week. (In the United
States today, the contribution is a constant percentage of income up to
a cutoff income, and is thus a sort of interpolated version of this German scheme.) If the worker had made contributions for exactly thirty
years, the annual pension upon retirement at age 70 would be 50 marks
plus 4 pfennigs for each Class I week, plus 6 pfennigs for each Class II
week, plus 8 pfennigs for each Class III week, and plus 10 pfennigs for
each Class IV week. If the worker contributed for more than thirty
years, the annual pension would be determined by the thirty-year
period for which the most favorable result could be obtained. (The
same thing is done in the United States today, except the retirement
age is earlier, progressivity is established according to a continuous formula, and the period is the most favorable thirty-ﬁve years rather than
the most favorable thirty years.)
While the form of the 1889 system was very similar to plans seen today, the method of administering it was different, reﬂecting the information technology of the day. The 1889 German plan was administered
by requiring that employers and employees make weekly contributions
by purchasing stamps at the local post ofﬁce, which would be pasted
onto a card, one card for each employee. At the end of the year, the
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worker’s completed card was taken to an appointed place where it was
recorded and stored, and a new card was issued, marked to indicate
where the preceding card was stored. These records of completed cards
were stored until the worker retired, usually decades later, when they
would be used to compute the worker’s pension.
Such a complicated information system could never have been implemented without prohibitive cost and chance of major errors until
basic late nineteenth-century information technology (discussed in
chapter 5), had developed quite signiﬁcantly, including an efﬁcient bureaucracy, ﬁling systems, postal service, and backup and storage of
records for long intervals. Even in 1889, substantial skepticism abounded
that such a program could be feasible. The Times of London expressed
doubts in 1889 about the feasibility and cost of administering the
German plan:
The second important question of ﬁnance concerns the costs of administration. These are set at an annual mark per head—a moderate
sum, if we consider the stamps, the cards, the clerk’s work, the ordering, the sorting, the storing, the calculating, the supervision, the
arbitrating, the judging, the appealing that are thrown in for this
modest shilling. Yet those modest shillings amount to rather more
than half a million sterling yearly, and do not include the extra work
put upon the post and the ordinary administrative authorities. Still
less do they include the vast amount of labour done for love. The
mere sticking in of 11,000,000 stamps every Saturday evening is an
appalling item. Add the service of unpaid members on their district
boards, on tribunals of arbitration, as local ofﬁcers to certify local
cases, on committees and on councils of supervision, and the total of
machinery set in work by this single Act mocks all conception.
It is when we come to this section of the subject that we see how
exceptionally Germany is ﬁtted to be the scene of this great philanthropic experiment. Nowhere is the ponderous, conscientious, plodding, incorruptible bureaucracy so effective and so cheap.26

But, despite these doubts, the German old age insurance plan worked
well. Social insurance was copied, as are other successful inventions, because it was observed to function well. There is ample testimony that
others had their eyes on Germany when they adopted similar plans. In
1908 David Lloyd George, then chancellor of the exchequer in the
United Kingdom, remarked as he introduced a plan for a social secu261
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rity system after visiting Germany: “I never realized before on what
a gigantic scale the German pension system is conducted. Nor had I
any idea how successfully it works.”27 In the United States in 1911,
Louis Brandeis said that his observations indicated that following the
“same path” as Germany, France, and England would lead to “social
efﬁciency.”
Evidence does point to some more fundamental reasons than simple
political expedience for Germany’s invention of social insurance in the
1880s, for instance, an inventive spirit and public discussion. The origins of social insurance in Germany came ultimately from the social
thinkers outside of the German government. The “social question” became a popular subject of conferences and community meetings, no
doubt encouraged by the broadening communist threat. The more
moderate citizens naturally wondered how to address the same complaints that the communists took as their rallying point. The Society for
Social Politics was founded in Germany in 1872 to consider innovations
in social policy.
All these discussions impressed upon government policy makers the
possibilities of extending the concept of insurance beyond its traditional limits. Gustav Schmoller, a leading professor of economics at
Strassburg and then Berlin, and dominant force behind the Society for
Social Politics wrote later of the nineteenth-century advances,
The triumph of insurance in every imaginable area was one of the
century’s great advances in social progress. It was an entirely logical
development that insurance should spread from the upper classes to
the lower classes; that it had to attempt, as far as possible, to eliminate poverty; and that the older charitable relief funds for the workers were more and more constructed on the sound principle of insurance.28

The invention of social security old age insurance was the outcome
of a process of experimentation in a land with much enlightened dialogue about the risk problems, where a recognition emerged of the basic problems of human psychology that had prevented effective and
comprehensive risk management in the past. The invention in Germany was the result of increased sophistication with insurance concepts
and the real beginnings of the ﬁeld of behavioral economics. The social
security experiment was daring at ﬁrst and doubted by many, but then,
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when found to be successful, widely copied and retained in its essential
elements to this day.

The Invention of Unemployment Insurance
Britain created the first national program of unemployment insurance in 1911 as part of a grand social insurance initiative shepherded
by David Lloyd George. Except for its unemployment insurance initiative, the initiative was basically an imitation of social insurance programs in other countries. But the British unemployment insurance
program was a completely new concept and its success spawned imitators. Unemployment insurance programs were instituted in Austria
and Belgium in 1920, in Switzerland in 1924, and in Germany in 1927.
The United States did not implement unemployment insurance until
the catastrophically high unemployment rates of the Great Depression;
the Social Security Act of 1935 created the ﬁrst U.S. unemployment insurance by providing Federal backing for state unemployment compensation schemes.
Until the early twentieth century, most individual income risk had
been viewed as uninsurable because of moral hazard problems. If a
worker knew that his income were insured, then the worker would be
less inclined to work, so insuring individuals’ own incomes appears impracticable both for private ﬁrms and for governments. Unemployment insurance, however, is a clever invention that succeeds nonetheless in allowing the insurance of certain kinds of income ﬂuctuations by
deﬁning certain categories of income ﬂuctuations not very subject to
moral hazard and insuring only these.
The idea behind unemployment insurance relies on the nature of the
employment contract between modern corporations and their employees, partly deﬁned by the practice of laying off workers from time
to time and by the kind of record keeping that is routine at these
corporations.
Modern corporations routinely lay off some of their workers in times
of slack demand rather than cut the wages and reduce the hours of all
their workers. Why do they not take the latter course, so as to share the
burden of the slack demand more equitably among their employees?
The reasons, explored in a comprehensive book by the economist Truman Bewley, are varied.29
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For instance, if ﬁrms did cut wages across the board, they would create in the minds of their workers a sense that their employment situation is not complete or full, and a concern that they should perhaps be
looking for other employment. Such attitudes would be detrimental to
the good working and long-run commitment of the workers.
Another reason that ﬁrms lay off employees rather than reduce
hours of all employees is that employees are found to have a profound
psychological negative reaction to cuts in income, and that such reductions may therefore have a negative effect on employee morale. The
employers that Bewley interviewed said that they thought that employee morale was important to the functioning of the ﬁrm because the
ﬁrm ﬁnds it difﬁcult to monitor and motivate the employees to perform well and reliably at work. Better, they told Bewley, to concentrate
the pain of the work contraction on a few people and get them out of
the ﬁrm altogether, where they are not likely to grumble to other employees and poison the work atmosphere.
Yet another reason for laying off some workers rather than reducing
the hours of all is that there are ﬁxed costs of coming to work at all,
which entails transportation costs and disrupts the day; a modern corporation usually operates at a location that draws workers from some
distance, and it becomes less worthwhile for all employees to come in
if they are working fewer hours.
Employers, in a time of slack demand, will try to ﬁnd some apparently equitable means of deciding among existing employees who
should be let go, so that the remaining employees will feel that the actions were fair. Employees whose jobs are clearly less needed in times
of slack demand may justiﬁably be let go instead of employees whose
jobs are essential to the minimal functioning of the ﬁrm. Less senior
employees are also generally let go ﬁrst, in deference to some common
notions of fairness and rights. The employers may also have some latitude to use the opportunity to lay off employees who are not performing very well in their jobs, without ever admitting to this reason.
Even though some of those laid off may be among the poorer performers in a corporation, overall the risk of true layoff in a modern corporation appears sufﬁciently random to be relatively free of the moral
hazard concern that the layoff is a disguised quit, and to be sufﬁciently
important to be the subject of attention by social insurers.
But the actual implementation of unemployment insurance is
fraught with difﬁculties. One must design the unemployment com264
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pensation system so that it is not subject to fraud, not excessively exposed to the important issue of moral hazard, and not subject to difﬁculties of deﬁnition.
A problem with the implementation of unemployment insurance
is that all sorts of employer-employee contracts litter the market, not
just the classical ones of full-time employment subject to layoff. Therefore, the unemployment insurance system must be designed to clearly
apply to the kinds of employment that randomly visit layoffs on certain
employees.
Many people move into or out of the labor force for reason of their
own ambiguous attachment to the work world. They may wish to take
repeated vacations or be home to take care of their family and household duties. In family-run occupations, there may be only a vague distinction between working and not working. One must ﬁnd some way
of deﬁning unemployment so that employees cannot too easily ask
their employers to redeﬁne these spells as layoff.
Unemployment insurance systems therefore have systems of rules
and conventions that deﬁne both employment and unemployment.
Seasonal workers may routinely work only part of the year. It would be
costly to the functioning of unemployment insurance if these people
could collect unemployment compensation during the off-season of
every year. So unemployment insurance systems have decided on ways
of deﬁning abnormal variations in seasonal unemployment, and allowing unemployment beneﬁts only for the abnormal spells out of
employment.
Because ways of surmounting such difﬁculties had not yet been
worked out, unemployment insurance was not among the original German social insurance initiatives of the 1880s, although the thinkers behind social insurance were certainly cognizant of the importance of unemployment insurance. In his 1879 treatise on social insurance, German
economics professor Lujo Brentano referred to unemployment insurance as “the ﬁrst and foremost requirement” of a system of social insurance.30 But technical difﬁculties stood in the way of any broad national unemployment insurance program, until, in 1911, Britain set an
example of how it could be done.
The British unemployment insurance plan was devised in respect of
knowledge about difﬁculties with various local efforts to create unemployment insurance. The British had learned from the completely voluntary unemployment insurance scheme of the cities of Berne, Basle,
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and Cologne that the insurance must be either compulsory or limited
in scope. Having learned from these experiments, the British unemployment system was made compulsory, the premiums were deducted
from paychecks and paid by the employer, not the individual, and those
who collected on the insurance were required to cooperate regularly to
ﬁnd a job at one of the new government labor exchanges (unemployment ofﬁces). The unemployed would have to sign for their unemployment beneﬁts at one of these exchanges during working hours,
thereby discouraging the fraudulent application for beneﬁts.
Despite these innovations, however, many doubted the plan’s
chances. One source of doubt was the idea that unemployment is in
truth always a voluntary status in the sense that the person could get
some job very quickly. A person who is unemployed could take a very
undesirable or low-paying job by showing up, for example, at rural areas where manual labor is hired at the lowest rates—but they would
then be employed.
Designers of unemployment insurance systems see no good purpose
in encouraging people to take jobs for which they are ill-suited. Thus,
unemployment insurance is inherently a subsidy for people’s waiting
for a good job or searching for such a job.31 The original British unemployment insurance bill showed great insight in combining the enforcement of unemployment insurance rules with the labor exchanges
that were also in the business of helping the unemployed ﬁnd good
jobs; ultimately, their judgment as to the reasonableness of decisions to
turn down low-wage jobs allowed the system to function well.
Unemployment insurance had a difﬁcult beginning, through a period of radical experimentation and discovery. But like the other social
insurance inventions covered in this chapter, the details of its functioning and the travails of its invention have faded into the background,
and today we mostly take it for granted.

Concluding from These Examples
Substantially over the past two centuries, civilization has made signiﬁcant progress in managing the risks that individuals face. Progress has
been halting and intermittent because the state of emergent information technology has made it difﬁcult to see the risks and to appreciate
the outcomes of managing them. Despite these problems, advanced
countries are now able to provide protection against individuals’ falling
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catastrophically through the cracks of our economic system, and
against extreme risks of bad health and old age. The beneﬁts that such
systematic risk management has already offered are enormous, and untold numbers of personal catastrophes have been prevented.
And yet the examples in this chapter suggest even greater opportunities for the future. The examples trace a trajectory of ever-improving
risk management so that we might expect in the twenty-ﬁrst century to
see a real transformation of our lives from further ﬁnancial progress.
Medical science, after centuries of slow progress, achieved such a
transformation in the twentieth century, extending life expectancies in
advanced countries from forty-ﬁve years to seventy-ﬁve years or even
more. Democratized ﬁnance has the potential to achieve a similarly important transformation in terms of the quality of our lives, reducing the
risks to livelihoods that has stymied so many lives and prevented so
many people from achieving their potential.
The lack of information technology in ancient times was the motivation for the very primitive risk management devices of the tithe and
zakat. The information technology that permitted the ﬁrst social security system in Germany in the 1880s took the form of pasting stamps on
cards, primitive but effective enough for the time. Today’s information
technology should make much more possible, and if the information is
organized into the GRIDs described here, and if a proper system of
units of measurement called indexed units of account are implemented,
risk management will move dramatically forward. Our social security
old age insurance should not continue to be so closely modeled after a
system invented in the 1880s, and should be redesigned as an intergenerational risk sharing system that effectively pools our major intergenerational risks in light of all available information about them.
The advantages already offered by our progressive taxes and earned
income tax credit can now naturally be made more systematic, reliable,
and pervasive. Our improved information technology makes it very
easy to restate tax payments in terms of indexed units of account, eliminating all sorts of tax anomalies that persist today. But, more important, the rate structure can now be recast as inequality insurance. Indeed, the inequality insurance proposal resembles the earned income
tax credit in that it taxes people in terms of how much they earn, and
the more people earn, the more they keep. But the inequality insurance
reframes it in terms of the outcome in terms of inequality, which means
that the advantages we now see with the earned income tax credit be267
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come pervasive and systematic, affecting not just the people of the lowest incomes.
The advantages offered by unemployment insurance could be extended dramatically, and our ability to deal with moral hazard focused
more precisely, with modern information technology. The various
kinds of livelihood insurance, tailored to individuals’ own needs as revealed by information on the GRIDs, could take a great burden off of
the relatively primitive unemployment insurance systems of today.
None of the social insurance systems described in this chapter has an
international dimension. In fact, international risk sharing today is very
minimal. Risk sharing cannot be really effective until it takes advantage
of big differences across people in their risk situations, and that requires
something like both the macro markets and the international risk-sharing agreements described here. The enormous intercountry differences
in standards of living that persist today could be reduced in the future
if we us ﬁnancial techniques to manage the biggest international risks.
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A Model of Radical Financial
Innovation

IT REMAINS NOW to pull various ideas together into a model of
really signiﬁcant ﬁnancial innovation, not just incremental innovation
that has no larger direction or strategy, but innovation that can be
transforming to our lives. We have already seen most of the basic elements of a model of radical ﬁnancial innovation, with the various ideas
for risk management institutions, the GRIDs and indexed units of account, the directions for research on risks and of advocacy for change.
And we have seen some concrete illustrations of these principles in examples from history. But we need to distill from the analysis in this
book several additional principles of innovation in economic risk management that have driven our success in the past.

Risk Manifestation
Perhaps the biggest obstacle to effective risk management is psychological. The public does not see its biggest risks and tends to focus
more often on inconsequential risks that seem to them more salient. It
is not enough for researchers and analysts to identify major risks statistically. If people at large do not appreciate their risks, they will neither
take steps to deal with them nor give full support to institutions that
deal with them.
This was the problem that hampered the advocates of life insurance,
social security, and unemployment insurance: The public was not interested in managing these risks. But, eventually, the public was persuaded to take some important risk management steps. The process by
which the ﬁrst national disability insurance, health insurance, and social security were invented in Germany in the 1880s was one of intense
public discussion. This led to a public understanding of the risks and
helped people understand that purely random outcomes affect our eco269

nomic well-being in important ways. The period of the Great Depression, a time of great public discussion of risk issues in the United States,
also led to many personal risk management innovations. The Depression was so dramatic and sudden an event that it made the economic
risks we face obvious to everyone. Today’s leaders need to start talking
about these risks, to make them apparent before another such economic disaster occurs.
Persuading the public of the other, bigger, long-term economic risks
that remain unmanaged today will take some work. There seems to be
hardly any public recognition of the risk of a major change in the economic status of nations, or of the possibility that the economic inequality within a nation could get much worse. There seems to be an
almost exclusive focus among business commentators on predicting
whether the business situation will improve in the next six months to a
year, as if this were our only concern. Public leaders must be willing to
talk about longer-term risks that we all face. This does not mean that
they should be negative and pessimistic, only that they should address
the long-term uncertainties that really matter, and do so within the
context of risk management devices that can be realistically implemented—thus helping to alleviate such risk.
Creating the macro markets, markets for long-term claims on income ﬂows or on illiquid assets such as our homes, would serve to
make risks more palpable because they would allow us to see the dayto-day, even minute-by-minute, changes in fundamental economic values that are invisible today. When people see the price of a claim on the
GDP of their nation or of a claim on their occupational income ﬂuctuate substantially, they will see the risks much more vividly.
Proper design of the GRIDs, so that they are used well by individuals for detailed information risks, can also help with risk manifestation.
The presence of detailed public data on individual livelihoods, ﬁnely
disaggregated, will undoubtedly bring to the fore much more public
discussion of risks than are seen today.
Finally, risk manifestation can be the subject of marketing campaigns
by individual businesses once they have major new risk management
products to sell. Life insurance companies have made hugely successful
businesses doing this, reminding people of the uncertainty of the time
of their own deaths. The time will be ripe for an industry of even bigger proportions that reminds people of their biggest economic risks
and offers at the same time the means to deal with those risks.
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Robust Psychological Framing
The importance of psychological framing is an essential lesson of this
book. The names we use, the categories we delineate, the institutional
arrangements we assign to these categories, all matter greatly for the
success of our risk management institutions. Sound frames must be
built from the beginning so that they make sense as long-term risk
management vehicles.
Financial innovators, to be really effective, need to think about what
kind of reframing of our basic standards and institutions they should
encourage, so that their innovations can have their full potential. Innovators need to get past the mindset of incremental thinking, creating only small improvements in products that will immediately succeed
in the current environment. They must try to think of major changes
that are currently outside consumers’ habitual frame of reference, planning a new psychological framing, and having the patience to promote
the new ideas for a long time, until they take hold in public thinking.
Planning for society’s risks must take account of the fact that, as we
have seen, it is possible to foster an enduring personal sense of commitment and obligation to others. If an individual perceives a commitment
as having been freely chosen, the fulﬁllment of this personal commitment becomes tied to that individual’s sense of identity and self-esteem.
Long-term public acceptance of risk management contracts can be enhanced if they are properly framed as enlightened actions that individuals undertake, acting freely and reﬂecting a common consensus, a consensus arrived at before the risk’s outcomes are known. This aspect of
framing would play a fundamental role in creating inequality insurance
as well as establishing intergenerational social security, and would enhance the viability of other risk management ideas discussed here. These
institutions require a sense of public commitment to a standard of risk
sharing that must remain unchanged through time.
This kind of robust psychological framing has been achieved successfully in the past. Calling the original disability, health, and social security systems insurance in the 1880s in Germany created a sense of legitimacy to the institution. Calling the amounts paid in to the U.S.
social security system contributions rather than taxes ensured the legitimacy of claims of eventual return on these payments. Renaming the
negative income tax the earned income tax credit helped ensure public
acceptance.
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But robust psychological framing means not only choosing the right
names for our institutions. It also means creating sensible designs for
these institutions that can stand the test of time so that the original
framing is reinforced by good sense that survives long-term changes in
society. This is why intergenerational social security must be designed
as a device that effectively balances the real and fundamental risks of
generations. This is why international risk management contracts must
be arranged between nations that really do face different risks, and
with a sensible schedule of contingent payments that makes long-term
good sense.
This design imperative requires, for instance, that in inequality insurance we replace our arbitrary standards for progressive income taxation with a method of deﬁning progressive income tax rates that controls the distribution of income. By attaching this fundamental concept
to the name inequality insurance, which makes its risk management
function manifest, by making it part of a solemn social compact, society can control the risk that our income distribution may widen sharply
in the future.
If a new ﬁnancial order is to be truly effective, it has to employ
proper psychological framing to ensure that it addresses the fundamental economic risks that we want to avoid, encoded comprehensively enough that it affects the bottom line of people’s welfare, and deﬁned sensibly enough that it cannot later be frustrated on the grounds
that it was never based on solid principles.

Fundamental Experimentation
Despite all of our research, we will never know for sure how to design
risk management devices on abstract principles alone. No one has a theoretical model of risks and of moral hazard that is so well deﬁned that
we can know how to build devices to work perfectly the ﬁrst time we
try. Over the years, businesses have conducted experiments, and their
observations of the outcome have led to their business models. The
same process must take place with radical ﬁnancial innovations that
transform our economy. We must begin with various small experiments.
People do not generally anticipate the full consequences of economic inventions. They do not and cannot know all the ramiﬁcations.
But many countries, many local governments, many stock exchanges,
many banks, and many insurance companies can all try somewhat dif272
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ferent experiments. We must make a priority experimentation with new
ﬁnancial ideas that might well result in fundamental changes that may
eventually be copied all around the world. This means making experiments whose stated and explicit goal is to discover such fundamental
changes. These must include many experiments whose probability of
success is low.
Government is fundamental in the area of experimentation with ﬁnancial invention. Governments, for instance, can sponsor experimentation by offering research grants. For example, the negative income
tax experiments in the 1970s led to fundamental changes in our tax
code. Unfortunately, such experiments are not so common today, but
government could spur experimentation by businesses by, for example,
providing better resources for awarding ﬁnancial patents so that the
patent ofﬁce can better evaluate the outcomes of experiments.
Private initiative, too, spurs many of ﬁnancial inventions, turning
businesses into major laboratories for the kind of experimentation
needed to create a new ﬁnancial order. The ﬁnance community has
been extraordinarily inventive and willing to experiment in the past; we
have good reason to hope they can be so in the future.
We must then continue studying examples of ﬁnancial experimentation. We must even look for inspiration to developing countries, for inventions there can be extended for application elsewhere and many developing countries have more impetus to experiment. We learned of
ﬁnancial futures from Japan in the Tokugawa period. The Chinese special economic zones such as Shenzhen and the Russian free economic
zones such as Kaliningrad might well provide experiments the likes of
which the world may ﬁnd valuable. We can also learn from countries
that are in economic trouble since they are the most likely to experiment with new solutions to problems from high inﬂation to unstable
exchange rates. We learned of indexation from countries undergoing
uncontrolled high inﬂation and of indexed units of account from Chile
during a difﬁcult time in its history.
Most ﬁnancial experiments that offer the hope of producing radical
innovation need to be long-run experiments, lasting not months but
years. The Chilean UF took ﬁfteen years to ﬁrmly establish itself among
the public as a unit of account. When social security was invented in
Germany, it took decades before the world was convinced of its importance. Changing public modes of thought is necessarily a slow
process. An initial ﬁnancial invention may require both supporting in273
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ventions for its full implementation and new ideas on how to market
the invention to the public. These will not come along until many
minds have had the opportunity to reﬂect at length on the potential of
the invention by observing it in action.

Activities and Opportunities
Six fundamental risk management ideas along with related ideas for an
economic infrastructure are offered in this book that would extend the
realm of ﬁnancial management from the ﬁnancial capitals of the world
to all of us, wherever we live and whatever our wealth and the nature
of our risk. Each of these represents quite fundamental changes. It may
seem quite remarkable that all of these ideas would be implemented.
But we must start somewhere. If we can achieve but one of them, in
some form, it would be a major improvement. And the ideas feed upon
and support one another, so that implementing one makes it easier to
implement another.
In closing, we might reﬂect on the possible magnitude of the work
needed to achieve the changes proposed here, if something like many
of these proposals are really to be implemented. Democratizing ﬁnance
means drastically expanding the ﬁnancial sector so that it plays a deep
role in our lives. Such an enterprise would generate whole new industries and major tasks for people to complete.
The advent of insurance for livelihoods and home values would require a fundamental transformation of the insurance industry, a transformation to make it far more important to our lives than it is now. We
would write policies on risks far greater than the risks, such as the risk
of early death, that our insurance industry covers today.
The advent of macro markets would require a fundamental transformation of our ﬁnancial markets. Macro markets for single-family
homes will mean liquid new international markets for assets that may
be worth more than the world’s stock markets. Macro markets for
GDPs will mean markets that trade claims on income that may be
worth over ten or twenty times the value of the world’s stock markets.
The presence of such markets, with their fundamental importance for
the world economy, would represent a revolutionary expansion of the
securities industry.
The advent of income-linked loans would require a major change in
the lending industry, which would become involved in fundamental
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risk management, allowing it to contribute to people’s lives by reducing their risks of bankruptcy and hardship. The institutions for making
loans to businesses and to governments would be fundamentally transformed as well.
The advent of inequality insurance, intergenerational social security,
and international agreements for risk control would bring ﬁnance principles into government policy in a way never seen before. This is not
growth of the government sector, with the attendant moral hazard
problems that it would entail, but the extension of governmental infrastructure so that some of our most important uncertainties can be
managed. The implementation of ideas like these may help prevent
some kinds of disastrous economic consequences that our rapidly expanding technology might otherwise bring to certain economic groups
or to certain countries in coming decades.
Creating and managing the GRIDs is a task that would involve private companies as well as the government. We need to develop a
broader industry of data supply, an industry of many ﬁrms supplying
the GRIDs, an industry that covers the world, and that makes use of
the best techniques to ensure individual privacy as well as the extensive
public use of data pertaining to risks.
Creating the new units of measurements, the indexed units of account, is also a task both for private companies and for the government.
The government would likely take the ﬁrst steps, for instance by restating the tax system in terms of indexed units of account and establishing the legal status of such units. But, once established, it would be
expected that there would be many privately offered alternative units
that would offer focused alternatives to the government units and that
would allow the system to diversify through competition and thereby
better represent actual human needs.
The jobs that so many of us will have in making such a new ﬁnancial
order a reality are multitude, and yet well worth it. Changes as fundamental and transforming as the new ﬁnancial order will have to occupy
a good deal of our time and energies in transition.
Our methods of controlling our economic risks cannot remain
where they are. The same breathtaking technology that generates new
risks must be adapted to the purpose of managing these risks. Let us
not take prosperity for granted. We must remember our economic vulnerabilities in this time of technological change, and we must take advantage of our new information capabilities to control these risks. We
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should be proactive in responding to the business opportunities that
this new ﬁnancial order produces. We should be willing to try risk management ideas that seem—at ﬁrst—unnatural, possibly even unworkable. We should be ready to make risk management arrangements on a
very large scale, aggressively pursuing the risks that have the potential
for great damage.
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1820–1992,” World Bank and Delta, Paris, 2001. According to one study, over
the last two centuries almost all of the widening inequality has occurred between countries, rather than within countries. See Peter H. Lindert and Jeffrey
G. Williamson, “Does Globalization Make the World More Unequal?”
National Bureau of Economic Research Working paper w8228, April 2001.
More recently, there has been a worsening of the income distribution
within developed countries. A 1998 study from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development looked at twenty developed countries
over the time interval between the mid-1980s and the mid-1990s, a time interval unaffected by a global recession or boom at either end. During this period, income inequality worsened in nineteen countries: Austria, Belgium, the
Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan,
Korea, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Inequality remained unchanged in only one country, Canada, and became less severe in none. The
study also notes that Australia showed a worsening of inequality over the
1980s. The note to the table states, “The results are based on several income
inequality indicators and reﬂect general trends reported in national and comparative studies.” See Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Income Distribution and Poverty in Selected OECD Countries: Economics Department Working Papers No. 189, March 1998, table 2.2, p. 36. Some
further perspectives on the worsening income distribution can be found in
Ray Marshall, ed., Back to Shared Prosperity: The Growing Inequality of Wealth
and Income in America, Armonk (New York and London: Sharpe, 2000).

notes to chapter three
5.

6.

7.

8.

A prominent introductory economics textbook gave the following account of
the “lump-of-labor” fallacy. “Whenever unemployment is high, people often
think that the solution lies in spreading the existing work more evenly among
the labor force. For example, Europe in the 1990s suffered extremely high unemployment, and many labor leaders and politicians suggested that the solution was to reduce the workweek so that the same number of hours would be
worked by all workers. This view—that the amount of work to be done is
ﬁxed—is called the lump-of-labor fallacy.” But the same textbook goes on to
say “...a decrease in the demand for a particular kind of labor because of technological shifts in an industry can be adapted to—lower relative wages and migration of labor and capital will eventually provide new jobs for the displaced
workers.” In other words, the lump-of-labor fallacy is only a fallacy in its assumption that the results of a decline in the demand for labor must be seen in
declining employment, and not in a declining wage as well as other disruptions of life. See Paul A. Samuelson and William D. Nordhaus, Economics, 16th
ed. (New York: Irwin/McGraw-Hill, 1998), p. 239.
In the last half-century world, economic growth has been so strong as to mitigate the effects of growing inequality on the poor. In fact, economist Richard
Cooper has pointed out that the world 20th percentile real income has grown
2.0 percent a year between 1950 and 1992, a growth rate that, over the decades,
has resulted in a substantial improvement in living conditions for these people. See Richard N. Cooper, “Growth and Inequality: The Role of Foreign
Trade and Investment,” unpublished paper presented at William Brainard
Festschrift Conference, Yale University, October 27, 2001. David Dollar and
Aart Kraay have shown that higher growth rate countries have higher growth
rates of their low-income populations too. See David Dollar and Aart Kraay,
“Growth Is Good for the Poor,” World Bank, Washington, D.C., 2000. There
is also some evidence that, if one corrects for certain conditions (education,
health, rule of law) incomes of poorer countries have tended to converge to
those of richer countries. See Robert J. Barro, Determinants of Economic
Growth (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1997), and Robert J. Barro and Xavier Salai-Martin, Economic Growth (New York: McGraw Hill, 1995). But this statistical literature hardly establishes a principle of growth for low incomes that can
be relied upon for the future.
Norbert Wiener, Cybernetics, Or Control and Communication in the Animal
and the Machine (New York: The Technology Press, John Wiley, 1948),
pp. 36–38.
According to Technology Review, “The machine consists of a mobile platform
on which are mounted an image-processing system, air blowers, and a mechanical arm with a gripper attached. As a tractor slowly pulls the platform
through the ﬁeld, cameras take pictures that the system analyzes. (The air
blowers rufﬂe foliage to expose the fruit.) When the harvester sights a melon
bigger than a certain size—and therefore presumed to be ripe—it extends the
gripper to grab the fruit and lift it off the ground. Knives attached to the gripper slash the stalk, and the gripper places the melon on a conveyor belt.” See
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“Prototype: Straight from the Lab, Technology’s First Draft,” Technology Review, 104(8) (2001):16–17.
See Gregory D. Abowd and Elizabeth Mynatt, “Charting Past, Present and
Future in Ubiquitous Computing,” ACM Transactions on Computer-Human
Interaction, 7(1) (March 2000):29–58.
10. This possibility is stressed in a theoretical paper by Philippe Aghion, “Schumpeterian Growth Theory and the Dynamics of Income Inequality,” Econometrica 70(3) (May 2002):855–82.
11. The two most inﬂuential works on the winner-take-all effects are Sherwin
Rosen, “The Economics of Superstars,” American Economic Review 71 (December 1981):845–68, and Robert H. Frank and Philip J. Cook, The WinnerTake-All Society: How More and More Americans Compete for Ever Fewer and
Bigger Prizes, Encouraging Economic Waste, Income Inequality, and an Impoverished Cultural Life (New York: Martin Kessler Books, 1995). Neither of
these works presents a lot of data to back up their claims that incomes are becoming more concentrated in a few superstars, the argument being mainly abstract. Rosen apologizes by saying, “Conﬁdentiality laws and other difﬁculties
make it virtually impossible to obtain systematic data in this ﬁeld” (p. 845). It
might be that there are more singers today as a fraction of society than there
were a hundred years ago, but that does not mean that there are more wellpaid singers. Our generally higher standard of living may encourage people to
spend more money on such things as modestly priced live music at weddings
and parties. But it is also clear that a few professional singers make enormous
incomes.
12. Another sign of our times is a 2002 ﬁlm entitled “Simone,” for Sim(ulation)
One, by Andrew Niccoli, which tells a story about a director who tries to
maintain the ﬁction that a simulated actress is real.
13. Lisa Guerney, “Software Is Called Capable of Copying Any Human Voice,”
New York Times, July 31, 2001, p. 1, col. 1.

9.

14. Risks caused by globalization have been the subject of attention by various futurists, notably John Naisbitt, The Global Paradox: The Bigger the World Economy, the More Powerful its Smallest Players (New York: Morrow, 1994); Kenichi
Ohmae, The End of the Nation State: The Rise of Regional Economies (New York:
Free Press, 1996); and Alvin Tofﬂer, The Third Wave (New York: Morrow, 1980).
15.

“Back Ofﬁce to the World,” Economist, May 3, 2001.

16. Such possibilities are described in Michael Dertouzos, What Will Be: How the
New World of Information Will Change Our Lives (San Francisco: Harper Edge,
1998).
17. The development of telephones during the twentieth century did not result
in a decline in business travel, either. The rise of e-mail at the end of the
twentieth century saw no declines in business travel or the use of ordinary
mail. It is possible that traditional means of interaction that rely on physical
proximity are complements, rather than substitutes, with the new electronic
methods. See Jess Gaspar and Edward L. Glaeser, “Information Technology
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and the Future of Cities,” Journal of Urban Economics 43 (January 1998):
136–56. Industries where research and development, skilled labor, and university research are important tend to be more geographically concentrated, and
this suggests that there could be more, rather than less, concentration geographically in the future. See David B. Audretsch and Maryann P. Feldman.
“R&D Spillovers and the Geography of Innovation and Production,” American Economic Review 86(3) (June 1995):630–40.
18. See John Seabrook, “Why Did the World Trade Center Buildings Fall Down
When They Did?” New Yorker, November 19, 2001, p. 64.
19. See Martin Shubik, “Terrorism, Technology, and the Socioeconomics of
Death,” Comparative Strategy 16 (1997):399–414.
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6.
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Chapter Four
Forty Thieves: The Many Kinds of Economic Risks
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Elementary probability theory can be used to measure the amount of uncertainty in this example. If the thieves are all independent of one another, then
the number of robberies follows the binomial distribution, and it follows that
the standard deviation of the loss in this case is about 20 percent of wealth. If
the thieves are not independent of one another, then the standard deviation
of loss can be much higher, depending on the degree of association across the
robbery events.
According to a recent survey of the literature, such variables account for between a ﬁfth and a third of the variation across individuals in annual incomes
within the United States. See Samuel Bowles, Herbert Gintis, and Melissa Osborne, “The Determinants of Earnings: A Behavioral Approach.” Journal of
Economic Literature 39(4) (December 2001):1137–76. If we considered the entire world, we would expect the amount explained by such factors (excluding
parents’ income) to be much lower.
See Lee Ross, “The Problem of Construal in Social Inference and Social Psychology,” in N. Grunberg, R. E. Nisbett, and J. Singer, eds., A Distinctive Approach to Psychological Research: The Inﬂuence of Stanley Schachter (Hillsdale,
N.J.: Erlbaum, 1987). A broadly based argument that our risks are larger than
we easily imagine may be found in Michael Mandel, The High Risk Society: Peril
and Promise in the New Economy (New York: Times Business, 1996).
For an account of the difﬁculties we face in understanding the aggregate economy, see Christopher A. Sims, “Macroeconomics and Reality,” Econometrica
48(1) (January 1980):1–48. For an account of the complexity of the causes of
macroeconomic ﬂuctuations in the context of the Fair Model, a large scale
econometric model of the U.S. economy, see Ray C. Fair, “Sources of Output
and Price Variability in a Macroeconometric Model,” Cowles Foundation
Working Paper No. 815, Yale University, 1987.
A prominent macroeconomic literature on “real business cycles” starts from
the hypothesis that all ﬂuctuations are ultimately due to technological inno287

8.

9.

vation. See, for example, Finn Kydland and Edward C. Prescott, “Time to
Build and Aggregate Fluctuations,” Econometrica 50 (1982):1345–70. See also
Kevin D. Hoover, James E. Hartley, and Kevy Salyer, Real Business Cycles: A
Reader (New York: Routledge, 1998).
See Milton Friedman and Anna J. Schwartz, A Monetary History of the United
States, 1867–1960 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963). Economist
Robert Barro once tried to argue that 78 percent of the variation in the U.S.
unemployment rate, 1946–77, was due to unexpected changes in the money
stock, military employment, and the minimum wage. Robert J. Barro, “Unanticipated Money Growth and Unemployment in the United States,” American Economic Review 67 (1977):101–15.
See Robert E. Hall, “The Role of Consumption in Economic Fluctuations,”
in Robert J. Gordon, ed., The American Business Cycle: Continuity and
Change (Chicago: National Bureau of Economic Research and the University
of Chicago Press, 1986).
David Lilien argued that a substantial source of economic ﬂuctuations in the
United States were “unusual structural shifts” such as a change in demand for
produced goods relative to services. See David M. Lilien, “Sectoral Shifts and
Cyclical Unemployment,” Journal of Political Economy 60 (1982):777–93.
James Hamilton pointed out in 1983 that dramatic oil price shocks preceded
all but one of the recessions in the United States since World War II. See James
D. Hamilton, “Oil and the Macroeconomy since World War II,” Journal of
Poliltical Economy 91 (April 1983):228–48. There was also a sharp oil price increase at the time of the 1990–91 recession, and a threat of an oil shock in the
2001–2 recession. In the latter case, the failure of an oil shock to materialize
was given as a reason for the mildness of the recession.

10. See N. Gregory Mankiw, David Romer, and David N. Weil, “A Contribution
to the Empirics of Economic Growth,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, 107
(May 1992):407–37.
11. See Ben S. Bernanke, “Bankruptcy, Liquidity, and Recession,” American Economic Review 71 (May 1981):155–59.
12. See Julio J. Rotemberg and Garth Saloner, “A Supergame-Theoretic Model
of Price Wars during Booms,” American Economic Review 76 (June 1986):
390–407.
13. There is evidence that the persistence and severity of the Great Depression in
the United States in the 1930s was related to government support of labor
unions and toleration of cartels. See Harold L. Cole and Lee Ohanian, “New
Deal Policies and the Persistence of the Great Depression,” unpublished paper, UCLA, 2001.
14. See Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba, The Civic Culture: Political Attitudes
and Democracy in Five Nations (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963);
James S. Coleman, “Social Capital in the Creation of Human Capital,” American Journal of Sociology, Supplement, 94 (1988): S95–S120; Francis Fukayama,
Trust (New York: Free Press, 1995); Robert D. Putnam, Bowling Alone: The
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the pages tightly together. The special ink used to write the letter left a mark
on the blank page, thereby generating a copy, which, although backward on
the tissue paper, could be read normally from the other side. Carbon paper did
not work well with quill or even steel pens, which could not apply enough
pressure to the paper without spilling the ink, so the letter press was the premier copying technology of its day. Its limitations were that only one legible
copy could be made and, moreover, the copies were bound in a pressbook in
chronological order, and could not be ﬁled separately. Tracking down a sequence of communications meant going through many pressbooks.

Collapse and Revival of American Community (New York: Simon & Schuster,
2000); and Peter J. Dougherty, Who’s Afraid of Adam Smith? How the Market
Got Its Soul (Hoboken, N.J.: John Wiley & Sons, 2002).
See Hernando De Soto, The Mystery of Capital: Why Capitalism Triumphs in
the West and Fails Everywhere Else (New York: Basic Books, 2000).
16. See Edward F. Denison, Why Growth Rates Differ (Washington D.C.: The
Brookings Institution, 1967); and N. Gregory Mankiw, David Romer, and
David N. Weil, “A Contribution to the Empirics of Economic Growth,”
Quarterly Journal of Economics 107 (May 1992):407–37.
17. See Paul Krugman, Rethinking International Trade (Cambridge: MIT Press,
1994); and Robert E. Lucas, “On the Mechanics of Economic Development,”
Journal of Monetary Economics 22 (July 1988):30–42.
18. See Kenneth J. Arrow, “The Economic Foundations of Learning by Doing,”
Review of Economic Studies 29 (June 1962):153–73.

15.

19. See Michael Woodford, “Self-Fulﬁlling Expectations and Business Cycles,”
American Economic Review Papers and Proceedings 77 (May 1987):93–98;
Christina Romer, “The Great Crash and the Onset of the Great Depression,”
Quarterly Journal of Economics, 105(3) (1990):597–624; and Roger E. A.
Farmer, Macroeconomics of Self-Fulﬁlling Prophecies (Cambridge: MIT Press,
1999).
20. See Joshua D. Angrist, “Lifetime Earnings and the Vietnam-Era Draft Lottery: Evidence from Social Security Administration Records,” American Economic Review 80 (June 1990):313–35.

3.

See Jo Anne Yates, Control through Communication (Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1989), pp. 54–56.

4.

While formulary documents, such as printed standard stock option forms in
Holland in the early 1700s, were occasionally seen much earlier, no welldeveloped industry existed for producing forms until the nineteenth century;
the Oxford English Dictionary gives 1855 for the ﬁrst use of the word “form”
in this sense. By the 1880s carbon forms were available. These bound
stacks of several identical paper forms with carbon paper between them became ubiquitous by the late nineteenth century. These, along with typewriters which applied great pressure to the paper, allowed accurate and systematic back up of information at multiple sites, an essential to reliable
record-keeping and reliable record use.

5.

The vertical ﬁle with the associated cardboard ﬁle folders appeared at the 1893
world’s fair, The Columbian Exposition in Chicago, where it won a gold
medal. The vertical ﬁle is a signiﬁcant invention, copied around the world and
found in nearly every ofﬁce today. Before the vertical ﬁle, the dominant storage facilities were pigeon holes in desks, wooden drawers where documents
would be lain on top of each other, and letter boxes kept on shelves. Large
documents were typically folded over quarto or octavo, and a description of
the content was written on the outside of the folded document. Groups of
documents were sometimes tied together with ribbons or strings. One could
look in a pigeonhole or drawer or shelf for the document that one needed by
sorting through the octavos and reading the descriptions. This method of
storage, however, was not efﬁcient, and the need to remove documents from
a stack to read the descriptions subjected the documents to risk of loss or damage. The vertical ﬁle eliminated the letter boxes and expensive separate
wooden slots for ﬁles, which could not be ﬂexibly expanded or contracted; it
also replaced cheap cardboard ﬁle folders with projecting tabs on which a title can be read without displacing the ﬁle. Modern ﬁle drawers themselves involve a signiﬁcant innovation, a wheel and rail support system for the drawer
that allowed a deep ﬁle drawer to be pulled out all the way, to access the backmost ﬁle folder, without the drawer falling out of the ﬁle cabinet. The system
has a double wheel, riding in a track, with a two-for-one ratio, so that when
the ﬁle drawer is fully extended, the supporting rail is half extended, allowing
support of the drawer when extended from the cabinet. With such solid and

21. Earnings data are from Alfred Cowles, who extended the Standard & Poor’s
Composite Index back to 1871. See Alfred Cowles, Common Stock Indexes, 2d
ed. (Bloomington, Ind.: Principia Press, 1939). The earnings series, linked to
the later S&P Earnings series to provide a continuous series from 1871 to the
present, are available on my Web site, www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller.
22. Frederick Lewis Allen, “Who’s Getting the Money?” Harper’s Magazine
189(1129) (June 1944), pp. 1–10.
23. T. A. Bisson, Zaibatsu Dissolution in Japan (Berkeley: University of California, 1954), pp. 93–96.

Chapter Five
New Information Technology Applied to Risk Management
1.

The London newspapers the Times, the Observer, and the Oracle and The
Daily Advertizer all comprised four pages and all cost sixpence in 1799.

2.

While the letter press saw only limited use at ﬁrst, after some improvements
were made, it became a business standard in the second half of the nineteenth
century. Letters, written with a quill or, later, a steel pen using a special ink,
were placed before the ink was fully dry between the tissue-paper pages of a
blank book, and the book closed and placed in a letter press, which pressed
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reliable drawers, the ﬁles could be four or ﬁve drawers high and thirty inches
deep, making effective use of limited wall space.
6.

7.

8.

The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries saw much progress in ﬁling
systems. The Dewey Decimal System was adopted by libraries in 1876, and the
succeeding decades brought many alternative inventions of ﬁling systems for
printed material. Around the time of the introduction of the vertical ﬁle, businesses began to adopt a ﬁling system in which all documents relating to a particular customer or client, including both incoming and copies of outgoing
mail, were kept together and ﬁled by name so that one could quickly ﬁnd all
the material relating to a given name. Copies were now kept on separate sheets
that could be ﬁled separately by name, eliminating the need to consult many
press books for one name. A thoughtful discussion of these and related
advances in ofﬁce technology can be found in Yates, Control through
Communication.
Document sizes were also becoming standardized so that they could be stored
without folding, and could be read without unfolding, a signiﬁcant advance
for long-term storage where brittleness of paper was a serious cause of record
loss, especially before the discovery in the nineteenth century of the role of
acid in paper brittling.
Mechanical calculators that were developed in the 1870s and 1880s included
the Odhner machines and the Felt Comptometer; these sped the operation of
addition of numbers by a factor of about six. The punch-card electrical tabulating system of Hollerith was also developed in the 1880s, and used in the
U.S. 1890 census. These devices are described in William D. Nordhaus, “The
Progress of Computing,” Cowles Foundation Discussion Paper No. 1324, Yale
University, September 2001. Nordhaus estimates that since 1900, performance
of computers, measured in the units of labor it saves, has increased by a factor
between one trillion and ﬁve trillion.

Hans-Eberhard Mueller, Bureaucracy, Education, and Monopoly: Civil Service
Reforms in Prussia and England (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1984), p. 80.
10. In Prussia in 1874 the birth and death records formerly kept by the churches
were now made part of the national government, with a civil registry
(Standesamt). This efﬁcient bureaucracy was already keeping the kind of
records that would be essential to social insurance, just before the creation of
that insurance.
According to historian Jürgen Kocka, in Industrial Culture and Bourgeois
Society: Business, Labor, and Bureaucracy in Modern Germany (New York:
Berghan Books, 1999),
9.

In international comparisons with England and the United States, eastcentral Europe, and the south, one basic state of affairs repeatedly appears as something that can hardly be underestimated: For Prussia, Austria, and other major German States, and then later for Imperial
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Germany, the construction of an efﬁcient, inﬂuential, well-respected
public bureaucracy happened early on—long before industrialization,
before parliamentization, and especially before democratization. The
civil-service state in Germany is a product of the eighteenth century;
and despite all the expansion and change it experienced, it fundamentally survived the profound ruptures of German society all the way
through to the twentieth century. (199)
11.

The U.S. government ﬁrst regularly published the Consumer Price Index during World War I to permit cost-of-living adjustments of wages, and began regular publication of national income statistics in 1942. Some estimates of these
were available earlier. Annual publication of national income statistics in Japan
began in 1953. Many other countries began publishing national income statistics around the middle of the twentieth century.

12. For example, there is the so-called substitution bias in many kinds of consumer
price indexes. The bias occurs if the indexes neglect to consider that people
substitute other goods for the goods whose prices increase most, thereby minimizing the impact of those price changes. Until the substitution bias problem
was solved, any use of the consumer price indexes for risk management contracts (such as escalation clauses in labor contracts) was hampered.
13. Progress in methods of constructing prices of illiquid assets such as housing
are surveyed in my book Macro Markets.
14. See Evan I. Schwartz, “Digital Cash Payoff,” Technology Review 361(8247)
(2001):62–68.
15.

Innovative new electronic ﬁnancial exchanges now under development, such
as Opt4 and Hedgestreet, may help broaden the scope of tradable assets.

16. See Paul Milgrom, Auction Theory for Privatization (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2001). Laboratory creation of artiﬁcial markets has allowed
experimenters to test alternative market structures. See for example Alvin E.
Roth, “The Economist as Engineer: Game Theory, Experimental Economics
and Computation as Tools of Design Economics,” Fischer Schultz Lecture,
Econometrica 70 (July 2001):1341–78, or Stephen Rassenti, Vernon L. Smith,
and Bart J. Wilson, “Controlling Market Power and Price Spikes in Electricity Networks: Demand-Side Bidding,” unpublished paper, Interdisciplinary
Center for Economic Science, George Mason University, 2001.
17. Right after the breakup of the Soviet Union, the Russian government wanted
to sell the capital stock of the Russian Republic to its own citizens, who of
course had no money to buy it. In one of the grandest innovations in world
ﬁnancial history, the Russian government made “privatization vouchers”
freely available to all 147 million Russians in 1992 and 1993. The vouchers could
be used by them to purchase shares in state enterprises. Of the 147 million
vouchers, 144 million, or 98 percent of the total, were picked up, making Russia the country with the highest proportion of shareholders in the world at the
time. The auction fundamentally transformed the Russian economy: After the
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auction, most workers were employed by companies with private stockholders. See Maxim Boycko, Andrei Shleifer, and Robert Vishny. Privatizing Russia (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1995); and Alfred Kokh, The Selling of the Soviet
Empire: Politics and Economics of Russia’s Privatization—Revelations of the
Principal Insider (New York: SPI Books, 1998). There is unfortunately a widespread perception that the Russian reformers who designed the auction were
deeply corrupt, and that this accounts for most of the economic inequality in
Russia today. But the inequality in Russia today did not result primarily from
this auction. See Anders Aslund, “Inequalities in Wealth Should Not Be
Blamed on Russia’s Economic Reformers,” Financial Times, May 31, 1996,
p. 16. A balanced view of the workings, and shortcomings, of this auction can
be found in Chrystia Freeland, Sale of the Century: Russia’s Wild Ride from
Communism to Capitalism (New York: Crown Business, 2000).
18. See Maureen O’Hara, Market Microstructure Theory (London: Basil Blackwell, 1997).
19. The parimutuel system of betting at racetracks, invented in France in 1872 by
Pierre Oller, is an interesting precursor to, and stimulus for the development
of, modern electronic ﬁnancial markets, and the system was even a stimulus
for the development of computers. Oller’s parimutuel system eliminated the
need for bookies, and relied on an automatic system to connect odds to
amounts bet. But it was difﬁcult for racetracks to achieve the necessary computations to display the odds (counterparts of ﬁnancial prices) in a timely way.
Starting in the 1880s, a series of primitive computer inventions progressively
lessened this problem. By 1928, U.S. engineer Harry Straus, using electronic
telephone switching technology, developed a “totalisator” that automatically
totaled amounts bet in a central place as the tickets were printed from dozens
of issuing machines, and automatically displayed the odds for crowds by lighting lightbulbs on a large tote board, each digit created by lighting the appropriate bulbs among a nest of twenty-four bulbs, a precursor to our modern
digital displays. This totalisator replaced hoards of bookies, increased public
trust, and strongly boosted the racing industry. See Fred S. Buck, Horse Race
Betting: A Comprehensive Account of Pari-Mutuel, Off-Track Betting and
Bookmaking Operations, 4th ed. (New York: ARCO, 1978); and John C.
Schmidt, Win-Place-Show: A Biography of Harry Straus, the Man Who Gave
America the Tote (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University, published with
the assistance of the G.W.C. Whiting School of Engineering, 1989). Longitude, Inc., developed an advanced new trading system for ﬁnancial risks that
facilitates trade in a wide variety of economic indexes. See Jeffrey Lange and
Nick Economides, “A Parimutuel Market Microstructure for Contingent
Claims Trading,” unpublished paper, Longitude, Inc., New York, 2001. See
also Lloyd S. Shapley and Martin Shubik, “Trade Using One Commodity as
a Means of Payment,” Journal of Political Economy 85(5) (1977):937–68. The
parimutuel digital call option system was inspired by an earlier idea, that of
Nils Hakansson, called supershares. See Nils H. Hakansson, “Welfare Aspects
of Options and Supershares,” Journal of Finance 33 (June 1978):754–76.
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20. According to research of Elizabeth Tibbetts of Cornell University, the wasp
Polistes fuscatus can go far beyond merely recognizing whether another wasp
is a nestmate. They can visually distinguish individual colony members within
their nest by the stripes on their faces and abdomens, and the insect colony
uses this ability in the maintenance of their system of social rank. See S. Milius, “Wasp Painting,” Science 161(26) (June 29, 2002):405.
21. Congress passed annual prohibitions against issuance of the cards due to public concern about privacy of their health records. The 1996 Illegal Immigration and Responsibility Act funded another identiﬁcation system, and was
passed by Congress and signed into law by President Clinton, though the
identiﬁcation system was repealed by Congress in 1999. The plan was to issue
a smart card to everyone who works in the United States; employers would
have had to swipe the card into a special machine at the time of hire, which
would have then accessed a federal database identifying whether the employee
was an illegal immigrant. Congress repealed the bill because of a popular outcry by people fearing that the government could abuse the system and that the
system might entail loss of privacy. Australia in the late 1980s and the United
Kingdom in the 1990s considered plans for national identiﬁcation cards but
abandoned the idea because of strong public concern with privacy. In Canada
in 1999, a task force composed of ﬁve federal agencies issued a report that described a national identiﬁcation system for all Canadians. The Canadian
provinces have discussed plans to merge the drivers license with a provincial
health insurance card into a single provincial card, which could become a
Canadian national system.
22. In Germany every adult is given a machine-readable national identiﬁcation
card. France uses a national identiﬁcation card that is technically voluntary but
is in effect compulsory, since it is increasingly difﬁcult to live without it. Neither card is linked to a national database, and Germany has constitutional limits against a national database.
23. Larry Ellison, “Digital IDs Can Help Prevent Terrorism,” Wall Street Journal,
October 8, 2001, p. A26.
24. A number of governments in developing countries have expressed ambitious
plans for developing their digital technology and integrating it into their society through identiﬁcation systems. Other projects to harness digital technology
are “Singapore One” in Singapore, “Internet City” in Dubai, and the “Smart
Villages” in Egypt, as well as numerous attempts at creating new Silicon Valleys.
Chapter Six
The Science of Psychology Applied to Risk Management
1.
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Daniel Kahneman, “Preface,” in Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky, Choices,
Values, and Frames (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press and Russell Sage
Foundation, 2000), p. xiii. Kahneman goes on to describe an ambiguity in the
concept: “A signiﬁcant and perhaps unfortunate early decision concerned the
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2.

naming of the new concept. For reasons of conceptual terminological economy we chose to apply the name ‘frame’ to descriptions of decision problems
at two levels: the formulation to which decision makers are exposed is called a
frame and so is the interpretation that they construct for themselves” (xiv). In
this book, I am generally referring to the ﬁrst level.
See, for example, Kahneman and Tversky, Choices, Values, and Frames.

3.

In a survey about attitudes towards welfare, questions were given wording either from the “recipient frame” or the “economy frame.” Answers were affected
by frame. See Thomas E. Nelson, Zoe M. Oxley, and Rosalee Clawson, “Toward a Psychology of Framing Effects,” Political Behavior 19(3) (1997):221–46.

4.

For example, sociologists trace changes in the media’s framing of afﬁrmative
action. See William A. Gamson and André Modigliani, “The Changing Culture of Afﬁrmative Action,” Research in Political Sociology 2 (1987):137–77.
See Colin Camerer and Howard Kunreuther, “Experimental Markets for Insurance,” Journal of Risk and Uncertainty 2 (1989):265–300.

5.
6.

Hayne E. Leland, “Who Should Buy Portfolio Insurance,” Journal of Finance
75(2) (May 1980):581–94.

7.

Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman, “Judgment under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases,” Science 185(4157) (1974): 1124–31.
See G. B. Northcraft. and M.A. Neale, “Experts, Amateurs, and Real Estate:
An Anchoring-and-Adjustment Perspective on Property Pricing Decisions,”
Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes 39 (1987):84–97.
Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman, “The Framing of Decisions and the Psychology of Choice,” Science 211(4481) (January 30, 1981):453–58.

8.

9.

10. Graham Loomes and Robert Sugden have presented a modiﬁcation of expected
utility theory that takes account of the avoidance of the pain of regret and has
different implications for human behavior. A similar theory was presented by
David E. Bell. See Graham Loomis and Robert Sugden, “Regret Theory: An
Alternative Theory of Choice under Uncertainty,” Economic Journal, 92 (1982):
805–24; and David E. Bell “Regret in Decision Making under Uncertainty,”
Operations Research, 30 (1982):961–81. Actions based on the pleasure of anticipation of future reward are also sometimes inconsistent with traditional expected utility theory, see John Leahy and Andrew Caplin, “Anticipation, Uncertainty, and Time Inconsistency,” unpublished paper, Boston University, 1998.
In their terms, there is a kink in the “value function” at the “reference point.”
See Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky, “Prospect Theory: An Analysis of
Decision under Risk,” Econometrica 47(2) (1979):263–91. See also Matthew
Rabin and Richard Thaler, “Anomalies: Risk Aversion,” Journal of Economic
Perspectives 15(1) (2001): 219–22.
12. See B. Combs and P. Slovic, “Causes of Death: Biased Newspaper Coverage
and Biased Judgments,” Journalism Quarterly 56 (1979):837–43.
13. See Robert Eisner and Robert H. Strotz, “Flight Insurance and the Theory of
Choice,” Journal of Political Economy 69 (1961):355–68.

11.
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14. See George F. Loewenstein, Christopher K. Hsee, Elke U. Weber, and Ned
Welch, “Risk as Feelings,” Psychological Bulletin 127(2) (2001):267–86. The
neurological basis of this tendency is explored in Antonio R. Damasio,
Descartes’ Error: Emotion, Reason and the Human Brain (New York: G. P.
Putnam, 1994).
15. Guy E. Baker, Why People Buy, 4th ed. (Newport Beach, Cal.: Standel Publishing, 2000), pp. 101–2.
16. See Steven J. Sherman, “On the Self-Erasing Nature of Errors of Prediction,”
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 39(2) (1980):211–21. There have
been a number of experiments revealing that individuals’ commitment to
others can be affected by their own sense of freely chosen past commitment.
See also Jonathan L. Freedman and Scott C. Fraser, “Compliance without
Pressure: The Foot in the Door Technique,” Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology 4(2) (1966):201. See D. Ciofﬁ and R. Garner, “On Doing the Decision: The Effects of Active versus Passive Choice on Commitment and Self Perception,” Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin 22 (1996): 133–47. A useful
survey of research on framing and consistency is in Robert B. Cialdini, Inﬂuence: Science and Practice (Needham Heights, Mass.: Allyn & Bacon, 2001).
17. See Leon Festinger, A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1957).
18. Ibid., p. 21.
19. See Ernst Fehr and Urs Fischbaher, “Why Social Preferences Matter—The
Impact of Non-Selﬁsh Motives on Competition, Cooperation and Incentives,” paper presented at Nobel Symposium on Behavioral and Experimental
Economics, 2001.
20. Daniel Kahneman, Jack L. Knetsch, and Richard Thaler, “Fairness as a Constraint on Proﬁt Seeking,” American Economic Review 76(4) (1986):728–41.
21. My survey work with Maxim Boycko and Vladimir Korobov reveals a basic underlying similarity in many countries of the world in opinions of how fairness is
seen as related to economic actions and policies. We compared answers to hypothetical questions about attitudes towards economic actions and institutions
in the United States, Russia, Ukraine, East Germany, West Germany, and Japan.
Robert J. Shiller, Maxim Boycko, and Vladimir Korobov, “Popular Attitudes
Toward Free Markets: The Soviet Union and the United States Compared,”
American Economic Review 81(3) (1991):385–400; and Robert J. Shiller, Maxim
Boycko, and Vladimir Korobov, “Hunting for Homo Sovieticus: Situational
versus Attitudinal Factors in Economic Behavior,” Brookings Papers on Economic Activity 1 (1992): 127–94. The same analysis was extended to yet other
countries. See Fathollah M.Bagheri, Nader Habibi, and Aygul Ozbaﬂy, “Attitudes Towards Free Markets in Iran, Turkey, and the Former Soviet Union: A
Survey Analysis,” unpublished paper, University of North Dakota, 1997.
22. The ultimatum game was invented by Werner Güth, Rolf Schmittberger, and
Bernd Schwarze. See “An Experimental Analysis of Ultimatum Bargaining,”
Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization 3 (1982):367–88.
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23. The original paper is still unpublished. See Lee Ross and Steven M. Samuels,
“The Predictive Power of Personal Reputation vs. Labels and Construal in the
Prisoner’s Dilemma Game,” unpublished manuscript, Stanford University,
1993. A description of the study may be found in Lee Ross and Andrew Ward,
“Naive Realism in Everyday Life: Implications for Social Conﬂict and Misunderstanding,” in Edward S. Reed, Elliot Turiel, and Terrance Brown, eds.,
Values and Knowledge (Mahwah, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1996).
24. The estimate of the reparations as a fraction of GDP is that of Etienne Montoux, The Carthaginian Peace: The Economic Consequences of Mr. Keynes (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1952), p. 116.
25. See Derek H. Aldcroft, From Versailles to Wall Street 1919–1929 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977). John Maynard Keynes argued in 1919 that the
German reparations were excessively burdensome, and that a “transfer problem” increased the difﬁculties. See John Maynard Keynes, The Economic Consequences of the Peace. The Collected Writings of John Maynard Keynes Volume
II (London: Macmillan, [1919] 1971).
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nineteenth century. See Michael Kremer, “Patent Buyouts: A Mechanism for
Encouraging Invention,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 113(4) (1998):1137–68.
2.

In ancient times, insurance-like provisions were attached to marine loans, and
burial societies offered something analogous to life insurance, but the earliest
known true insurance policy dates to 1343, see Humbert O. Nelli, “The Earliest
Insurance Contract: A New Discovery,” Journal of Risk and Insurance 39 (September 1972):215–20. According to the historian Johann Beckmann, the earliest
known statement of the concept of insurance, in vaguely probabilistic terms,
dates from the 1600s. According to Beckmann, “some ingenious person,” in an
anonymous 1609 correspondence to Count Anthony Gunther von Oldenburg,
explained how individuals who, having put a value on their houses, could pay a
yearly fee of 1 percent of that value, in return for which they would receive, if
there is ever a ﬁre, enough money to rebuild. This unknown person said that he
“had no doubt that it would be fully proved, if a calculation were made of the
number of houses consumed by ﬁre, within a certain space, in the course of
thirty years, that the loss would not amount, by a good deal, to the sum that
would be collected in that time.” See Johann Beckmann, A History of Inventions, Discoveries and Origins, vol. 1 (London: Henry G. Bohn, 1846), p. 241.
According to Ian Hacking, a careful scholar of the origin of the concept of
probability, the seventeenth century saw the ﬁrst statements of probability as
a concept. Even by the time of the Renaissance, there was no modern concept
of probability. Hacking notes that Galileo often used the word probabilità, but
with an entirely different meaning. When Galileo wrote “not improbable” he
meant “not implausible, though incorrect.” Science was viewed as concerned
with fact, not opinion, and any intuitive notions of modern probability were
grouped in the latter category.
The ﬁrst known attempt at constructing scientiﬁc mortality tables for insurance purposes was made by John de Witt, a mathematician who had a reputation for research in mathematics and who was well acquainted with the new
probability theory, for presentation to the Estates General of Holland and
West Friesland in 1671. See Ian Hacking, The Emergence of Probability: A Philosophical Study of Early Ideas about Probability, Induction, and Statistical Inference (London: Cambridge University Press, 1975).

3.

U. S. Patent No. 3,653,474, “Rolling Luggage,” inventor Bernard Sadow, ﬁled
April 1972.
Sadow managed to talk to a vice president at Macy’s, who agreed in the early
1970s to start selling the luggage. The suitcases did indeed sell, and set off a
major trend, even though Sadow’s initial model, with four tiny wheels, was
unstable. If one walked fast while pulling it, the suitcase wobbled from side to
side and sometimes developed a rocking cycle with increasing amplitude until
the suitcase fell over sideways. Since the suitcase in its normal upright resting
position tended to be low relative to one’s hand, the handstrap had to be fairly
long, and because it was ﬂexible, did not allow any control of side-to-side
wobble. One tried walking in a bent-over position to keep one’s hand closer

26. The Reparation Treaty (ß 231) stated, “The Allied and Associated Governments afﬁrm and Germany accepts the responsibility of Germany and her allies for causing all the loss and damage to which the Allied and Associated
Governments and their nationals have been subjected as a consequence of the
war imposed upon them by the aggression of Germany and her allies.”
27. Starting in 1937, participants who retired could get a small lump sum beneﬁt,
but only as a refund of contributions already made. Monthly beneﬁts began in
1940.
28. Quoted in William E. Leuchtenberg, Franklin Roosevelt and the New Deal,
1932–1940 (New York: Harper & Row, 1963).
29. Analysis of the Social Security System: Hearings before a Subcommittee of the
Committee on Ways and Means House of Representatives, Eighty-Third Congress
on Legal Status of OASI Beneﬁts, Part 6 (Washington, D.C.: United States
Government Printing Ofﬁce, 1953), p. 980.
Chapter Seven
The Nature of Invention in Finance
1.

U.S. courts have long upheld the principle that business methods cannot be
patented. A turning point came in 1982 when Merrill Lynch was awarded a
patent on its cash management account. Though the patent was challenged by
Merrill’s rivals, the courts upheld it, and by the 1990s the principle of ﬁnancial
patents was ﬁrmly established. See Robert M. Hunt, “Can You Patent That?
Are Patents on Computer Programs and Business Methods Good for the New
Economy?” Business Review, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, Q1 2001,
pp. 5–14. In the future, innovation could be further enhanced if the government would offer to buy out ﬁnancial patents that might better be pursued in
the public domain, as the government of France did for photography in the
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to the suitcase for better control, which was uncomfortable and still mostly
unsuccessful in controlling the wobble.
5.
6.

7.

8.

U.S. Patent No. 4,995,487, “Wheeled Suitcase and Luggage Support,” inventor Robert V. Plath, ﬁled August 1989.
Pre-Columbian wheeled toys can be seen in museums. For example, the Museum of Anthropology in Xalapa, Mexico, contains toy dogs and jaguars on
wheels from Veracruz, which date to the Late Classic Period, between a.d. 650
and 950.
See James Card, Seductive Cinema: The Art of Silent Film (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1994), pp. 57–58, which includes a plate showing a frame from the
movie with a dialogue balloon.

1.

National Research Council, Trends in the Early Careers of Life Scientists
(Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press, 1998), available at http://www.
nap.edu/html/trends/.

2.

See Richard Freeman, Eric Weinstein, Elizabeth Marincola, Janet Rosenbaum, and Frank Solomon, “Competition and Careers in Biosciences,”
Science 294 (December 14, 2001):2293–4.
I am taking it for granted that government-sponsored health insurance should
also be provided. Virtually every developed country has it for all their citizens,
with the conspicuous and lamentable exception of the United States. In the
United States, over forty million people are without health insurance.
Shiller, Macro Markets. I also described the method I called the hedonic repeated measure index in “Measuring Asset Value for Cash Settlement in Derivative Markets: Hedonic Repeated Measures Indices and Perpetual Futures,” Journal of Finance 68 (July 1993):911–31. The methods are related to
earlier work that Karl Case and I did on repeat-sales price indexes. See Karl E.
Case and Robert J. Shiller, “The Efﬁciency of the Market for Single Family
Homes,” American Economic Review 79(1) (1989):125–37.

4.

5.

Robert J. Shiller and Ryan Schneider, “Labor Income Indices Designed for
Use in Contracts Promoting Income Risk Management,” Review of Income
and Wealth 44(2) (June 1998):1–20.

6.

Some problems with the International Labor Organization data are discussed
(and partially corrected in the new Occupational Wages around the World
data ﬁle) in Richard B. Freeman and Remco H. Oostendorp, “Wages around
the World: Pay Across Occupations and Countries,” NBER Working Paper
8058, December 2000.

7.

The economist John Cochrane has provided a design for an optimal health insurance policy that can be canceled at any time by either insured or insurer.
With conventional health insurance policies, the insured has an incentive to
cancel if health is better than expected, the insurer has an incentive to cancel
if health is worse than expected. In Cochrane’s plan, whoever cancels must pay
the relevant change in the expected present value of the insured’s subsequent
health costs into a “health account” that is maintained for the insured.
Cochrane shows that, ideally, so long as people sign up for the insurance when
they are young and in perfect health, the health account balance will never become negative. His proposal is somewhat academic because we have no objective measure of expected present value of future health costs. Moreover, his
nonnegativity result depends on his assumption of a one-sided nature to
health costs. Still, something that draws on these ideas might someday be developed enough to be implemented and even applied to livelihood insurance
as well. See John H. Cochrane, “Time Consistent Health Insurance,” Journal
of Political Economy 103(3) (1995):445–73.

8.

William Nowlan, “A Rational View of Insurance and Genetic Discrimination,” Science 297(5579) (July 12, 2002):195–6.

9.

Under the advocacy of Louis Kelso and Senator Russell Long, the Employee
Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) was created in the United States by the Employment Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) of 1974. It offered certain
tax advantages, amended by subsequent laws. Other forms of employee ownership plans include 401(K) plans and incentive options plans. Tax laws may
have to be amended to provide encouragement to properly hedged employee
ownership plans.

Even after Schomer’s experiment demonstrated continuous titling with normal dialogue, it must have been easier to splice in intertitles rather than superimpose subtitles, especially when making versions of the movie in various
languages. The impetus to develop an efﬁcient and easy-to-use subtitling machine did not come until the advent of the sound movie era created a large
demand to make these movies accessible to foreign audiences.
There are many simple ways of putting subtitles in movies; the only challenge is to make it economical to do so. The role of sound movies in propelling the ﬁrst inventions of modern subtitling machines is described by
Nina Kagansky, Titra Film: Une Chronique cinématographique et familiale
(N. Kagansky, 21–Quétigny, Impr. Darantière, 1995).
Chapter Eight
Insurance for Livelihoods and Home Values

3.
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10. Regarding the Russian privatization program, Maxim Boycko, Andrei Shleifer,
and Robert Vishny wrote that Russia’s privatizers knew that “the Russian
government did not really own the assets that needed to be privatized . . . various ‘stakeholders,’ including managers, employers and local governments,
exercised substantial control over the allegedly public assets and could stop
privatization if they chose to. . . . In designing the program, the privatizers
consistently and generously recognized the stakeholders’ claims, and thus ensured their eventual support of privatization.” See Maxim Boycko, Andrei
Shleifer, and Robert Vishny, Privatizing Russia (Cambridge: MIT Press,
1995), p. 13.
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home to institutional investors. See Andrew Caplin, Sewin Chan, Charles
Freeman, and Joseph Tracy, Housing Market Partnerships: A New Approach to
a Market at a Crossroads (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1997). A comparison of
these various forms, with analysis of the associated moral hazard issues, can be
found in Shiller and Weiss, “Moral Hazard and Home Equity Conversion.”

See, for example, Jeff Gates, The Ownership Solution: Toward a Shared Capitalism for the 21st Century (Vancouver, B.C.: Employee Share Ownership and
Investment Association, 1998).

12. Some writers have seen the establishment of employee stock ownership plans
as solving, in a capitalist framework, the problem of alienation of workers from
their labor that was a strong motivation for Marxian communism. See Louis
Kelso and Mortimer J. Adler, The Capitalist Manifesto (New York: Random
House, 1958).
13. See Martin. J. Conyon and Richard B. Freeman, “Shared Modes of Compensation and Company Performance: UK Evidence,” NBER Working Paper
w8448, 2001; and Douglas Kruse and Joseph Blasi, “Employee Ownership,
Employee Attitudes and Firm Performance,” in Daniel J. B. Mitchell, David
Lewin, and Mahummad Zaid, eds., Handbook of Resource Management
(Greenwich, Conn.: JAI Press, 1997).

Chapter Nine
Macro Markets: Trading the Biggest Risks
1.

The Southwest Home Equity Assurance Program in Chicago has had only ten
claims since it began. The percent of the people in the area who are white has
declined to only 20 percent, and yet the home values have risen steadily. In this
sense, the program appears to have been a success.

For evidence that risks are not fully shared around the world today, see Marianne Baxter and Urban Jermann, “The International Diversiﬁcation Puzzle Is
Worse Than You Think,” American Economic Review 87 (1997):170–80; Maurice Obstfeld, “Risk-Taking, Global Diversiﬁcation, and Growth,” American
Economic Review 84 (1994):1310–29; Xavier Sala-i-Martin and Jeffrey Sachs,
“Fiscal Federalism and Optimum Currency Areas: Evidence for Europe and
the United States,” in M. B. Canzoneri et al., eds., Establishing a Central
Bank: Issues in Europe and Lessons for the United States (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); Linda L. Tesar, “Evaluating the Gains from
International Risksharing,” Carnegie-Rochester Conference Series on Public
Policy 42 (1995):95–103; and Linda L. Tesar and Ingrid Werner, “Home Bias
and High Turnover,” Journal of International Money and Finance 14 (1995):
467–92.

2.

16. We proposed “life-event-triggered” policies that would pay beneﬁts to the insured for decline in the index value only if a speciﬁc life event, such as a move
to a different city, occurs. We provided estimates of break-even policy premiums that take into account the frequency both of cancellation and of
life events. See “Home Equity Insurance,” NBER Working Paper w4860,
1994.

3.

Stock markets dividends or returns do not correlate well enough with the risks
that countries face that stock markets would be very usable to hedge these
larger risks. Evidence can be found in L. Bottazzi, P. Pesenti, and E. van Wincoop, “Wages, Proﬁts, and the International Portfolio Puzzle,” European Economic Review 40 (1996):219–54; see also my book Macro Markets.
The securities are warrants attached to collateralized thirty-year discount
bonds, a US$1.865 billion issue, underwritten by Citibank N. A. They were
created after Bulgaria sought a restructuring on their foreign debt, and were
issued to their lenders as part of reﬁnancing. The warrants pay out, as additional interest each year, one half of the growth rate of real GDP if Bulgarian
real GDP, as reported by the World Bank, rises more than 25 percent above the
1993 level.

14. Shlomo Benartzi and Richard Thaler have conceived a “Sell More Tomorrow” (SMT) program to teach people the risks of holding their own company’s stock and to encourage them to overcome psychological inhibitions
against selling company stock by installing a program of gradual sales. Shlomo
Benartzi and Richard Thaler. “Save More Tomorrow: An Easy Way to Increase Employee Saving,” unpublished paper, University of Chicago, 2001.
15.

17. “Report of the Yale/NR Home Equity Project Group,” December 14, 2001.
The reasons for settling only on an index are described in Robert J. Shiller and
Allan N. Weiss, “Moral Hazard and Home Equity Conversion,” Real Estate
Economics 28(1) (2000):1–31.
18. Other useful approaches to reducing the risks of homeownership include the
shared appreciation mortgage (SAM), such as those issued by the Bank of
Scotland and other banks in the 1990s under the direction of Sam Masucci
who was then with UBS Warburg. With SAMs, mortgage lenders take on
some of or all of the price appreciation of the home in lieu of mortgage interest. Certain kinds of reverse mortgages can also help homeowners deal with
risks, see Ken Scholen, Retirement Income on the House (Apple Valley, Minn.:
National Center for Home Equity Conversion Press, 1993). Yet another approach is the housing partnership, in which homeowners sell shares in their
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Perpetual futures resemble index-settled futures contracts that we have today,
except that the daily settlement formula is different and they have no expiration date. Every day, the short pays the long the day’s change in the futures
market settlement price plus the one-day return on an alternative asset times
the difference between the index for the day and the previous settlement price.
The alternative asset could be a riskless government bill return. With such a
perpetual future, I argued in Macro Markets, the short would essentially be
swapping the risk of a long-term claim on the income index for the return on
the alternative asset. The perpetual futures has a precedent of sorts in the Index Participations (IPs) traded brieﬂy on the American Stock Exchange in
1989. For a further description of perpetual futures, and a comparison with
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5.

IPs, see Macro Markets, pp. 42–46. Perpetual futures are also discussed in
Robert J. Shiller, “Measuring Asset Value for Cash Settlement in Derivative
Markets: Hedonic Repeated Measures Indices and Perpetual Futures,” Journal of Finance 68 (July 1993):911–31.
Allan Weiss, when he ﬁrst arrived at this idea, originally named them proxy assets. Later, we called them macro securities. The macro securities are described
in our patent, Allan N. Weiss and Robert J. Shiller, “Proxy Asset Data Processor,” U.S. Patent No. 5,987,435, 1999.
Note the fundamental distinction between macro markets based on income indexes such as national income and macro markets based on price indexes such as real estate. In the latter case, the macro markets have somewhat
different properties and economic functions. The macro markets based on indexes of prices of illiquid assets such as real estate serve the purpose of discovering something closer to the true market price of these assets, if the market were not so illiquid. For further discussion, see Macro Markets.
In 1999 Allan Weiss and I founded, originally under the auspices of Case
Shiller Weiss, Inc., a new ﬁrm, Macro Securities Research, LLC, to pursue applications of these ideas. Mr. Sam Masucci is now Chief Operating Ofﬁcer of
this ﬁrm.

6.

By some accounts, the Jubilee 2000 campaign secured a reduction of $18 billion out of $300 billion in debt of these countries. But these reductions might
have happened anyway. See Nick Mathiason, “G7’s Debt Relief Plan a ‘Cruel
Joke,’” The Guardian, December 30, 2001, p. 21.

7.

See Stefano Athanasoulis and Robert J. Shiller, “The Signiﬁcance of the Market Portfolio,” Review of Financial Studies 13(2) (2000):301–29. See also Stefano Athanasoulis, “Essays in Risk Sharing, Derivatives Design, and Macroeconomic Policy,” unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, 1995; and
Stefano Athanasoulis, Eric van Wincoop, and Robert J. Shiller, “Macro Markets and Financial Security,” Economic Policy Review 5(1) (1999):21–39. An
analogous proposal is for a “world currency unit,” which is proportional to a
basket of GDPs of major countries of the world. Bonds denominated in this
unit would be analogous to the world securities proposed here. See Lok-Sang
Ho, “Towards a New International Monetary Order: The World Currency
and the Global Indexed Bond,” The World Economy 23(7) (2000):939–50.

8.

Stefano Athanasoulis and I have produced a mathematical derivation of the
optimal markets to create in the context of a general equilibrium model of the
world, and this derivation shows that unless risk aversions differ across people,
there will always be better markets to create ﬁrst than a world market. But
when risk aversions do differ, there can be a strong reason to create such a
market, even before other markets. Those people who are relatively less risk
averse could hold the world security, thereby achieving greater expected return for bearing risk. Those people who are relatively more risk averse could
take a short position in the market, thereby offsetting the world risk to their
incomes. In any given country there might be relatively few people who differ enough in risk aversions that they would like to do these things, but the
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world security is relevant to everyone in the world. Thus, there should be ample demand for it. Moreover, even if everyone has the same risk aversion, the
world market will have important economic functions in the absence of some
other markets. We may also argue, based on robustness and simplicity, for creating a market for the entire world. See Stefano Athanasoulis and Robert J.
Shiller, op. cit. 2000; and “World Income Components: Measuring and Exploiting Risk Sharing Opportunities,” American Economic Review 91(4)
(2001):1031–54. A related theory appears in Gabrielle DeMange and Guy
Laroque, “Optimality of Incomplete Markets,” Journal of Economic Theory 65
(1995):218–32. See also Paul Willen, “Welfare, Financial Innovation and Self
Insurance in Dynamic Incomplete Markets Models,” unpublished working
paper, Princeton University, 1999.
9. William Nordhaus and James Tobin, “Is Growth Obsolete?,” in Economic
Growth: Fiftieth Anniversary Colloquium (New York: National Bureau of
Economic Research and Columbia University Press, 1972), pp. 1–80, reprinted
in James Tobin, Essays in Economics: Theory and Policy, vol. 3 (Cambridge:
MIT Press), pp. 360–450.
10. Richard B. Freeman, The Market for College-Trained Manpower: A Study in
the Economics of Career Choice (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1971).
A recent study has conﬁrmed a similar mechanism in the pattern of physician
incomes by specialty. See Sean Nicholson and Nicholas S. Souleles, “Physician
Income Expectations and Specialty Choice,” NBER Working Paper Number
8536, October 2001.
11.

See the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Outlook Handbook,
http://stats.bls.gov/oco/.

12. The ability of market prices to incorporate information is somewhat compromised by market-generated price movements, booms and crashes, that have
nothing to do with the information or that represent overreaction to information. But these events do not totally compromise the information-revealing character of prices. See Sanford J. Grossman, The Informational Role of
Prices (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989); and Franklin Allen, Stephen Morris, and
Hyung Song Shin, “Beauty Contests, Bubbles, and Iterated Expectations in
Asset Markets,” unpublished paper, Yale University, April 2002.
13. These changes are computed using the Case Shiller Home Price Indexes,
which are computed by our ﬁrm, Case Shiller Weiss, Inc. The price indexes are
based on a repeat-sales econometric method that Karl Case and I developed.
See Karl E. Case and Robert J. Shiller, “Prices of Single-Family Homes Since
1970: New Indexes for Four Cities,” New England Economic Review (1987):
46–56, and “The Efﬁciency of the Market for Single Family Homes,” American Economic Review 79(1) (1989):125–37.
14. See Case and Shiller, “The Efﬁciency of the Market for Single Family Homes,”
and “Forecasting Prices and Excess Returns in the Housing Market,”
AREUEA Journal 18(3) (1990):253–73.
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15.

See Case, Shiller, and Weiss, “Index-Based Futures and Options Trading in
Real Estate.”

16. See Matt Carroll, “Home-Equity Insurance Part of New Market Plan,” Boston
Globe, November 18, 1993, p. 45.
17. New Zealand economist Ronnie Horesh has proposed that governments issue
“social policy bonds” whose payout is contingent on the achievement of some
important long-term national objectives, such as the reduction of crime or the
improvement of the environment. The payout of the bonds would depend on
some predeﬁned index of success in these objectives. Then, a business that can
conceive a way to improve the situation as measured by one of these indexes,
or even improve the outlook for improving the situation or increase the probability that the situation will be improved, can buy the bonds and hope to
proﬁt from their appreciation if their efforts are even a partial success. The creation of these social policy bonds, Horesh argues, creates a short-run ﬁnancial
incentive for many minds to seek out ways to contribute to the long-run implementation of the objectives. See Ronnie Horesh, “Injecting Incentives into
Social Problems: Social Policy Bonds,” Economic Affairs 20(3) (September
2000):39–42.
18. See my discussion of this potential problem in Macro Markets, pp. 202–7.
Chapter Ten
Income-Linked Loans: Reducing the Risks of Hardship
and Bankruptcy
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Milton Friedman, Capitalism and Freedom (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1982), p. 103.
Ibid.
If the income-indexed personal loans on individual incomes are bundled together as securities, then this means carrying forward the trend to securitization (the bundling of loans such as mortgages together so that investors can
invest in the bundle as a security) to an individual income level. We now have
securities that represent certain claims on individuals’ future incomes: home
mortgages, automobile loans, consumer loans, and other cash ﬂows from individuals. But we do not have securities that represent a claim on a share of an
individual’s or family’s future income itself. The bundled income-indexed personal loans might even resemble macro markets, and investors in these bundles might also use the macro markets to hedge their investments in the securitized income-linked personal loans.
This loan was also unusual in that it was arranged jointly by a bank and an insurance company.
See Eduardo Borensztein and Paulo Mauro, “Reviving the Case for GDPIndexed Bonds,” IMF Policy Discussion Paper, September 2002. The proposal for a sovereign debt restructuring mechanism (SDRM) made by Anne
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Krueger at the International Monetary Fund might also, depending on how
it is implemented, make loans effectively depend on income. Krueger asserts
that “The objective of an SDRM is to facilitate the orderly, predictable, and
rapid restructuring of unsustainable sovereign debt” and that “the mechanism
would be invoked when there is no feasible set of sustainable macroeconomic
policies that would enable the debtor to resolve the immediate crisis and restore medium-term viability.” See Anne O. Krueger, A New Approach to Sovereign Debt Restructuring (Washington D.C.: International Monetary Fund,
2002), p. 4.
6. See William M. Bulkeley, “Old Blues: Some Alumni of Yale Realize That They
Owe College a Lasting Debt,” Wall Street Journal, February 23, 1999, p. A1,
col. 1.
7. The Yale TPO plan implied that one’s total payments ultimately depended on
the incomes of the other students in the cohort. Thus, ﬂuctuations in cohort
income imposed a sort of unnecessary risk on each individual, unnecessary
from the perspective of broader risk-sharing.
8. See Bret Ladine, “ ‘70s Debt Program Finally Ending,” Yale Daily News,
March 27, 2001, p. 1.
9. The Financial Times quoted one banker: “Pullman’s deals are cool, but
they’re not really worth it. . . . They are small. You can spend months putting
them together and then the clients are pains in the butt.” Issuing the bonds
requires evaluating and extensively documenting the underlying assets. See
Joshua Chafﬁn, “Man Who Sold the World Loves to Court Top Artists: David
Pullman Created Bowie Bonds and He Likes to Litigate,” Financial Times,
August 16, 2001, p. 23.
10. See David A. Moss, When All Else Fails: Government as the Ultimate Risk
Manager (Cambridge: Harvard Business School Press, 2002).
Chapter Eleven
Inequality Insurance: Protecting the Distribution of Income
1.

The Gini coefﬁcient is the area between the straight line and the Lorenz Curve
as a percent of the total area below the straight line. The Gini coefﬁcient can
range from zero percent (meaning perfect equality) to 100 percent (meaning
concentration of all the income in one person).

2.

Basing our tax system on a consumption tax means allowing a new deduction
against income for all increments to savings, so that only that portion of income that is actually consumed is taxed. There have been various versions of
the consumption tax proposed, dating back to economist John Stuart Mill in
the nineteenth century. Converting to a consumption tax was seriously debated in the U.S. Congress in the early 1920s. Recent examples are the Flat
Tax of Robert Hall and Alvin Rabushka, and the U.S.A. Tax (so named for the
term “unlimited savings allowance”) introduced by Republican Senator Pete
Domenici and Democratic Senator Sam Nunn in the mid 1990s.
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The U.S.A. Tax proposal was particularly interesting in that it was posed as
a modiﬁcation of our existing income tax system that retains its progressivity.
The proposal was a 100 percent income tax deduction for increments to investment accounts, that is, income added to savings vehicles. Their plan would
possibly solve the problem faced by a person, say a novelist publishing a major book after many years working on it, experiencing one big income jump in
a single year, since that person, knowing that the income would not continue,
would probably save most of it, thereby getting such a tax allowance that the
tax rate would not be high.
The proponents of a consumption tax weigh a number of elements in advocating this, others being the difﬁculty of taxing income from investments and
the importance of simpliﬁcation. The unlimited savings allowance would eliminate a lot of wasteful tax-reducing activity, as people try to shift income from
one tax year to another to prevent the uneven application of the progressive tax
system on their incomes. The consumption tax system also helps to encourage
charity. Because charity is not consumption, the tax amounts to a 100 percent
charitable deduction, without any of the limits that are in place in current law.
Against the progressive consumption tax one may argue that consumption
may not be the gauge of lifetime income that economic theory suggests it is,
since most people save little and are constrained from borrowing fully against
future income. It would not solve the novelist’s problem if the novelist went
on a consumption splurge in that year. The progressive consumption tax could
create problems as compared to a progressive income tax, if, for example, people with steady income from year to year had personal reasons (such as illness,
divorce, remarriage, birth of children, or job change) to have unsteady consumption, which pushes them variably into higher and lower consumption tax
brackets in different years.
There are difﬁculties deﬁning what is consumption and what is investment.
Consumption tax evaders would try to falsely reclassify some consumption as
investment. Moreover, there are important problems in making a transition
from an income tax to a consumption tax. Making that change can be unfair
to people who saved a lot under the income tax.
Probably the problems with the pure consumption tax, and the entrenched
interests against it, will prevent any major country from adopting a pure consumption tax in the near future. The United States could, however, probably
move in the direction of a consumption tax, that is, in the direction of Europe
which relies on a value added tax as well as an income tax, and there is some
chance of its actually doing so.
For the present discussion of inequality insurance, it can be argued that
whatever mix of consumption versus income taxation is ﬁnally chosen, the basic idea of inequality insurance can still be adopted, though some adjustments
may need to be considered. If we are in an income tax regime, we should have
income averaging and an income inequality insurance system. If we ever are in
a consumption tax regime, we should have a consumption inequality insurance system.
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3.

According to some, income taxes are inherently inefﬁcient, since, because of
the double taxation of income when received and again on the interest on the
income saved, an income tax is effectively a higher tax on future consumption
than on current consumption. The theory of public ﬁnance, however, does
not actually imply that pure consumption taxes, which would tax current and
future consumption equally, are optimal, except under highly speciﬁc assumptions. See Anthony B. Atkinson and Joseph E. Stiglitz, Lectures on Public Economics (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1979); Martin Feldstein, “The Welfare Cost
of Capital Income Taxation,” Journal of Political Economy 86(2) (1978):
S29–S51; and David F. Bradford, “The Case for a Personal Consumption Tax,”
in Joseph A. Pechman, ed., What Should Be Taxed: Income or Expenditure?
(Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1980), pp. 75–113.

4.

See Zick Rubin and Anne Peplau, “Belief in a Just World and Reactions to
Another’s Lot: A Study of Participants in the National Draft Lottery,” Journal
of Social Issues 29(4) (1973):73–93. Such experiments conﬁrm a persistent human tendency to see moral justice in purely random outcomes. See Melvin J.
Lerner, The Belief in a Just World: A Fundamental Delusion (New York:
Plenum, 1980).

5.

In this sense, the inequality insurance plan would resemble a plan proposed by
Shlomo Benartzi and Richard Thaler, called “Save More Tomorrow.” Employees of participating ﬁrms are offered a plan in which automatic payroll deductions are instituted that cause a large fraction of future income increases to
be diverted to a savings account. They show through experimental adoptions
of such a plan that the plan is able to cause major increases in savings. See
Shlomo Benartzi and Richard Thaler, “Save More Tomorrow: An Easy Way
to Increase Employee Saving,” unpublished paper, University of Chicago,
2001.

6.

See for example Wallace Oates and Robert Schwab, “Economic Competition
Among Jurisdictions: Efﬁciency Enhancing or Distortion Inducing?” Journal
of Public Economics 35 (1988):333–54, “The Theory of Regulatory Federalism:
The Case of Environmental Regulation,” in Wallace Oates, ed., The Economics of Environmental Regulation (Cheltenham, U.K.: Edward Elgar, 1996);
Edward Glaeser, “The Incentive Effects of Property Taxes on Local Governments,” Public Choice 37 (1996):93–111; and John P. Conley and Antonio
Rangel, “Intergenerational Fiscal Constitutions: How to Protect Future Generations Using Land Taxes and Federalism,” unpublished paper, University of
Illinois, 2001.

7.

It has been shown that, when comparing across countries, willingness to support social services for the poor depends on the public’s opinions on why they
are poor. One study found that in Denmark and The Netherlands only 11 percent and 12 percent, respectively, thought that poverty was due to personal
characteristics such as laziness and lack of willpower, while in the United Kingdom and the United States over 40 percent thought so. Quoted in Alan
Lewis, The Psychology of Taxation (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1982), p. 95.
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Edward McCaffery, “Cognitive Theory and Tax” in Cass Sunstein, ed., Behavioral Law and Economics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000).

(or about US$6000) to leave the country, refundable if they return. This is
not a large sum of money compared to the present value of the increased earnings the applicant might expect to earn in many foreign countries, but, because of an inability to borrow against this foreign income, the bond represents a serious obstacle to emigration. Most countries apparently feel they
cannot enforce such exit charges as China and Cuba do.
Countries also effectively charge to emigrate in the form of denying some
retirement income to people who leave. Unfortunately, this form of charging
is erratic in its impact. Young people are the most free to leave, since they
have not yet accumulated retirement beneﬁts, while elderly people may ﬁnd
it impossible to leave. The costs to leaving are not related to the relative advantages that the person offers to the releasing country and to the receiving
country.
Some, but not all, countries have treaties to coordinate their social security
systems for those who change countries. For example, the United States has
social security treaties with only eighteen countries, mostly in Europe. Lacking sensible treaties, the individuals may be deterred from moving between
countries. For example, there is no social security treaty between the United
States and Japan.

There is evidence that migration does indeed tend to be towards areas with
more generous welfare. See George J. Borjas, “Immigration and Welfare Magnets,” Journal of Labor Economics 17(4) (October 1995):607–37.
10. There is evidence that immigration can harm the economic status of natives.
See Joseph Altonji and David Card, “The Effects of Immigration on the Labor Market Outcomes of Natives,” in John Abowd and Richard Freeman,
eds., Immigration, Trade, and Labor (Chicago: National Bureau of Economic
Research and University of Chicago Press, 1991); George J. Borjas, “The Economics of Immigration,” Journal of Economic Literature 32(4) (1994):
1667–1717; and Rachel Friedberg and Jennifer Hunt, “The Impact of Immigrants on Host Country Wages, Employment and Growth,” Journal of Economic Perspectives 9(2) (1995):23–44.

9.

The U.S. Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 gave blanket amnesty
to illegal immigrants who arrived before 1982. President George W. Bush has
supported offering another amnesty. Other countries have given amnesty to
illegal immigrants, for example, the United Kingdom in 1973, Italy in 1986, Argentina in 1993, and Malaysia in 1998.
12. The economist Julian Simon in 1986 proposed auctioning off a limited number of places for immigrants from LDCs. He also mentioned the idea that the
price of immigration could be paid out of future income taxes. He pointed out
then that other economists, Gary Becker, Barry Chiswick, Milton Friedman,
and Melvin Reder, were also advocates of such a system. See Julian L. Simon,
“Auction the Right to Be an Immigrant,” New York Times, January 28, 1986,
p. A25, col. 1.
11.

13. A few countries have charged for immigration, and lists of these were compiled by newspapers in Hong Kong just before the return of Hong Kong to
China in 1997, when many people were considering making a hasty exit. According to these accounts, one could buy one’s way into Fiji for US$30,000
plus an additional US$100,000 placed in an investment account. Sierra Leone
sold passports and citizenship for US$28,000, Peru sold passports for
US$35,000, and Tonga sold passports for US$20,000. Canada gave landed
immigrant status for investing C$250,000 in Canada. Moreover, the United
States allowed ten thousand immigrants a year to buy their way in by investing US$1,000,000 in the United States in a business that creates at least ten
jobs. The Canadian and the U.S. systems are indirect charges for immigration.
The governments do not collect the money from immigrants but require immigrants to invest money in a way that is probably sub-optimal from the
standpoint of their own investment criteria; in this sense it is a charge for immigration.
Some countries also charge for exit visas. China and Cuba have both
charged fees sufﬁciently large to provide a major obstacle to emigration. Recently Chinese students wishing an exit visa had to post a bond of 50,000 yuan
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14. See Lawrence Lindsey, “Individual Taxpayer Response to Tax Cuts 1982–84,
with Implications for the Revenue-Maximizing Tax Rate,” Journal of Public
Economics 33(2) (July 1987):173–206. Other important studies that view the
Reagan tax cuts as a “natural experiment” were Daniel Feenberg and James
Poterba, “Income Inequality and the Incomes of Very High Income Taxpayers,” in James Poterba, ed., Tax Policy and the Economy (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 1992); and Martin Feldstein, “The Effect of Marginal Tax Rates on Taxable Income: A Panel Study of the 1986 Tax Reform Act,” Journal of Political
Economy 103(3) (June 1995):561–73.
15. See Austan Goolsby, “It’s Not About the Money: Why Natural Experiments
Don’t Work on the Rich,” in Joel Slemrod, ed., Does Atlas Shrug? The Economic Consequences of Taxing the Rich (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
2000).
16. See Vickrey, “Measuring Marginal Utility by Reactions to Risk.”
17. Festinger, “Wish, Expectation and Group Standards as Factors Inﬂuencing
Level of Aspiration.”
18. Robert H. Frank, Luxury Fever: Money and Happiness in an Era of Excess
(Riverside, N.J.: The Free Press, 1999), and “Progressive Taxation and the Incentive Problem,” in Joel H. Slemrod, ed., Does Atlas Shrug?, pp. 490–507.
19. These countries have not always been so egalitarian in their attitudes. A rise of
egalitarian sentiment since the middle of the twentieth century, and then
something of a decline in that sentiment recently, has been noted for both
Canada and Sweden. For Canada, see Barbara Murphy, The Ugly Canadian:
The Rise and Fall of a Caring Society (Winnipeg: J. Gordon Shillingford,
1999). For Sweden, see Nils-Eric Sandberg, Vad Gick Snett I Sverige (What
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Went Wrong in Sweden?) (Timbro, Sweden, 1997). (The English translation
is available at http://www.wrong-in-sweden.com.)
20. Business Council on National Issues, “Mediocrity Versus Excellence: The
Choice Facing Canada.” See http://www.bcni.com/memos/sep99.html,
1999, p. 5.
21. Sandberg, Vad Gick Snett I Sverige, p. 4.
22. Assar Lindbeck, “The Swedish Experiment,” Journal of Economic Literature
35 (September 1997): 1273–1319, at 1297.
Chapter Twelve
Intergenerational Social Security: Sharing Risks
between Young and Old
1.

World Bank, Averting the Old Age Crisis (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1994).

2.

Hannah Leslie has a nice account of this process of invention in the United
Kingdom. See her Inventing Retirement: The Development of Occupational
Pensions in Britain (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986).

3.

The basic notion of intergenerational risk-sharing that is the foundation of this
idea follows my paper, “Social Security and Institutions for Intergenerational,
Intragenerational, and International Risk Sharing,” Carnegie Rochester Conference Series on Public Policy 50 (1999):165–204. See also my paper “Social
Security and Individual Accounts as Elements of Overall Risk Sharing,” presented at the American Economic Association meetings, Washington, D.C.,
January 2003. A number of others have stressed that intergenerational risk
sharing should be a prominent consideration in the design of social security.
See Laurence Ball and N. Gregory Mankiw, “Intergenerational Risk Sharing
in the Spirit of Arrow, Debreu and Rawls, with Applications to Social Security,” NBER Working Paper w8270, 2001; Henning Bohn, “Social Security
and Demographic Uncertainty: The Risk Sharing Properties of Alternative
Policies,” NBER Working Paper w7030, March 1999; Angus Deaton, PierreOlivier Gourinchas, and Christina Paxson, “Social Security and Inequality
Over the Life Cycle,” NBER Working Paper w7570, February 2000; and DeMange and Laroque, “Social Security with Heterogeneous Populations Subject to Demographic Shocks,” Geneva Papers on Risk and Insurance Theory
26(1) (2001):5–24.

4.
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5.

The example here comes, with some simpliﬁcation, from my paper “Social Security and Institutions for Intergenerational, Intragenerational, and International Risk Sharing.”
7. According to the U.S. Social Security Administration, thirty-one million retired persons and their dependents received beneﬁts in 1999, 11 percent of the
U.S. population then.
8. As for the individual ﬁnancial account component of the Swedish social security system, the 2.5 percent of pensionable income, individuals can choose
from among ﬁve hundred different funds to invest. See Ole Settergren, “The
Automatic Balance Mechanism of the Swedish Pension System: A NonTechnical Introduction,” Riksförsäkringsverket, The Swedish National Insurance Board, 2001, http://www.rfv.se/english/aut0107.pdf.
9. Individual accounts might, however, be justiﬁed as offering diversiﬁcation
across investments, so long as this is achieved without compromising intergenerational risk sharing. See Peter A. Diamond and John Geanakoplos, “Social Security Investment in Equities.” Cowles Foundation Discussion Paper
No. 1214R, Yale University, 2002.
10. One study sought to ﬁnd differences in risk aversion and to link these differences to differences in behaviors such as purchasing insurance or doing things
that endanger the health. They had rather limited success in ﬁnding and linking these differences. See Robert Barsky, F. Thomas Juster, Myles S. Kimball,
and Matthew D. Shapiro, “Preference Parameters and Behavioral Heterogeneity,” Quarterly Journal of Economics (1997):537–79.
6.

Chapter Thirteen
International Agreements for Risk Control
1.

These chain real GDP numbers, in 1996 US dollars, are from the Penn World
Table, Mark 6.0, preliminary version, available at www.nber.org. By 1998, Korean real GDP per capita had risen to $13,247, while Argentina’s had risen to
$11,749, closing some of the gap. A severe economic crisis in Argentina starting in 2001, however, may reopen the gap.

2.

Marek Weretka presents a model in which the welfare loss because of moral
hazard is lower if international risk management contracts are arranged by
governments rather than by macro markets. Marek Weretka, “Moral Hazard
in Macro-Markets: Welfare Evaluation,” unpublished paper, Yale University,
2002. A similar argument that governments might best control and limit the
extent of risk sharing because of the potential for inefﬁciencies caused by
moral hazard can be found in Wolf B. Wagner, Risk Sharing under Incentive
Constraints, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Center for Economic Research,
Tilburg University, The Netherlands, 2002. In both of these papers, the creation of macro markets can produce a sort of moral-hazard externality oper-

The principal alternatives to the contributory systems with earnings-related
beneﬁts are systems that pay beneﬁts related only to years of service or residence, and/or that pay only to people of limited means. Some countries have
mandatory savings or mandatory private pensions. See U.S. Social Security
System, Ofﬁce of Research, Evaluation and Statistics, Social Security Programs
throughout the World 1999 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Ofﬁce,
1999), pp. xxxiv-xxxix.
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See http://www.ssa.gov/pubs/10070.html for an explanation of the computation of social security beneﬁts in the United States.
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ating not directly through individuals but through individuals’ control
through their votes of government policy, policy that might show weakened
resolve for economic growth once risk management policies are instituted.
These papers are not arguments against international risk sharing, but arguments for government regulation of risk sharing.
3.

Such limits might make it more plausible that the contract would in fact be
honored by all parties. Since the limit is reached only if the country does exceptionally well relative to the expectations, the amount paid could still be a
large fraction of the GDP of the receiving country which is performing less
well. Economic models illustrating an equilibrium subject to such limits are
discussed in Timothy J. Kehoe and David K. Levine, “Debt Constrained Markets,” Review of Economic Studies 60 (1993):865–88; and Timothy J. Kehoe and
David K. Levine, “Liquidity Constrained Markets versus Debt Constrained
Markets,” unpublished paper, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, and Department of Economics, UCLA, 2001.

4.

Our 2001 paper includes a formal analysis, maximizing the expected value of
a social welfare function for the world, showing how the optimal contracts
may be deﬁned. See “World Income Components: Measuring and Exploiting
Risk-Sharing Opportunities.”

5.

Athanasoulis and I described this as a private risk management contract between individuals within countries, however, the same idea can be used here
for government agreements, and, indeed, as regards some developing countries where ﬁnancial markets are less developed and less experimental in their
orientation, it would seem that governmental agreements are the more likely
form for such risk management. The analysis is in Athanasoulis and Shiller,
“World Income Components: Measuring and Exploiting International RiskSharing Opportunities,” table 3A. The working paper can be found on
http://cowles.econ.yale.edu/P/au/d_shiller.htm, as Cowles Foundation
Discussion Paper No. 1097. A revised version of this paper was published in
the American Economic Review 91(4) (2001), but without table 3.

6.

For a description of the parallel loan agreements of the 1970s, see John F. Marshall and Kenneth R. Kapner, Understanding Swaps (New York: Wiley Finance
Editions, 1993); and Clifford W. Smith Jr., Charles W. Smithson, and D. Sykes
Wilford, Managing Financial Risk (New York: Harper Business, 1990).

7.

After the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, there was some ambiguity in
deﬁning the actual amount of the roughly US$10 billion debt from India to the
Soviet Union, since the debt was expressed in terms of a rupee-ruble protocol.
Moreover, former-Soviet countries, who all created their own currencies, had
difﬁculty agreeing on how repayments should be divided among them. India,
however, did not take unfair advantage of the ambiguous situation.
That is, the mere creation of the contracts would have the same impact on
expected utility, that is on “consumer surplus,” of people living in India as
would a gift to India over 10 percent of Indian GDP. To arrive at this estimate of consumer surplus created by the contract we had to make various

8.
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assumptions about coefficients of risk aversion, discount rates, and about the
variance matrix of GDPs, and of course these assumptions could be questioned. See Robert J. Shiller and Stefano Athanasoulis, “World Income
Components: Measuring and Exploiting International Risk Sharing Opportunities,” NBER Working Paper w5095, April 1995, for a description of these
assumptions.
9.

See Alberto Alesino and David Dollar, “Who Gives Foreign Aid to Whom and
Why?” NBER Working Paper w6612, Cambridge, Mass., June 1998).

10. Shiller and Athanasoulis, 1995.
11. For example, the International Conference on Financing for Development
held at Monterrey, Mexico, March 18–22 2002, attended by most developing
and developed countries as well as the International Monetary Fund, the
World Bank, and the World Trade Organization, issued a statement, the
“Monterrey Consensus,” about ﬁnancing development that made no unambiguous reference to sharing risks between countries. There was no hint of the
idea that risk sharing can be beneﬁcial both to developing and developed
countries. There was only the vague statement that “We recognize the value
of exploring innovative sources of ﬁnance, provided that these sources do not
unduly burden developing countries.”
Chapter Fourteen
Global Risk Information Databases
1.

2.
3.

4.
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Such a system has been developed by the National Institute of Statistical Sciences. See Alan F. Karr and Ashish P. Sanil, “Web Systems that Disseminate
Information but Protect Conﬁdential Data,” National Institute of Statistical
Sciences, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, 2001.
G. T. Duncan and R. B. Pearson, “Enhancing Access to Microdata while Protecting Conﬁdentiality,” Statistical Science 6 (1991):219–39
See Donald B. Rubin, “Discussion of Statistical Disclosure Limitation,”
Journal of Ofﬁcial Statistics 9 (1993):461–68; Stephen E. Fienberg, “Conﬁdentiality and Data Protection through Disclosure Limitation: Evolving
Principles and Technical Advances,” The Philippine Statistician, 49 (2000):
1–12; and Arthur B. Kennickell, “Multiple Imputation and Disclosure Protection: The Case of the 1995 Survey of Consumer Finances,” SCF Working
Paper, 1997.
The U.S. Census Bureau, in collaboration with university economists, has
been building a system integrating various databases about the income and
employment of individuals and ﬁrms with its Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) program. Sophisticated masking techniques are under development so that the data can be made available to the public while
preserving conﬁdentiality. See John M. Abowd, “Unlocking the Information
in Integrated Social Data,” unpublished paper, Cornell University, 2002,
forthcoming in New Zealand Economic Papers.
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5.

The importance of data sockets is described in Michael Dertouzos, What Will
Be: How the New World of Information Will Change Our Lives (San Francisco:
Harper Edge, 1998).

6.

See William D. Nordhaus and James Tobin, “Is Growth Obsolete?” in Economic Growth: Fiftieth Anniversary Colloquium (New York: National Bureau
of Economic Research and Columbia University Press, 1972), pp. 1–80.
These include the Household Income and Labour Dynamics in Australia
(HILDA) Survey, the Belgian Socio-Economic Panel, Canada’s Survey of
Labor Income Dynamics (SLID), the French Household Panel, Germany’s
Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP), the Hungarian Household Panel, the Indonesia Family Life Survey, the Japanese Panel Survey on Consumers (JPSC), South
Korea’s Korean Labor and Income Panel Study (KLIPS), Luxembourg’s Panel
Socio-Economique “Liewen zu Letzebuerg” (PSELL), the Mexican Family
Life Survey (MxFLS), the Dutch Socio-Economic Panel (SEP), the Polish
Household Panel (PHP), the Russia Longitudinal Monitoring Survey (RLMS),
Spain’s Encuesta Continua de Presupuestos Familiares, the Swedish Panel Study
Market and Nonmarket Activities (HUS), the Swiss Household Panel (SHP),
Taiwan’s Panel Study of Family Dynamics (PSF), and the British Household
Panel Survey (BHPS). These various data panels are described on the PSID
Web site, www.isr.umich.edu/src/psid/panelstudies.html.

7.

8.

9.
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be he who has nothing to shelter him from the rain but the tiles, where
the gentle doves lay their eggs. Codrus possessed a bed too small for the
dwarf Procula, a marble slab adorned by six pipkins, with a small drinking cup, and a recumbent Chiron below, and an old chest containing
Greek books whose divine lays were being gnawed by unlettered mice.
Poor Codrus had nothing it is true: but he lost that nothing, which was
his all; and the last straw in his heap of misery is this, that though he is
destitute and begging for a bite, no one will help him with a meal, no
one offers him board or shelter.
But if the grand house of Asturicus be destroyed, the matrons go disheveled, your great men put on mourning, the praetor adjourns his
court: then indeed do we deplore the calamities of the city, and bewail
its ﬁres! Before the house has ceased to burn, up comes one with a gift
of marble or of building materials, another offers nude and glistening
statues, a third some notable work of Euphranor or Polyclitus, or
bronzes that had been the glory of old Asian shrines. Others will offer
books and bookcases, or a bust of Minerva, or a hundredweight of silver-plate. Thus does Persicus, that most sumptuous of childless men, replace what he has lost with more and better things, and with good reason incurs the suspicion of having set his own house on ﬁre.

See Robert J. Shiller and Ryan Schneider, “Labor Income Indices Designed
for Use in Contracts Promoting Income Risk Management,” Review of Income and Wealth 44 (June 1998):163–82.
Louis D. Brandeis, Other People’s Money (New York: Augustus M. Kelley Publishers, Reprints of Economic Classics, 1971 [1914]), p. 92.

10. Ibid., p. 104.
11. In France, the Commission des Opérations de Bourse has organized a database
with some company information, available via SOPHIE on www.cob.fr. In the
United Kingdom the FSA has plans for an Edgar-like Web site. There is already a system of online company information for Europe at the European
Business Register, www.ebr.org. Canada has a variant on EDGAR called the
System for Electronic Document Analysis and Retrieval (SEDAR), available at
www.sedar.com. In Japan, the government makes ﬁnancial information available electronically at www.japanﬁnancials.com.
12. The U.S. Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 restored the income averaging for farmers and ranchers, who have notoriously volatile incomes.

Juvenal Satire 3, in Juvenal and Persius with an English Translation by G. G.
Ramsay, LL.D., Lrrr.D. (London: William Heinemann, 1928), pp. 47–49.
Marshall Sahlins has argued that pre-modern societies generally have a system of generalized reciprocity within kinship groups and to some extent even
beyond kinship groups. See Marshall Sahlins, Stone Age Economics (Aldine De
Gruyter, 1972). A survey of some primitive methods of risk-sharing can be
found in Pranab Bardhan and Christopher R. Udry, Development Microeconomics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999).
15.

16. Ann E. Kaplan, ed., Giving USA: The Annual Report on Philanthropy for the
Year 1999 (New York: American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, 2000).

13. William Vickrey, “Averaging of Income for Tax Purposes,” Journal of Political Economy 37(3) (June 1939):305–37.

Chapter Fifteen
New Units of Measurement and Electronic Money

14. The Roman satirist Juvenal (ca. 57–127 a.d.) wrote:
No, no, I must live where there are no ﬁres, no nightly alarms. Ucalgeon below is already shouting for water and shifting his chattels; smoke
is pouring out of your third-ﬂoor attic above, but you know nothing of
it; for if the alarm begins in the ground-ﬂoor, the last man to burn will

1.
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For an extreme example, one might devise certiﬁcates that people could buy
to distribute to beggars that the beggar would insert into a cash machine to
get cash. Assuming the cash machine employs personal identiﬁcation systems,
and assuming it is tied to a national database, the machine could refuse to pay
if the beggar’s other income were above a threshold. This would deal with the
moral hazard of the “professional beggar” problem.
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See my paper “Why Do People Dislike Inﬂation?” in Christina Romer and
David Romer, eds., Reducing Inﬂation: Motivation and Strategy (Chicago:
National Bureau of Economic Research and University of Chicago Press,
1997).
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2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

The peso value of the UF is a daily interpolated lagged Chilean consumer price
index. Since it is based on lagged data, it is slightly out of date. The newspapers show tomorrow’s value as well as today’s, but values are never known
more than a month in advance since they will depend on later computations
of the consumer price index.
See http://www.sii.cl/pagina/valores/uf/uf2002.htm.
I ﬁrst made these proposals in a couple of working papers, “Indexed Units of
Account: Theory and Assessment of Historical Experience,” NBER Working
Paper 6356, January 1998, forthcoming in Fernando Lefort and Klaus
Schmidt-Hebbel, eds., Indexation, Inflation, and Monetary Policy (Santiago,
Chile: Central Bank of Chile, 2002); and “Designing Indexed Units of Account,” Cowles Foundation Discussion Paper 1179, Yale University, 1998,
NBER Working Paper w7160, 1999.
Newcomb’s discovery here reﬂected his profound interest in measurement. He
noticed in 1881 that books of tables of logarithms in public libraries showed most
heavy wear from use on the pages giving the logarithms for numbers beginning
with the numeral 1, and least wear from use on the pages giving the logarithms
for numbers beginning with the numeral 9. He concluded that people must
most often encounter, when they measure things, numbers that begin with the
numeral 1. His observation led to research that shows that numbers randomly
chosen among those that people use to measure things tend to begin with 1 over
six times as often as numbers that begin with 9. Why this should be so has puzzled mathematicians for over a century. See Ted Hill, “The First Digit Phenomenon,” American Scientist 86 (July-August 1998):358–63.
Simon Newcomb, “The Standard of Value,” North American Review (1879):
223–37.
Irving Fisher, The Money Illusion (New York: Adelphi, 1928).

See Robert Shiller, “Public Resistance to Indexation: A Puzzle,” Brookings
Papers on Economic Activity I (1997):159–211; and related work by Eldar Shaﬁr,
Peter Diamond, and Amos Tversky, “Money Illusion,” Quarterly Journal of
Economics 112 (May 1997):341–74.
9. Consider for example the Alternative Minimum Tax in the United States,
which was enacted thirty years ago to help prevent wealthy people from evading taxes because they used many deductions and was not indexed to inﬂation.
It impacts those making from $72,000 to $627,000, but has no impact on
people whose incomes are above $627,000, the very group for which it was
intended. Another example is the IRA limitation, which was set at $2000 in
1982, and remains there today.
10. See Jeremy J. Siegel, Stocks for the Long Run: The Deﬁnitive Guide to Financial Market Returns and Long-Term Investment Strategies, 3rd ed. (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 2002), p. 33.
11. One of the most common adaptations to the extremely high inﬂation around
1981 was to switch to adjustable rate mortgages rather than ﬁxed rate mortgages, since short term interest rates tended to be lower. But this did not re-

8.
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ally solve the problem, since it achieved a lowering of mortgage payments only
by adding the risk that the homeowner would be forced to pay even higher
rates in the future.
12. One of the guidelines for choosing a mortgage offered by Consumers Union
(CU), the publisher of Consumer Reports, was “Don’t go into the red.” In
fact, CU actively lobbied against ﬁxed-real-payment mortgages: “Because it
may not always be easy to match accumulating negative amortization with
property values, CU has urged regulators to limit the amount of negative
amortization that can accumulate.” See “Can You Afford a Mortgage?” Consumer Reports 46(7) (July 1981):400–405, at 405.
13. “As attractive as the inﬂation-indexed notes appear, it may make sense to wait
and watch instead of plunging right in.” “Your Money: New Inﬂation-Proof
Bonds Should They Be in Your Portfolio?” Consumer Reports, 62(4) (April
1997):88–89, at 89.
14. I checked whether this tendency is operative with the UF in Chile by counting
the numbers of UF condominium prices by last digit (excluding trailing zeros)
quoted in display advertisements (the larger advertisements, often including a
photograph of an apartment building or graphic art) in the Propriedades (properties) section of the Sunday August 10, 1997, edition of the Santiago newspaper El Mercurio. There were twenty-six UF prices ending in 9, sixteen in 8,
eleven in 7, nine in 6, sixteen in 5, four in 4, ten in 3, eight in 2, and six in 1.
15.

Roger Bootle, The Death of Inﬂation: Surviving and Thriving in the Zero Era
(London: Nicholas Brealey, 1997).

16. For example, within the last few years Japan, the European Community, and
the United Kingdom have all taken steps to ensure the independence of their
central banks. See Alan Blinder, The Quiet Revolution: Central Banking Goes
Modern (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003).
17. The essential point is that the uncertainty about inﬂation has been very high.
If inﬂation were high but unvarying, people would probably largely grow accustomed to the steady high inﬂation and make adjustments for it so that it did
not affect real quantities. But the uncertainty, as measured by the standard deviation of cumulated inﬂation over twenty-year intervals, has been very high.
For Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy,
Japan, South Korea, Mexico, Nigeria, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the
United States, the median such twenty-year standard deviation in the post war
period (generally 1950–92) was 519 percent. The country with the lowest such
standard deviation was Germany, at 19.2 percent, with the highest was Argentina, with 1.1 × 1012 percent. See Robert J. Shiller, “Public Resistance to Indexation: A Puzzle,” Brookings Papers on Economic Activity 1 (1997):159–228.
18. Ibid., p. 188.
19. Márcio Garcia, a Brazilian economist, has documented that the lag in computing the consumer price index at a time of escalating inﬂation in Brazil
caused indexed bonds there to lose much of their real value by 1990. Márcio
G. P. Garcia, “The Fisher Effect in a Signal Extraction Framework: The Re318
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the eigenvectors with the highest eigenvalues, and pursue the implied risksharing contracts. The fact that the unit eigenvector has a zero eigenvalue with
this variance matrix indicates why a risk that is shared by everyone is the worst
risk-sharing contract of all, and offers no welfare gain to society after all other
risk-sharing opportunities are exploited. See Athanasoulis and Shiller, “World
Income Components”; see also Athanasoulis, “Essays in Risk Sharing, Derivatives Design, and Macroeconomic Policy.” An analogous result was derived
independently by Gabrielle Demange and Guy Laroque, “Optimality of Incomplete Markets,” Journal of Economic Theory 65 (1995):218–32.
In chapter 9 I advocate creating a market for the entire world, even though
this market corresponds to a zero eigenvalue and is by our above theory the
last market that should be created. However, even by the above theory, developing a market for world risk is valuable when not all other markets have
been created, even though the world market is by that theory dominated by
other potential new markets. Athanasoulis and I have developed variations on
our basic mathematical model that we believe demonstrate the importance of
creating a market for the entire world. See Stefano Athanasoulis and Robert J.
Shiller, “The Signiﬁcance of the Market Portfolio,” Review of Financial Studies 13(2) (2000):301–29.

cent Brazilian Experience,” Journal of Development Economics 41(1) (June
1993):71–93.
20. Irving Fisher, “A Compensated Dollar,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 27
(1913):213–35. For Newcomb’s work, see “The Standard of Value.” Different inventions that would have the effect of automatically maintaining the real value
of the currency are discussed by Robert E. Hall, “Optimal Fiduciary Monetary
Systems,” Journal of Monetary Economics 12 (1983):33–50; and “Irving Fisher’s
Self-Stabilizing Money,” American Economic Review 87 (1997):436–38.
21. For further discussion of his idea, see Robert J. Shiller, “Indexed Units of Account: Theory and Assessment of Historical Experience,” NBER Working
Paper 6356, 1998.
22. See for example the World Currency Unit, proposed by Lok-Sang Ho, “Toward a New International Monetary Order: the World Currency and the
Global Indexed Bond,” The World Economy 23(7) (2000):939–50.
23. We have already seen in chapter 9 the potential importance of a market for the
entire world; this is set forth rigorously in Stefano Athanasoulis and Robert J.
Shiller, “The Signiﬁcance of the Market Portfolio,” Review of Financial Studies 13(2) (2000):301–29.
24. George Akerlof, William Dickens, and George Perry, “The Macroeconomics
of Low Inﬂation,” Brookings Papers on Economic Activity I (1996):1–76.
25. Truman Bewley, Why Wages Don’t Fall During a Recession (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000).

Chapter Seventeen
Lessons from Major Financial Inventions
1.

Chapter Sixteen
Making the Ideas Work: Research and Advocacy
1.

2.
3.

4.

Robert J. Shiller and Ryan Schneider, “Labor Income Indices Designed for
Use in Contracts Promoting Income Risk Management,” Review of Income
and Wealth 44 (June 1998):163–82.
The world shares that were described in chapter 9 would still have use because
different people have different exposure to or sensitivity to world GDP.
The principal reference here is Athanasoulis and Shiller, “World Income Components: Measuring and Exploiting Risk-sharing Opportunities,” American
Economic Review 91(4) (2001):1031–54. See also Stefano Athanasoulis, “Essays
in Risk-sharing, Derivatives Design, and Macroeconomic Policy,” unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, 1995; Stefano Athanasoulis, Eric van Wincoop, and Robert J. Shiller, “Macro Markets and Financial Security,” Economic
Policy Review 5(1) (1999):21–39; and Stefano Athanasoulis and Robert J. Shiller,
“Deﬁning Residual Risk-Sharing Opportunities: Pooling World Income Components,” Research in Economics 56(1) (March 2002):61–84.
From the standpoint of our mathematical model, the optimal risk-sharing
contracts are deﬁned by the eigenvectors of the variance matrix of deviations
of individual income from world-average income. The associated eigenvalue is
an index of the welfare gain to sharing this risk. Therefore, we want to pick
319

2.

The invention of coins was attributed in ancient times to Pheidon of Argos,
Theseus of Athens, and others. The true origins are difﬁcult to place: decorated gold disks resembling coins were found in Crete dating from a thousand
years earlier, and it is impossible to tell when such things were ﬁrst treated as
money. See Robert A. Mundell, “The Birth of Coinage,” Department of Economics, Columbia University, Discussion Paper No. 0102–08, February 2002.
Even though coins were cheap to make, it was difﬁcult to counterfeit the coins
using base metal. One could make a terra cotta mold of a silver coin, use it to
cast a coin from copper or bronze, and then plate it with silver. But these
counterfeits did not have quite the sharp and sparkling look of the original,
and people could generally tell the difference. Still, some people would punch
holes through coins to check for base metal inside.

3.

“So far as we have any knowledge, they [the Lydians] were the ﬁrst nation to
introduce the use of gold and silver coins, and the ﬁrst who sold goods by retail.” Herodotus The History, George Rawlinson, trans. (Chicago: University
of Chicago and Encyclopedia Britannica), bk. I, p. 22.

4.

Metal plates were engraved by scratching a pattern on them by hand, with
meticulous care by an engraver. Some of this hand work is still used in making
modern paper money. Each such handmade metal plate is unique. It cannot
be copied by any known process because it carries with it all the motions of
the engraver’s hand. The bills are printed by applying ink into the grooves of
the plate and pressing a piece of paper onto the plate. The resulting note
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5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

shows all of the detail of the original hand-engraved plate, and shows as well
a slight embossed or intaglio pattern that results from the three-dimensional
nature of the plate. No counterfeiter can perfectly duplicate the appearance of
the resulting bill, even today.
Technological advances from the ﬁfteenth to the seventeenth centuries also
made it increasingly possible for governments to make subsidiary coinage that
could not be counterfeited. Subsidiary coins are made from base metals and
have ﬁxed exchange rates with precious metal coins. Subsidiary coins derive
their value from the opportunity to exchange for precious metal coins, and so
it is essential that they not be counterfeitable, even with the same base metal.
The United Kingdom did not develop subsidiary coinage until the new technology was well in place in 1816, the United States not until 1853. See Thomas
J. Sargent and François R. Velde, The Big Problem of Small Change (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2001).
See Carlo M. Cippola, Money, Prices and Civilization in the Mediterranean
World: Fifth to Seventeenth Century (New York: Gordian Press, 1956). Until
the decimalization of the pound in 1971, the U. K. still used the symbol d., for
denarius, to refer to its penny coin.
The 1811 law said that shareholders “shall be individually responsible to the extent of their respective shares of stock in the said company, and no further.” This
seems quite clear; however, in 1826 a New York court ruled that this language
meant double liability: Investors might be forced to come up with that value
again. The 1811 law did effectively limit liability to twice the capital subscribed
and set in motion the legal impetus for limited liability as we now know it in the
United States. See David A. Moss, When All Else Fails: Government as the Ultimate Risk Manager (Cambridge: Harvard Business School Press, 2002), p. 57.
Ibid.
National limited liability laws were adopted in England in 1855, France in 1867,
and Germany in 1870. See Tony Orhnial, Limited Liability and the Corporation (London: Croom Helm, 1982).

10. Kahneman and Tversky, “Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision under
Risk.”
11. Daily settlement of the margin credit was done in cash every day, and individuals did not have what we call margin accounts. The margin balances were
traded with the contract. See Ulrike Schaede, “Forwards and Futures in Tokugawa-Period Japan: A New Perspective on the Dojima Rice Market,” Journal
of Banking and Finance 13 (1989):487–513.
12. For a comprehensive overview of the history of life insurance sales, see J.
Owen Stalson, Marketing Life Insurance: Its History in America (Homewood,
Ill.: Richard B. Irwin, 1969). Stalson remarks, in describing the importance of
Robinson’s success,
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of operations. The reason it did not prosper more fully from the start is
explained by the simple fact that, regardless of how attractive mutual life
insurance as a plan may be, yet it costs participants something to share
in its beneﬁts, and men prefer to spend their money for other things. A
powerful and persistent program of selling is therefore needed to get
the best life insurance to market. I mean, of course, in volume; there is
always a small market for life insurance, even without the beneﬁt of a
selling program, since some men want protection even at high rates and
minimum beneﬁts. But the Mutual Life could not survive on a share of
that small market. (p. 129)
13. See James E. Post, Risk and Response: Management and Social Change in the
American Insurance Industry (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1976).
Whole life policies extend back at least to the Pennsylvania Company for Insurances on Lives and Granting Annuities, which was founded in 1812. See
Stalson, Marketing Life Insurance.
14. John Alford Stevenson, Ph.D., Selling Life Insurance (New York: Harper &
Brothers Publishers, 1922), p. 240.
Viviana A. Rotman Zelizer, Morals and Markets: The Development of Life Insurance in the United States (New York: Transaction Books, 1983), p. 132.
16. “In fact, the value of the survivors insurance you have under Social Security is
probably more than the value of your individual life insurance,” U.S. Social
Security Administration, Social Security Survivors Beneﬁts, Publication No.
05–10084, August 2000, p. 1. In the United States, the essential Social Security programs are summarized by the acronym OASDI, for old age, survivors,
and disability insurance. Private insurance companies have never been very
successful in selling disability insurance to the public; for some psychological
reason most people are unreceptive to buying disability insurance, even
though the risk of disability is very important and can wreak havoc on families’ lives. Thus, the government’s assuming of disability risk is another major
risk management innovation in our society.
17. For a study that concludes that most people spend too little on life insurance,
see Jegadeesh Gokhale and Laurence Kotlikoff, “The Adequacy of Life Insurance,” Research Dialogue No. 71 (New York: TIAA-CREF Institute, 2002).

15.

Chapter Eighteen
Lessons from Major Social Insurance Inventions
1.

Mutual life insurance, in spite of all its real merits, was hard to sell. Not
that any damaging argument could be brought against the plan—or the
practice—of the Mutual Life; the company was sound from its ﬁrst day
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Traditional economies have long used a number of risk sharing devices that
go beyond the tithe and zakat. Robert M. Townsend has shown that traditional
villages in India effectively manage to pool a good fraction of their risks, and
similar risk-sharing occurs in rural Thailand. See Robert M. Townsend, “Risk
and Insurance in Village India,” Econometrica 62 (1994):539–91, and “Financial
Systems in Northern Thai Villages,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 110(4)
(November 1995):1011–46. Partial pooling occurs in very different primitive cul-
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tures in Nigeria; see Christopher Udry, “Risk and Saving in Northern Nigeria,”
American Economic Review 85(5) (December 1995):1287–1300.
2. Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations
(London: Ward Lock, Bowden & Co., 1776), p. 690.
3. Ibid., p. 669.
4. John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy: With Some of their Applications to Social Philosophy (Fairﬁeld, N.J.: Augustus M. Kelley, 1976), book V,
ch. 3, pp. 834–5.
5. Smith, Wealth of Nations.
6. The 1799 U.K. income tax is often described as the ﬁrst true income tax, but
earlier, if less inﬂuential precedents, appear in England for a short time after
the Stuart Restoration (1660) to pay for a war with France, in France during
the Terror of 1793, and in Holland in 1798 to pay for war expenses. See Carolyn Webber and Aaron Wildafsky, A History of Taxation and Expenditure in
the Western World (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1986).
7. Letter “To the Editor of the Times,” signed J. H., The London Times, March
5, 1816, p. 4, cols. 1 and 2.
8. U.S. Ofﬁce of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue on the Operations of the Internal Revenue System for
the Year Ending June 30, 1867 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Ofﬁce, 1867), p. XVII.
9. Ibid.
10. U.S. House 1871:1 January 23, 1871. Also quoted in Sewanee Review (August
1893), p. 472.
11. Henry George, Progress and Poverty, 4th ed. (New York: Henry George and
Company, 1880), p. 288. George goes on to describe another problem with the
income tax, “and ﬁnally, just in proportion as the tax accomplishes its effect,
a lessening in the incentive to the accumulation of wealth, which is one of the
strong forms of industrial progress.” The problem with income taxes that he
alludes to here can be remedied by allowing an unlimited savings allowance,
that is, by transforming the income tax into a consumption tax. But appending an unlimited savings allowance to the income tax in his day would have required even more elaborate information technology.
12. The term “negative tax” was used by Augustin Cournot in 1838, but he does
not argue for such a tax. See Augustin Cournot, Researches into the Mathematical Principle of the Theory of Wealth, trans. by Nathaniel Bacon from
French original of 1938 (New York: Augustus M. Kelley Reprints of Economic
Classics, 1960), p. 69.
13. Lady Juliet Rhys-Williams, D.B.E., in her privately circulated self-published
pamphlet Something to Look Forward To (1942), as quoted in Lady RhysWilliams, D.B.E., Taxation and Incentives (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1953), pp. 121–22. Similar words can be found in her book Something
to Look Forward To (London: MacDonald, 1943), which was derived from
the pamphlet.
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14. Rhys-Williams, Something to Look Forward To.
15. Ibid. (emphasis hers).
16. Robert Theobald, Free Men and Free Markets (New York: Clarkson N. Potter,
1963).
17. In Fear of Falling: The Inner Life of the Middle Class (New York: Pantheon
Books, 1990), Barbara Ehrenreich details a number of different voices from
the early 1960s for this theme of universal afﬂuence.
18. Theobald, Free Mean and Free Markets, pp. 156–7.
19. Ibid., p. 151.
20. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, The Politics of a Guaranteed Income: The Nixon Administration and the Family Assistance Plan (New York: Random House, 1973).
21. In Italy and Spain, guaranteed minimum incomes exist only in certain localities. In Greece there is none at all. See “Commission Report to the Council,
The European Parliament, and Social Committee of the Committee of the
Regions on the Implementation of the Recommendation 92/441/EEC
of June 23 1992 on Common Criteria Concerning Sufﬁcient Resources and
Social Insurance in Social Protection Systems., 1999.”
22. Ibid.
23. See Anthony B. Atkinson, “The Case for Participation Income,” The Political
Quarterly 67 (1996):67–70.
24. See First Report, Special Issue of CESifo Forum, IFO (Munich: CESifo Council of Economic Experts, 2001).
25. The similarity of these plans across many countries can be easily gauged in
U.S. Social Security Administration, Social Security Programs Throughout the
World—1999 (Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Ofﬁce, 2000).
26. “State Socialism in Germany,” The Times, June 19, 1889, p. 15, cols. 2–3.
27. David Lloyd George, quoted in The Daily News, August 27, 1908. Quoted in
E. P. Hennock, “The Origins of British National Insurance and The German
Precedent 1880–1914,” in W. J. Mommsen, ed., The Emergence of the Welfare
State in Britain and Germany (London: Croom Helm, 1981), p. 87.
28. Gustav Schmoller, “Vier Briefe über Bismarcks sozialpolitische und volkswirtschaftliche Stellung und Bedeutung,” in Gustav Schmoller, ed., Charakterbilder (Leipzig: Verlag von Duncker, 1913), p. 57.
29. Truman F. Bewley, Why Wages Don’t Fall in a Recession (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2000).
30. Lujo Brentano, Die Arbeitsversicherung Gemäss der Heutigen Wirtschaftsordnung (Leipzig: Duncker & Humblot, 1879), p. 200.
31. The creation of unemployment insurance not only encourages individuals to
take greater employment risks for higher wages, it also encourages ﬁrms to offer more high quality jobs that have greater employment risk. Thus, unemployment insurance has the potential to raise productivity. See Daron Acemoglu and Robert Shimer, “Efﬁcient Unemployment Insurance,” Journal of
Political Economy 107 (October 1999):893–928.
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